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GLOSSARY 
Adware Software that offers payment for clicks on links often used on many community 
sites 
Archive An on-line archive systematically preserves and makes accessible, most 
exchanges, commentary and resources created in social media.  
Asynchronous Objects or events that are not co-ordinated in time 
Autodidaxy Learning a subject without the benefit of a teacher or formal education; self-taught 
learning 
Avatar  An image in an online signature that reveals a characteristic or an allegiance. 
Blog A regularly updated website or web page, typically run by an individual or small 
group, that is written in an informal or conversational style. 
Blogathon A virtual event where a variety of bloggists contribute views and commentary on 
aspects of a specific domain, over a defined period of time, and records them as 
singular body of work. 
Blogospheres All blogs and their interconnections. The term implies that blogs exist together as a 
connected community  
Blue ray A format of DVD designed for the storage of high-definition video and data. 
Bulletin board A software application that is used asynchronously to share text based messages, 
comments, notices, announcements, etcetera. See also forum. 
Deep web  The part of the World Wide Web that is not discoverable by means of standard 
search engines, including password-protected or dynamic pages and encrypted 
networks 
Domain  A sphere of activity, influence, or knowledge. 
Domain name  A string of case sensitive letters and punctuation that direct users to an Internet 
address. Usually a set of words that indicate the purpose of the website. 
Emoticon A representation of a facial expression, formed by various combinations of 
keyboard characters and used in electronic communications to convey the writer's 
feelings or intended tone. 
Glossary 
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Fanfiction Fiction about characters or settings from an original work of fiction, created 
by fans of that work rather than by its creator. 
Forums  A software application that is used asynchronously to share text based messages, 
comments, notices, announcements, etcetera. See also Bulletin Board. 
Geocaching The recreational activity of hunting for and finding a hidden object by means of 
GPS coordinates posted on a website. 
HTML Software coding script, hypertext mark up language.  
Kewl talk  Acronyms, misspellings and abbreviations that are sometimes used in virtual 
conversations to make it a more familiar environment. 
Lurker A common Internet term for a person who regularly reads a forum, but rarely, or 
never participates in the discussion by posting. 
Manners posts Posts which are about thanking other members for their long discussion and 
acknowledging agreement with ideas. 
Meaning  Oxford dictionary describes ‘meaning as “Implied or explicit significance”. 
Merchanter Term used by naval seamen to describe merchant seamen. 
MOOCS  Massive open online course. 
Netiquette Net etiquette. Proper manners on the internet. 
Open-source Software whose source code is available for modification or enhancement by 
anyone. 
PHP  Software coding script, Hypertext Preprocessor.  
Pinned posts  Posts that always remain at the top of a thread or forum regardless of how big they 
become thus making them always easily accessible. 
Posters People who submit text based comments to forums. 
Postings  The written text placed by individual participants in forums. Posting refers to the 
act of creating posts. 
Recapping A technique where frames of movies are reproduced as still photographs. They 
are frequently used to illustrate points of plot or chart context or inconsistencies in 
movies.  
Setups  Setups are the way the camera follows the actions in a film. 
Site Internet spaces where meaning is controlled by the owner 
Glossary 
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Skins  The software coding that allows members to choose between a variety individual 
formatting styles when they read forums. 
Social media  Websites and other online means of communication that are used by large groups 
of people to share information and to develop social and professional contacts: 
Sockpuppet.  An online identity used for purposes of deception 
Spoilers Posts and exchanges that give away key plot points of films, books television 
programs . 
Synchronous Existing or occurring at the same time 
Threads Forums are usually organised in a hierarchical structure. A thread or topic is the 
lowest level and is where posters submit discussion posts.  
Troll  A person whose sole purpose in life is to seek out people to argue with on the 
internet over extremely trivial issues. 
Usenet A vast collection of newsgroups that follow agreed naming, maintaining, and 
distribution practices 
Virtual 
communities 
Social aggregations that “emerge from the Internet when people continue 
discussions long enough and with enough emotion to form real human 
relationships within cyberspace” Rheingold (1993) 
Webcam  A video camera that inputs to a computer connected to the Internet, so that its 
images can be viewed by Internet users 
Wiki  A website that allows anyone to add, delete, or revise content online without any 
additional software. 
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ABSTRACT 
This study asks the question ‘What is the value of meaning created through social 
learning in informal virtual communities?’. By researching how people learn in two virtual 
communities of practice, based around forums, it endeavours to explore learning in online 
environments that are unconnected to workplace or educational institutions. Both communities 
studied in this project are meeting places for peers who pursue a domain of personal interest, 
hence neither community defines itself as a learning environment but as a social meeting 
place for people to share similar pursuits. The rationale of this study was to explore in-depth 
the plethora of resources that forum-based communities offer researchers of learning outside 
the academy, in order to understand the intricacies of un-facilitated social learning.  
A research strategy for this study was developed from Crotty's (1998) platform which defines: 
research methods; a methodology; a theoretical perspective; and an epistemology. 
Triangulated research methods of interview, observation, and personal participation form the 
basis of data collection. Ethnography, which incorporates auto-ethnography, was the chosen 
methodology, and the study is centred on a constructivist epistemology. This study employs 
an interpretivist theoretical perspective, relying on the approaches of two theorists to analyse 
the data. Both communities were explored by developing four specific propositions from an 
in-depth analysis of the available literature on informal learning, virtual environments and 
communities, together with the theoretical understandings of Wenger (1998) regarding 
Communities of Practice, and Candy (1991) relating to autodidactic and constructed learning. 
Two viewpoints were chosen because whilst there are a number of theoretical perspectives 
that can be applied to informal learning in a virtual environment, there is no one agreed theory 
which comprehensively explains the complexities of individual and social learning in virtual 
communities. 
Despite recognition of the Internet as a major source of many people’s informal learning, there 
is still comparatively limited research undertaken on how this happens. This study is intended 
to assist in the reduction of this gap by examining aspects of learning including: the connection 
between autonomous learners and virtual communities; the effect of the written format of the 
communities observed on dispersing meaning; and the impact of the virtuality of the 
community on the process of learning and creation of meaning. By undertaking an 
ethnographical examination of the nature of learning in two informal virtual communities based 
around written asynchronous forums, this study is intended to contribute to understanding the 
worth of informal learning in virtual communities where learning occurs between peers. 
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This study contributes to knowledge through its exploration of the way learning occurs in un-
facilitated environments and the legitimacy of the outcomes of that learning. Through this 
exploration, it fosters an appreciation of the value of meaning created in these social 
environments, as well as their role in validation of communal and individual meaning. It is able 
to do this by circumnavigating the difficulties earlier researchers have had in developing in-
depth studies of the topic because it does not rely implicitly on the perspectives of those 
participating, or limited-time observations. 
The study concludes that for both communities their virtuality greatly influences the way their 
practice develops, as well as how this practice shapes the way in which their members learn 
in informal environments. It also concludes that learning in these environments is a very 
complex, often sophisticated, and sometimes contradictory process that is governed by many 
different, and occasionally competing, aims of individuals and communities. This study also 
resolved that because of the very complexity of this learning, these two communities produce 
some very deep and meaningful contributions to their respective domains. As individuals 
connected within these communities in order to explore their interest in their respective 
domains, the communities became: repositories of ideas and resources; places to engage in 
negotiating and renegotiating meaning; and places to validate personal meaning through 
testing against established community understandings and peer views. Thus after extensive 
ethnographical research on both communities of this study, it is considered that this work 
advances the knowledge of learning outside the academy by providing evidence that people 
do learn effectively in informal virtual communities 
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PREAMBLE 
In the early days of the Internet, when I first tentatively experienced the virtual world, I used it 
mainly to find resources. Initially I located information for serious professional use, and then I 
was able to uncover material about personal interests and hobbies, on topics such as classic 
movies, horses, ships, travel, genealogy and history. I discovered, first through Usenet1 which 
I stumbled on by accident in 1995, and then through various randomly located forums and 
bulletin boards, that there were many other enthusiastic people who shared my interests in 
the same ‘trivial’ pursuits. 
Although I was very nervous when I first contacted these people, I discovered that they were 
neither cranks nor dangerous. After discussions using public postings, followed by the 
exchange of private messages and emails, I made many personal connections all over the 
world with people I had ‘met’ online. In the course of these conversations, I also discovered 
that as I communicated with these people, I became a member of several virtual communities. 
In our discussions in these communities, we shared not only the topics of interest, but more 
personal thoughts and ideals. As a member of those communities, I was involved in a web of 
knowledge about my interests that far outweighed anything that I found in the non-virtual world.  
In the virtual world I joined, community members and friends who also loved classic movies, 
shared: local publications; film reviews; gossip; and as the technology increased, a variety of 
multimedia. We searched scripts, accessed spoilers for new movies and television programs, 
and even were contacted by a producer who was willing to share his views on the creation of 
a television series. Some online forums also became a major source of information about 
caring for my horses, because over the years I used them to search for: equine information; 
to discover new riding and training techniques; to ask for advice on bits and my horses’ health; 
and to seek reassurance about horse behaviours and minor injuries.  
I also used other forums where I asked people whom I had never met for assistance in tracing 
minute details of my family history, and in doing so even located some respondents to whom 
I was related. I took advice about travel destinations and needs from people living in the 
intended locations and from people who had visited them previously. They assisted me: to 
                                               
1 Definitions of terms used in this work may be found in the Glossary. 
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find timetables; gave me advice on routes and safety; and helped me make sense of the 
myriad of official and unofficial travel advice available online. 
Eventually with a number of friends from all over the world, I became involved in managing a 
forum. Whilst I considered myself technically proficient, in order to manage the site I had to 
learn to read and write PHP and HTML coding, create ‘skins’, and add new software (now 
called apps), which included creating a games arcade and facilities for multi-media embeds. 
In addition, I created a complicated wiki developed from downloading open-source software 
and built from this basic outline. I had no formal assistance in learning how to manage the 
technical side of this community. All of these things I learned informally, locating information 
and seeking advice from others where I could.  
In order to manage the forum which my friends and I co-owned, I developed the habit of joining 
specialist forums whose topic was software development. I searched their archives for 
information about particular software, and useful resources that other members identified to 
help them solve problems. If I could not find the answers in their archives, I asked members 
of the community for advice. In a short time, I discovered that out in the non-virtual world, the 
one where I needed to earn a living, the knowledge that I had gained from pursuing my ‘trivial’ 
interests in the online communities, contributed to my employment because my experiences 
frequently meant that I was recognised as the technology ‘expert’ even though I had no formal 
qualifications. 
I assumed at first that this was an unusual experience. However, one of the co-managers of 
the site I developed was an American school teacher whose attitude to technology and 
software was “I will do what I am told but I don’t know much about it”. Despite this, she took 
great delight in informing the other site owners that she was described as the technical expert 
in her school and was often asked to help introduce new teaching software. She said she did 
not even realise how much she had learned ‘messing’ with the site until she was in a position 
to assist others in her school. Shortly afterwards, another manager of the site, an Australian 
woman who had been a homemaker for twenty years and had not completed high school, 
reported that she had been offered a general office position based on her ability to 
communicate clearly, manage technology and search online effectively. She said that whilst 
she told the people at her workplace she acquired these skills using the Internet for personal 
research and interest, she was embarrassed to admit that she gained them running and 
sharing a community forum that was based around movies. 
Preamble 
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None of the members of our virtual community joined it with the intention to learn. They only 
wanted to share an interest with people who did not belittle its ‘trivial’ nature, yet many of us 
found the experience impacted positively on real life as we learned many things unconnected 
to movies that other people recognised as valuable knowledge. It was the recognition of these 
experiences and their important contribution to my non-virtual world, which has influenced the 
development of this study about the nature of learning that occurs in these informal online 
communities.  
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CHAPTER ONE-INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
This study is an observation of social learning in the un-facilitated, unstructured environments 
of informal online communities. It aims to analyse and evaluate the learning processes of two 
virtual communities based around asynchronous forums, in order to understand how this 
learning influences the personal constructs of community members and the social 
understandings of the community. In addition, it investigates how meaning that results from 
these learning processes is dispersed to a wider milieu than the community itself. This study 
is significant because it contributes to a detailed understanding of informal learning in virtual 
environments. It also provides a methodological framework for new studies, which may further 
understanding learning in informal online communities.  
According to Song and Lee (2014), in their work about the relationship between Web 2.0 and 
informal learning, despite recognition of the Internet as a major source of many people’s 
informal learning, there is still comparatively limited research undertaken on how this happens. 
This study is intended to assist in the reduction of this gap by examining aspects of learning 
including: the connection between autonomous learners and virtual communities; the effect of 
the written format of both communities on dispersing meaning; and the impact of the virtuality 
of the community on the process of learning and creation of meaning.  
In setting these aims for this study, the researcher recognises the complexities of exploring 
this virtual environment. According to Ziegler, Paulus and Woodside (2014) in their discussion 
of discourse in informal virtual groups, describing informal learning and how it takes place can 
be a challenge for researchers. Within the current study, this challenge includes: managing 
the huge amount of data; understanding the complex relations between members and their 
virtual communities; and evaluating the outcomes of community participants’ exchanges in 
relation to learning and the creation of knowledge. 
Some of this complexity was reduced by the researcher’s connections to the domain of the 
topics discussed in the communities observed in this study. One community is a small group 
of people who discuss the work of American film director John Ford, using two separate and 
distinct forums. In the large second community, the domain of interest is shipping and 
seafaring, with emphasis on members sharing experiences from their careers in the merchant 
navy. Although not a member of the communities at the time they were located through a 
Google search, the researcher had a sufficient understanding of the topics to have an insight 
into what was being discussed in relevant posts. She was therefore able to make judgements 
Chapter One 
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about the knowledge of the community members, the validity of the content and the objectivity 
or bias of the community about the topic. 
The disciplinary context and methodology 
This study is a qualitative investigation using an ethnographic/auto-ethnographic methodology 
which is based on an interpretive theoretical perspective, located within the epistemological 
context of constructivism. A triangulated methodology was used to gather data. Firstly, it was 
collected through the examination of forum threads and posts, in order to assess their 
influence on the community’s understanding of the domains of their topics. Then the 
researcher accessed and analysed the historical archives in each community, after which this 
data was analysed against information obtained from five unstructured interviews of members 
who were active in the two communities. Additionally, the researcher included an auto-
ethnographical methodology to analyse her own experiences as a participant in the 
communities and to assess her perceptions of the impact of meaning created in them. She 
was an active poster in one forum and could be considered a ‘lurker’ in two others.  
The rationale for the proposed research and its significance  
When the concept of Web 2.0 emerged around 2005, its development of interactive software 
applications and its emphasis on the communicative and sharing nature of virtual contacts 
created many opportunities for learning within virtual communities. In her work on the research 
challenges of online learning, M.Cox (2013) states that ready access to the Internet is 
“changing the ways in which knowledge is represented, and how information is sought and 
gathered, thereby changing the ways in which people think and learn” (p.5). Thus, because 
so much learning occurs in a virtual environment, understanding how it happens has become 
highly relevant. Authors Thomas and Seely Brown (2011), in their work on virtual communities, 
comment that “new media forms are making peer-to-peer learning easier and more natural 
and traditional forms of learning information transferred from teacher to student are unable to 
keep up with a rapid changing world” (p.50). This opinion is supported by Song and Lee (2014) 
who believe that the development of a myriad of new technologies for learning has enabled 
people to learn anywhere and anytime.  
This study is an endeavour to explore this impact of online environments on learning 
unconnected to workplace or educational institutions, by researching how people learn in two 
virtual communities of practice, based around forums. These forum applications were chosen 
for the study because, whilst there are many types of social media which support some form 
of exchange, forums are true peer sites, as these communities are egalitarian in the sense 
Chapter One 
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that opportunities for equal contribution are available to all members. These forum-based 
groups have been recognised as places of learning by authors Chen and Chang (2011), who 
in reporting their research on lurkers, state that forums are designed to be places of 
collaborative knowledge co-construction that provide opportunities for learning. In forums, the 
public record is generally not regulated by one person, so that controversies, heated 
exchanges and inconclusive meaning are recorded, and are usually only moderated when 
they contradict the standards of the community, rather than being removed because they 
contradict the site owner’s views.  
Forums are often privately owned, created specifically so participants have a social platform 
to share an interest in a domain. Thus, virtual social groups can be easily formed when 
someone places appropriate software on an accessible website, obtains a domain name that 
specifies the subject, and like-minded people join as members to discuss the chosen topic, 
share information and resources, and create friendships. Forums can also be attached to 
commercial sites where they serve as a portal that encourages people to continue to use the 
commercial site.2  
Forums usually rely on an asynchronous written format that is maintained as an archive, so 
that the processes of creating and validating meaning are retained in the community and are 
readily available to anyone wishing to explore them. It is therefore possible to examine: 
individual poster’s involvement in the community; the community response to their comments; 
and the impact of exchanges on community development. Any learning that subsequently 
occurs because of these exchanges can be mapped and analysed, so that participants’ own 
observations and reflections on what occurred can be tested against the archived records of 
the community. In Ziegler et al.'s (2014) opinion, online text-based conversations are 
persistent sources of research, and can be studied in ways not easily replicable in face-to-
face contexts. Thus, virtual communities based around forums offer a significant resource for 
researchers of informal learning as they record the processes of learning, as well as the 
outcomes of learning of all active posters. 
These forums provide an opportunity to examine complex learning behaviours. People are 
known to be highly active in one community but may ‘lurk’ in another, even when the domains 
are similar. This suggests that engagement with communities is governed by considerations 
other than a shared pursuit of a domain. Because it is possible to examine archives and 
                                               
2 IMDB (Internet Movie Database), Ancestry, (genealogy site) and Amazon (book store) are examples 
of large commercial sites which support active community forums or bulletin boards. 
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threads from their conception to when discussion dies, forums provide an opportunity to 
research what attracts people to certain communities, and therefore to assess what influences 
their roles in the community. The rationale of this study was, therefore, to explore in-depth the 
plethora of resources that forum-based communities offer researchers of learning outside the 
academy, in order to understand the intricacies of un-facilitated social learning.  
Contribution to knowledge 
That people learn in many varied environments unconnected to formal educational institutions 
is not disputed. Authors such as Knowles (1950) and Tough (1967) developed early works on 
informal learning that form the basis of current understandings of its occurrences. Both Tough 
(2002) and Livingstone (1999), another significant author on informal learning, claim that over 
ninety percent of learning occurs informally. In the opinion of Candy (1991), in his works on 
self-direction, “no domain of human existence is exempt from self-educational efforts” (p.159) 
and the same author also believes that one of the defining characteristics of a learning society 
is that learning occurs naturally and unselfconsciously in the context of many everyday 
activities (Candy 2004). In addition, Wenger (1998) in his writings on Communities of Practice, 
argues that learning is inherent in human nature and it is an ongoing integral part of life.  
Authors such as Marsick and Watson (1990), Garrick (1998) and Eraut (2000) state that un-
facilitated learning in the workplace has immense value and influence, opinions substantiated 
by the large body of research which has developed around workplace learning. However, 
whilst there has been considerable research on informal learning in workplaces there have 
only been a relatively small number of explorations of personal learning unconnected to the 
workplace or other organisations. Additionally, according to McGivney (2006), who undertook 
a number of studies of real-life environment community groups, personal learning acquired 
through community involvement is rarely considered as significant learning. She suggests that 
because this form of informal learning is acquired through seemingly unimportant and trivial 
personal pursuits, there have been few efforts to assess its real value, while Tough (2002) 
further argues much of this personal learning is invisible to educators.  
Nevertheless, informal learning is becoming more and more important, as online connectivity 
becomes an extension of everyday life for most people, yet this has not led to a huge increase 
in detailed studies of un-facilitated autonomous learning. Whilst some small studies based 
around un-facilitated learning in virtual environments are beginning to appear, according to 
M.Cox (2013), even these studies relate to outside curriculum studies of students; the use of 
multi-media; or how digital engagement enhances physical learning boundaries and their 
validity is assessed by educators against defined learning outcomes. According to Ziegler et 
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al. (2014) and Song and Lee (2014), current researchers and educators have not readily 
conceded the effectiveness of informal learning in virtual spaces or its outcomes, when this 
learning is unrelated to the workplace or formal learning institutions.  
This gap in understanding informal learning may be due to the difficulties in researching it in 
real life settings. These difficulties are explained by Candy (1991) who says “that learning is 
an internal and invisible process, not susceptible to direct observation and a researcher is 
obliged to rely on behavioural manifestations of learning or (…) asking learners to examine 
and report their own internal states” (p.167). However, in a later study, Eraut (2010) suggested 
that retrospective accounts of learners are problematic because respondents often do not 
recognise un-facilitated engagement as learning.  
This study’s contribution to knowledge is its detailed examination of the way learning occurs 
in un-facilitated environments and the legitimacy of the outcomes of that learning. It is able to 
do this by circumnavigating the difficulties of earlier researchers have had in developing in-
depth studies of the topic because it does not rely implicitly on the perspectives of those 
participating, or limited-time observations. Rather as M.Cox (2013) suggests, it uses the 
resources made available by the Web 2.0 software applications of the communities to examine 
the full history of social communications of both communities and how the communities 
evaluate and authenticate the understandings of their participants. It also incorporates the 
personal reflections of the researcher’s continuous involvement with the communities. This 
detailed ethnographical study of the process of learning and subsequent creation of meaning 
in two un-facilitated virtual communities, therefore explores areas of learning that have not 
been previously researched in great depth, in part, because of the difficulties accessing and 
analysing data.  
Themes of the study 
In this study, there are three key themes which provide a platform that enables the study to 
draw some conclusions by contextualising the data. Additionally, they provide a basis of 
organising and interpreting the conclusions drawn about learning in each community observed 
in this study.  
Theme one: Impact of virtuality on the communities observed in this study 
A number of authors have commented that the Internet provides an ideal environment for 
informal learning. According to Candy (2004) in his paper on the impact of virtual learning 
environments, the Internet provides opportunities for learning through community interaction. 
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In his work on the role of technology on real life learning, Kendall (2005) wrote that using the 
Internet creates a high level of effective unintentional learning and often unrecognised learning 
because it occurs within the context of other activities. In addition, Siemens (2005) argued that 
because of digital developments, un-facilitated learning is a significant aspect of people’s 
learning experience and that formal education no longer comprises the majority of their 
learning. Further, according to Seely Brown (2006), the world is becoming more 
interconnected and complex after the advent of the Internet into personal lives as a source of 
communication, resources, information and exploration. Because he believes that it is 
therefore critical to shift focus from education to lifelong learning, Seely Brown suggests that 
it is fortunate that the increasing availability of learning resources on the Internet is coinciding 
with the growing recognition of the importance of continuous learning. As so many authors 
have commented on the impact of virtual environments on informal learning, a key theme of 
this study is the influence of their virtuality on the way participants learn and develop meaning 
in both forum-based communities. 
Specifically, this study examines how their virtuality informs the learning activities of both 
communities. However, it is recognised that not all virtual social groups are communities and 
not all virtual engagement is social learning. Virtual communities are described by Rheingold 
(1993) as “social aggregations that emerge from the Internet when people continue 
discussions long enough and with enough emotion to form real human relationships within 
cyberspace” (p.5). A feature of virtual communities is that they are not ‘real’ in the sense of 
involving face-to-face contact, physical meeting places, and shared temporal space that 
create the sense of kinship, that exist in real time communities. How participants impose a 
form of reality on virtual environments, and the implications their perspectives of reality have 
on how members learn, is incorporated into this theme of exploring the influence of their 
virtuality on these forum-based communities.  
Theme two: Influence of social learning environments on individuals and communities 
A second theme of this study is that it explores the connections between autonomous learners 
and virtual social learning environments, and the value and validity of meaning created through 
these interactions for individuals, the community, and the wider environment. Many members 
of the communities observed in this study are people who have previous connections to the 
domain they pursue. These connections were developed through life experience, study, prior 
links to related domains, or through a history of autonomous learning. Whilst autonomous 
learners as described by Candy (1991) are self-determining or self-managing and may be 
more or less autonomous in certain situations, he explains that this may not be so in all 
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situations, so the participants’ reasons for choosing to interact with peers who have similar 
views and experience in the same domain are explored.  
Theme three: Validation of meaning 
A third theme of the study is the role of the community in validating personal and socially 
created meaning. Whilst many people rely on the Internet as a source of knowledge, there 
have been many concerns expressed in the media and other publications about the legitimacy 
of that knowledge. Additionally, the simplicity of access to the Internet means that it is relatively 
easy to make untested ideas publically available, so that virtual environments are frequently 
both places of first resort for information, and places of distrust and suspicion about the validity 
of that information. People are constantly warned by media and professional interests, of the 
inherent dangers of accepting unsubstantiated ideas and misleading opinions and there is 
often a hint of derision, in media and learning groups regarding the gullibility of people who 
uncritically trust such online resources. 
One section of the Internet that is highly distrusted is the world of social interaction where 
cautions about the dangers of anonymity and false identities that lead to misleading social 
exchanges are a frequent part of discussing these environments. In his paper about the ethics 
of online anonymity, Rowe (2005) believes that the size and diversity of virtual communities 
makes deception increasingly common and Rheingold (1993), one of the earliest researchers 
on virtual communities, notes the dangers of trusting identity in these groups. However, 
despite this distrust of meaning developed from autonomous learning on the Internet, there 
are people who have embraced the virtual world and developed the sophisticated skills 
required to navigate its contradictions and evaluate them. In a media article on accessing 
virtual groups, Cook (2010) recognises that the Internet can be a matter of everyday 
experience for many people by suggesting that: 
..most of the time our shared online experiences just are. Their significance to us, in real 
life (IRL), goes unsaid and is hard to explain. Online communities all have unique 
characteristics, registers, norms. Their modes of interaction can be misunderstood as 
banal, nihilist, or even dangerous to those who do not move within. But what they share is 
providing spaces for people to connect online, quite profoundly, around the things they care 
about (p.1) 
Because some people do experience virtual groups as a positive part of their lives, this current 
study is not concerned with the dangers of the environment but rather it investigates why some 
people feel that knowledge acquired online is authentic and legitimate, despite the many 
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warnings to the contrary. It does this by closely examining the social interactions of the 
communities observed as members develop authentic identities which in turn legitimise the 
meaning created through their interactions.  
The layout of the study 
One of the major issues of this study, even within the limits of examining just two communities, 
is the plethora of data. Members of the communities observed are prolific posters and many 
of the individual posts are the length of essays. All five interviewees were all highly articulate 
and forthcoming in their views and the experience of the researcher as an active participant 
in the communities was intense, and thus produced many insights. In order to manage all this 
information, in the following chapters this data is interpreted by examining the literature and 
theoretical perspectives that can inform views of adult and virtual learning outside workplace 
and formal institutions. From an examination of the relevant literature and theoretical 
perspectives, four major propositions relating to the learning and research question are 
presented and the data from the research is discussed in the context of these propositions.  
Summary of this study 
By undertaking an ethnographical examination of the nature of learning in two informal virtual 
communities based around written asynchronous forums, this study is intended to contribute 
to understanding the worth of informal learning in virtual communities where learning occurs 
between peers. Both communities studied in this project are meeting places for peers who 
pursue an interest in a domain unconnected to workplace organisations or educational 
institutions, hence neither community defines itself as a learning environment. In both 
communities observed in this study, the domains of interest are commonplace ones where 
there are many resources available on the Internet, and both are readily located through a 
Google search.  
In these communities, any learning that creates new meaning comes from the interaction 
between community participants as they engage in discourse, rather than through facilitation 
or direction of a significant other who is guided by a curriculum or pre-determined outcomes. 
Nevertheless, as both communities can be designated as communities of practice, learning is 
an essential element of their members’ interactions. As part of their community participation, 
people share details of their lives, and perhaps influence other people’s lives. Even if they 
have never physically met, members successfully navigate peer validation and approval in 
communities, despite both communities’ reliance on self-created user identities. 
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Whilst there is no intended argument in this study that every virtual social group is a place of 
legitimate learning, this study’s contribution to knowledge is its detailed examination of the 
process of learning in un-facilitated social virtual environments, as well as exploring the validity 
of the outcomes of that learning. It is able to make this contribution because the written 
asynchronous environment of online forums creates a readily accessible history of the 
communities. Prior to the ready availability of virtual communities based around written 
discussion, the process of un-facilitated learning has been difficult to investigate as 
researchers had to rely on their limited observations, and accounts of participants who may 
not recognise the process of learning. By examining this history of two virtual communities, 
this study was able to gain an insight into how people learn and share experience, values and 
interpretations that were not available prior to the advent and uptake of social Web 2.0 
applications. These connections and interactions and their impact on knowledge construction, 
individual learning and social learning provide a rich tapestry for a researcher of learning 
outside formal institutions.  
Hence, the research question for this study is developed around the creation of social meaning 
in forum communities and the value of this meaning beyond personal constructs. In order to 
develop this question the next chapter contains a literature review that explores six questions 
which enabled the development of a focused research question. By responding to these 
questions, it was possible to explore what authors and researchers have already concluded 
about key concepts relevant to this study, and thus locate gaps in the understanding of 
informal online learning. 
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CHAPTER TWO-LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
This study is an observation of social learning in the un-facilitated, unstructured environments 
of informal online communities that have no connection to curriculum or workplace 
requirements. In order to locate previously published works that are connected to this field of 
research, six questions were developed around relevant aspects of learning and virtual 
communities. By responding to these questions, it has been possible to locate and clarify what 
has already been written about un-facilitated learning and online environments, and the value 
placed on them by educators, as well as identify theoretical perspectives that enable 
comprehension of the processes of learning in this environment. These questions also enable 
an exploration of previous studies that have a connection to the topic of this project. 
The questions which have been developed to explore concepts are: 
1. What is understood by the term ‘learning’ and related expressions that describe 
outcomes of learning? 
2. What is understood when educators refer to the terms ‘formal’, ‘non-formal’ and 
‘informal’ to describe learning? 
3. What learning theories can be applied to un-facilitated adult learning studies in a 
virtual environment?  
4. What have educators concluded about learning in social, community, or 
collaborative environments? 
5. What conclusions have been drawn by educators about learning in un-facilitated 
virtual environments? 
6. What studies have been published about learning which occurs in un-facilitated virtual 
environments?  
Because most educational studies incorporate some of the concepts that need to be 
understood in this study, limitations have been placed on the literature reviewed in response 
to these questions. Most publications on learning that are reviewed for this project are dated 
from the last half of the twentieth century when many of the concepts and conclusions about 
learning in un-facilitated environments were defined and argued. Works on e-learning in 
educational institutions and facilitated online learning, although a significant area of research, 
have been excluded from the literature review unless they have some relevance to self-
direction and informal learning. Publications about unintentional or informal learning in the 
workplace have generally not been included in this review unless they have provided basic 
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definitions, discussions, and evaluations of the concepts of informal learning that have 
implications for a broader environment than the workplace. Generally, the studies of virtual 
environments that are discussed in this review date from the time Web 2.0 was defined in 
2004/5, and the development of social aspects of the Internet became commonplace. 
However, some findings about virtual communities pre-dating Web 2.0 have been included 
because they provide evidence of the scope of research on un-facilitated virtual communities, 
and they are still influential to understanding these environments.  
Because they address important issues in un-facilitated learning and virtual environments, and 
were widely cited and circulated between governments and academia, a number of reports to 
governments and other institutions are incorporated in this review. Additionally, this study 
includes some online non-peer reviewed writings from a number of authors, including George 
Siemons, John Seely Brown and Etienne Wenger, whose works are very relevant to the topic. 
These items were included because these authors have frequently chosen to address new 
concepts in post reviewed blogs and websites rather than peer reviewed journals and they 
justify this by arguing that these are a progressive form of academic writing.  
Items for this literature review have been located in Federation University and Deakin 
University information databases on Education, Information Technology, and Management 
and Marketing. Other resources that were comprehensively searched were: Google Scholar; 
library catalogues of most Australian libraries; Trove; Library of Congress catalogue; British 
Library catalogues; as well as databases WorldCat, British Library EThOS service and 
ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Database. Search terms, including ‘learning’, ‘virtual 
learning’, ‘virtual communities’, ‘online communities’, ‘informal learning’, ‘unintentional 
learning’ and ‘virtual environments’ have been used to find relevant items in these databases. 
Question one: What is understood by the term ‘learning’ and related expressions that 
describe outcomes of learning? 
Responding to this question creates an opportunity to explore what is understood by the 
concept of ‘learning’, as well as related concepts such as ‘knowledge’, ‘wisdom’ and 
‘competency’. This question also enables an exploration of how the outcomes of learning are 
valued in differing environments. According to Wenger (1998) in his foundational work on 
Communities of Practice, there are many complicated beliefs about how people learn and 
what outcomes result from it so that in order to contextualise this study, the term ‘learning’ and 
what constitutes its outcomes needs to be defined.  
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Learning is a complex concept that has invoked some contentious debate amongst scholars. 
From behaviourism through to cognitive, humanistic and social applications, there have been 
many competing theories regarding how learning is achieved. Behaviourist views of learning 
based around Pavlov (1927) and Skinner (1938) conclude all learning is stimulated by outside 
foci with no internalisation, and that the outcome of learning is changes in behaviour. Other 
authors, including constructivists such as Candy (1991) and Jarvis (2004), regard learning as 
an internal process, while social learning theorists such Vygotsky (1979), Piaget (1959) and 
Wenger (1998) view it as essentially a social activity.  
Some authors consider that learning is an act which results in change, so that in a work mostly 
devoted to facilitated learning for adults, Mackeracher (2004) comments that “learning is a 
process of making sense of life’s experiences and giving meaning to whatever ‘sense’ is made. 
Learning results in relatively permanent changes to meanings and behaviours” (p.8). Stephen 
Brookfield who is a noted author on adult education initially advocated self-direction as a 
pathway to learning, but later concluded that facilitation is a key factor of learning. In Brookfield 
(1995), he describes learning as "an internal change in consciousness, an alteration in the 
state of the central nervous system" (p.61). 
A number of authors equate learning with factors such as experience, meaning, and identity 
by suggesting that these concepts influence the process of creating knowledge, particularly in 
relation to adult learning activities. Humanistic theorist Kolb (1984), whose work on 
experiential learning provides a foundation for many adult learning researchers, defines 
learning as "the process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of 
experience. Knowledge results from the combination of grasping and transforming 
experience" (p.41). He then concludes that learning is an individual act based around 
reflection about experience. These views influenced Boud, Keogh and Walker (2001) who 
have published extensively about learning and experience. These authors suggest that 
structured reflection is the key to learning from experience. 
Other authors also describe a connection between learning and knowledge, where knowledge 
is the outcome of learning. However, the nature of this connection is sometimes vague 
because many have found the term ‘knowledge’ difficult to define. Definitions of knowledge 
are often based on Plato (reported in Gowler 1953) who first defined knowledge as ‘justified 
true belief’. Even so, Barnes (2002), in his work on workplace knowledge management 
systems, describes knowledge is “an intrinsically ambiguous and equivocal term” (p.3) whilst 
Jashapara (2010), also writing about knowledge management, concludes that there is no 
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consensus on the nature of knowledge, except that it is based on a perception that there is a 
rational justification for it.  
Knowledge is a concept sometimes considered to have a connection to how information is 
perceived. Jarvis (1987), whose works on lifelong learning are regularly cited by adult 
education authors, disputes the Platonic definition when he describes knowledge as 
information that is learned and accepted although it is not necessarily true. He believes that 
knowledge is always personal but “can be perceived as objective when it is repeated or shared 
in a community of practice” (p.10). According to Siemons (2006), whose theory of 
connectivism is based on a digital learning environment, knowledge is the active process of 
making sense of the world. He compares it to the acquisition of information which he considers 
is only collecting facts, and which he believes is no longer a necessary function “because it 
can be done digitally rather than cognitively” (p.150). However, Bell (2010) also writing about 
connectivism, does not differentiate knowledge from information, noting that knowledge is 
simultaneously seen as a commodity that can be managed and sold, and as a social activity 
through which people share and refine ideas. This social connection between learning and 
knowledge is also recognised by Eraut (2010) whose work is based around workplace 
learning. He believes that whilst the concepts of both learning and knowledge can be an 
individual exploration of what and how people learn and how they interpret what they learn, 
they should also be examined from the perspective that social learning activities result in the 
social construction of knowledge. 
In the social learning theoretical perspectives of Lave and Wenger (1991) in Situated Learning: 
Legitimate peripheral participation and Wenger's (1998) in Communities of Practice, 
knowledge is connected to learning through socially negotiated meaning. Wenger describes 
knowledge as a matter of competence with respect to valued enterprises and he believes it is 
“the social acknowledgement of its meaning that is important” (p.4) though he expresses 
concern that knowledge is a static concept and therefore he prefers the term ‘knowing’, which 
to him “signifies active engagement in the world” (p.4).  
This view that acquiring knowledge is an active process rather than the passive receipt of 
facts, is emphasised in Ackeroff’s (1989) five-tier knowledge hierarchy, where knowledge is 
the middle concept. Ackeroff, who was a professor of organisational change, defines 
knowledge as the application of the hierarchy’s lower level concepts of data and information. 
Ackeroff further describes higher-level concepts of understanding, which is knowledge 
synthesised into new knowledge, and wisdom, which evaluates understanding. He has a 
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broad view of the learning process that creates knowledge, declaring that knowledge can be 
obtained by: transmission from another; by instruction; or by extracting it from experience.  
All these authors, whether they regard knowledge as a socially created concept or a 
cognitively created one, consider knowledge as both an outcome of learning and a definition 
of it, but the way the connection occurs varies depending on their perspectives of how people 
learn. One term often used to separate the two concepts of ‘knowledge’ and ‘learning’ is 
‘meaning, a word which has associations with the activity of interpretation. Both Wenger 
(1998) and Candy (1991) use it to signify the active processes of learning whilst Merriam 
(2001) in her work explaining self-directed learning, believes the term is significant in 
“separating objective facts from abstract or constructed outcomes” (p.16).  
In a work which has provided a theoretical foundation for much research based around 
constructivist and self-directed learning, Candy (1991) considers meaning can be a personal 
outcome of learning. He describes a constructivist perspective of learning when he says it is 
not about someone having knowledge transmitted to them but rather learning is the active 
process of “constructing a system of meanings which can then be used to construe or interpret 
events” (p.278). This same term also forms the basis of Wenger’s (1998) understanding of 
learning when in his descriptions of social practice that occurs in community environment, he 
uses the phrase ‘negotiation of meaning’ to describe the process of learning. Both Candy and 
Wenger see the creation of meaning as the activity which consolidates learning into an 
interpreted understanding that is then referred to as knowledge or knowing, although in 
Wenger's (1998) view, this interpretation is socially negotiated.   
Several authors including Wenger (1998), Jarvis (1987), and Thomas and Seely Brown (2011) 
have used a variety of descriptions which categorise what they consider to be an outcome of 
the activity of learning. These include: ‘creation of meaning’; ‘achievement of competency’; 
‘gaining of expertise’; ‘gaining of experience’, and ‘acquisition of knowledge, information, or 
wisdom’. Defining learning through its outcomes, such as the ‘acquisition of knowledge’ 
enables the recognition of the value of learning to both society and the individuals, by placing 
a worth on these outcomes. However, depending on the view of how learning occurs, the 
perception of the outcome varies, and descriptions can mean different things when applied to 
social, humanistic, or personal outcomes. 
Whilst knowledge is described as an outcome of learning by various authors, the term used 
by Ackeroff (1989) to describe an active positive outcome is ‘wisdom’. In her often-cited work 
on Ackeroff, Rowley (2007) considers that in his hierarchy only wisdom, which in her view is 
the evaluation of understanding, deals with the future because it incorporates vision and 
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design. Unlike Ackeroff however, Barnes (2002), in his discussion about knowledge, believes 
that the connection between wisdom and knowledge is not hierarchical but they are parallel 
activities. He suggests that wisdom is gained through experience, but knowledge is gained 
through repeated action, thought, and contemplation.  
Other authors agree that wisdom is not just a consequence of knowledge but an active 
development. Rowley (2007) considers that that the concept of wisdom has its roots in ancient 
philosophy and is the process by which “we also discern, or judge, between right and wrong, 
good and bad” (p.2). Other authors to base their understanding of the concept of wisdom on 
ancient philosophy include Meacham (1991), who has a Socratic view that wisdom involves 
recognition of what is not known. In his discussion about the nature of wisdom, Meacham 
describes it as an attitude towards belief, values, knowledge, information, abilities, and skills. 
However, Jarvis (2004) connects wisdom to expertise through the application of Aristotle’s 
description of practical wisdom but he also comments that the concept of wisdom has fallen 
from favour because, he argues, the increasingly rapid adaptions of meaning diminishes the 
value of deeply reflected knowledge.  
Connected to expertise, and therefore in Jarvis’ view wisdom, through its relationship to 
practical knowledge, is the term ‘competency’. This term however, when used as a learning 
outcome conversely sometimes implies skills development rather than high cognitive 
achievement. In a discussion of what competence means in the workplace, Le Deist and 
Winterton (2005) note that ‘competence’ generally refers to functional areas and ‘competency’ 
to behavioural areas. They also believe that it is impossible to “identify or impute a coherent 
theory or to arrive at a definition capable of accommodating and reconciling all the different 
ways that the term is used” (p.29). For Wenger (1998), competence defines what some call 
expertise and the term describes a community role achieved through a social learning 
trajectory from newcomer to old timer. He believes that competence is experienced and 
manifested by community members through their own engagement in practice.  
Summary of question one 
Any response to the question “What is understood by the term ‘learning’ and related 
expressions which describe outcomes of learning?” depends on the respondent’s perspective 
of how one learns, and the expected outcomes of that learning. If learning is perceived as 
something passed from expert to novice then any assessment of its value and the value of its 
outcomes depends on the recognition of the expertise of the enabler. Thus, knowledge 
‘pushed’ down by an expert or wiser person differs from information because that person 
justifies their wisdom or expertise by their ability to interpret or create meaning. 
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If learning is considered an internalised cognitive function, then evaluation of learning 
becomes an exercise of applying logic and value to individual or group interpretation and 
abstraction. Authors whose works were explored in this study, generally perceive knowledge 
to be both a definer and an outcome of learning, and that knowledge is a concept based on 
active engagement through the creation of meaning, rather than the absorption of information, 
which is factual and not interpreted. This process of creating and recreating meaning connects 
learning to knowledge through a variety of factors, including reflection, experience, and 
identity. 
However, recognising the value of knowledge created through constructed or negotiated 
meaning can be problematic. In educational systems, defining the value of knowledge to be 
acquired occurs through the creation of a curriculum of learning. In an un-facilitated 
environment, where the process of learning is not overt, other terms such as ‘wisdom’, 
‘expertise’ and ‘competency’ can be applied to prescribe a value on any outcomes, although 
exact understanding of that value may not be explicated. Nonetheless, in social groupings, as 
described in Lave and Wenger's (1991) work on Situated Learning and Wenger's (1998) 
Communities of Practice, engagement with other practitioners can provide validation beyond 
personal perspectives by applying socially prescribed definitions to the terms used to 
recognise outcomes. Thus, social interaction can be a factor in recognising and valuing un-
facilitated learning outcomes. In this study, the connection between individual development of 
meaning and constructed knowledge and the social recognition of those constructions 
provides a framework to examine the value of meaning created in un-facilitated learning 
environments to both society and the person who creates those outcomes.   
Question two: What is understood when educators refer to the terms ‘formal’, ‘non-
formal’, and ‘informal’ to describe learning? 
A response to this question allows an exploration of the nature of learning in different 
environments. Un-facilitated learning is often called informal learning, distinguishing it from 
‘formal’ and ‘non-formal’ learning. However McGivney (2000) who has undertaken 
considerable research exploring learning unconnected to formal environments, says that there 
is no universally accepted definition of the term ‘informal learning’ because “it is a broad and 
loose concept that embraces a huge diversity of learning” (p.41). Jarvis (2004) also agrees 
that there is a lack of consensus about informal learning and considers this leads “to 
vagueness about its value and even when it occurs” (p.42). In this study, which examines the 
value of un-facilitated or informal learning, it is therefore necessary to consider the meaning 
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applied to the terms ‘informal’, ‘formal’, and ‘non-formal’ to allow consistent understanding of 
the study’s learning environment and outcomes.  
There is a large body of publications devoted to learning outside formal educational 
institutions, but most of the publications appear to be focused on facilitated learning or learning 
within the workplace and they rarely explore un-facilitated learning outside the workplace. 
Tough (2002), whose work on informal learning in any environment was instrumental in its 
recognition, considers that this lack of research occurs because personal informal learning is 
treated “as invisible and therefore ignored by educators” (p.2). Consequently, much of the 
theoretical understanding of informal personal learning that does exist, originates from 
research based in the workplace and the meanings applied to ‘formal’, ‘non-formal’, and 
‘informal’ learning are transposed to unassisted non-workplace environments. However 
Colley, Hodkinson and Malcolm (2002), in a report on lifelong learning suggest that boundaries 
between these terms are only meaningfully drawn in relation to particular contexts, and for 
particular purposes, so that the precise meaning attributed to the terms depends on how 
individual authors understand the connection between learning and education. Hence, the 
implications of using the term for personal informal learning may differ considerably from the 
workplace applications. 
Definitions of ‘formal learning’ always include: the presence of a teacher; the use of defined 
curriculum; and some form of assessment. Coombs and Ahmed (1974), whose definitions of 
learning are frequently quoted in the adult learning literature, describe formal education as 
“the highly institutionalised, chronologically graded and hierarchically structured education 
system” (p.8). Eraut (2000), whose writing was based in workplace learning, also regards 
formal learning as having: a prescribed learning framework; an organised learning event or 
package; the presence of a designated teacher or trainer; and the award of a qualification or 
credit.   
When facilitated learning is not based on assessment or highly developed curriculum, the 
definition and description becomes blurred. Some authors apply the term ‘informal learning’ 
whereas others use the term ‘non-formal’. McGivney (1999) notes three different meanings of 
‘informal learning’. The first relates it to all non-facilitated learning, the second meaning refers 
to non-course based facilitated learning and the third relates it to specific planned learning 
such as short courses. Knowles (1950, 1970) whose work on andragogy and adult self-
direction is part of the foundation studies of adult learning, used the term ‘informal learning’ 
but he specifically associated it with facilitated learning. Brookfield (1985) also calls this form 
of facilitated learning informal, but differentiates between self-direction where the learner has 
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authentic control over all decisions, and facilitated learning where the learner can choose 
resources but may have less impact on direction and subject. Another important contributor to 
the debate is Livingstone (2001) who describes facilitated learning which may have a 
curriculum but does not have any assessment as ‘non-formal education’ or ‘non-formal 
learning’. He defines these terms as “when learners opt to acquire further knowledge or skill 
by studying voluntarily with a teacher who assists their self-determined interests, by using an 
organised curriculum, as is the case in many adult education courses and workshops” (p.2). 
However A. Rogers (2003) whose interest is in teaching adult learners, expresses some 
concerns about the breadth of curriculum in facilitated courses and describes ‘non-formal’ as 
informal education covering highly contextualised, highly participatory educational activities.  
When the term ‘informal learning’ refers to un-facilitated learning, it has generated some 
literature which explains it more fully. Ziegler et al. (2014) who undertook a study of informal 
online communities, agree with Jarvis (2004) and McGivney (2000) that the term ‘informal 
learning’ is broad and somewhat ambiguous. They conclude from the literature that a common 
theme for the use of the term is the lack of dependence on an expert or outside authority to 
set a learning agenda or determine whether learning occurred. Coombs and Ahmed (1974) 
made the most quoted definition of informal learning as unassisted learning when they called 
it “the life-long process by which every person acquires and accumulates knowledge, skills, 
attitudes and insights from daily experience and exposure to the environment.” They say that 
“informal education is unorganised, unsystematic, and even unintentional at times” (p.8). 
Frequently cited authors Merriam, Caffarella and Baumgartner (2006), in their foundation work 
on adult learning, believe informal learning “refers to the experiences of everyday living from 
which we learn something” (p.24). 
Much of the discourse around informal learning centres on the intentions of the person who is 
learning because intentional learning can have a differing societal value to unintended or 
incidental learning. Schugurensky (2000), who undertook a work explaining incidental e-
learning, divides informal learning into self-directed, incidental and tacit learning. He defines 
incidental learning as learning experiences that occur when the learner did not have any 
previous intention of learning something out of that experience, but after the experience 
becomes aware that some learning has taken place. ‘Incidental learning’ is a term also used 
by A. Rogers (2003) and Marsick and Volpe (1999) in their works on informal learning in the 
workplace, in connection with unplanned informal learning. Ebner and Holzinger (2007), who 
researched games-based learning, believe that incidental learning is serendipitous and 
characterised by discovering something while in the process of doing something else. In his 
exploration of the development of research into informal learning, Straka (2004) describes 
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informal learning as learning from daily life and he further suggests that it is sometimes called 
experiential learning that is, in most cases, unintentional. Straka (2004) considers separating 
informal learning into explicit and implicit learning as well as incidental learning in order to deal 
with the issues of the intentions of the person learning, even though the activity may not be a 
designated learning activity. These connections between incidental learning and informal 
learning have strong implications about the value of such learning and the ability of a person 
to self-direct learning of which they are unaware, and as such, they are important concepts to 
this project, as how they are defined influences the interpretation of the available data. 
Recognising the connections between the concepts of self-direction, incidental learning, and 
informal learning is significant to understanding learning outside the workplace, because often 
this form of learning is not explicitly described as learning. Even though adults are making 
choices about their activities and recognise their value in the context of doing them, they may 
not describe the activity as learning. Several authors have debated whether self-direction is a 
conscious choice or can also occur when learning is incidental to other activities. This 
extension of the concept of informal learning as an adult activity outside the workplace has 
been also noted by Marsick and Watkins (1990) who expand their workplace view of informal 
learning to suggest that informal and incidental learning occur wherever people have the need, 
motivation, and opportunity for learning. Authors such as Garrick (1998), Eraut (2000) and 
Tough (2002) extended understanding of the connections between these concepts when they 
initiated a debate about the connection between self-directed learning and incidental learning 
and informal learning.  
Garrick (1998) and Eraut (2000) focused on the workplace, and their understanding is that 
informal learning is always connected to learning for personal needs, goals and satisfaction, 
and self-direction in the workplace can be very specifically associated with workplace goals. 
However, Alan Tough (1978, 1979, 2002), whose works have become basic sources for 
informal learning, quite passionately considered the extension of informal learning into most 
aspects of people’s lives. He argued that the scale and diversity of informal learning means 
that the true extent of learning is largely hidden, but he estimates that in any given year ninety 
per cent of people learn something informally. Tough (2002), in contrast to Garrick (1998) and 
Eraut (2000), concluded that much adult learning occurs in projects unconnected to the 
workplace and is completely self-directed. He considers that neither a teacher nor an 
educational institution is necessary to the successful implementation of personal projects and 
that informal learning that occurs when undertaking these projects is a very normal, very 
natural human activity where people are aware of what they are doing but do not define it as 
learning. McGivney (2000) also concluded that it is possible to find many adults engaged in a 
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rich diversity of learning activities that are related to their own lives, interests, and community 
needs but these adults do not consider their activities to be learning because they are 
completely self-directed. Jarvis (2004) also writes that informal learning is not just incidental 
to activities when he suggests that it is self-direction that gives a value to informal learning 
because the “more self-directed a project the greater the likelihood that learners can respond 
to their learning needs and also self-actualise in the process” (p.42).  
Some authors, whose focus is on technology, consider that informal learning is a normal 
progression of technological activities. Livingstone's (2001) research on informal learning is 
based around the use of technology, and whilst he frames his definitions without specifically 
referring to digital context, they are developed from his understandings of the way in which 
people use technology. Many of his conclusions support Tough and McGivney’s views about 
the extent of informal learning, and the limited value that it is given by educators. Livingstone 
(1999), as does Tough (2002), used the iceberg metaphor when he wrote of “a huge 
submerged iceberg of informal learning” (p.3). He also agrees with McGivney (2000), when 
he writes of the “existence of a massive egalitarian informal learning society hidden beneath 
the pyramidal class structured forms of schooling and further education” (p.18). Livingstone 
(2001) contributes to the view that this unstructured informal learning has a value when he 
says that informal learning can be "life changing in a moment of perspective transformation" 
(p.24). Another author who recognises the links between technology and informal learning is 
Siemons (2005) whose work describes how digital environments have changed learning, so 
that informal learning is now a significant aspect of someone’s learning experience. He 
believes that “formal education no longer comprises the majority of our learning but occurs in 
a variety of ways – through communities of practice, personal networks, and through 
completion of work-related tasks” (p.1). 
Whilst a number of authors have expressed beliefs about the value of informal learning and 
the level to which adults consciously direct learning experiences or even recognise them, 
research, and therefore conclusions, about informal learning outside the workplace, has been 
limited. Tough (2002) notes that a difficulty in studying informal learning is that his research 
revealed many people who he perceived as learning informally were unaware that they were 
learning but rather believed that they were gathering information. McGivney (2006) writes of 
the range and intensity of informal learning but notes that research in the area has been limited 
and credits this to the complexity of retrieving viable data. She suggests that what literature is 
available would appear to conclude that informal learning has considerable value but how 
significant its contributions are compared to that of non-formal and formal learning has not 
been comprehensively explored. McGivney (2006) comments that despite a growing 
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recognition of the need to continue learning to function effectively, lifelong learning culture will 
only be achieved when all kinds of learning, including informal learning are valued.  
Summary of question two 
A considered response to the question “What is understood when educators refer to the terms 
‘formal’, ‘non-formal’ and ‘informal’ to describe learning?” is that their understanding varies 
depending on the environment and perceptions of the person using them. Definitions of the 
term ‘formal’ are reasonably consistent; referring to facilitated learning that relies on both 
curriculum and assessment but for most authors, but not all, non-formal refers to facilitated 
learning that only has a broad curriculum and no assessment. 
However, the term ‘informal learning’ is a highly complex concept and this complexity and the 
variety of understandings of the term, affect the level of appreciation that many researchers 
attribute to un-facilitated learning. The application of the term informal learning to the 
workplace and its value in this environment has been explored in detail and many of the 
definitions and understandings of the term have come from that situation. For most authors 
informal learning is defined by what it is not; that is learning without specific goals and without 
a facilitator and sometimes without intent. However when applied outside the workplace, the 
descriptions of informal learning do not demonstrate what is, according to authors such as 
Tough and McGivney, its power, influence and value. Straka (2004) concluded that everyone 
learns informally but why, when, where, how and what still needs to be investigated. The 
evidence in the available literature suggests that this is still true.  
Within the current study, the term ‘informal learning’ is used in reference to learning that is un-
facilitated and without any curriculum or assessment and not connected to any institution, thus 
differentiating this form of learning from facilitated learning or learning where the terms ‘formal’ 
and ‘non-formal’ apply depending on the presence of assessment. As a result of undertaking 
this literature review, several major issues connected to informal learning have been 
recognised. These issues, which include the connections between incidental learning, self-
direction, the level of explicit recognition of learning by people involved in informal learning 
activities, and the attribution of any value to informal learning, are pursued in the current study.  
Question three: What learning theories can be applied to un-facilitated adult learning 
studies in a virtual environment?  
In order to examine this question, it is necessary to contextualise the relevant theoretical 
perspectives. Many learning theories imply some form of mentorship, or teacher relationship 
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that does not occur in the un-facilitated virtual social environment of this study where outcomes 
of learning may be largely self-determined. Therefore, the choice of learning theories which 
are adaptable as a framework for this study is dependent on their applicability to a virtual un-
facilitated environment. 
Learning theories that support informal learning 
There are numerous learning theories that can be adapted to adult learning situations, 
although the term ‘adult learning theory’ is usually applied to theories of self-direction. In 
discussing adult learning and self-direction, Merriam (2001) comments that the central 
question of how adults learn has occupied the attention of scholars and practitioners since the 
founding of adult education as a professional field of practice in the 1920s. Over this time, 
theories on how adults learn have had many applications and each theory emphasises 
different aspects of learning and is therefore useful for a different purpose. In his work on 
Communities of Practice, Wenger (1998) reviews differing theories that apply to adult learning, 
noting that some are based in individual psychology such as behaviourist theories, cognitive 
theories and constructivist theories, while others are based on social theories that place 
learning in a communal environment. Many of these theories which develop from research on 
childhood learning, also rely on some form of facilitation and assessment and this makes them 
unsuitable to explain informal learning into the context of the present project.  
According to Merriam (2001), no one has provided a model of adult learning theory that 
explains the various contexts where learning takes place. In their discussion on informal 
learning in the workplace, Marsick and Watkins (2001) have tried to link the work of nearly 20 
different theorists who have many differing perspectives, into a comprehensive model of adult 
learning. However, their model encompasses so many different views it becomes unwieldy as 
the amalgamation of learning principles developed for facilitated learning situations and the 
many differing adult learning environments, almost renders their model inapplicable to many 
situations, such as the one of this study.  
Many of the theorists incorporated in Marsick and Watkins (2001) founded their work in a 
constructivist perspective of learning. In a work describing constructivism, Kanselaar (2002) 
says its central ideas are that human knowledge is constructed and that learners build new 
knowledge upon the foundation of previous learning, which contrasts with the view that 
learning is passive transmission of information from one individual to another. Authors 
including Jarvis (2004) and Merriam (2001) believe that constructivism was founded in the 
works of Dewey (1938) and Bruner (1961, 1979, 1996). However, Candy (1991) describes 
constructivism as based in the concepts developed by Piaget's (1959) Theory of Cognitive 
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Development. This theory was developed for children, nonetheless Kanselaar (2002) 
considers that Piaget’s work, which is based on a view that external events are assimilated 
into thoughts and accommodated into the mental environment, is adaptable to adults.  
According to Kanselaar (2002), Vygotsky (1979) was also a major influence on developing 
constructivism. His theory, as was Piaget’s, was based on children’s learning and the 
theoretical basis of his work is that social interaction has a fundamental role in developing 
cognitive processes. In Kanselaar's (2002) opinion, Vygotsky’s main contribution to 
constructivism for adult learners, is in the adaption of his view that social speech is considered 
to incorporate thought, thus the adult learning model still preserves Vygotsky’s views on the 
collaborative character of learning. Whilst Vygotsky’s (1979) theory suggests that social 
learning precedes individual learning, and may thus contradict some of the themes of this 
study, this one-way view of his theory has been disputed by Matusov (1998) who in his work 
on participation and individualism, comments that Vygotsky’s (1979) perspective does not 
disregard the ongoing connection between individual and social learning.  
Constructivism, like many other learning theories, is founded on explaining facilitated learning, 
and writers such as Candy (1991), Merriam (2001) and Jarvis (2004) describe the social 
aspects of constructivism as the engagement between learner and facilitator. However, it is 
this relationship between individual learning and social engagement that enables a 
constructivist approach to be adapted to social learning situations, where the social situation 
may be one of peer interaction, not instructor facilitation. 
A work that provides a solid basis for understanding constructivism and its social connections 
is that of Candy (1991). In his view, constructivism is not “a single monolithic theory but a 
cluster of perspectives united by underlying similarities in world view (…) based on the notion 
that discourse about the world is not a reflection of the world but is a social artefact” (p.252). 
He does not recognise a difference between the terms constructivism and constructionism but 
sees them as synonyms, although other authors such as Crotty (1998) describe a difference. 
In Candy’s view, commonly accepted understandings are socially constructed, not derived 
from observation, although much of this social construction is based on facilitated 
relationships. Hence, in his opinion construction of reality occurs within a context that focuses 
on people, so that human interactions are based on intricate social roles, which are often 
governed by implicit rather than overt rules. Candy also writes that individual knowledge is a 
“function of his or her prior experiences, mental structures, and beliefs that are used to 
interpret objects and events” (p.261). Candy (1991) acknowledges that constructivist theories 
do not account for the possibility that “personal constructs may mean what is learned is 
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problematical” (p.261). However, Von Glaserfield (2001) in his work on radical constructivism, 
notes that the most frequent objection to constructivism is that it denies reality, but he believes 
it only denies that a person can rationally know a reality beyond their experience. 
Learning theories that support virtual environments 
Although virtual environments have emerged as important learning arenas, this has not yet 
led to the development of many specific learning theories that support the environment. Song 
and Lee (2014) in their work on informal learning and Web 2.0, comment that published 
frameworks that enable understanding of digital environments are still very limited and mostly 
these frameworks are adaptions of work that has occurred long before the virtual environment 
was established. One of the most discussed theories that was specifically developed for virtual 
environments is connectivism which was developed by George Siemons (2005) and promoted 
by Downes (2012) as a learning theory that brings learning theories in the digital age.  
Whilst authors including Dunaway (2011) and Barnett, McPherson and Sandieson (2013) 
have analysed connectivism as a learning theory in post-peer reviewed articles, peer reviewed 
works on learning theories for virtual environments are still in their infancy. Some of this lack 
of peer reviewed publication about digital learning theories may be because theorists in digital 
learning such as Thomas Seely Brown, a prolific author on new age learning in digital 
environments, and Steven Downes and George Siemons prefer to promote discussion 
through non-standard means such as blogging. Another author who comments on digital 
learning theory in post-reviewed articles is Bell (2010), who notes that the blogosphere was 
highly active in discussing connectivism, whilst Kop and Hill (2008) also describe the 
increasing attention of educational bloggists to Siemons (2005) and Downes' (2006) views 
concerning distributed knowledge.  
According to Siemons (2005) in his discussion on connectivism, technology is rewiring 
people’s brains, as many of the processes previously handled by learning theories, especially 
in cognitive information processing, are currently supported by technology. Consequently, 
people now need to know how to find information rather than know information. Thus, Siemons 
(2006) maintains the connections that enable people to learn are more important than their 
current state of knowing. In a continuing blog discussion, Kop and Hill (2008) asked whether 
connectivism is a learning process, rather than a learning theory and express concern about 
how the integration of the old and new theories can be conducted. However, Downes (2012) 
disagreed with this questioning, arguing that the constructivist approach to learning can still 
involve the same sources of information as the connectivist approach, because network theory 
learning is not about how or where the learner accesses information, but what they do with it 
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in order to learn. Connectivism, as a theory about how people use technology to replace 
fundamental learning processes, offers some very useful understandings of the differences 
between digital environments and real time environments. However, whilst this focusing on 
technology is of relevance to the virtual environment analysed in this study, connectivism does 
not offer a detailed process for the understanding of goals and learning outcomes or for 
assessing the value of learning.  
Self-directed learning theories supporting un-facilitated learning 
The term ‘adult learning theory’ is generally used to describe notions about self-directed 
learning based on the work of Knowles (1950, 1970, 1975, 1980, 1984, 1990), which 
implemented the understanding of andragogy that he described as the art and science of 
helping adults learn. Knowles (1975) defined self-directed learning as the way “individuals 
take the initiative, with or without the help of others, in diagnosing their learning needs, 
formulating learning goals, identifying human and material resources for learning, choosing 
and implementing appropriate learning strategies, and evaluating learning outcomes” (p.18). 
Merriam (2001) says Knowles’ work became the focus of separating adult learning from that 
of children. Knowles’ works however, are almost entirely devoted to teacher-facilitated 
learning and when he describes adult choices, it is within the framework of a facilitator/learner 
environment.  
There is a tension in the literature between self-direction as a means of full autonomy for adult 
learners and the opinion expressed by some educators, that learners need to have a level of 
direction. For some authors such as Marsick and Watkins (2001) and Candy (1991), there is 
a clear hierarchical relationship between informal learning and self-directed learning, where 
un-facilitated learning is a subset of self-directed learning. Brockett and Hiemstra (1991) have 
a more encompassing view and suggest that learner self-direction is a learning trait that 
applies to autonomous thinking adults. They suggest that self-directed learning refers to 
“characteristics of an individual that predispose one toward taking primary responsibility for 
personal learning endeavours” (p.29). Although Brookfield moved his position from completely 
embracing adult self-directed learning, Brookfield (1985) was one of the earliest works to 
propose the notion that self-directed learning could be outside facilitated learning when he 
differentiated between ‘learning’ and ‘education’.   
This tension between autonomy and facilitated direction has led to detailed analysis about 
self-direction. Merriam (2001) notes that much of the debate revolved around what is meant 
by self-directed learning and how it can be applied to formal learning and if there is different 
meaning for un-facilitated learning. Candy (1991), Brockett and Hiemstra (1991), Jarvis (2004) 
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and Brookfield (1983, 1986, 1993, 1995) have debated the role of the self-directed learner to 
such an extent that their views are rarely contradicted.  
A key focus of this debate was whether self-directed learning in un-facilitated environments 
led to complete isolation of learning. Within this debate Brookfield (1993) questioned whether 
adults are self-directed all the time; or whether self-direction is even the preferred method of 
learning for adults. Further, he asked whether an adult learner can be self-directed in an 
isolated un-facilitated environment or whether self-direction only applies within the restricted 
arena of facilitated or teacher directed learning. In his later work, Brookfield (1995) critically 
examined the concept of self-direction, moving from being a strong advocate of self-direction 
in learning to a critical analyst, and finally concluding that self-directed learning does not 
explain all adult learning. 
Nevertheless, Candy (1991) and Brockett and Hiemstra (1991) regard self-direction in learning 
as a function of adult life, in both facilitated and un-facilitated environments. Brockett and 
Hiemstra (1991) argued that the idea of self-education or taking responsibility for one's own 
learning is clearly rooted in history. They believe that self-directed learning reflects how adult 
education deliberately embraces this responsibility and incorporates it into mainstream 
practice. Marsick and Watkins (2001), in summarising the debate, note the position taken by 
Brookfield to focus on social and political action over isolated individual learning, represents a 
shift toward understanding the impact of self-directed learning in an informal setting. 
This debate on isolation and self-direction occurred prior to Web 2.0 and easily accessible 
internet communities when learning socially, outside workplace and educational institutions, 
was often through community clubs and related organisations. Thus whilst, Brookfield (1993) 
further argued that that un-facilitated meant isolation, Brockett and Hiemstra (1991) and Candy 
(1991) had a contesting view. They suggested that self-direction had a strong social 
component because it is possible to take individual responsibility and still be involved in social 
context of learning. Candy's (1991) work includes an analysis of personal autonomy which 
rejects that self-direction leads to isolation.  
Candy (1991) sought to determine the meaning of many of the concepts of self-direction and 
his work was written because there was “no robust theoretical framework, no universally 
accepted methods for enhancing learners capacity and no existing conspectus of the whole 
fields” (p.xv). Candy divides self-direction into four dimensions which include two levels of 
facilitated learning and two levels of un-facilitated learning which he calls autodidaxy. These 
levels are ‘assisted autodidaxy’ and ‘complete autodidaxy’. Candy says that autodidaxy is an 
extremely widespread activity that occurs in diverse settings and concerns a varied possibly 
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“limitless range of subjects” (p.165). Candy’s views on autodidaxy can influence the 
understanding of how people learn in an un-facilitated environment, and when combined with 
his views on the social nature of learning provide a framework for understanding why the 
process can be social. 
Summary of question three 
A response to the question “What learning theories can be applied to un-facilitated adult 
learning studies?” is that most were formulated around facilitated learning, at a time when un-
facilitated learning was likely to be isolated and not social, thus there are very few that provide 
a detailed framework for understanding un-facilitated learning in a contemporary environment. 
The only widely dispersed theory created to explain virtual learning is connectivism. 
Connectivism is a theory about the transformation and changes in learning and knowledge 
created by the virtual world, rather than a theory of social engagement in a virtual space. 
Whilst connectivism is a theory about learning in a digital environment, it is not associated with 
specific topics or analysis, or a personal perspective but concentrates on managing cognitive 
process and recording and accessing rather than ‘knowing’. For this reason whilst it is one of 
the few current digital learning theories, it focuses on the impact of technology rather than 
social engagement in a virtual environment and it therefore does not provide a foundation 
framework that can be used to explain the data collected in this study. 
There appears to be no one theory that can be used to explain informal learning, although the 
constructivist viewpoint is one that is very adaptable to informal learning environments. For 
this study, the view of constructivism as described by Candy (1991), who has a constructivist 
approach to understanding self-direction, appears to be a suitable means of explaining the 
learning of people who are following their own passions and personal interests. It is noted that 
constructivism also describes an epistemological stance of research.  
The debate over self-directed learning is relevant to this study because it initiated the 
recognition of social interaction outside facilitated learning environments and led to some 
definitions of self-direction as a social, rather than an isolated process. Because this study 
aims to understand how learners pursuing a domain of personal interest seek social 
interaction, and use this interaction to create both personal and social meaning, aspects of 
self-directed learning theory can be used as a method of interpreting the collected data.  
Whilst numerous authors have written about self-directed learning, Candy (1991) is one author 
who has offered a dichotomy which specifically explains the concepts of autonomy and 
autodidaxy together with definitions. Whilst other authors have made reference to the 
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connections between social learning and self-direction, Candy (1991) provides a detailed 
framework for unassisted learning through his explanations of autodidaxy and assisted 
autodidaxy and this framework can be used as a scaffold for understanding un-facilitated 
learning. His work was written before the Web 2.0 creations of easily interactive applications 
but many of the explanations can be adapted to a digital environment. It is therefore one of 
the key theoretical perspectives used in this study. 
Question four: What have educators concluded about learning in social, community, or 
collaborative environments?  
Social learning theories are mostly based on theorists such as Vygotsky (1979) and Piaget 
(1959) and have their root in the relationships between teachers or facilitators and students. 
Within this study, it is necessary to recognise the difference between Social Learning Cognitive 
Theory of Bandura (1977) which aligns behaviourist and cognitive learning theories by 
connecting attention, memory, and motivation, and perspectives relating to collaborative 
learning which is the interest of this research.  
Despite its origins in facilitated learning, social learning is seen by a number of authors as the 
key to informal learning. However, the connection between individual development and social 
learning, and the degree to which social learning influences or even dominates individual 
learning, is unresolved. In his work on research methods for informal learning, Sawchuk (2008) 
argues that informal learning can only occur through social activity, whilst Wenger (1998) 
considers that “learning is a fundamentally social phenomenon, reflecting our own deep social 
nature” (p.1).  
Other authors such as Peters and Gray (2005) in their study of self-direction and collaboration, 
suggest that while most learning experiences are social, the meaning developed belongs to 
the individual. This connection is also made by Seely Brown (2006) who argues that it is 
through social learning that experience and information are internalised into actionable 
knowledge by conversations and social negotiations. Similarly, Ziegler, Paulus and Woodside 
(2006) connect social learning to individual meaning by arguing that informal learning includes 
individuals engaging in group meaning-making by using dialogue as a way of creating that 
meaning. Thus, they suggest that “encouraging adults to share their life stories through 
dialogue may be a powerful way for them to make meaning of their life experiences both 
individually and as a group” (p.305).  
Writing about informal learning in an online community of practice, Ziegler et al. (2014) suggest 
that social learning is a means of creating individual understanding. They write that “shared 
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learning and interest are what keeps these communities together (…) all participation (…) is 
considered legitimate learning and it is through participation that we learn not only how to do 
but how to be” (p.61). Likewise, when describing blogging communities, Heo and Lee (2012) 
connect social engagement to individual meaning and note that learners are able to share, 
negotiate, and “create knowledge in relation to their own practice by communicating and 
collaborating with others with various ranges of experiences, knowledge, and expertise” 
(p.133). Writing from a marketing perspective about the value of information in online health 
discussion forums, Hajli, Sims, Featherman and Love (2014) comment that individuals seek 
out communities “to receive informational and emotional support [and] social media has 
empowered individuals to become active in online forums and communities and to generate 
content” (p.13). 
Communities of practice and situated learning 
The most cited perspectives of social learning outside formal environments are Lave and 
Wenger's (1991) in Situated Learning: Legitimate peripheral participation and Wenger's (1998) 
Communities of Practice. Situated Learning Theory develops the principal of ‘legitimate 
peripheral participation’ where the exposure of newcomers at the periphery of a community 
allows them to learn the culture of the community, and move into full participation and status. 
According to A. Cox (2005), Lave and Wenger’s significant contribution has been that it 
proposes a new approach to understanding learning which takes place in the workplace by 
focusing on “informal and situated social interaction, rather than on a planned mechanistic 
process of cognitive transmission” (p.4). He suggests that such interaction achieves authentic, 
motivated learning of what is needed to be known about the complexities of real practice and 
concludes that legitimate peripheral participation provides entry into a static practice 
community through a process that is both active and engaged. However A. Cox (2005) does 
believe that some caution in applying Situated Learning Theory is required because “it is not 
adequate to explain all the powerful forces within a community, let alone the structure from 
outside” (p.5). 
Situated Learning Theory was later developed into the theory of Communities of Practice by 
Wenger (1998) where he characterises communities of practice as “shared histories of 
learning” (p.103). In later writing, Wenger (2007) expands his definition of communities of 
practice by suggesting they are “groups of people who share a concern or a passion for 
something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly” (p.1). Wenger (1998) 
explains that “communities of practice grow out of a convergent interplay of competence and 
experience that involves mutual engagement (…) [which are] the basic building blocks of a 
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social learning system” (p.229). His belief that competency is achieved through social 
participation, although developed around workplace responses, is in Wenger’s (1998) view 
highly adaptable to social groups that do not have organisational connections.   
Since developed however, Communities of Practice theory has not been a static concept but 
has refocused on workplace aspects, whilst minimising non-workplace interactions. Li et al. 
(2009) note that Lave and Wenger's (1991) work centred on the interactions between novices 
and experts, and how newcomers create a professional identity, but in Wenger (1998) the 
emphasis had shifted to personal growth and the trajectory of individuals' participation within 
a group. However, they consider that since 1998 there have been important divergences in 
the application of Communities of Practice and Situated Learning because the theories were 
refocused as a managerial tool for improving an organisation's competitiveness. Likewise, in 
A. Cox's (2005) opinion, Wenger, McDermott and Snyder's (2002) publication bookmarks a 
decisive shift in the application of Wenger’s theory, by focusing on the value of the Community 
of Practice as a management tool which develops ‘innovation’ and ‘problem solving’. 
Communities of Practice theory is not without its critics. Li et al. (2009) suggest that the 
depiction of the communities of practice in the 1998 publication is prone to a variety of 
interpretations and is challenging to apply. There are also controversies about the use of the 
term 'community' so Contu and Willmott (2003) in a discussion of power relationships in 
learning theory, argue that not all communities are developed with a purpose and express 
concerns any group structure could be construed as a community which was not Wenger's 
intention. Wenger’s view of community is also questioned by A. Cox (2005) who argues that 
Wenger denies most of the usual assumptions about it, except to express the strength and 
the voluntary, informal, authentic nature of the relationships identified. Thus, the term 
‘community of practice’ could create the perception that practice is a rather large, helpful and 
friendly, bounded unit rather than a social learning group. 
As A. Cox (2005) and Li et al. (2009) note, the theory is regularly seen as a workplace process 
and Wenger et al. (2002) describe it as such, so that the adaption of Communities of Practice 
to informal communities not based around a workplace or learning institutions has been 
spasmodic. Nevertheless, some authors have argued that Communities of Practice is 
adaptable to all social engagement, not just the workplace. Marsick, Watkins, Callahan, and 
Volpe (2006) say Wenger (1998) provides a useful:  
“framework for understanding such learning in his discussion of Communities of Practice. 
[Wenger’s] social learning theory speaks to the way in which people make meaning of their 
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lives and construct their identity by participation in social practice in natural communities 
tied by common interests” (p.797). 
When writing about informal learning in an online community of practice, Jarvis (2004) 
suggests “shared learning and interest are what keeps these communities together; all 
participation is considered legitimate learning and it is through participation that we learn not 
only how to do but how to be” (p.23). Participating in communities of practice in Seely Brown's 
(2006) opinion, is essential to all learning, not just workplaces. This is because the theory of 
Communities of Practice provides insight into how people interact around common interests, 
and hence can be used to better leverage informal and incidental learning through the 
provision of support, structure, and incentives. Communities of Practice is a means of 
understanding social learning in post Web 2.0 communities, according to Seely Brown and 
Adler (2008) who believe that the theory gained momentum as a conceptual framework for 
understanding informal learning as a group process, by redefining learning as taking place 
between people rather than within the individual mind. Seely Brown and Adler (2008) also 
think that expertise involves not only ‘learning about’ the subject matter but also ‘learning to 
be’ a full participant and this is best done within a community of practice. 
More recently, the view that Communities of Practice is applicable to non-workplace situations 
appears to be gaining some momentum. With the advent of Web 2.0 and easily accessible 
online communities, the suggestion has been made that the theory of Communities of Practice 
provides insight into how people in virtual communities interact around common interests as 
well as explains support-structures, and incentives for incidental and informal learning. In a 
report to the Department of Education and Science on Internet usage, Candy (2004) discusses 
the theory of Communities of Practice in an Internet environment, finding it very relevant as a 
guide to how interaction is taking place. Another author to connect Communities of Practice 
to non-organisational informal learning is Siemons (2005), who discusses its use to explain 
competency in an online environment. Recently Wenger’s (1998) work has been used by Heo 
and Lee (2012), Cunningham and Hillier (2013), Hung and Cherng (2013), Hajli et al. (2014) 
and Ziegler et al. (2014) in their studies on informal learning as an effective framework to 
understand and assess engagement and social interaction. 
Summary of question four 
Responses to the question “What have educators concluded about learning in a social, 
community, or collaborative environment?” suggest that educators’ understandings are based 
on works of Vygotsky (1979) and Piaget (1959) and connected to classroom learning 
experiences. However, the development of social learning theories such as Community of 
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Practice and Situated Learning have encouraged researchers to expand the view of social 
learning into informal learning situations. Both of these theories were developed around 
workplace environments and later works by their developers have aligned them to this 
environment. Nonetheless, unlike some of his later publications, Wenger (1998) is not 
confined to workplace application and its focus on certain themes are adaptable to non- 
workplace situations.  
Several authors have emphatically connected Wenger's (1998) concepts to virtual 
environments even though it was developed before interactive Web 2.0 applications became 
prevalent. Thus the application of Communities of Practice and Situated Learning to a study 
of virtual communities unconnected to workplace organisations, particularly when concepts 
developed in the earlier works are applied, is a productive means of understanding and 
explaining the way learning occurs. Therefore this current study uses Wenger (1998), with 
some consideration of Lave and Wenger (1991) to provide a legitimate framework of social 
learning. 
Question five: What conclusions have been made about learning in un-facilitated virtual 
environments? 
Responding to this question enables an exploration of what is understood about informal 
learning in virtual communities, as well as consideration of opportunities for further research. 
A review of the available literature suggests that learning in un-facilitated virtual environments 
is an area of research which has not been substantially examined. In their work on how web 
technologies support lifelong learning, Dunlap and Lowenthal (2013) state that as learning 
milieus “informal virtual environments tend to be understudied, and are consequently not well 
understood” (p.4). Whilst there are many publications about online learning, much of the 
research relates to facilitated learning, professional groups, and workplace connections. There 
have also been numerous studies undertaken about virtual groups and social media, but 
Malinen (2015) in her literature review of participation in online communities, suggests these 
have mostly been connected to understanding reasons behind group participation, and how 
this can support market based opportunities.  
Because of this limited study, concepts about informal learning in virtual communities are 
generally based on understandings developed from research in workplace or educational 
institutions or from understandings about marketing opportunities. These concepts include: a 
definition of the term ‘virtual community’; how developments such as Web 2.0 affected the 
growth of virtual communities; the impact of various software applications on learning; the 
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relationship between virtual communities and adult learning; and the impact of lurking on 
virtual communities. 
Virtual communities 
Software applications that allow asynchronous discussions of a variety of topics, have been 
part of virtual life since the early days of the Internet. Iriberri and Leroy's (2009) work is an 
exploration of lifecycles of online communities from the perspective of information technology 
specialists. According to them, the ability to share information and exchange ideas has been 
a feature of the Internet since Usenet was created around 1979 as an Interactive Information 
Exchange community, based around the public posting of emails. However, as Internet access 
at the time was mostly through institutions and organisations, and private connections were 
restricted, the pursuit of private online interests was limited. 
Nevertheless, the variety of discussion topics was apparent even then. Rheingold (1993) who 
wrote one of the earliest works on virtual communities, commented upon the diversity of early 
communities and describes them as an ecosystem of subcultures, some frivolous, others 
serious. He said that there was no such thing as “a single, monolithic, online subculture, which 
became more evident as access to the Internet grew” (p.4). From the mid to late 1990’s Iriberri 
and Leroy (2009) suggest that as home online access became more common, the pursuit of 
private personal interests flourished, thus membership of online communities rapidly 
expanded to domains unconnected to institutions and workplaces. In his exploration of 
network sites as communities, Parks (2011) agrees that the rise of online discussion groups 
and other social virtual mediums in the early 1990s renewed social interest and introduced the 
concept of a virtual community. 
Whilst social engagement was present from the earliest times of the Internet, Blanchard and 
Markus (2004) in an exploration of what constitutes a virtual community, suggest that not all 
virtual or online groupings represent real communities. They consider that some sites that are 
referred to as social, such as networks and blogs, are not communities but ‘virtual settlements’ 
which they describes as an “e-collaboration technology supporting groups identified by a 
minimum number of interactive, public interactions by a variety of sustained contributors” 
(p.132). They suggest that virtual groups established through a hierarchy, or where there may 
be an unequal relationship, such as teacher/student or a status situation that exists outside 
the group, such as academic qualifications, professional expertise, or organisational status, 
may exist more as virtual settlements than communities.  
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In Malinen's (2015) opinion, there is no universally accepted definition for online communities. 
She considers that the term ‘online community’ generally describes software that allows 
people to interact and share content in the same online environment. In an early definition that 
is still frequently acknowledged, Preece (2000) defined online communities as “people 
interacting socially and sharing a purpose, of policies to guide these interactions, and of 
computer systems to facilitate the sense of togetherness” (p.10). Similarly, Blanchard (2008) 
describes online communities as “groups of people who interact primarily through computer-
mediated communication and who identify with and have developed feelings of belonging and 
attachment to each other” (p.132). In her work, which developed a typology of community 
services mostly relating to marketing, Porter (2004) disregards the condition of feelings of 
attachment. She considers that virtual communities are “an aggregation of individuals or 
business partners who interact around a shared interest, where the interaction is at least 
partially supported and/or mediated by technology and guided by some protocols or norms" 
(para. 10). Likewise, in their workplace-based study about knowledge-sharing, Chiu, Hsu and 
Wang (2006) describe virtual communities as “online social networks in which people with 
common interests, goals, or practices interact to share information and knowledge, and 
engage in social interactions” (p.1873). In a later study, Papanis, Giavrimis and Papani (2010) 
wrote a paper on the learning environments developed by the new virtual reality and the 
relationship between learning and the Internet. In this paper, they combine both workplace 
and informal descriptions and argue that the term ‘virtual communities" describes the 
“relations; the multiplicity of roles; the culture and the philosophy; the language, the rules; the 
ethics; and the norms developed by Internet groups” (p.54). 
Whilst these definitions emphasise differing aspects of virtual communities, they do support a 
view that beyond a shared interest, these communities require a committed form of social 
engagement and interaction and sense of belonging. This engagement, according to Parks 
(2011) includes “shared rituals, a variety of relational linkages, and an emotional bond to 
others in a way that conferred a sense of belonging and group identification” (p.117). In 
Blanchard and Markus's (2004) opinion, virtual groupings only become communities when 
they develop an identifiable ‘sense of community’ which comes from: feelings of membership 
that arise from recognition of boundaries; a sense of emotional safety; a sense of belonging 
to and identification with the group; and feelings of influence which merge from processes of 
maintaining norms within the group. Further, Blanchard and Markus (2004) believe that ‘sense 
of community’ develops through integration of members and the fulfilment of needs where 
people feel rewards in terms of status, and recognition of competence. This ‘sense of 
community’ also develops through the creation of shared values which contribute to the 
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rewards of being a member, including shared emotional connections resulting from investment 
of time, a shared history, shared resources and support networks.  
In virtual groups, the format of the software may also strongly influence the nature of the 
engagement and belonging. According to Dunlap and Lowenthal (2013) whilst the Internet 
features many free and customisable tools that can be used to support a virtual community, 
not all these tools are equal in creating learning environments. They consider that some forms 
of software such as wikis, blogs and forums provide better knowledge-sharing facilities than 
others. They believe that while the social aspect may be important for community vitality, in 
order for informal learning to occur, social interaction must also include knowledge-sharing 
about a particular domain or subject. Research on blogging in a professional environment 
undertaken by Liao, Pan, Zhou and Gan (2012) led to the view that in communities based 
around blogospheres, the format of the software used by groups influences whether the group 
develops into a community. They concluded that it is improbable that a community would 
develop around a single blog or similar social media where the owner of the site has 
moderation and rejection rights because the owner has an unbalanced power in creating and 
rejecting meaning. Technology not only influences the creation of communities, technological 
developments can also influence how they interact. In her exploration of the research that has 
been undertaken about virtual communities, M. Cox (2013) comments that the ever-changing 
technology with the increasing access to resources in informal settings shapes the 
development of virtual community. 
Another important influence on the nature of social engagement is whether the community 
relies on chat or written synchronous communication, or written asynchronous 
communication. According to Porter (2004), asynchronous applications offer the most prolific 
opportunities for full engagement because it is a format that negates dependence on 
members’ sharing geographical or temporal locations. Forums are a stable web application 
that are used by many large communities. A feature of their format is that they are 
asynchronous, and support peer exchange on a global scale in designated topics. Recent 
publications indicate that researchers have begun to explore asynchronous forums as learning 
environments, although Chen and Chang (2011) in their work on the participation of lurkers, 
consider that many important aspects of asynchronous online discussion, as it relates to 
learner contribution, remain understudied. In the opinion of Ziegler et al. (2014), asynchronous 
discussion forums which are centred on the online text-based conversation, offer opportunities 
for understanding un-facilitated learning because discussion is visible and instantly archived, 
unlike face-to-face conversations. This view is supported by Song and Lee (2014), who 
suggest whilst forum applications are now being studied, more researchers should examine 
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asynchronous written Web 2.0 applications, as they record the social exchanges from which 
the learning in the community develops.  
Web 2.0 
In its early days of virtual development, Charp (1998) recognised the value of the Internet to 
social learning when he suggested that it constituted an active and creative learning 
environment and an important cognitive tool. Using his own experiences as a software 
developer and programmer to examine open-source communities, Livingstone (2001) also 
undertook research on learning in these communities and its impact on personal lives. Another 
early recognition of the potential of social learning in virtual spaces, was made by Candy 
(2004), who in his report on virtual environments as learning spaces in Australia, considered 
“the widespread uptake of digital technologies has actually amplified and accelerated the 
convergence of learning with other life activities at a practical level” (p.304). 
However, it was the emergence of Web 2.0, which accelerated the development of interactive 
software applications. This concept, as well as emphasising the communicative and sharing 
nature of the Internet, has opened up many opportunities for community development online. 
O’Reilly (2005) who coined the phrase defined Web 2.0, as: 
 “a platform, spanning all connected devices; Web 2.0 applications are those that make the 
most of the intrinsic advantages of that platform: delivering software as a continually-
updated service that gets better the more people use it, creating network effects through 
an "architecture of participation," and going beyond the page metaphor of Web 1.0 to 
deliver rich user experiences” (p.1).  
O’Reilly’s description brought a sense of coherence to the communicative applications which 
had been rapidly developing as web connections became more sophisticated. A feature of this 
interactive communication was that it emphasised the opportunities for social learning. 
According to Song and Lee (2014), the connection between Web 2.0 applications and learning 
has been well documented. Authors, including Anderson (2007) in his work on the implications 
of Web 2.0 for education, note that Web 2.0 has allowed widespread access to relatively 
intuitive interactive applications which simplified the process to share ideas, exchange 
resources and create communities, without resort to specialist knowledge. In their report on 
game-based interaction and Web 2.0, Ebner, Holzinger and Maurer (2007) remark that the 
ability to connect socially is very supportive to a social learning environment and enhances 
the opportunity for new directions of social learning. This opinion is supported by McLoughlin 
and Lee (2007) who wrote how technology influences pedagogy, and describe Web 2.0 as a 
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working example of social constructivist theory which enables “an open architecture that 
facilitates user-controlled, collaboratively generated knowledge and community focussed 
enquiry” (p.672). A further consequence of Web 2.0 suggested by Siemons (2005), Browning, 
Sautre and Stephens (2008), and Hiemstra (2009) is that technology development has blurred 
differences between formal and informal learning. However one author, Selwyn (2007), in a 
discussion of formal learning for young people, argued the increased individualisation and 
personalisation of informal online learning through Web 2.0 could replace many alternate 
informal learning environments, but notes that this may be at a tangent to the official learning 
aims of educators who value the role of facilitation. 
Web 2.0 applications have been well-recognised as a source of social learning in many 
environments. Nevertheless according to authors including M. Cox (2013), Chen and Chang 
(2011), Ziegler et al. (2014) and Song and Lee (2014), the exploration of informal learning 
unconnected to institutions is still under-researched. Although they all note that the ready 
access to numerous asynchronous written communities created as a result of Web 2.0 
developments, provide the opportunities to do this.  
Social learning in virtual environments 
A number of researchers have indicated that they believe virtual environments support social 
learning. In one of the earliest works on Internet communities, Rheingold (1993) suggested 
that people in virtual communities use words on screens to exchange ideas and engage 
socially and learn. He wrote that “to the millions who have been drawn into it, the richness and 
vitality of computer-linked cultures is attractive, even addictive.” (p.4). Another writer who 
considered that there is a connection between virtual engagement and the development of 
informal learning was Tough (2002) who proposed that informal learning on the Internet may 
have more social interaction than there is in classroom learning. Writing at the time Web 2.0 
was defined, Kendall (2005) also commented that the Internet provided the ideal environment 
to create virtual communities because social software allows communication, collaboration 
and the development of collective memory, actions and goals. This point of view was 
expanded by Seely Brown and Adler (2008) who argued that the most profound impact of the 
Internet is its ability to support and expand the various aspects of social learning because 
“new kinds of online resources have allowed people with common interests to meet, share 
ideas, and collaborate in innovative ways” (p.18).  
Later, Thomas and Seely Brown (2011) argued that membership of communities can be an 
intense experience which provides access to new views or reinforces old ones, and exposes 
members to new software applications and multi-media, as they update skills in order to 
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maintain connections to the communities. In their study of newcomers to open-source 
communities, they note that the social learning opportunities of the Internet give lifelong 
learning a new direction. These authors conclude that there was evidence from their research 
that in future, lifelong learning will be governed by virtual social connections. Their view is that 
online communities are not an addendum to formal learning but may replace much of it. 
Thomas and Seely Brown (2011) also argue that this new powerful culture of learning “has 
two elements, a massive information network that provides unlimited access and resources to 
learn anything and the second is a bounded and structured network that allows for unlimited 
agency to build and experiment within those boundaries” (p.19). These authors agree that 
learning in online communities develops through group interaction that provides a kind of peer 
amplifier that supports resources and develops further individual informal learning. 
In their examination of newcomer participation in online communities based around open-
source development, Mitra, Johri and Nov (2013) indicate that there has been a critical rise in 
both the quantity and importance of online communities. However, they also believe that the 
nature of how this social learning occurs and where it will lead is still very much an ongoing 
discussion because even in the relatively limited research being undertaken, many varied 
views have been expressed about inherent advantages and implications of social learning in 
online communities. This limited research about the social influence of virtual communities is 
been noted by Malinen (2015) who comments that studies have focused on users’ individual 
characteristics and investigated their relation to participation, rather than explored the social 
connections and implications of virtual communities.  
Despite the limited studies however, there appears to be agreement amongst these authors 
that virtual communities provide social learning opportunities that expose people to new and 
different perspectives and cultural ideas, removed from their immediate environment. 
However the direction where this exchange and exposure will lead is still very much under 
discussion, and whilst numerous authors have commented on exciting possibilities, the 
research on what is happening appears to be limited.  
Virtual environments supporting self-directed learning 
Amongst authors who have considered the learning opportunities of virtual environments, a 
strong connection between the Internet and self-directed learning has been established, 
particularly the connection between self-direction and social learning. Candy (1991) and 
Brockett and Hiemstra (1991) agree that self-directed learning is not learning in isolation but 
a process where the person learning chooses how the learning is to be done. In later writing, 
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Candy (2004) and Hiemstra (2009) both see the virtual environment as an opportunity for 
people to choose interaction and social groupings as part of their learning.  
Although he was writing as Web 2.0 was just emerging as a concept, Candy (2004) saw a 
distinct connection between lifelong learning, digital technologies, and self-directed learning, 
stating that there is a compelling symbiosis between self-directed learning and digital 
technologies. This symbiosis has reduced some of the concerns, expressed by authors who 
wrote about self-direction before the development of easily accessible virtual communities, 
that self-direction and informal learning are isolating activities. Hiemstra (2009) agrees that 
the Internet supports self-directed learning by both increasing learner control and by providing 
mechanisms for learners to determine what information is pertinent to them. He also believes 
this self-direction is further enhanced by the communication functions and information 
accessibility of the Internet.  
One of the educational advantages of virtual environments noted by authors who were writing 
after the recognition of Web 2.0, is these environments’ role in connecting peers who then 
engage in social interaction that promotes self-directed learning. A paper exploring informal 
learning in virtual environments and its impact on formal learning written by Wilmott (2010), 
suggests that when people chose to be educated at formal institutions they may already have 
a body of experience, knowledge, and learning, achieved by using the Internet. She also 
comments that online experiences may have resulted in well-developed abilities, including 
written expression, critical application and review, search skills, use of media and specialist 
subject knowledge. This view is endorsed by Dunlap and Lowenthal (2013) who consider that 
the learning opportunities of self-directed social choices on the Internet offer the opportunity 
to take advantage of a variety of human-oriented resources including peers and colleagues, 
teams, informal and formal social networks, and communities of practice.  
Whilst social engagement on the Internet can be seen as a self-directed choice, Chen and 
Chang (2011) in their work on lurking, suggest that the decision by community members to 
limit participation to lurking may also be a form of self-direction. In an article discussing self-
regulation in personal learning environments, whilst not agreeing that self-direction can limit 
levels of engagement, Dabbagh and Kitsantas (2012) consider that learning in the context of 
social media has become highly self-motivated, autonomous, and informal because “social 
media has led towards more collaborative modes of inquiry based around self-regulation” 
(p.1). In summarising the relationship between self-direction and Web 2.0, Song and Lee 
(2014) consider that current informal learning websites have moderately adopted the most 
heavily promoted features of Web 2.0, thus there is a positive relationship between Web 2.0 
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features and informal learning and self-direction. However, the extent of this relationship 
needs to be explored, because the degree to which self-direction influences levels of social 
engagement has not yet been conclusively analysed. 
Lurking and virtual communities 
Lurkers and their contribution, or lack of contribution, to virtual communities has been a subject 
of much debate. Studies about lurking in informal communities, Malinen (2015) notes, have 
also been confined to understanding why lurkers do not post, and how their levels of active 
participation can be increased to improve the viability of the community. However, recently a 
new focus has been introduced into the debate between educationalists about whether 
students are still engaged and actually learning, even when not actively involved in online 
discourse. Likewise, in the context of informal virtual communities, the view of whether or not 
a person lurking is participating in the community, influences the view of the value of informal 
learning in the community.  
Some authors have suggested that the ability of the community to influence the constructed 
meaning of people who do not actively post, and the ability of the lurker to transit such meaning 
to other communities, could be perceived as active participation. In a work on lurking in a large 
number of forum communities, Chen and Chang (2011) argue that even limited posting could 
be very influential to a community in discussion groups, because of: the timing of the small 
number of posts; the status of the poster; and quality of the contribution. Therefore, they 
believe that the description of lurking as non-participative was insufficient to describe the 
phenomena they observed in social learning environments. Consequently Chen and Chang 
(2011) concluded that existing approaches to lurking tend to rely upon behaviourist and 
individualist assumptions, because the preponderance of literature takes an individual learning 
perspective about lurkers’ learning effectiveness. As an alternate view, these authors used 
Wenger’s (1998) concepts of participation and reification in a community of practice to 
understand the impact of lurkers on a community, concluding that learning may take place 
through reified objects that cannot be measured, as well as through invisible participation. 
Thus, they suggest that lurking cannot be viewed as passive individual act as defined and 
interpreted in previous research, but rather intentional lurking is a reflexive, social, and co-
constructive activity. 
There is also evidence that lurkers’ perceptions of their participation in communities are 
positive. In their work about self-directed learning in large open courses, usually called 
MOOCS, Kop and Fournier (2010) found that many lurkers who did not produce artefacts or 
participate extensively in discussions often reported “they were actively engaged in the course 
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through three activities: aggregating information; remixing of it; and sharing it with others” 
(p.16). Their research indicated this was because lurkers engaged outside the course forum 
in other social media, in their workplaces, or at home and this form of engagement sometimes 
continued after the course had finished. Thus, Kop and Fournier (2010) believe that the choice 
to lurk was often the act of self-directed learners who have their own perception of what type 
of activities would suit them and their lifestyles, which might not necessarily be the same as 
those of the course organisers. 
In their work on lurking by students in online discussion groups, Mazuro and Rao (2011) 
conclude that lurking is a goal-directed behaviour. They also suggested that lurkers avoid 
entering into a discussion if the individual is unsure about their contributions being ill-received 
or unwelcome and that people may indeed lurk for a time, and then eventually decide to 
participate if the forum appears ‘safe’, and they are less likely to ‘get things wrong’. These 
authors connect this behaviour to Lave and Wenger's (1991) concept of legitimate peripheral 
participation, which argues that any participation in any community requires a level of 
apprenticeship before full membership is achieved. Hence, Mazuro, and Rao (2011) argue 
that both posters and lurkers are equally engaged, albeit at different levels and that lurking 
can be viewed positively as help-seeking or information seeking behaviour which may not 
contribute to the learning of others, but is no different to reading books, journal articles, or any 
other text-based source . 
Most research on informal communities which are not linked to educational outcomes, 
according to Malinin (2015) has been about visible participants, as this form of engagement is 
necessary for the sustainability of the community. In her view, most of the research about 
invisible participation has been empirical studies that concentrate on the quantities of users. 
However, she argues that relying on numbers does not provide the understandings necessary 
to explain lurkers’ connections to virtual communities and there is a need for a theoretical and 
conceptual framework for user participation which expands explanations of community 
participation to include non-visible interactions.   
Thus, there is a view in the literature that suggests lurking can be a participatory activity, which 
involves some levels of engagement that may lead to active posting. Whilst there have been 
few studies about lurking and its relationship to learning in communities unconnected to 
organisations or learning institutions, the suggestion that lurking is participatory and may be a 
form of engagement, indicates there are many new opportunities to research how virtual 
communities unconnected to institutions may contribute to learning and knowledge, beyond 
the activities of visible posters. 
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Summary of question five 
In response to the question ‘What conclusions have been made about learning in un-facilitated 
virtual environments?’, it can be claimed that any assumptions about the environment are still 
very flexible. Numerous authors have commented on the importance of virtual communities 
as places of learning, and there is also a case made that virtual communities provide a learning 
atmosphere that is highly suitable for self-determined or autonomous learners. Nevertheless, 
whilst the literature indicates that these environments have not been extensively explored, M. 
Cox (2013) considers from her review of what has been written, that there are many 
possibilities for informal learning in virtual communities. 
There is a substantial view that not all online groups are communities, and comprehending 
the differences between virtual settlements and real communities may assist in understanding 
and recognising virtual learning environments and the connections between participation and 
engagement. However, several authors have indicated that opportunities to understand these 
connections are being created because written asynchronous applications lend themselves to 
research, due to the record of engagement that is created by this format.  
Several authors have suggested that informal virtual communities support self-directed 
learning. However, the impact of self-direction on levels of engagement has had limited 
exploration because, whilst there has been some discussion on lurking and participation in 
online communities, the connection of this behaviour to engaged participation in a learning 
community has authors divided. Several authors have concluded that limiting participation 
may be a form of self-direction which has considerable influence on individual learning and 
the community. Nevertheless, the paucity of literature on learning in un-facilitated virtual 
communities and the implications of self-directed restrictions on participation, suggests a large 
gap in knowledge of this subject. Thus, the opportunity to contribute to the topic has strongly 
influenced the development of the present study. 
Question six: What studies have been published about learning in un-facilitated 
virtual environments? 
In response to this question, it is noted that a number of recent authors including M. Cox 
(2013), Ziegler et al. (2014) and Song and Lee (2014) have discussed the potential of online 
communities as sites in which to explore adult learning. However whilst these authors agree 
that there are numerous studies about facilitated e-learning and informal learning in the 
workplace, they also comment on the limited number of studies of online communities 
unconnected to organisations and institutions, and all have suggested more studies of informal 
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learning virtual communities should be undertaken. These authors echo Livingstone's (2001) 
earlier calls for more research on learning in informal communities but for reasons suggested 
by authors such as McGivney (2006) and Eraut (2000), the difficulties of researching informal 
learning falters because reliable information is difficult to acquire, thus comparatively few 
studies have been undertaken.  
This difficulty of locating studies was acknowledged by M. Cox (2013) in her work reviewing 
research on informal learning in virtual environments. She comments that most of the research 
which she located was small case studies, suggesting few large scale studies are readily 
available. Whilst this current study located only a couple of larger scale studies, conclusions 
from those small case studies found for this project are relatively uniform in their assessment 
of value of informal learning, whilst a number allude to the way virtual communities lend 
themselves to communities of practice and networks. However, as Malinen (2015) notes, most 
adopt a descriptive approach which despite introducing a rich level of detail, lacks explanations 
for the impact of the social context. In her view, understanding social influence and group 
processes usually requires a longitudinal research approach, and she suggests that 
methodological constraints may explain the lack of research.  
Initially studies of virtual communities were not detailed analyses of the complex embedded 
interactions. Prior to the recognition of Web 2.0 applications, Palazzo, Costa, Dimuro and 
Schirmbeck, (2001) wrote a paper that described a methodology for building virtual 
communities for technology learning, and reported the ongoing successful experience of 
implementing such a community in a countrywide institution of technology. On the cusp of 
Web 2.0 recognition of interactive software, Ridings and Gefen (2004) examined the reasons 
why people joined virtual communities and concluded whilst information exchange was the 
most popular reason for joining, thereafter the reasons varied depending on community type. 
The significance of this paper is that it is an early work, which considers that members of 
communities find legitimate information in informal communities. 
As Web 2.0 became a widespread concept, a number of studies about informal learning in 
virtual environments appeared. Gorard and Selwyn (2005) undertook a study based on 1001 
home-based interviews with UK adults which concluded that these adults had differing 
patterns of participation in lifelong learning and their use of technology for learning and leisure. 
This study varied from other authors on the topic because it suggested that early learning 
patterns remained the same in adulthood and the virtual environment did not create new 
learning enthusiasms. However, their findings may be influenced by their survey’s focus on 
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education rather than learning and the participants appeared not to have recognised informal 
learning situations as enabling learning.  
Other studies came to differing conclusions. In a study by Saunders, Wyn-Lewis and Andrews 
(2005), informal learning was explored through the use of a sports theme of rugby by 
examining how various multi-media applications encouraged adult learning through an interest 
in the topic. They concluded that much of informal learning takes place socially and the 
increased prevalence of multimedia applications and the easy access to them are highly 
relevant to informal learning because information and communication technologies change 
how individuals build and share knowledge. Their study supported the view that informal 
learning in a social environment is of considerable importance to participants who recognised 
the value of that learning. In a study that also supported the view that learning in virtual 
communities was important to members, Fahrini (2006) wrote a thesis that explored informal, 
participatory learning in social justice groups. She investigated how five informal advocacy 
groups used information and communication technology to come together, build knowledge 
on their issues, and made their voices heard. Her study findings suggest a need for the 
recognition of the importance of access to information and communication technology and she 
recommended strategies for learning informally and for sustaining informal learning groups. 
Fahrini’s work also suggests informal social groups do not support, but replace, formal ones.  
Another work that suggests virtual environments are replacing other learning environments is 
the examination that Browning et al. (2008) made of the impact of information and technology 
through the stories of twenty people in online communities, by analysing them against E. 
Rogers (2003) Theory of Diffusion of Innovation. They concluded that information and 
communication technologies revolutionised how people work with information and 
communicate with others and that people have become increasingly dependent on technology 
in all aspects of their daily lives.  
A study made by Hiemstra (2009) researched the impact of the Internet on self-directed 
learning of adults living in isolated areas. Whilst not suggesting the Internet connection 
replaced other learning forms, he concluded that the Internet supports self-directed learning 
by both increasing learner control and providing mechanisms for learners to determine how 
information is pertinent to them. In his view, the Internet was a great equaliser which allowed 
people who wished to learn, to do so. He argued that regardless of barriers, if adults have the 
motivation, drive, and patience they can learn much by themselves so that adults using the 
Internet in remote areas increased technological and evaluative skills and developed 
sophisticated research and communication skills. He also concluded that successfully using 
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the Internet enhanced confidence and allowed isolated people to keep up with change. Whilst 
Hiemstra’s study did not explore social engagement in virtual communities, it does give a 
detailed analysis of what information people were seeking and the effectiveness of their 
learning strategies. 
Recently a number of studies examining how social media allows the formation of communities 
which support informal learning have been undertaken. Clough (2010) wrote a paper on the 
influence of mobile and social technologies on informal learning in the context of online 
community membership. She researched a Geocaching community, a geographically 
dispersed group who use mobile and Web 2.0 technologies to link the virtual social spaces of 
the Internet with the physical spaces that surround them. In this study, she questioned whether 
technology provided an effective focus for community activities and, if so, whether this 
combination of participants’ awareness of physical location, mobile, and Web 2.0 technology 
resulted in the creation of novel informal learning opportunities. Clough (2010) believed that 
her study contributed to understanding of informal learning in a modern technological context 
by providing evidence of how informal learning practices support advances in mobile and Web 
2.0 technologies, and suggested these technologies could be used to enhance formal learning 
practices.  
This influence of informal learning on formal environments was examined by Papanis et al. 
(2010) in a survey of university students’ beliefs about the impact of the Internet on the learning 
process, and the relationship between learning and the Internet. Their research was based on 
student interviews so their conclusions reflected student belief rather than an examination of 
learning on the Internet. They conclude that Internet use can improve academic performance, 
promote research skills and critical thinking, encourage independent or collaborative learning, 
enhance motivation, strengthen self-confidence, and improve teaching methods.  
Recent authors have also begun to examine participation in online communities as an 
alternative to facilitated learning. English (2011) made a study of feminist organisations in 
virtual environments and whilst noting that they were potentially powerful spaces for informal 
learning found, however, that most of the sites tended to be organisation-sponsored. Her study 
analysed the informal learning of women as an alternative to what she describes as 
traditionally gendered higher learning institutions. She concluded that virtual technology 
provides an environment where women can express themselves and learn in their own way. 
In an ethnographic study which explored two discussion groups that operated under the 
auspices of a professional membership organisation located in the Washington D.C. area, 
Jordan (2013) had a different perspective. In this study, one group discussed federal 
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government topics and the second focused on organisational coaching topics which led 
Jordan to conclude that sharing of experiences and resources contributed to a safe learning 
environment existing at the boundaries between participants’ personal and professional 
spaces. Unlike English however, Jordan’s conclusions described informal learning 
communities as enhancements for formal learning.  
In another study that explored how virtual informal environments could replace facilitated ones, 
Sockett and Toffoli (2012) observed a number of non-native users of English in virtual 
communities over a period of two months, in order to explore the connection between informal 
learning and incidental learning, by assessing how community participation increased 
language skills. These authors concluded that the availability of language and communication 
in virtual environments, allows the English learner to be involved in language use, often on a 
daily basis, before and perhaps without ever being enrolled in a formal language course. They 
reached a conclusion that supports the view that informal learning can be a more appropriate 
environment for some forms of learning. 
One of the few large scale, longitudinal studies of internet use is the Work and Lifelong 
Learning (WALL) group which explored Internet use in Canada since 1998. Livingstone (2012) 
who led this research on informal learning in virtual environments, summarised the findings of 
the Canadian 2010 (WALL) Survey of self-reported further education and intentional informal 
learning activities of Canadian adults. He compared these results with those of the 2004 WALL 
Survey and the 1998 New Approaches to Lifelong Learning (NALL) Survey on the same 
subject. These surveys demonstrated that most adults extensively pursue intentional informal 
learning activities related to paid and unpaid work and general interests throughout their lives, 
and that these activities continue to dwarf formal learning. Livingstone (2012) noted a 
contradiction between popular demand for knowledge and private enterprises’ interest in 
controlling knowledge for profit maximisation. These WALL and NALL studies have been one 
of the few large-scale studies of informal learning in virtual environments over a long period 
and have been cited in numerous publications. Unfortunately, although the study does 
acknowledge the impact of changing technologies on Internet use, it does not explore this 
issue in detail. 
In a paper that examines the adult informal learning process linked with Web 2.0, Heo and 
Lee (2012) researched adult user activities and informal learning processes and outcomes as 
reflected in blogs and forums using an Activity Theory framework. They concluded that there 
were three types of adult informal learning activities in Web 2.0. These are an acquisition 
process, a reflection process, and a practice-based community process. They found that Web 
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2.0 environments enable adult learners to engage in different levels of interaction and 
participation in social activities and hence to experience diverse dimensions of learning 
depending on their own purposes as self-regulated and self-directed learners. This is one of 
the studies that discussed self-direction and virtual environments overtly. 
In an exploration of the way in which social media and Web 2.0 empower individuals to 
generate online content in a forum devoted to health care, Hajli et al. (2014) concluded that 
members of online communities had a level of trust in other members’ views based on user 
profiles, ratings of posts and improved monitoring of content by advisors. They also concluded 
that that accuracy and perceived credibility of online health communities is pivotal in facilitating 
social relationships which is an important conclusion for the development of the current 
project. In another recent study undertaken by Song and Lee (2014) who were concerned that 
there were few empirical studies which support the claim that instructional technologies 
facilitate informal learning, suggested that their research showed a positive relationship 
between Web 2.0 features and informal learning website ratings by participants. Therefore, 
they recommended that informal learning websites need to adopt Web 2.0 characteristics in 
order to provide better informal learning experiences, particularly in the aspects of learner 
choice and learner control. While their study focused on marketing potential of forum-style 
communities, it highlights the information role of such communities.  
Several researchers have used Situated Learning and Communities of Practice theories to 
explain the social interactions within virtual communities. Bryant, Forte and Bruckman (2005) 
used grounded theory in a case study of participation in Wikipedia as an induction into an 
online community of practice, applying both Lave and Wenger’s (1991) and elements of 
Wenger’s (1998) dimensions of mutual engagement, shared repertoire and joint enterprise. 
This work represents one of the earliest applications of Lave and Wenger and Wenger, 
although the trajectory application of newcomer to expert is not evidenced in their conclusions. 
This Communities of Practice framework was used in a study of a Chinese online community 
focused on backpacking by Zhang and Watts (2008) who also analysed the application of 
Wenger’s (1998) dimensions of mutual engagement, joint enterprise, shared repertoire, 
practice, and identity construction and concluded that this online group was a legitimate 
community of practice. This was one of several small studies that concluded Community of 
Practice theory is highly applicable to informal learning communities. Fang and Neufeld (2009) 
also used Lave and Wenger’s framework to predict sustained participation in an open-source 
software (OSS) development online community. This study also supported the application of 
Community of Practice theory to a virtual environment but suggested that some key elements 
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of Wenger differ in some virtual environments because although initial access was easily 
granted, the community did not support novices.  
In a study on lurking, Chen and Chang (2011) analysed a long thread in an educational 
discussion group and classified participants into groups to identify posters who only 
participated sporadically. Their paper used Wenger's (1998) work on Communities of Practice, 
particularly his work on participation and reification, to analyse the learning processes of 
lurkers. They suggested that their study has highlighted the neglected contribution of lurkers 
who go online regularly but post only sporadically. This paper concluded by challenging the 
common emphasis on the quantity of postings and suggesting consideration should be given 
to the quality of the posts, and in doing so makes a strong case for redefining concepts of 
participation in virtual environments. 
Communities of Practice theory also influenced an observation of a virtual community whose 
interest about Thai herbs and the role of community coordinators was undertaken by 
Chunngam, Chanchalor and Murphy (2013), and described in an article related to Chunngam’s 
doctoral study. These authors connected informal virtual communities to Communities of 
Practice through their observations of a group of individuals who share the same domain of 
interest, and they argued that the community component arises from members collectively 
interacting, learning and sharing with one another. Chunngam, Chanchalor and Murphy (2013) 
concluded that the study provided evidence to support the hypothesis that interest in the 
subject of the community positively influences membership, participation, and knowledge-
building and created a virtual community of practice which legitimised members learning. Their 
study supported the role of communities of practice as providing validation of informal learning 
that is an important conclusion for the purposes of the current project.  
Another recent study that connects informal virtual communities to Communities of Practice 
theory was undertaken by Ziegler et al. (2014) who suggested that most studies on informal 
learning were orientated to a reflective individual perspective. These authors argued that in 
this study they have resituated informal learning from a reflective process occurring in an 
individual mind, to the meaning-making that occurs within group conversations. They did this 
by exploring a single thread from an online hiking community, and then used discourse 
analysis as a framework to study informal learning as a group meaning-making process. In 
this work, they draw upon Wenger’s (1998) Communities of Practice and the negotiation of 
meaning that involves the interaction of participation and reification. In another recent study, 
Wilmott and Knox (2014) investigated whether an informal community can be a legitimate 
community of practice by exploring how the community of practice model applies to virtual 
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environments where the domain of interest is not based on professional or organisation 
requirements. They concluded that informal virtual communities have the potential to be highly 
effective centres of learning when practice becomes a function of the community's life and that 
this learning is of value to other environments.  
Summary of question six 
As has been noted by several authors, research on informal learning in virtual environments 
that are unconnected to either the workplace or educational or professional institutions is not 
easily locatable. However, there are indications of a renewed interest in the area, particularly 
as some researchers are recognising that the public availability of communication using Web 
2.0 applications is providing a rich environment to explore the nature of un-facilitated learning, 
in a way that has previously been difficult. Some authors believe that people using publically 
accessible communication platforms are not concerned with delineations between parts of 
their lives, thus learning in virtual communities may both substitute and support formal and 
workplace learning situations. Importantly for this study, a number of authors have used a 
Community of Practice framework in their studies and as a result made some positive 
conclusions about the legitimacy of learning in these situations. However, this review of 
previous studies of informal learning in virtual environments indicates that there is a need for 
larger studies that explore in-depth how people learn in virtual environments. Thus, there is a 
strong basis in the literature that the current study which explores learning and meaning in 
virtual environments in order to ascertain its value beyond the immediate community, will 
satisfy a relevant need. 
Conclusions from the literature review discussion 
It is important to the aims of this study, that it incorporates a well-defined conceptualisation of 
the term ‘learning’. After an exploration of the literature on learning and its outcomes, this 
study uses a definition of learning that encompasses knowledge, competency, expertise and 
wisdom as outcomes. It supports a constructivist view that learning is not recording or 
‘knowing’ but a personally or communally constructed creation of meaning. Within this 
understanding of the concept of ‘learning’, this study takes a broad view of the term ‘informal 
learning’, and as has been suggested by a number of authors, assumes the term can refer to 
either incidental, explicit and tacit learning, because all these forms of learning are 
contextualised in an un-facilitated environment. When a facilitator is involved in learning, within 
this current study, the terms ‘formal’ and ‘non-formal’ are preferred, depending on the 
presence of assessment.  
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A review of the literature on adult informal learning, particularly in virtual spaces, reveals that 
authors such as Candy (1991), Tough (2002), and Jarvis (2004) have made conclusions about 
the connection between self-direction and informal learning outside the workplace. However, 
the evidence of the literature intimates that there has been limited educational research 
undertaken on informal learning in un-facilitated environments unconnected to workplace or 
professional organisation or learning institutions, despite the fact that authors from Livingstone 
(2001) to M. Cox (2013), Ziegler et al. (2014) and Song and Lee (2014) all recommend this 
research be undertaken. Additionally, whilst several authors have provided evidence that 
virtual communities can be communities that have legitimate practice, the nature of that 
learning within these communities has not been explored comprehensively. Significant to this 
study is the view of a number of authors that learning is a social activity but the extent to which 
learning is only a social activity is strongly debated. Therefore, the connection between social 
and individual learning will be one for the key foci of this study. 
A survey of the available literature did not provide definitive evidence of the reasons why 
educators have not embraced the concept of informal learning outside educational institutions, 
thus it can only be speculated why studies of un-facilitated virtual communities have been 
limited. When research has focused on un-facilitated informal learning, researchers have 
tended to concentrate on management practice and organisational knowledge which are 
significant to business outcomes. It may also be that because many of the premier researchers 
are adult educators whose interest is the pursuit of teaching practice so that even their work 
on self-direction is focused on the relationship between facilitator and learner. According to 
McGivney (2006) and Eraut (2010), the lack of research may be that informal learning outside 
organisations and formal institutions has been, in the past, extremely difficult to research in-
depth because of the limited access of the researcher to the process of learning and the lack 
of perception by adult learners about their learning journeys.  
In formal learning situations, much of the value of learning is decided by the curriculum and 
assessment practices, and the curriculum can define the value of learning in non-formal 
situations. In workplace situations, the value of informal learning can be recognised in the 
context of worker performance and production outcomes. However, McGivney (2006) 
considers that the un-facilitated learning of adults outside the academy tends to be 
undervalued, which may be connected to the lack of research undertaken in the area, as this 
tendency to undervalue informal learning can also limit interest in research. Prior to Web 2.0, 
there has been no readily available means of assessing informal learning outside the 
workplace and formal institutions, other than limited observations or recording people’s 
perceptions of their learning. However, the emphasis of Web 2.0 applications on social 
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connections has led to the development of virtual communities which support peer critique 
which is recorded in a written format that allows researchers to access a record of whole 
processes of learning, independent of learner perceptions of the experience.  
These records of virtual communities based on written format can allow educators to research 
many previously difficult-to-access attributes of informal learning, such as validation and 
evaluation through legitimate communities of practice. By researching online social media 
written archives, researchers can analyse the process of creation of meaning as well as peer 
response, even when learning outcomes are not clearly defined. In addition, the record of the 
process of learning allows researchers to consider if people’s involvement in online 
communities creates any outcomes of significance beyond personal satisfaction and whether 
these outcomes are transferable to other situations. This has resulted in a number of small 
studies about virtual communities based around blogospheres and forums whose formats very 
much lend themselves to researching learning as it happens.  
However, after surveying the available literature, it is considered there is a need for a 
longitudinal study of learning in informal virtual communities, particularly one which addresses 
the complexities created by the virtuality of the community. This gap in knowledge about the 
processes and social connections of such communities includes how meaning constructed in 
these communities is evaluated or validated, and whether the social pursuit of a domain of 
endeavour has any value to other people outside the specific virtual group. Further, the 
literature review indicates that the connection between virtual communities and the nature of 
individual pursuit of a domain of endeavour in social environments does not appear to have 
been explored in any detail. 
In an attempt to explore these gaps, this research question has been developed: 
What is the value of meaning created through social learning in 
informal virtual communities?   
Within the context of this research question, there are four other aspects of informal 
learning in virtual communities that need exploration. These are: 
1. The impact of the virtual environment of forums which are unconnected to formal or 
professional organisations and institutions, on communities of practice, conceptual 
applications and participation. 
2. The connection between individual constructions of meaning and the social learning 
environment of virtual communities. 
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3. The impact on learning of the non-temporal, non-geographic written asynchronous 
format of forums. 
4. The validity of the knowledge that results from learning in informal online communities. 
In this study the exploration of these aspects occurs through the use of the two theoretical 
perspectives, Wenger's (1998) work on Communities of Practice and Candy's (1991) work on 
self-directed learning. Wenger's (1998) work was chosen because his theory offers a 
perspective that enables the understanding of social groups that do not designate themselves 
as learning communities, but focus on the practice or development of meaning. It is recognised 
that much of the research that was undertaken for this work was done in a workplace, but in 
the 1998 work, Wenger was not advocating Communities of Practice as a management tool 
but as a way to understand social learning. Nonetheless, Wenger’s theory was not specifically 
applied to virtual environments, particularly un-facilitated ones, so there are notable 
differences in the way in which practice occurs in virtual applications. However, these 
differences provide an opportunity to understand the impact of the virtuality of the community 
through the variations to Wenger’s explanations. 
In order to comprehend the creation of individual meaning, Candy's (1991) work was used as 
a theoretical perspective for this study. This work was chosen because whilst Candy is mostly 
focused on facilitated learning, he has a detailed analysis of autodidaxy and assisted 
autodidaxy which allows the understanding and analysis of the way in which an individual 
pursues independent learning. Candy (1991) also recognised the role of social interaction in 
self-directed learning which means its emphasis on individual learning does not conflict with 
social applications of learning. It is understood that this view of social learning is mainly applied 
to instructional learning situations in pre-Internet environments. However, as is the case with 
Wenger (1998), differences between virtual and non-virtual applications of Candy (1991) can 
be used to explore the impact of virtuality and any differences can be used to develop an 
understanding of the variances in between informal learning in virtual and real environments. 
Within the next chapter is a description of the methodology and epistemology for this study. It 
is followed by a chapter which analyses in detail the aspects of the two theoretical perspectives 
of Wenger (1998) and Candy (1991) used to evaluate the collected data. This is done through 
the creation of four propositions based on their work and the conclusions of the literature 
review. These propositions are used to organise and explore the large amount of data that 
was located for this study.   
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CHAPTER THREE-METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
As is the case in this study, qualitative research methods are commonly used in education 
research when researchers focus on accounts or observations of people’s experiences in 
order to understand how they learn. Cross (1999) considers that the advantage of qualitative 
studies is in understanding that each individual has a different perception so that any abstract 
understanding achieved recognises the individual role. This view supports the design of 
current study, as it is not intended to find a definitive answer to the way all people learn in 
virtual communities. Rather it uses an abductive logic to examine the value of meaning created 
in two informal virtual communities, to individuals, the community, and those beyond the 
community, and hence the study makes conclusions drawn from people’s experiences in that 
environment.  
A research strategy for this study was developed from Crotty's (1998) platform which defines 
research methods; a methodology; a theoretical perspective; and an epistemology. 
Triangulated research methods of interview, observation, and personal participation form the 
basis of data collection. Ethnography (incorporating auto-ethnography) is the selected 
methodology, using a theoretical perspective of interpretivism and centred on a constructivist 
epistemology.  
Ethics 
Deakin University Ethics committee twice considered the methodology for this project. It was 
first approved prior to confirmation of the candidate but a further request was made to validate 
some changes that were recommended by the confirmation hearing. These approvals under 
Project number HEAG (AE) 10-103 are included in the appendices to this study. As an ethical 
consideration, the sites, posters and interviewees are not identified in the research description 
of this study. Thus, the shipping community observed in this study is identified in the text as 
SC, the Ford forum attached to a commercial site is identified as CMC-FC after quotes and 
CMC within the text, and the other privately owned site is identified as MFG-FC after quotes 
and MFG within the text. When quotes from interviewees are used these are identified by the 
notation IV. In order to preserve anonymity, quotes from related blogs and forums are only 
identified using descriptive terms. As part of the ethical considerations, the researcher 
disclosed to the managers of both forums that she was using their sites to undertake research. 
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Epistemology: Constructivism 
According to Crotty (1998), epistemology is about how we know and what we know and this 
study relies upon a constructivist epistemology to determine such knowledge. Candy (1991) 
believes constructivism provides a rich and complex approach to understanding social 
phenomena. In Candy’s (1991) view, “the basic concern of constructivism is with how people 
make sense of the perplexing variety and constantly changing texture of their experience” 
(p.255). This connection between experience and meaning is relevant to a study that explores 
how people place a meaning and value on the learning that occurs within informal online 
communities and arrives at conclusions based on the researcher’s interpretation of 
observations rather than an objective reality.  
A constructivist epistemology is also relevant to this project because, since the advent of Web 
2.0 applications, acquisition of new skills and abilities online is increasingly a social experience 
due to the interactive nature of these applications. This can occur even when that learning is 
unintentional to the purpose of the community. Constructivism emphasises this social nature 
of knowledge and learning so they become shared experiences, rather than individual ones. 
Theoretical perspective: Interpretivism 
This study examines two virtual communities with the aim of finding insights about the creation 
of meaning within those communities. Interpretivism is the theoretical perspective considered 
to be most relevant to this study because, according to Mukherji and Albon (2009), 
interpretivism is a theoretical perspective that allows researchers to gain insight about detailed 
information relating to a small group, rather than making generalisations based on large 
numbers.  
There is no suggestion that the conclusions drawn in this study are the only interpretation of 
the available data. As has been noted in the literature review, the concept of learning has more 
than one interpretation so the interpretivist theoretical perspective enables a multi-faceted 
view of the learning, as well as the subsequent meaning and knowledge that occurs within the 
communities observed in this study. Several authors have noted that interpretivism is a 
theoretical perspective which supports the idea of multiple understandings. Mukherji and 
Albon (2009) consider that a key notion of interpretivism is that there is not one way of 
understanding reality but multiple interpretations. This view is supported by van Niekerk and 
Savin-Baden (2010) who consider that interpretivism is a search for truths rather than truth. 
These truths are complex and fragile and may have many different meanings. By recognising 
the possibility of multiple interpretations, Stake (2010) believes that interpretivism attempts to 
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reveal accessible meanings that circulate in the world of lived experience, thus enabling the 
capture and representation of the voices, emotions, and actions of those studied, and in doing 
so captures experiences that change the meanings people create. Therefore, the possibility 
that differing interpretations could be made about the collected data strengthens its 
conclusions and relevance.  
In recognition that multi-interpretations could be made about the data collected, this study, 
relies on an abductive process of logic which assumes an interpretation is a reasonable, 
logical explanation rather than an exclusive one. In Schwartz-Shea and Yanow's (2011) 
opinion “abductive reasoning begins with a puzzle, a surprise or a tension, and then seeks to 
explicate it by identifying the conditions that would make that puzzle less perplexing and more 
of a normal or natural event” (p.28). In this study, the intention is to find an explanation of the 
events observed that make them less perplexing, whilst recognising the conclusions drawn 
are not unchallengeable. 
In an interpretivist theoretical perspective, the influence of a researcher‘s previous 
experiences can be a legitimate means of interpreting data. This influence of the researcher 
as an active participant/observer is noted by Mukherji and Albon (2009), who state that when 
the researcher is an active participant in the process, they can provide meaning to the 
research by interpreting what they record. This view is supported by Al (2013) who states that 
“interpretive research provides an opportunity to reformulate the researcher’s prior knowledge 
and understandings during the research process so that data generation and data analysis 
are intertwined in interpretive research” (p.252). In this study, the interpretive perspective is 
supported by the application of two theoretical perspectives to interpret the data located. 
These two perspectives are explored in the next chapter.  
Methodology  
As this study is a close observation of virtual communities and their development, 
ethnography/autoethnography was chosen as the most effective methodology because it 
allowed the researcher to be a participant/observer of the communities selected for the study. 
Ethnography is a methodology that is often coupled with interpretivism, because it is based 
on the active role of the researcher. According to Murchison (2010), ethnography allows the 
“exploration of the human experience of cultures and societies” (p.4). When adapted to an 
education environment, ethnography enables researchers to study and interpret learning 
within communities through participative observation of the communities. In Geertz’ (1975) 
view, the difference between ethnographical methodology and other interpretivist 
methodologies is that the researcher is neither detached nor uninvolved but gathers insights 
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by firsthand involvement and interaction with subjects, so the research process then becomes 
a personal exploration. The impact of a researcher’s involved participation, is noted by 
Murchison (2010) when he argues that “because of the ethnographer’s unique position as 
participant-observer, the ethnographer becomes the primary research instrument through 
which information is collected and recorded” (p.13). Ethnography therefore becomes a 
personal journey of the researcher, who experiences the culture of the community and thus 
gains a unique perspective on any events observed. By gaining this perspective, according to 
Clark, Holland, Katz and Peace (2009), the role of participative observer provides “efficient 
ways of understanding complex situations and relationships”(p.346). In a study of the value of 
learning within a defined community, ethnography as a methodology allows the researcher to 
experience the culture within informal online communities, as well as experience the learning 
process, both as a member of the community and an observer of other members and their 
social interaction. 
Ethnography emphasises a naturalistic setting rather than an experimental one, hence it is a 
useful methodology for this study of virtual communities in the context of the environment in 
which they were created. When the researcher becomes active in the community, as occurred 
in this study, participative observation can be described as auto-ethnography. Auto-
ethnographical methodology was incorporated for this study as much of it was inspired by the 
researcher’s experiences of virtual communities and those experiences were extended when 
she joined the communities observed in this study. In Ellis and Bochner’s (2000) opinion, auto-
ethnography is a term that describes studies and procedures which connect the personal to 
the cultural. They believe that “documenting concrete details of a life is an important way of 
knowing” (p 761). James (2007) also commented on the research value of this methodology 
when he states that “using participant observation techniques can help to make our 
understanding more explicit and (…) can provide much more rewarding results for the 
research and the researcher.” (p.48).  
This auto-ethnographical methodology suited the purposes of the study because it allows the 
researcher to study the informal communities overtly by becoming a member and participating 
in activities. By joining the communities observed in this study, the researcher was a 
participant in the collection of data, but also conversed with some community members about 
the topic of their domain of interest. Overt participation in the communities, allowed the 
researcher to understand the ‘sense of culture’ of the community that Blanchard and Markus 
(2004) note is a condition of a virtual group existing as an online community, rather than a 
virtual neighbourhood. It also helped the researcher gain insight into the sophistication of the 
community applications and resources.  
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Research methods.  
In this study, a triangulated research methods approach was used for data collection. Cohen, 
Manion, and Morrison (2007) describe methodological triangulation as “the same method on 
different occasions, or different methods on the same object of study” (p.141). According to 
Cohen et al. (2007), triangulation is defined as “the use of two or more methods of data 
collection in the study of some aspect of human behaviour” (p.142). They say the advantage 
of triangulation is that the more methods contrast with each other, the greater will be the 
researcher’s confidence in their conclusions.  
In this study, three separate methods of collecting data about the communities observed were 
chosen. These were: 
1. Written threads and posts in the chosen communities were examined. 
Selected threads were analysed as part of the data collection process, including 
current ongoing conversations and archived older ones. Through this analysis, it was 
possible: to gain an understanding of the skills and learning required to be an active 
and effective member of the community; to track the creation and negotiation of 
meaning; and to follow the participation of members in the community.  
2. The researcher joined and participated in both communities.  
In this study, the researcher became a regular poster on one site of a community and 
a regular reader on the other two sites used in the study. This participation increased 
her opportunities to observe the communities, as well as her ability to recognise and 
interpret long-term community engagement. Ellis and Bochner (2000) comment that in 
auto-ethnography the cultural and the personal become blurred as the researcher 
“changes the focus and moves back and forth between looking outward and looking 
inward” (p.740). This connection did influence interpretation of the research but as 
Reed-Danahay (1997) notes, the influence of researcher participation is “one of the 
main characteristics of an auto-ethnographic perspective (…) the auto-ethnographer 
is a boundary-crosser and the role can be characterised as that of a dual identity” (p.3). 
As the researcher read conversations as part of the research, she could not step back 
from the influence of the communities on her own views of the topic. She decided this 
influence was very relevant to the study. 
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Using an auto-ethnographical approach also provided insights into difficult-to-locate 
experiences of virtual community involvement, such as the analysis of the participative 
experiences of people who read virtual sites but never or rarely post. Additionally, the 
researcher’s previous experience in the domains of endeavour of the two communities 
observed became a tool for examining community members’ level of proficiency in the 
domain when they enter the community. Dyson (2007) notes in his discussion of his 
auto-ethnographical experiences that “knowledge that he constructed through his own 
experiences, encounters and interactions with the world was legitimate” (p.37). 
Therefore, it is considered that the researcher’s participative experiences in the 
communities provide a legitimate means of understanding particular aspects of 
communities observed.  
3. Five participants of the communities were interviewed. 
Supportive evidence to the researcher’s analysis of the available data was acquired 
from five people who provided accounts and views on their own experience of learning 
in their community, as well as confirmation of ‘real’ identity and its connection to 
anonymity in the community. Interviews were conducted face-to-face, or using Skype 
communication software, where they were recorded and later transcribed. Participants 
saw the transcript, and were asked if they wished to add any comments. Although the 
interviews were semi-structured with the researcher outlining topics of conversation as 
much as possible, their format was an informal conversation. The outline of these 
interviews is available in the appendices to this study. This gave the interviewee 
latitude to move freely within the topic taking advantage of the informality that 
Murchison (2010) says “can be an avenue to more ‘realistic’ accounts by informants” 
(p.104).  
Because the auto-ethnographic methodology allowed the researcher to share personal 
community experiences with the interviewees, the discussion between each 
interviewee and the researcher revealed the connection of the interviewee’s own self-
direction in learning and the social interaction of the community. This discussion 
included: how they were introduced to the culture of the community when they were 
new members; what other communities they had joined; and the value they placed on 
what they learned. 
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Selection of Communities  
According to Barbour (2000), qualitative research usually aims to reflect the diversity within a 
given population. In this study, a triangulation method was used to achieve diversity in the 
subject groups, by centring on two distinct communities which use different software and their 
only commonality being the forum format. Both communities were located from a Google 
search for communities related to topics to which the researcher had a strong connection. It 
was a requirement of the study that the researcher understood the nuances of the domains of 
the communities, in order to evaluate any meaning that was created in them. Topics searched 
included ships and shipping, drafting embroidery designs, science fiction, history, classic films, 
travel, genealogy and horse management. 
Both communities that were eventually selected: (i) inarguably satisfied Wenger’s description 
of a community of practice; and (ii) met the requirements of this study in that they had no 
associations with workplace, educational or professional institutions.  
The shipping community 
This shipping community connects people who work at sea or have worked at sea, with 
emphasis on the merchant marine. It also has many members who have an interest in 
maritime events or who join to ask mariners specific questions relating to genealogy and other 
shipping research. Whilst membership is global, the community is based in the United 
Kingdom and English is the language of choice. It is a very large community with over 90,000 
registered members, although a much smaller number are active. It has over 50,000 threads. 
Records show that it has nearly 750,000 posts which have been viewed over 50,000,000 
times. This community focuses on the sharing of sea experiences, and relating those 
experiences to discussions about shipping history and news, and other relevant maritime 
topics.  
As is typical of forum communities, conversations are organised around subheadings that 
reflect the interests of the community. These include: sections on news; research on ships 
and shipping life; shipping companies; sea roles; and specific types of ships as well as cruising 
and shipping history. There is also a sub-forum for controversial or politically incorrect 
discussions; another to assist members using technology to submit images and videos; and 
another to assist with other technical issues. Other sub-forums contain interactive quizzes and 
games, including a very long trivia exchange. This site also has a large archive of images and 
a wiki which is used to share resources about shipping.  
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Site rules state that all members are welcome but in reality, the community has a distinct 
hierarchy where full membership is only granted to those who have sea experience. Members 
share experiences, stories, and views on current shipping. Discussion can be quite 
argumentative but generally is not aggressive. However, if respect for sea experience is 
challenged, this can change. There are sections of the site set aside for non-seafarers to 
locate maritime information connected to genealogy research. In addition, there are sub-
forums for information about historical events related to shipping, and particular ships, as well 
as geographical connections to shipping. Any member can ask questions and generally 
receive detailed explanations from seamen. Posters in threads can be very practical when 
discussing some aspects of sea life, or quite emotional when discussing others, and certain 
topics can be very controversial.  
The John Ford community 
This community evolved when a small group of people with a passionate interest in the films 
of American director John Ford came together to explore their understandings of the meaning 
and artistic value of Ford’s films. The Ford community consists of approximately 60 members 
who have posted on two different sites related to classic films. Because the discussion occurs 
throughout both sites, it is difficult to count the numbers of posts and threads but it would be 
at least several thousand posts and more than a hundred threads, many of which are very 
long. The first forum tends to start new threads for different aspects of the discussion then 
archive them. The second forum maintains long threads about Ford and connected subjects, 
such as actors who appeared regularly in his films, and discussions can start in any related 
thread which are then maintained over long periods of time. Several members also write their 
own blogs that are regularly, if not entirely, devoted to John Ford or his film connections.  
The Ford community is an inner group of two larger sites which are not devoted to Ford but to 
classic films. Neither site maintains a John Ford sub-section, so members create threads in 
sub-forums that are relevant to Ford. One site is a large forum attached a United States 
television company site that specialises in classic movies but it is not governed or moderated 
by the company. The Ford group developed within this site, as a result of the posting of 
numerous threads and discussions about Ford, amongst a group of about 40 posters. The 
second site, also devoted to classic movies, was developed when a significant number of Ford 
posters and a few others were disturbed by confrontational aspects of the first forum, 
particularly by some contentious posters, who aggressively disputed the group’s enthusiasm 
for Ford.  
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Although the second site is also about all classic movies, the Ford group is by far the most 
active. This site regularly invites authors and people connected to classic films, particularly 
Ford, to describe their experiences. Posters transit conversations and ideas between these 
sites, acknowledging both in their discussions. In addition, some key members hold 
moderating positions in both forums. Approximately 50% of the posters in the Ford group post 
in both forums and the other half post in only one, however, they usually indicate that they 
read both.  
Members who have developed an interest in Ford have come from a variety of sources. Some 
had a connection to the film industry and cited understanding Ford as relevant to their 
associations. Some had a lifetime interest in classic films; some had a specific interest in 
western film history. A number had seen Ford films on television or at film festivals or read 
books on cinegraphic history and joined conversations to expand their knowledge; others had 
studied Ford in either community or tertiary education institutions. Others had lurked in other 
forum communities which also discussed Ford films but elected to participate fully in this 
community. 
.  
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Selection criteria for communities 
The communities chosen were required to satisfy the criteria developed by the researcher. 
Table One: Selection Criteria for Communities 
Criteria John Ford Community Shipping Community 
Communities are based around a public 
forum software application where 
asynchronous written communication is 
the prime means of interaction is through 
the forum. 
Both sites of this community are based around forum 
software. The first is software developed by site owner. 
The second is powered by open-source phpBB 
software. 
The community is around Vbulletin, a commercially 
developed forum software. 
Communities have existed for an 
extended period. 
The Ford Community commenced within the initial 
forum in 2005 and developed the second site in 2007.  
The site has existed since the development of 
Vbulletin software in 2004 at the start of the Web 
2.0 period. 
Communities do not require members to 
be associated with institutions or 
organisations. 
The first site is attached to a commercial classic movie 
channel but registration requires no connection to site 
owner. Membership is completed by recording some 
details for communication purposes, together with a 
user name and is not moderated. 
The second site was started by members of the first site 
who had issues with combative posters on the first site. 
Registration is also through a user name and completion 
of some details. Some limited moderation applies where 
recognised aggressive posters from the first site are not 
accepted. 
The site is independent of any other group. It was 
started by some retired seamen to communicate 
globally with other mariners. Registration is by 
completion of a membership request. The site 
does not moderate member requests. 
Communities have a domain topic familiar 
to the researcher, so she was able to 
recognise the genesis of meaning. 
 
The researcher has a detailed knowledge of Ford films 
and publications related to Ford. 
The researcher has an in-depth knowledge of 
historical shipping and historical shipping 
connections. 
Communities actively engaged in 
extended discussion and analysis of the 
topic 
 
Many of the posts were over 1000 words long, 
containing extensive analysis of aspects of Ford films. 
Many of the posts were more than 500 words long. 
They contained highly technical content, and views 
as well as signposted resources.  
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The communities also needed to satisfy Wenger’s understanding of what constitutes a community of practice.  
Table Two: Wenger’s Criteria of a Community of Practice 
Wenger’s Criteria John Ford Community Shipping 
A community of practice has an identity 
defined by a shared domain of endeavour 
Membership implies a commitment to the 
domain. 
The Ford community has a very specific view of 
the artistic value of the films of John Ford. It is very 
focused on artistic interpretation and active 
posters are expected to support that aspect of 
Ford’s work.  
The shipping community facilitates communication 
between seamen, particularly those who have 
served in the merchant marine. Connections to 
sea experience are an essential qualification for 
members to be full participants in all conversation.  
Members of the community engage in 
shared activities, help each other, and 
share information with each other. They 
build relationships that enable them to learn 
from each other.  
Forum communication is written but members 
have created relationships through acknowledging 
ties to Ford, recognising each other’s strengths 
and communicating lifestyles and background in 
their posts. 
The site is focused on connections between 
seamen, including relating very personal 
experiences; personal acknowledgements of 
others experience and outside activities; and 
recognition of sea going status, and the hierarchy 
associated with these roles. 
These criteria are summarised from Wenger (1998 cited in Cox (2005)) as defining the requirements of a community of practice 
Table Three: Requirements of a Community of Practice 
Criteria COP Domain John Ford Community Shipping 
1. Sustained mutual 
relationships harmonious 
or conflictual. 
Mutual 
engagement 
The discussion has continued for more 
than ten years, exploring nuances of 
his films and frequently referring to 
previous conversations. This is not 
always harmonious, hence the 
development of two sites. 
The community is more than ten 
years old. Many posters have over 
5000 posts. Posters recognise each 
other’s histories and comment on 
backgrounds and previous ideas. 
2. Shared ways of engaging 
in doing things together. 
Mutual 
engagement 
Joint enterprise 
The software and forum rules, as well 
as written format, define both the 
nature of communication and actions 
as a community. 
The software and forum rules, as well 
as written format, define both the 
nature of communication and actions 
as a community. 
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Criteria COP Domain John Ford Community Shipping 
3. The rapid flow of 
information and 
propagation of innovation. 
Mutual 
engagement 
Threads of interest can create a flurry 
of posts. Views and new posts lead to 
further ideas and development of 
meaning. 
Threads can develop very quickly with 
arguments and tangents to 
discussions all together as the 
conversation continues. A 
controversial topic had 1000 posts in 
a week. 
4. Absence of introductory 
preambles, as if 
conversations and 
interactions were merely 
the continuation of an 
ongoing process. 
Mutual 
engagement 
Shared repertoire 
Conversations continue without new 
introductions, often in same threads 
even after a long period. Members 
understand community meaning 
without introduction in each post. 
Members often use real identities and 
understand each other’s sea roles 
without explanation. Members create 
detailed profile pages to explain their 
sea identities.  
5. Very quick setup of a 
problem to be discussed. 
Mutual 
engagement 
Shared repertoire 
Members rarely provide background to 
film plots or instances of Ford’s life. 
Assumptions are made about each 
other’s understandings of Ford. 
Participants expect members to 
understand nuances of seamen’s 
lives, rankings, companies, 
connections and ship types. 
6. Substantial overlap in 
participants’ descriptions 
of who belongs. 
 
Mutual 
engagement 
Members have a very clear perspective 
of Ford as an artist and reject any 
efforts to contradict this view.  
Sea connections are a requirement of 
the full membership privilege of 
influencing meaning. 
7. Knowing what others 
know, what they can do, 
and how they can 
contribute to an enterprise. 
Mutual 
engagement 
Joint enterprise 
Understanding other member’s roles 
and connections to other sites are 
important to conversations. Members 
do not explain key points but often 
acknowledge them.  
The key to full membership is sea 
experience and once this is known it 
is always credited in conversations. 
8. Mutually defining 
identities. 
Mutual 
engagement 
The creation of identity in these 
communities where anonymity is the 
norm is an issue of discussion in the 
study 
The creation of identity in these 
communities where anonymity is the 
norm is an issue of discussion in the 
study 
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Criteria COP Domain John Ford Community Shipping 
9. The ability to assess the 
appropriateness of actions 
and products specific 
tools, representations, and 
other artefacts.  
Shared repertoire Members have tacit understanding of 
appropriate language, grammar and 
levels of familiarity.  
Members have a form of behaviour 
that is equated to sea life; what is said 
in public (in front of passengers); what 
is appropriate in closed forums; what 
is appropriate for ranks.  
10. Specific tools, 
representations, and other 
artefacts. 
Shared repertoire Members are all aware of films, plots, 
actors and books on Ford and have 
understandings about them which do 
not have to be reiterated in every post. 
Members can readily navigate quite 
complex posting patterns. 
Members have knowledge of sea life, 
major tools, shipping societies, 
shipping companies and how to 
locate these items without the need 
for detailed guidance. Requiring an 
explanation of these immediately bars 
someone from full membership 
11. Local lore, shared stories, 
inside jokes, knowing 
laughter. 
Shared repertoire Members know Ford’s history and 
connections and share certain aspects 
of his life and films without recounting.  
Members share the sea experience 
and understand its nuances of that 
way of life. 
12. Jargon and shortcuts to 
communication as well as 
the ease of producing new 
ones. 
Shared repertoire All members know film titles, actors and 
references to locations by short terms 
and nick names. Plots need no 
explanations. They all know resources 
by abbreviated names.  
Members understanding of sea terms, 
and nuances between them is 
important to communication. Knowing 
specifics is also important to gaining 
full participation.  
13. Certain styles recognised 
as displaying membership 
Mutual 
engagement 
Member’s tacit understanding of 
unwritten rules on behaviour and 
communication are essential including 
appropriate expression, and grammar.  
Full members have the ability to know 
what is appropriate for public and 
closed forums, particularly to 
language and Internet abbreviations.  
14.  A shared discourse 
reflecting a certain 
perspective on the world. 
 
Mutual 
engagement 
The perspective of Ford as an artist is 
an essential requirement to 
membership and influences all 
communication. 
A connection to the sea, particularly 
merchant marine is essential for full 
membership. 
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Selection of threads 
The threads in each community that were used in analysis were chosen in the communities 
using these criteria.  
Table Four: Selection of Threads 
Criteria Ford Shipping 
Length 25 or more posts. 25 or more posts3. 
Posters 5 or more separate posters in 
each conversation. Threads 
included a spectrum of posters 
from new members to old. 
5 or more separate posters in 
each conversation. Threads 
included a spectrum of posters 
from new members to old. 
Focus Threads were substantially 
devoted to analysis of Ford 
films. 
Threads were substantially 
devoted to maritime topics. 
Time period Threads remained active for 
more than 3 months. 
Threads remained active for 
more than 3 months. 
Researcher perspective Researcher had a working 
understanding of topic and topic 
background. 
Researcher had a working 
understanding of topic and topic 
background. 
Criteria for selection of interviewees 
Interviewees were selected using a purposive sampling process. This method of sampling was 
chosen because as Barbour (2000) says purposive sampling offers researchers a degree of 
control in small samples. In this study, the sample size was three participants from shipping 
community and two from Ford. There were initially three from the Ford community but one was 
unable to meet face-to-face at the last minute, and was reluctant to use Skype. It was 
considered that sufficient data had been collected for this case and no replacement was 
chosen. 
  
                                               
3 Some conversation topics consisted of a number of threads containing a small number of posts that 
form a longer conversation. 
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Table Five: Selection of Participants 
Criteria Explanation 
Active internet community 
members who regularly 
post on other sites related 
to the domain. 
Participants were active members of the community who also had 
connections to other sites associated with the domain. They were 
competent Internet users, which was demonstrated by maintaining 
community forums or blogs, contributing effectively to discussion, 
sharing resources, and supporting other members of the community.  
Identity Interviewees were willing to share their real life identity and some 
background. This was established during initial contact. 
English speakers Of necessity, participants were fluent English speakers. 
Meeting Interviewees indicated willingness to meet face-to-face or by Skype. 
Table Six: Selected Interviewees 
Interviewee Community Comments 
William4 Shipping  Australian. Ex ship’s captain.  
 Over 8000 community posts. 
 Maintains his own site to record personal experiences.  
 Posts in several other shipping sites. 
 Joined in 2005. 
Jack Shipping  American, Ex-United States Navy.  
 Posts on several shipping sites.  
 Over 1000 posts.  
 Works on a museum ship. 
 Joined in 2012. 
Thomas Shipping  Australian. Retired academic.  
 Lifelong interest in shipping. 
 Posts shipping images on several sites.  
 Over 700 posts. 
 Joined in 2005. 
Jane Ford  American.  
 Film Historian.  
 Lifelong interest in classic movies and history associated 
with them.  
 Moderator on both sites.  
 Became interested in Ford over twenty years ago. 
 Posts own blog. 
 2000 posts on CMC. 
 Joined 2005. 
 2900 posts on MFG. 
 Joined in 2007. 
Angela Ford  American. University administrator. 
 Lifelong interest in movies, particularly westerns 
Maintains blog collecting image archive of actor.  
 Posts in several sites relating to Ford but only on second 
site of community observed in study. 
 Joined 2010. 
 2700 posts. 
                                               
4 Real names and user names are not revealed although the researcher has access to them. 
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How participants were approached 
Interviewees were approached initially through electronic communication, using the guidelines 
recommended by Deakin University. They received a request for participation in the 
investigation accompanied by a plain language statement which explained the project, privacy 
protection, and assurances about the voluntary nature of the participation. 
Analysis of data 
Because this study is based on an interpretivist theoretical perspective, the data was analysed 
using an abductive interpretation. As has been noted in the previous chapter the study used 
aspects of the theoretical perspectives of Candy (1991) and Wenger (I998) to interpret the 
collected data. There is an exploration of the theoretical perspectives of these authors in the 
next chapter.  
These theoretical perspectives were required to analyse the data because a major concern 
for this study was not the lack of data, but rather the plethora of it. Thus, it was necessary to 
find a method of analysis that made the data manageable but did not randomly select aspects 
of it. Both communities contained a prolific number of posts written over more than ten years. 
Many of these posts were very long and detailed, and reading them provided the researcher 
with a rich experience in the domain, so that the narrative of her participation also became 
very long and intense. Additionally the five interviewees were generous, forthcoming, and 
articulate in their views. It was necessary therefore to be selective, but not manipulative, during 
the analysis in in order to develop reasonable and responsible conclusions.  
There are a number of analysis tools that can be used to make sense of written data. However, 
in this project the breadth and scope of the data available did not lend itself to intimate forms 
of analysis which are more suitable to for single threads but not triangulated data collection 
method. It was decided that the analysis would be based on four keys premises.  
These four premises are: 
1. The alignment of the virtual environment on forums which are unconnected to 
formal or professional organisations and institutions with conceptual 
applications of communities of practice. 
To avoid erroneous suppositions about the effect of the virtual environment, the impact 
of virtuality on the creation of meaning in the communities observed was examined, to 
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discover whether these virtual communities of practice differ from face-to-face 
situations.   
2. The connection between individual constructed meaning and the social learning 
environment of virtual communities. 
In the literature review, there are suggestions that the connection between individual 
choices and social learning in an informal un-facilitated environment is not well 
understood because learning theorists tend to see learning from one perspective. 
However, the nature of the online communities appears to support both individual 
choices and strong social structures, and understanding how these connect is 
essential to establishing whether any meaning created in them has any value outside 
the increase in personal development.  
3. The impact of the non-temporal, non-geographic written asynchronous format 
of forums. 
Whilst the literature review provides evidence that asynchronous forum communities 
are recognised for their learning potential, the influence of their format is not well 
explored. A unique part of virtual environments compared to face-to-face 
environments, is their universality. They have no borders and when they are 
asynchronous written format conversations, they lack an immediacy which would 
logically render their communication format ineffective in face-to-face communities. 
However, as evidenced in in the literature review, online asynchronous environments 
often thrive, and members are able to maintain very intense relationships with people 
living in different time zones who have no ‘real’ voice or face. This written environment 
creates an archive of the meaning negotiated in the community as well as compelling 
many adjustments in the way members interact. Understanding the influence of this 
interaction and the importance of the existence of the archive is essential to 
understanding the development of meaning in these communities. 
4. The validity of the knowledge that results from learning in informal online 
communities.  
From the literature review there is ample evidence that informal learning in virtual 
environments is not well understood. Whilst both communities are not designated 
learning communities, they are reasonably described as communities of practice which 
create meaning through negotiation, which implies learning occurs in them. Such 
learning outcomes are not articulated in these communities. However, an examination 
of how learning occurs and how peers and members assess the extent of this learning 
is important to the drawing of conclusions about the value of the communities observed 
as learning environments. 
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Using the theoretical structures of Candy (1991) and Wenger (1998), these four premises 
were developed into propositions against which relevant data was tested during this study. 
Whilst this form of analysis does not to imply that the conclusions support all forum-based 
communities, it does allow conclusions about specific aspects of the learning environments of 
these communities. This approach conforms to the principles of ethnographic methodology 
and an interpretivist theoretical perspective because the propositions, which are defined in the 
next chapter, and inferences from them influenced a detailed response to the research 
question. 
 Conclusions from Methodology discussion 
This study is not intended to provide definitive responses to questions about the nature of 
learning within all online communities but to offer an ethnographical insight into the learning 
experiences of participants of two informal online communities that have no connections to 
formal organisations and institutions. As no authority governs the learning outcomes and 
assessment of meaning within these communities, they have developed solely from their 
members’ perspective of the domain. Thus, the chosen epistemology and methodology 
recognises that people construct their own meaning in social contexts, and provides an 
opportunity to understand participants’ views of their experience.  
This selected methodology lends itself to analysing the value of learning and subsequent 
knowledge development, to the individual joining the community, the community itself, and the 
wider environment. A part of this understanding of the value of learning, knowledge and 
meaning created through forum communities comes from the researcher’s close involvement 
with the communities and personal experiences. Thus, the methodology also legitimises the 
researcher’s personal experience which provides insights that may be missed in a less active 
participative methodology. This strongly participant form of observation is recognised as 
having biases and perspectives, but it is also considered to be a strength of the project 
because it allows a very personal interaction with the interviewees and an informed analysis 
of some the more difficult to research aspects of informal learning. 
Whilst these research methods have supplied a rich bank of data it is recognised that it could 
be interpreted in many ways. However, by applying abductive logic to the process, it is 
considered this approach allows a reasonable and responsible interpretation of the collected 
data, while at the same time recognising that other interpretations are not excluded. This 
chosen method of analysis, using the development of four keys propositions that have 
emerged from the literature review, in concert with the application of two key theorists’ 
perspectives on social and self-directed learning, has provided a focused means of drawing 
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balanced conclusions from the plethora of data available to the study. After having explained 
the methodology of the study, the next chapter investigates which key concepts of Candy 
(1991) and Wenger (1998), the two chosen theorists, have been used to create the four 
propositions against which the data is analysed. 
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CHAPTER FOUR-THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 
Introduction 
This study employs an interpretivist theoretical perspective, relying on two theorists to analyse 
the data. Two viewpoints were chosen because whilst there are a number of theoretical 
perspectives that can be applied to informal learning in a virtual environment, there is no one 
agreed theory which comprehensively explains the complexities of individual and social 
learning in virtual communities. When discussing the advantages of theoretical triangulation, 
Cohen et al. (2007, p.142) argue that “such an approach draws upon perspectives gained 
from alternative or competing theories in preference to utilising one viewpoint only”, thus 
ensuring a more comprehensive understanding. This technique of theoretical triangulation 
based on two differing perspectives enabled the researcher to more accurately interpret the 
intricacies of this investigation.  
The two perspectives that are used in this study have very different foci. In Candy's (1991) 
work, he describes a constructivist view of learning for self-determining autonomous 
individuals, whilst Wenger (1998), with support from Lave and Wenger (1991), explain learning 
as a totally social experience. These two theoretical approaches offer diverse views of 
learning, but by accepting their diversity, this study was able to contextualise the role of 
autonomous learning in a social learning environment. By integrating certain relevant insights 
of both these theorists, it was possible to create a framework that enabled the interpretation 
of the large amount of data that was accessed in this study. These insights, combined with 
the four concepts of research, developed in the literature review, contribute to the creation of 
a set of propositions that underpin the discussion of data in this study.  
Although focusing on two differing views of learning, the two perspectives do not negate each 
other’s function. For Wenger (1998), whilst he maintains learning is always social, individual 
learning occurs through “the negotiated identity of one self” (p.150). He considers that “for 
individuals learning is an issue of engaging in and contributing to the practices of their 
communities” (p.7). On the other hand, Candy (1991), although writing of individual self-
direction in learning, recognises that self-directed learning is rarely completely isolated 
because individuals often chose to learn through participation in social situations. Thus, in the 
interpretation of the data for this study, the use of both perspectives provides a methodical 
means of understanding the interaction in the communities observed in this study, as well as 
identifying their members’ reasons for participation.  
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Theoretical perspectives and the virtual environment 
Both communities observed in this study exist in virtual environments, populated by active 
members who engage with each other through publicly accessible written posts. Nearly all 
engagement is preserved in a written archive and both communities attract large numbers of 
‘lurkers’ whose impact and participation needs to be addressed. This form of virtual community 
was in its infancy when Wenger’s (1998) and Candy's (1991) theoretical perspectives were 
first developed. Therefore, the embedded understandings in both perspectives do not account 
for the subsequent development of sophisticated virtual communications between large 
numbers of people. Nonetheless, in later writing, both authors have recognised the impact of 
the virtual world. Candy (2004) discussed the virtual environment and its connection to lifelong 
learning whilst Wenger (2000) noted the possibilities for learning when people congregate in 
virtual spaces and develop shared ways of pursuing common interests.  
Because neither theory was developed specifically to explain virtual environments, not all their 
elements are applicable to this study in the same way as they apply to face-to-face 
communities. However, by recognising these variations, the impact of virtuality on learning in 
these communities can be questioned and analysed. Therefore, even though they not a 
perfect fit for a completely virtual environment, the notions of self-directed autodidaxy and 
assisted autodidaxy as described by Candy, and framework of practice as described by 
Wenger, both provide a landscape to analyse learning and the subsequent creation of 
meaning that occurs in the communities observed in this study. 
Wenger and Communities of Practice 
Whilst the theoretical perspective of Communities of Practice was developed from workplace 
observations, Wenger (1998) specifically emphasises the roles of communities of practice in 
all areas of life. Wenger (1998) believes that “we all belong to communities of practice at home, 
at work, at school, in our hobbies” (p.6). Therefore his theoretical perspective, with some 
contribution from Lave and Wenger's (1991) work enables the development of a detailed 
explanation of the process and functions of a community of practice, which has no connections 
to formal institutions or workplace organisations. 
As described by Wenger (1998), learning is the engine of practice and practice is the history 
of learning, “so that to assert that learning is what gives rise to communities of practice is to 
say that learning is a source of social structure” (p.96). Therefore, when practice becomes a 
cornerstone of a community, such as the ones observed in this study, even when it defines 
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itself by shared experience not learning, learning is an integral part of the community’s 
existence.  
Sharing of experience is also an important function of practice, and this sharing is an essential 
element of this study of communities where members’ recitation of their lifetime experience 
influences much of their discussion. In Wenger's (1998) opinion, this interaction of experience 
and competence is crucial to the evolution of practice because it has the potential for a 
transformation that results in “competence for the individual and collective learning in the 
community” (p.139). Experience, learning and practice therefore connect through a key 
process that Wenger (1998) calls negotiation of meaning. Thus, in this study, recognition of 
how meaning is negotiated in communities becomes the tool through which the conversations 
between members are analysed, enabling the exploration of how knowledge in the community 
is created and what this knowledge is. 
Negotiation of meaning 
Negotiation of meaning, which is essential to Wenger's (1998) theoretical perspective, is the 
“process by which members experience the world and their engagement in it as meaningful” 
(p.53). This process, and therefore, in Wenger's view, learning, occurs as members of the 
communities observed share and contrast personal experiences of sea life in the merchant 
navy, or respond to films that they have viewed. In consequent discussions, other members 
may agree or disagree with a poster’s assessment of that experience and in doing so come to 
a meaning that is acceptable to the community’s perception of their domain of endeavor.  
In both communities, members negotiate new meaning in the context of social discussion, 
when: they share ideas; feed from each other’s experiences and views; create newer 
interpretations of films or sea experiences; or confirm old ones. Hence, participation in social 
communities, in Wenger's view, not only includes sharing experiences but also shapes new 
ones, which are then incorporated into the community as new meaning. When accepted, 
members’ experiences, and the ones they create through discussion, become part of the new 
knowledge of the community and those who understand this knowledge are recognised as 
competent under Wenger’s view of competency. By observing the occurrence of all these 
processes of negotiation of meaning that Wenger describes, it is possible to comprehend the 
authenticity and validity of learning in the communities observed in this study, even when the 
meaning is negotiated without a conscious recognition of learning by the participants.  
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Participation and reification  
Participation in the community and reification5 of artefacts and ideas, are the two most 
important processes for negotiation of meaning in a community of practice. Wenger (1998) 
says that these processes “form a duality fundamental to the human experience of meaning 
and thus to the nature of the practice” (p.52). For Wenger, participation means actively 
engaging in the social activities of communities as well as constructing personal identities in 
these communities. However, this concept of participation is not limited to overt activities. 
Wenger (1998) believes that “process of participation captures the profoundly social character 
of the experience of life” (p.57) even when the activity is not specifically interactive. This is 
because he considers that any activity that eventually impacts upon a group is social. It is this 
understanding that social activities may initially appear to be isolated, that signposts where 
individual self-direction in learning is integrated into a social context. It also enables the 
interpretation of participation in both communities to include those who do not directly post 
responses to discussions. 
Reification is equally as important a concept to the negotiation of meaning as participation. 
Described by Wenger (1998) “as the process of giving form to an experience by producing 
objects that congealed this experience into thingness” (p.58), reification can apply to abstract 
concepts as well as physical artifacts. According to the Oxford dictionary, reify means to make 
something that is abstract seem concrete. Wenger (1998) notes his use is broader than the 
dictionary meaning but also says he wanted to “preserve the connotations of excessive 
concreteness and projected reality of the dictionary definition” (p.59). Therefore, reification 
refers to “a range of processes that occupy much of the collective energy of the community 
and shapes its experience” (Wenger 1998, p.58). Within this study, the concept of reification 
is used to interpret the two virtual communities’ common understandings about significant 
objects and concepts and the creation of a ‘truth’ around perspectives that, outside the 
community, could be disputed. 
Although the effects of reification can be less obvious than participation, Wenger suggests 
that it is as important to the shaping of meaning as the concept of participation. This concept 
of reification defines the aspects of the domain of endeavour that brings community members 
together because it explains shared understandings and beliefs. Therefore exploring this 
concept enables the development of a framework for analysing why some people choose overt 
                                               
5 Wenger (1998) describes reification as the creation of artefacts including ideas and concepts which 
embody practice. 
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participation in a community, whilst others prefer a more passive form of participation 
regardless of their level of competency in the domain, as the data collected for this study 
indicates. This concept of reification can also assist in explaining, as is indicated in the data 
collected, why, in a virtual environments, people chose to have differing levels of participation 
in communities that are connected to similar domains. Levels of participation can be explored 
against the extent by which members are influenced by the community’s reified views of 
resources and values, and conclusions can be drawn about how community reified views are 
aligned with personal constructs and how this impacts on participation. 
Within this study, the application of a framework that recognises the two concepts of reification 
and participation also provides an opportunity to understand the virtuality of the practice of the 
two communities observed. This concept of reification offers an opportunity to examine the 
convergence of virtual social interaction with the reality of sitting alone at a computer and thus 
comprehend why virtual communities can feel ‘real’ to their members. The virtual environment 
also provides an opportunity to examine whether participation can have an extended meaning 
beyond those Wenger originally envisaged in face-to-face communities. Using the concept of 
participation as a structure, conclusions can be drawn about social engagement in the 
communities even when members do not actively contribute their own experiences to the 
community or withdraw from it after a period of time.  
Identity and competence  
In a community of practice, competence and identity provide the connection between the 
individual and the community. In Wenger's (1998) opinion, “issues of identity are an integral 
aspect of social theory of learning and are thus inseparable from issues of practice in a 
community, and meaning” (p.145). This comment suggests there is not a contradiction in 
Wenger’s views that all learning is social when he describes the concept of individual identities 
because he believes that identity serves as a pivot between the social and the individual. In 
this study, the connection between individual identity and community recognition of 
competence, create a scaffold that supports an examination of how an autonomous or 
autodidactic learner integrates into a community and the consequential impact on the 
competence of the individual and community. By analysing, the connections between identity 
and competency, it is also possible to make inferences about the value of meaning created 
within these communities.  
In Community of Practice theory, identity is “the negotiated experience of self”, as members 
of the community define who they are through participation in the community (p.150). In this 
study, identity is a complex issue because both communities observed allow anonymity to be 
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maintained through members creating registered user names. Identity therefore may be based 
on what a member choses to reveal about experience acquired prior to community 
participation or if ‘real’ identity is masked, solely on experiences connected to the community. 
This acceptance of anonymity in the communities can contrast with Wenger's (1998) 
statement that “the development of practice requires the formation of a community whose 
members can engage with one another and thus acknowledge each other as participants” 
(p.145). Thus, he indicates that the significance of identity to a community of practice is its 
recognition by the community. An important part of this study is to explore the connection 
between Wenger's views on identity and the recognition of experience, and therefore 
competency, in the context of anonymity of posting under user-names not real ones. Hence, 
the communities’ responses to anonymity are important to this study because the creation of 
a recognisable identity indicates the communities’ acceptance and validation of members’ 
experience and their personal constructs based on that experience. Recognition of the 
competence of the identity of members creating meaning in the communities is a key concept 
to drawing conclusions about the value of that meaning. Understanding the connections 
between the creation of community identity and revelations of personal experience therefore 
becomes one of the links between the major theoretical perspectives used in this study.  
Imagination, engagement, alignment 
Whilst the acquisition of experience outside the community may diverge from Wenger (1998) 
and Lave and Wenger’s (1991) descriptions of its acquisition through community membership, 
the incorporation of previous experiences into community and their consequent value to 
practice, is explicable by Wenger's (1998) views. Wenger notes that in the process of identity 
formation and consequent learning within community, there are three modes of belonging 
which enable experience to be incorporated into the meaning of the community’s practice. 
These are: imagination, which creates images of the world and allows connections to be seen 
through time and space by extrapolating them from experience; engagement, which is the 
active involvement in mutual processes of negotiation; and alignment, which allows the 
coordination of energy and activities in order to contribute to a broader structure. Wenger 
(1998) argues “engagement, imagination, and alignment are all important ingredients of 
learning - they anchor it in practice yet make it broad, creative, and effective in the wider world” 
(p.217). 
It is the role of these three modes of belonging in connecting learning within the community to 
the wider world, which makes them relevant to this study. Imagination and engagement create 
a framework to understand the authenticity of learning in the communities observed. The 
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concept of imagination as a mode of belonging also provides a platform to explore participation 
in virtual environments as an action that is not just confined to those members whose activity 
is overt. As they record their experiences, members engage with others who accept, dispute, 
or enlarge on these experiences. In the process, those who have not lived similar experiences 
may also engage with the community because it is given access to the imagery of the poster’s 
experience. Additionally, the concept of alignment as a mode of belonging is used to explore 
the member’s acceptance and commitment to the reified aspects of the community and 
therefore to contextualise meaning within the community to their own constructs.  
Variations to Wenger’s views 
As noted above, concepts of identity and experience in virtual communities may vary from 
Wenger’s descriptions of face-to-face applications. Other important aspects of Communities 
of Practice theory that appear to diverge within the communities observed are its definitions 
of history, and its descriptions of a trajectory of membership from newcomer to competence. 
However, by using the Communities of Practice perspective as a scaffold to understand the 
communities observed, these differences can explain the impact of their virtuality.  
History 
Connection between practice and histories of learning are important to this study because 
they highlight the significance of written records of both communities. Wenger (1998) 
describes practice “as a way of talking about the shared historical and social resources, 
frameworks, and perspectives that can sustain mutual engagement in action” (p.87). 
Significantly, for this study, Wenger connects history to reification and participation when he 
says “history is the remembering of mutual engagement and shared repertoire and a 
combination of participation and reification over time” (p.83).  
However, unlike face-to-face communities where history is remembered and reconstructed 
from the perspective of older members, in both communities there is an archive which allows 
members and reading public to have access to the full process of negotiation of meaning in 
context, just as it happened. This existence of community history in context is attributable to 
the software applications of all three forums, which maintain all written posts as archives 
Therefore, the written record of the history of forum communities enables learning to be 
analysed in a context of all previous discussion, rather than rely on older members’ 
interpretation of it, contextualised to current discussion. Because of these archives, the 
communities’ understandings are extended beyond current conversations or the most recent 
interpretations. All forms of negotiated meaning can be accessed and used long after the point 
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in time they were created, and even after the members who created the meaning have 
withdrawn from the community. Additionally, accessing or understanding the history of the 
community is not just the province of old time members but it is readily available to new 
members, therefore the competency that is accredited to understanding history is not 
restricted to old time members.  
This access to history can change the way new members actively participate, as well as how 
they are exposed to community competence. It also offers the opportunity for members who 
do not regularly post, to access the history of meaning without directly engaging with members 
who do post regularly. A consequence of this is the definition of engagement in virtual 
communities may vary to that of face-to-face ones. 
Trajectory 
One of basic tenets of Lave and Wenger’s (1991) situated learning theory is that people 
congregate in natural communities of practice tied by common interests, so that community 
membership is a powerful incentive for learning. Situated learning theory has been developed 
around an understanding of "legitimate peripheral participation" (p.37) which is an examination 
of how newcomers are inducted into communities. Lave and Wenger (1991) say that it is the 
exposure of newcomers at the periphery of a community which allows them to learn the culture 
of the community and move into full participation and status. This notion of periphery 
participation is also an important concept in Wenger's (1998) view of learning, since he 
describes a learning trajectory from newcomer at the periphery, to full membership as 
members learn through the acceptance of the negotiated meaning of the community.  
However in virtual communities there are modes of participation that do not correspond to the 
descriptions in Wenger (1998) and Lave and Wenger (1991). Their views on the learner 
trajectory from newcomer to old-timer, which is based around an identity of growing 
competence, through experience acquired in the community, are insufficient to describe the 
difference between newcomer to the domain and newcomer to the community with a high level 
of experience in the domain. In this study, it was necessary to explore a more encompassing 
way of describing entry levels of participation.  
In a community of practice, Wenger suggests that some members on the periphery may never 
reach full participation but he also implies that the lack of participation limits the exposure to 
the learning in the community. This clearly does not describe the access of non-posters to 
learning in a community that is based on written communication and where all interactions 
present and past, are readily accessible. Additionally the views of learning trajectories and 
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periphery engagement in Wenger (1998) and Lave and Wenger (1991) do not appear to 
accurately describe the concepts of competence and participation when applied to the 
common activity of lurking in virtual communities, and therefore some re-definition of the 
process is required in this study.  
Whilst Wenger has described boundary connections between community of practice and how 
participation and reification cross those boundaries, the view does not fully explain why people 
who are undeniably competent in a domain traverse between related internet communities but 
vary their levels of posting participation. A person who has a prominent identity and recognised 
competency in one community may choose not to be overtly active in a similar community. 
Therefore, it was necessary to reconsider aspects of Wenger’s view of competency and 
trajectory and their connection to full membership status and full participation within these 
communities and further consider why highly competent members may lurk or limit 
participation.  
Contribution of the relevant theoretical perspectives of Wenger 
For this study of the learning environment of a social group that has nothing to cement it 
together other than a shared pursuit of a domain, the work of Wenger (1998) with some 
consideration of Lave and Wenger (1991) provides a scaffold to understand the impact of 
virtuality in the communities observed. Additionally Community of Practice applications also 
provide a means of evaluating learning within the two communities observed by addressing 
the researchers’ observations using Wenger’s concepts and explanations of practice.  
Learning is an integral part of a community of practice according to Wenger, thus the existence 
of practice in both communities defines them as learning communities even when they do not 
define themselves as such. Central to Wenger's (1998) perspective is that social learning is a 
process of negotiation of meaning based around twin processes of reification and participation. 
This study relies on the explanation of these processes to explain the virtuality of the practice 
of the two communities observed, but the context has some variations. However, it is these 
variations that provide insight into the impact of virtual environments. 
The connection between an individual and the community and how that individual’s experience 
is perceived within the community can also be explored through Wenger's (1998) view of 
identity within the community, and its connection to competence. In Communities of Practice, 
identity is created through three modes of belonging which are imagination, engagement and 
alignment. By examining how these modes of belonging contextualise content, the integrity of 
the meaning which is recorded can be examined and evaluated. These social modes of 
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belonging may occur as individuals record and construct their interpretation of their 
experiences within the community so that the concept of identity therefore becomes the link 
between the major theoretical perspectives used in this study.  
This connection between identity and competence also provides a framework to make 
conclusions on the value of knowledge that is created through the learning process in the two 
communities observed. By sharing previous experience in a community of practice, members 
may legitimise that experience and their own status, and in doing so create an identity that is 
considered competent, or even expert, by peers. Therefore, the application of Communities of 
Practice theoretical perspective becomes an important means of assessing whether learning 
and meaning created in virtual domains is of value beyond the constructs of an individual 
person. 
Not all the concepts and ideas of Wenger are incorporated in this study, and not all of his 
perspectives are supported in a virtual environment. However, by exploring the variations 
between Wenger’s views on learning trajectories and the role of history, it is possible to create 
a framework for the discussion of the social nature of learning and its value in the communities 
observed. 
Candy, constructivism and autodidactic learning 
The other theoretical perspective used in the study is the work of Candy (1991), which 
recognises individuality and learning through self-direction and self-determination. Candy's 
work was chosen for this study because “it celebrates individuality but at the same time 
recognizes the essentially social nature of learning and human existence” (p.200). It is 
therefore suitable to explain a learning context where someone choses social engagement as 
a form of self-direction. Nonetheless Candy does not believe that a person is an autonomous 
learner in all learning environments and he considers that autonomy should not be endorsed 
or promoted as a goal to the detriment of social interdependence. Therefore, within this study, 
the notion of self-determination and self-management of learning is only applied to the pursuit 
of the domain of endeavour of the two communities, and no assumptions are made about 
members’ activities away from the communities. 
Whilst Candy's (1991) references to social aspects of learning include the role of facilitation in 
formal learning, he also uses a constructivist epistemology to acknowledge that the role of the 
completely self-directed or autodidactic learner can be social, when he says that self-directed 
learning is rarely completely solitary. Rather it occurs in the context of “a social grouping, work 
team or community group and this introduces complexities into the degree of interdependence 
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exhibited by apparently individual learners” (Candy 1991, p.200). It is this recognition of social 
aspects of individual learning that creates a crossing point with Wenger’s view of social 
learning in this study as well as providing a model for the study to examine the connection 
between social engagement and individual constructs.  
Self-direction 
Self-directed learning in Candy’s view is divided into two domains. The first is the instructional 
domain which consists of teacher-controlled learning and learner-controlled learning. The 
second is the autodidactic domain which is divided into assisted autodidaxy and autodidaxy. 
It is the second domain that is used in the context of this study. Candy (1991) describes 
autodidaxy as the “non-institutional pursuit of learning opportunities in the natural societal 
setting” (p.23). In Candy’s opinion, this term describes learning which occurs without a teacher 
or facilitator, or any contribution from a ‘significant other’, so that the person learning is the 
one who makes the choices about their learning.  
In the autodidactic domain, Candy (1991) says that, the learner may not be conscious of 
learning, and no instructor is present so “both ownership and control are vested in the learner 
from the outset” (p.18). The term autodidactic therefore describes the type of learner who often 
engages actively in virtual communities in the pursuit of a domain of endeavour that arose 
from their own experience without, initially at least, defining these activities as learning ones. 
Many of these activities are compatible with what Candy (1991) describes as assisted 
autodidaxy. He believes that this aspect of individual learning is a move away from learner 
control of the institutional setting but where “the ghost of the instructor lingers on, subtly 
influencing the learner’s choices, and even the criteria used to seek those choices” (p.18). 
This concept of assisted autodidaxy provides a platform to comprehend why an autonomous 
learner chooses to seek peer validation of their constructs through virtual communities, yet 
maintain autonomy of their learning. 
This work of Candy (1991) was written in pre-Internet times when virtual resources were 
limited, and generally, the autodidactic learner could only seek social connections through 
face-to-face encounters with people who had similar interests, by joining a community group, 
or special interest society. Therefore, his descriptions of autodidactic learning did not consider 
the ready availability of self-directed and self-initiated social exchange outside facilitated 
environments. Nevertheless, in Candy’s view, despite his belief in the role of self-direction, 
much learning takes place in groups, rather than in isolation, and even those who start learning 
alone may seek social interaction to share and validate their experiences. With the advent of 
Web 2.0 and the creation of social communities easily reached from a keyboard, social 
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opportunities for autodidactic learning have vastly expanded. Therefore Candy’s views that a 
self-directed learner does not abdicate self-direction in a social environment can be used to 
explain choices that people make, in regard to the level of activity in virtual communities. 
Constructivism 
Because this study examines the impact of social connections on personal constructs, 
Candy’s view of constructivism provides a platform to understand how these two concepts 
integrate. A constructivist view of learning is particularly compatible with the notion of self-
direction since it “emphases the combined characteristics of active inquiry, independence and 
individuality in learning tasks” (Candy 1991, p.278). Constructivism is important to the study 
because it can describe how members create meaning outside the community, as well as 
develop the competence and expertise acquired through previous experiences. In Candy's 
opinion, from a constructivist perspective, learning events and materials are seen not as 
readymade knowledge but as the raw material from which learning can be extracted. Candy 
(1991) believes that learning is “an interpretive process aimed at understanding reality through 
an active process of constructing meaning and transforming understanding” (p.251). He 
suggests that it is “assumed by constructivists that people have two basic attributes, an innate 
and powerful drive to relate to others and a continuing attempt to make sense of their 
experiences” (Candy 1991, p.1). Within this study, this view of constructivism provides the 
basis for analysing why people join virtual communities and explore their own constructs with 
people who have similar interests, but may differ in interpretation.  
Deep learning 
A form of learning that, Candy believes, supports the precepts of a constructivist approach to 
learning is deep learning, which he describes as “an attempt to delve beneath the words or 
symbols to the underlying ideas of things signified” (p.291). Deep learning, Candy explains, is 
a form of learning that incorporates critical and analytical actions because it involves searching 
for meaning by connecting new ideas with previous experience. This form of learning in 
Candy’s view, results in deep level strategies, a term he uses to describe the way in which a 
person goes about learning. These strategies include: deriving enjoyment from learning; 
personalising learning; integrating learning into a whole; and seeing relationships between 
new ideas and old knowledge. 
In this study, Candy’s views on deep learning are used to explain the nature of the learning 
that occurs in both communities studied, as well as how the deep strategies that individuals 
employ in social learning situations contribute to a sophisticated level of learning for both 
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communities and individuals. By examining the interactions of community members in the 
context of deep learning strategies, it is possible to understand how community participants in 
both communities connect some seemingly haphazard discourses, into a deep and complex 
learning structure that incorporates many contrasting and seemingly contradictory aspects of 
their respective domains. 
Contribution of relevant theoretical perspectives of Candy 
This study requires a theoretical perspective that enables an explanation of what members 
bring to the community in terms of experience and competence in the domain, as well as how 
the social experience of the community influences the learner. Candy’s (1991) work on 
autodidaxy can be used to explain the un-facilitated, self-determined learning that initially 
engages people with the domain of endeavour and is an essential part of this study. Candy’s 
acceptance of the social implications of autodidaxy, particularly his definition of assisted 
autodidaxy, which suggest that highly autonomous learning is influenced by facilitation or 
seeking peer support, provides a contrast but not a contradiction to Wenger’s work, within the 
parameters of this study. Candy’s (1991) work also provides a theoretical perspective on 
constructivism that allows some explanation of the constructs that an autonomous learner 
makes. Additionally it assists in explaining the level of involvement of individual participation 
in communities, as well as choices to exit them. Candy’s descriptions of deep learning and its 
strategies provide a means of examining how participants learn in the social environments of 
both communities, thus enabling them to maintain individual aspects of developing meaning 
whilst actively supporting social outcomes of developing meaning. 
Conclusion from theoretical perspective discussion 
In this study, the virtuality of the communities observed, with their focus on written 
communication which is preserved in context, allows the observation and analysis of the whole 
process of learning in the communities to be followed over long periods of time in the 
circumstances in which it occurs. Both authors of the theoretical perspectives chosen have a 
view that learning is not about the acquisition of data or information but about the creation or 
development of meaning, and both see learning as requiring reflection and higher level thought 
processes to endorse new meaning.  
This study is not an attempt to merge what can be considered as two diverse theoretical 
perspectives but rather uses them to explain the circumstances of learning in the particular 
environments of the communities observed in this study. In essence, they provide the means 
of explaining how and why people learn socially, as they pursue a self-directed domain of 
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endeavour in a virtual environment. Thus, this study focuses on a meeting point where 
autonomous constructed learning is tested in a social environment. Consequently, the 
theoretical perspectives used, offer two differing standpoints about learning, one concentrating 
on the social aspect and the other recognising social learning but examining learning from the 
perspective of the individual.  
It is important to appreciate that whilst self-direction and constructivism are cognitive learning 
theories, and communities of practice is a social learning theory, it is possible to use both in 
this study because neither denies that members can make personal constructs from 
negotiated community meaning. Nor do they deny that socially negotiated meaning may be 
transited between communities, or that a person can exit a community with personally 
constructed meaning based on the social experience of learning within the community.  
However, the use of learning theory that was developed prior to Web 2.0 applications requires 
some modification to account for the impact of a virtual environment. There are some distinct 
differences between virtual and face-to-face learning environments, and it is the analysis of 
these differences that provides a context for making conclusions about the impact of virtuality 
on learning in the communities observed. Some of the questions raised when considering 
these differences include: the significance of the individual’s pursuit of the domain of 
endeavour; the influence of newcomers’ levels of competency in the domain; and the impact 
of social engagement in the community on peer recognition and changing perceptions. Within 
the scaffold of Candy and Wenger’s understandings, it is also possible to examine why 
individuals may leave a community or limit participation for a variety of reasons not connected 
to competency. It is also possible to examine the impact of transiting between other 
communities connected to the domain that is evidenced in the data collected.  
Propositions 
The research question “What is the value of meaning created through social learning in 
informal virtual communities?” was developed from the review of literature. During deeper 
considerations of this question, it was clear that four related aspects needed exploration in 
order to answer this question more confidently. After an analysis of the approaches of Candy 
and Wenger, these four aspects have evolved into four propositions that allow the data to be 
examined in a coherent way, whilst applying an abductive logic interpretation. 
The first aspect recognised is the alignment of the virtual environment of forums which are 
unconnected to formal or professional organisations and institutions, with conceptual 
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applications of communities of practice. Through exploring some of Wenger’s related concepts 
this aspect evolved into the following proposition: 
1. Proposition: When informal virtual groups operate communities of practice, 
their virtuality results in substantial differences to the model proposed by 
Wenger. 
The second aspect is the connection between individual constructed meaning and the social 
learning environment of virtual communities. By exploring Candy (1991) and Wenger (1998), 
with their divergent views on learning, it is possible to consider connections between individual 
constructed meaning and the social learning environment of virtual communities. These are 
examined through the following proposition: 
2. Proposition: In both communities observed in this study, there can be a 
symbiotic relationship between the autodidactic learning of members and 
practice within communities.  
Both in the literature review and through analysis of the work of Candy and Wenger, there is 
evidence that asynchronous written communication greatly influences the recognition and 
recording of learning in virtual forum communities. This is due to the knowledge of the 
community remaining as an archive accessible to anyone who wishes to read it, independent 
of the time it was created. The impact of the non-temporal, non-geographic written 
asynchronous format of forums is examined by this proposition: 
3. Proposition: The written asynchronous format of both communities re-
contextualises concepts of shared time and space for members and ensures 
all meaning remains as an accessible history contextualised within the time 
it was created. 
Both Wenger and Candy consider learning is about the way meaning is created or negotiated. 
This intersection of individual constructions and previous experience, with the recorded 
meaning in an existing community, create a distinctive connection between the way 
autodidactic and social learning happens in virtual forum communities. This aspect is 
examined by: 
4. Proposition: The written format and virtuality encourages abstraction of 
meaning and interpretation of experience which can result in sophisticated 
levels of constructed meaning for both individuals and communities. 
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The following four chapters explore how the data collected during examination of written 
records and interviews and the researcher’s experiences can be interpreted to support these 
propositions. This content is analysed to interpret their validity against the theoretical 
perspectives of Wenger and Candy. Chapter Five examines Proposition one: When informal 
virtual groups operate communities of practice, their virtuality results in substantial differences 
to the model proposed by Wenger.  
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CHAPTER FIVE-PROPOSITION ONE 
Proposition: When informal virtual groups operate communities of practice, their 
virtuality results in substantial differences to the model proposed by Wenger. 
Introduction 
According to Siemons (2006), virtual space has a different sequence of rules, guidelines, 
codes of conduct, and points of value than does the physical world. Nevertheless, Wilmott and 
Knox (2014) note that in virtual communities, when the evidence suggests that practice occurs 
through the processes of mutual participation, joint enterprise, and common language that 
according to Wenger (1998) define a community of practice, then one exists, even when some 
aspects of the social interaction between members differs to Wenger’s original descriptions.  
Practice is readily observable in the communities examined in this study. Members participate 
in a joint enterprise based upon a common understanding of their respective domains. 
Conversations, which are articulated through a common language6, include: agreements and 
contradictions on aspects of the domain; recording of personal experiences related to the 
domain; information about resources; and some private exchanges. As a result of these 
processes, both communities have created a practice where negotiation of meaning is based 
around the dual processes of reification of certain artefacts, objects, concepts, and ideals, and 
the participation of members, who both post and read comments in the forums. 
However, the virtuality of both communities observed in this study, combined with a practice 
that has no formal connections to institutions or organisations, contributes to important 
variations to Wenger’s description of practice in the real world communities. These variations 
include: the influences of multi-membership of similar communities; the impact on the 
communities of member’s previous experiences in the domain, in both other virtual 
communities and in ‘real’ life; and some redefinition of how the processes of reification and 
participation are reflected in the virtual communities.  
Multi-membership of communities 
Around the internet, there are many virtual communities connected to most domains of interest 
and, as a result, many people commonly transit between several communities and sites based 
                                               
6 The common language includes abbreviated titles to films, and maritime artefacts, understanding 
shipping hierarchies and terms without articulation, and understanding film plots and characters 
without explanation. 
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around similar domains. As these communities7 and sites are so easily accessed, people 
frequently become involved in a variety of community activities, which can vary from detailed 
posting to lurking, in several different virtual locations. For example, the researcher regularly 
reads four communities connected to the films of John Ford without undue effort, and this 
activity is echoed by interviewee Jane, who indicates she often reads other members’ blogs:  
With you, Nana, having your blog and now Terry having written a wonderful piece not long 
after Orson makes a guest appearance at [Lady L’s] "Ford" website there is one surprise 
after another.(MFG-FC) 
New Guy, an older ex-mariner, who regularly contributes to requests for information, 
demonstrated his wide virtual connections by suggesting a resource that can provide 
further sources. He advised: 
Go to Shipping Companies/BP Shipping and ask around. There are quite a lot of people 
who keep records of BP Fleet News, also plenty of threads there that you [sic] may well 
be of interest to you. (SC) 
These posts and comments indicate that members of both communities can have multi-
memberships across sites and communities, and further that that these memberships may 
influence the nature of their posts in the communities observed in this study.  
According to Wenger (1998), communities absorb new ideas and knowledge through their 
members’ dual affiliations, as the experience gained in other communities contributes to the 
reassessment of accepted community understandings. The evidence of this study suggests 
that the transiting of information between the numerous sites where members maintain multi-
memberships, is important to both virtual communities’ development, whilst the ease of multi-
memberships of other virtual communities accentuates the significance of the observed 
communities’ influence. In this respect, the shipping community has several sub-forums 
devoted to recommending other sites that supply marine information, as well as encouraging 
members to record their personal web spaces in their profiles8. Similarly, the Ford community 
actively promotes a number of members’ blogs, even when the owners of the site reduce 
participation in the community forums in favour of their own location.  
                                               
7 Most communities only require registration and an online connection to join. 
8 All members of the shipping community have a profile page which records when they joined the 
community, when they lasted visited the community, their sea experience and personal information 
that they wish to share. 
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Interviewee Angela, maintains a site devoted to actor Ben Johnson9. Angela suggests that her 
contributions to the Ford community are closely intertwined with her work on her own website. 
All the resources on this site, including many images and articles about John Ford films, are 
integral to the Ford community as they are regularly used by community members to illustrate 
their discussions. She says she created her site because other virtual film sites that she visited 
only had limited space devoted to the actor. However, organising the huge number of articles, 
artefacts, links and images that she wished to share, limits her participation in the forums of 
the Ford community. She specifically commented on her focussed actions, claiming that: 
I don't really have much time to participate in the [MFG] on other things as I would like 
because I'm busy screen-capping, or screening something in or writing up some little 
piece. (IV) 
Other members of both communities also vary their overt activity in the various sites and 
communities to which they belong. Although, as noted, the researcher regularly read four 
forums associated with John Ford movies, all of which were located through the MFG10 
community, she usually only posted in MFG. Initially she commented in another community 
but found the right wing politics of some members disturbing and ceased, although she located 
numerous resources from this community. She also read views about early cinema in a 
community that was highly critical of Ford’s work, but did not post because she disagreed with 
their analyses. Whilst she read CMC, the other forum connected to the Ford community of the 
study, she felt it was too difficult to join in conversations between intimate members and did 
not initiate posting.  
All the interviewees in the study commented on their multi-memberships of virtual 
communities, including some connected to the domain and some extending beyond it, and all 
interviewees maintained other sites11. However, they all indicated that levels of participation 
varied considerably from community to community for reasons unconnected to their 
competency in the domain. Interviewee Angela had one particular experience in this regard 
                                               
9 Ben Johnson was an actor whose career was closely connected to John Ford and interviewee 
Angela collects many artefacts related to his career. 
10 The two abbreviations used to differentiate between the forums that make up the Ford community, 
obscure the real names as approved by the ethics requirements of this study.  
11 Jack had connections to the site for museum ship Iowa, and was a member of several shipping and 
other communities. William ran a site to record his shipping experience and promote his book, Jane 
maintained cinema archives as part of her work, Thomas had a site to store shipping images and as 
mentioned Angela maintained a large archive of resources on actor Ben Johnson. 
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which illustrates this complexity: She limited her participation in one John Ford connected 
forum because of her discomfort with their attitude to liberal politicians:  
…there literally was one where they said punch them or kill them or something. (...) I 
shouldn't have to come on here and have to see that. (IV) 
Angela also said that she did not post at CMC because she found the software easier to 
manage at MFG when she wanted to link images. However, she read CMC and noted that her 
site and her research are regularly quoted as resources on Ford films, at CMC. For example, 
Lady L, who is a major contributor to the development of the Ford community, commented on 
how Angela’s site affects her perceptions of Ford films:  
Great work on that site, Angela! I tell you, I learn so much about the way a film is 
constructed and (...) never notice otherwise when capping. It's like doing an autopsy on 
a film, to use a grim analogy, ha! (CMC-FC) 
This acknowledgement of the impact of other connected sites is a regular occurrence in many 
member’s posts. 
Quite a number of members of both the forums which form the Ford community, have differing 
levels of activity in the two places. Lady L and Orson both comment regularly at CMC and 
MFG, posting analytical opinions of Ford films and cross-referencing their posts in both places. 
Joseph is a prolific poster at CMC where his original provocative posts caused some concerns 
amongst participants. He has since mellowed but refrains from posting in the more restrictive 
atmosphere of MFG. However, his influence on the whole community is evident as is shown 
when various members debated his views in MFG:  
Anyways, Joseph asked what I thought of the CU of Hunter when Scar calls him "He Who 
Follows" (MFG-FC) 
*Born Reckless* isn't a favorite of mine, though of all people Joseph said he really liked 
it. (MFG-FC) 
I don't know. I just don't get that movie. I feel the same way Joseph does. But I am going 
to keep trying! (MFG-FC)  
This transiting of Joseph’s views to MFG, demonstrates that perspectives as well as facts are 
regularly migrated between forums. 
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Ford members’ cross-referencing of other sites extends to a number maintained by members. 
As noted, Angela’s site has thousands of images of recapped Ford films, which community 
members regularly access. In addition, blogs written by Nana and Lady L significantly 
influence opinion in the Ford community, as noted by interviewee Jane who recommends 
Nana’s work to others: 
Another brilliantly composed article for CMC Morlocks, by our own [Nana], this time on 
Mr. Ford's The Rising of the Moon  (MFG FC) 
Regular member Terry also made recommendations about regular poster Lady L’s blog: 
Our own [Lady L] has a Q & A here about her splendidly appointed website, [about John 
Ford]. Enjoy & keep surprising us, will ya, [Lady L]!? (CMC-FC) 
These references to connected sites are a reminder of the community’s dynamic role in the 
virtual networks built around the Ford domain.  
For many users of virtual environments, multi-membership of communities represents an 
extension of their interest in the domain, and as they make new discoveries, knowledge, 
resources and understandings, these are often transited between these networks of 
communities. However, individuals’ levels of activity may vary in different sites and groups, 
and the reasons why this happens are explored in the following pages. 
Discussion of multi-membership  
A significant difference between communities of practice in the real world and those of the 
virtual world is the prevalence of multi-membership of communities which are connected both 
to similar domains and members’ other interests. Because there are many communities based 
around similar domains on the Internet, and navigation requires only a keyboard and 
reasonably developed search skills, there is ease of movement between virtual communities 
that is not readily available in face-to-face environments. O’Reilly (2005) describes the web 
as an active ‘architecture of participation’ rather than a collection of sites of passive 
consumption, indicating that regular transiting of memberships and resources between 
communities is a feature of virtual communities of practice. This transiting of resources is also 
noted by Selwyn (2007) who says that “the web can be seen as a vast network of 
interconnected services that allows users to move their content across and between a variety 
of applications and contexts” (p.2).  
Through virtual multi-memberships, a person can develop expertise in the domain, as well as 
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migrate new ideas between communities far more easily than in the real world. Therefore, the 
influence of this migration of ideas between communities can have important implications for 
understanding how learning occurs in virtual environments. This influence is reflected in both 
communities, as their connections to other virtual sites are an important part of their practice. 
Participants frequently discuss resources acquired from other communities, as well as 
comment on those communities’ activities, sometimes supportively and sometimes less so. 
Members often cite experience in other communities as evidence of their competency, as 
demonstrated by Damian, a non-seafarer who was seeking information:  
I have checked the ADLS site and I have spoken to John Tough one of the organisers of 
their site (…) I've looked on the IWM website and exhausted the available information 
there, although I havent [sic] been in to the IWM to look in the library.  (SC) 
This transiting of participants between communities also appears to be important to the 
recognition of the status of the communities observed in this study. Both are relaxed about the 
migration of their content to other communities as long as the original site is acknowledged as 
a significant source of information in the domain. Favourable comments about both groups 
were found in closely related domains, as is illustrated by Angela when she transited these 
stories originally posted at MSG to a connected community and received a response from a 
fellow member: 
Here are two more wonderful stories about John Wayne -- posted these over in the [MFG] 
forum. They may have been posted here before but a good story is always worth 
repeating. :) 
Thanks Angela, very interesting....hadn't seen them before. KEITH   
Likewise, the following recommendation acknowledging useful information received from 
members of the shipping community was posted in a genealogical forum: 
An online community for people worldwide with an interest in ships and shipping. This 
free forum is for crew, ex-crew, ship enthusiasts and cruisers. This site has a wealth of 
information, and contacts, for family history research. (Observation about SC) 
However, whilst resources and information are migrated between websites, these may be 
interpreted or treated differently in individual communities. A community based around actor 
John Wayne12 often posts resources about John Ford, which are migrated to MFG and CMC. 
                                               
12 John Wayne was an actor whose career was closely connected to John Ford. 
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However, the Wayne community is far more sceptical of Ford, and frequently their 
interpretations of the resources vary from the comments in the Ford community of this study. 
For example, a recent book by Nollen (2013), that took a negative view of Ford was well 
received in the John Wayne community, but was less favourably received in the Ford one.  
There is considerable evidence that participation in both the Ford and the shipping 
communities is based extensively on a transitory model where members may have a ‘core’ 
home but they also regularly visit, and sometimes influence, similar communities. However, 
their levels of participation would appear to be prompted by factors other than expertise and 
competence. Members who have a degree of competence or expertise may be well 
recognised as inner circle in one community, yet in others they are lurkers or members of 
limited influence. It can be concluded therefore that, unlike Wenger’s (1998) description of 
face-to-face communities, in these virtual communities, a person’s level of experience in the 
domain is not always the deciding reason for the level of activity that a person undertakes in 
a community.  
Level of expertise 
Levels of competence or expertise may not be the only deciding factor as to why people chose 
differing amounts of activity in similar communities. However, in both communities observed 
in this study, recognition of members’ competence appears to be important as it influences 
the status of the community and its validity to other virtual communities such as this mention 
in Wikipedia. One wrote:  
I've asked those nice folks over at the [shipping community] forum for assistance. 
(Wikipedia Discussion) 
Long-time MFG member Alma promotes activities of the MFG group in other Ford 
communities, by noting the group’s connections to accredited authors. She suggested to fellow 
members that they: 
Please join [MFG question and answer] and ask away about John Wayne, John Ford or a 
multitude of other classic Hollywood giants written about by prolific author Scott Eyman. 
(Observation about MFG-FC)  
Similar promotional posts appear in other related domains emphasising the Ford community 
competence.  
Therefore, because of these transitory activities between groups who have an interest in the 
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domain, in both communities, ‘newcomer’ to the community does not always equate to 
newcomer to the domain, because most entrants have a level of exposure to some aspects of 
it, and may even be highly proficient in their understanding, after much life or virtual 
experience. William, one of the interviewees, is a retired ship’s captain who had spent a 
lifetime at sea, whilst Jane, another interviewee, was inspired to study film after growing up 
watching classic movies, thus discovering the works of John Ford. She subsequently became 
an archivist for the Disney film studios. Nana, a reputable film blogger, had already posted 
online articles on Ford before posting in the two forums that constitute the Ford Community. 
This previous experience seems to be a strong influence on why members join the 
communities, indeed many posters, and all the interviewees, comment that they joined the 
community to share their experiences rather than develop them.  
Members often connect their previous experience in the domain to current activities. Sylvia 
expressed her previous experiences with Ford films when commenting on a new discussion. 
She wrote: 
[Orson], you and [Chris] and [Lady L] (...) I am in awe of all of you. Your insights put into 
words what i [sic] have always felt about this film (MFG-FC). 
Similarly, Jacob acknowledged the influence of the shipping community whilst stressing his own 
experience. 
Thank-you both very much for giving my research direction! My parents did love Oban and 
visited there often. (SC) 
However, previous experience and the desire to share this experience do not appear to 
inhibit social learning. With the exception of William, all the interviewees, despite 
previous experience in the domain or related ones, stated that the community was a 
source of knowledge and contributed to their learning about the domain. Thomas, who 
was not a mariner, saw the community as a connection to maritime life: 
..like it's one thing reading history for me but there's so many people on that site who have 
been actually ship masters, engineers or sailed in - you're getting all sorts of different views 
of people...(IV) 
Thus, because all interviewees and many posters had significant connections to their 
respective domains prior to joining the communities, Wenger's (1998) term ‘newcomer’ does 
not describe the complexity of experience that new members bring to the communities. 
Therefore, throughout this study, precise descriptions of experience have been developed to 
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describe new entrants’ levels of competency, thus enabling the examination of the connections 
between community influence and members’ experience.  
Seminal entrants 
In this study, the term ‘seminal13 entrant’ describes a person who already has a wide 
experience or expertise, or in Wenger's (1998) terms, is competent in the domain. In the 
shipping community, seminal entrants have sea experience and maritime ranking, both of 
which strongly influence a member’s role in the community, so consequently, members 
emphasise these connections by completing a detailed profile page that describes their 
history. From their profile pages, it can be seen that William was a sea captain who joined the 
shipping community in order to share his experiences and promote his book about them and 
as such, members regularly defer to him in discussion. DrSin is a serving marine engineer and 
when he posts his maritime status ensures he receives considerable leeway to make 
controversial statements. Ellis is a high-level marine executive and maritime academic who 
sometimes forces his point of view on others, based on his experience.  
In the Ford community, the recognition of status based on previous experience is not as 
definitive as that provided by maritime rank, but once acknowledged still immediately 
influences the community. Nora, a retired stuntwoman and author, was a seminal entrant to 
the community. She was invited be a guest speaker on the MFG forum, after which she 
continued engaging with other members by adding comments about her experiences with 
various actors connected to Ford. In one of her first posts, she responded to a negative 
discussion about a well-known actor, by stating that he was a “pleasure to work with” and 
immediately halted the conversation.  
As profiles are rarely used by the Ford community, new members can signal their expectations 
of having influence in their initial posts, as did Kerry when describing his experience of the 
Ford film The Searchers on entering a conversation: 
This is my first post, so I'm a tad nervous, but I saw this film [The Searchers] at the drive in 
when it first came out. Since then I've seen it (…) in every format available. I always find 
something new in it. (CMC-FC) 
                                               
13 Oxford dictionary defines ‘seminal as ‘strongly influencing later developments’. 
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Kerry further emphasised his connection to Ford by describing a rare artefact, a shooting 
script, that he owned. 
However, the researcher’s experience in this community indicates that, unlike the shipping 
community, experience alone was insufficient to influence the community. It was only after an 
influential member, Orson, offered approval of her views that her experience was recognised 
as valid by other members:  
Wow! LOOK what I missed here! Some great great conversation (....) from Tinker14 to Lady 
L to Terry. A triple play for sure (MFG-FC) 
This recognition led to a number of similar posts from other members commenting positively 
on the researcher’s contribution. 
Germinal entrants 
In this study, the term ‘germinal15 entrant’ describes new members who have limited 
experience of the topic but are interested in further pursuit of the domain. Although Thomas 
had a lifetime interest in ships and the sea, he had no sea experience and was a germinal 
entrant to the shipping community when he joined it in order to connect with experts who could 
provide him information about the ships he photographed: 
I used to get Ship’s Monthly magazine. On the back page was an ad for [shipping 
community]. I thought that looked interesting so I hopped onto it. (…) I've gotten a huge 
amount from it since. (IV) 
In both communities, many germinal entrants comment on the community’s influence on their 
understanding of the domain. Bogie, who later became an influential poster at CMC, noted 
how the community changed his reaction to The Searchers. He recounted that: 
I've seen the film several times over the years, including when it was first released. But I've 
never given too much deep thought to it. I sort of drift along with the stuff that happens in 
the film. (CMC-FC) 
                                               
14 The researcher posted as ‘Tinker’. 
15 The Oxford dictionary defines ‘germinal’ as: In the earliest stage of development: Providing material 
for future development: 
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Geordie, a retired salesman, acknowledged that his nautical understanding has been 
influenced from reading the seamen’s views about maritime events:   
In my 5 year association with [shipping community], I have learned a lot about the maritime 
business, looked at thousands of wonderful photographs (…) and hope that we can 
continue to be assets to this community. (SC) 
In the Ford community, germinal entrants can follow a trajectory toward competence and 
their questions and input into conversations are encouraged. Sylvia has become a valued 
member by continually re-watching Ford films and asking questions, then thanking others for 
enlightening her. She noted the rewards of this experience: 
15 years ago I had NEVER been on the internet. Now I look forward to it. This pleasant, 
respectful site is my favorite stop! (MFG-FC) 
Whilst the ability to follow a trajectory to acknowledged competence is not generally available 
to germinal entrants in the shipping community, they can increase their understanding of the 
domain because of membership of the community as Thomas did. Although the community 
rules are specific that everybody is welcome, only those with sea-experience are recognised 
as competent. Brian a serving master of VLCC’s16 was scathing when non-seafarers 
commented on a shipping accident: 
Oh, forgot, tell me about yourself, are you a serving Master, are you on VLCCs? This is 
important, as I will then be talking to an equal. If you are neither of the two I will let my 
youngest child deal with you. (SC) 
His bluntness was matched by other seafarers when their views on the accident to Costa 
Concordia were challenged by members with no shipping experience. 
Notwithstanding this tacit application of competency only applying to those with sea-
experience, germinal members of the shipping community can play an important role by 
asking specific questions and acknowledging the expertise of experienced members. 
Teacup initiated a long discussion by asking a specific question: 
Hello Everyone, I am researching the following ship for a family history project. Does 
anyone have information on the Empress of Japan, which was used to evacuate women 
and children from Singapore in 1942? (SC) 
                                               
16 Very Large Crude Carriers 
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Members’ responses to this question and other similar ones have helped create the shipping 
community’s virtual reputation, which is based on its expertise in providing shipping 
information. 
When responding to questions from germinal entrants, experienced seamen are willing to 
explain sea concepts. Van, who was an ex-radio officer, explained the naval terms to Teacup: 
Sorry for the use of jargon, articles are articles of agreement which everyone signs when 
they join a British merchant ship. (SC) 
However, even if a long discussion is generated, as happened in Teacup’s thread of over 50 
posts about a family connection, once the question has been answered, germinal entrants 
are not encouraged to challenge views in other threads. When a member Mabel, who 
described herself as a lawyer, introduced herself by asking questions and then tried to 
influence a conversation about a shipwreck based on legal experience, the members with 
sea experience were emphatic in rejecting her comments and mocking her questions and 
forcing her from the community. Enzo, whose profile said he was in navigation, demonstrated 
his approval of this ridicule: 
That’s [sic] better, just take the p***s out of her and she'll b****r off. Life too short for 
bickering. (SC) 
Enzo’s post was applauded by a number of other posters whose profiles indicated their 
considerable sea experience. 
Cognate-seminal entrants 
In this study, the term ‘cognate17-seminal’ is used to describe someone who enters the 
community with expertise in a domain related to that of the community. In the Ford community, 
some members joined with a minimal exposure to Ford’s films, but they had an in-depth 
knowledge of other aspects of classical film. Lady L had a deep knowledge of early talkie films 
when she joined both Ford forums in 2007, but after watching Ford films on the 
recommendation of community members, her fascination with Ford grew. Prompted by her 
exchanges in the community, she developed her own Ford blog. She gradually became 
recognised as an expert on John Ford in other movie and Ford communities even though she 
was wary of calling herself such, suggesting: 
                                               
17 The Oxford dictionary defines ‘cognate as ‘related or connected’: 
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Oh dear, more proof the internet can be a dangerous place! Anyone now is a scholar and 
a gentleman...and I know I'm neither! But that's very flattering (CMC-FC) 
Orson enjoyed classic movies and was perplexed about why she did not ‘get’ Ford films. She 
described how the community influenced her perspectives until she did ‘get’ them:  
The first time I sat down to watch The Searchers (all the way through, like you i had seen bits 
of it before), I literally didn't understand it (…) I ended up going back and watching, picking up 
the clues that you all left me and applying them as I watched, like a baby taking its first steps, 
stepping gingerly through the insights that were thrown out for consumption, and discovered 
an entirely different movie than I had originally thought it was. (MFG-FC) 
Terry is a film producer who is passionate about the films of Alfred Hitchcock. She drifted into 
the Ford community after meeting other members at film showings in New York and 
exchanging views. She revealed that: 
I am finding my way through his oevre, one film at a time, and my ideas and impressions are 
constantly developing, finding new channels. (MFG-FC) 
She became very influential in creating discussion about Ford because she asked highly 
pertinent questions, which was acknowledged by Orson: 
T you really got me interested with your OP. You asked the right questions to make us think, 
and said some pretty deep things about it yourself. (MFG-FC) 
Her influence was also noted by interviewee Angela who said: 
[Terry's] not into Westerns with John Ford or Ben Johnson but she’s learning to appreciate 
them. So she chimes in sometimes on the Ben Johnson thread or The Searchers thread. (IV)  
The shipping community has numerous members whose sea experience was not with the 
merchant marine. Deskman was a security officer on ships, and Blue worked on oil rigs, but 
both are regular posters. Jack, an interviewee, who joined the community when searching for 
information about a naval ship, had United States naval rather than merchant marine 
connections. Jack became an active and vocal member, although he noted differences in his 
views and those of ‘merchanters’: 
It - here's where it's- why it's interesting for me because so many of those people on there 
are merchants. They're all civilian ship crew (…) I have zero exposure to that. So they're 
talking about things, they're talking about equipment, they're talking about ships that I've 
never heard of. I think you also saw that I've got something to offer. (IV) 
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Jack’s views provoked some contentious discussion and his sea experience in a different 
sector gave him leeway to make statements and question merchant navy seaman. However, 
he acknowledges these discussions can be conflictual because of his differing sea experience. 
Discussion of levels of expertise 
Because so many members already have some levels of competency when they enter both 
communities, their social interactions do not exclusively uphold Lave and Wenger’s (1991) 
and Wenger’s (1998) Situated Learning Model of legitimate peripheral participation. In these 
latter views, inexperienced newcomers to the community follow a trajectory to full participation 
as they develop their competency through social interaction. Nevertheless, regardless of how 
it is achieved, the members’ competency is important to both communities because an 
entrant’s previous experience in the domain directly affects their ability to influence the 
community and both communities rely on the expertise of their members to create their status. 
In the shipping community, the profile of a member acts as a record of their sea experience 
and this is reproduced in each post, so previous life experience, not virtual experience, dictates 
whether the community regards a member as competent. In the shipping community, however 
germinal entrants, those who have no connection to the merchant marine or related domains, 
will never be full members. Their lack of sea experience always limits full participation and 
recognition in the shipping community.  
Validation of competence of entrants is less precise in the Ford community. Experience can 
be developed through membership of other virtual communities, as occurred with Lady L and 
Orson. Competence can also be achieved through private study of the films and other 
resources, both virtual and printed. This was the experience of the researcher, while virtual 
activities such as the blogging undertaken by Nana, are also relevant. However, just watching 
the films does not in itself qualify as expertise, as community recognition of competence 
derives from a member’s ability to analyse and understand Ford’s films in intricate detail. 
Germinal members who immerse themselves in this activity can develop their expertise and 
achieve recognition of competence through a passage similar to Wenger’s view of a learning 
trajectory to competence.  
It is notable that in both communities, cognate-seminal entrants were highly influential, 
bringing new perspectives, and asking questions that caused the members to reassess their 
views. Orson, Terry and Lady L initiated long intense discussions by questioning aspects of 
Ford films, and their experience in related domains appeared to legitimise their probing. 
Hence, the value of cognate-seminal entrants to the Ford community is that many of its most 
active members joined as cognate-seminal entrants. In the shipping community, the influence 
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of cognate-seminal entrants is more subtle, but Jack had considerable impact by disputing 
merchant marine views.  
The impact of experience gained outside the communities of practice observed in this study, 
indicates that these virtual communities are less internalised than the descriptions that Wenger 
(1998) developed around face-to-face communities of practice where competency comes 
through social engagement within the community. Both virtual communities are strongly 
influenced by their member’s previous experience in the domain, both in terms of ideas 
brought to the community, and the way they interact. There also appears to be a pattern where 
cognate-seminal entrant members, whose experience is in connected domains, propagate 
discussion that can redirect the views of the community, whereas germinal entrants tend 
toward absorbing established views and seminal entrants seem to only be active if the 
community views align with their own understandings. According to Wenger (1998), these 
community considerations are developed around the reified understandings about their 
artefacts and concepts. Therefore, in order to understand the impact of core community values 
on its members, it is necessary to consider how each community creates reified views of 
artefacts and concepts.  
Reification  
Reification of artefacts and ideas is an important aspect of the practice of a community in the 
view of Wenger (1998) who states that “any community of practice produces abstractions, 
tools, symbols, stories, terms and concepts that reify something in that practice in a congealed 
form” (p.57). For virtual communities of practice, according to Chen and Chang (2011), this 
process is even more important than it is for face-to-face ones. They believe that “reification 
in a virtual community moves beyond the values, processes, concepts, and artefacts and 
applies to the whole existence of the community and everything that forms it in order to allow 
members a sense of reality and community” (p.170). In their view, in order to create a sense 
of ‘reality’, or connection, members of virtual communities need to reify a concrete presence, 
or sense of place out of the algorithms on a computer screen. This reification can also be 
extended to the domain name, hence the actual web address or Internet protocol can 
substitute for a geographic location. 
Members’ comments about their connections to the two communities observed in this study 
demonstrate a sense of belonging and connection to something they perceive as real. Chris 
described here his reasons for joining MFG: 
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 [This community has] laughter, love, good humor, deep insights, a sense of wonder, the 
camaraderie of sharing, a desire to have fun, and a compulsive thirst for ever-deeper 
knowledge of, & wisdom about, the Golden Age of Cinema (MFG-FC) 
Sam, a retired seaman, expressed his feelings for the shipping community in a long thread where 
a moderator explained why there had been a migration of some very active members to another 
community. This is an extract: 
I agree with that - I find I start to get depressed in the winter particularly and decided that I 
ought to have contact with people and made myself go out even when I had no real need 
to. This site is the cyber version of contact with people and can help dispel [sic] the onset 
of SAD. (SC) 
In both communities, this ability to give a concrete reality and value to virtual objects is 
extended to other artefacts. Some community artefacts, such as ships and films, have a 
physical presence but most only exist digitally. Other than the forums themselves, the objects 
that members share include digitised media, weblinks, digital images, text files, e-books and 
websites.  
Reified aspects: Ford Community 
A key reified concept of the Ford community is its mythification of John Ford himself. Whilst 
aspects of John Ford and his films are discussed in numerous virtual communities, some 
regard Ford more negatively than others do18. Within the Ford community, his work is 
unquestionably seen as the culmination of art, and the community views John Ford as a 
complex artist and a genius. Jane, an interviewee whose community role often meant she 
summarised community views, described Ford in these words:  
What a contradiction in personality John Ford was. When you watch his films there is 
often great tenderness and sentimentality and yet he was often the meanest s.o.b. 
walking the earth (if half of what you read is true). (CMC-FC) 
In discussing Ford, there are tacit understandings that members can acknowledge negative 
aspects about Ford’s life but such mentions may not influence the reified view of the artistic 
validity of his works. In this community, critical analysis of Ford’s work is highly acceptable, 
                                               
18 A site devoted to actor John Wayne is often negative in discussing Ford’s impact on the actor’s 
career. A site devoted to discussing the ‘auteur’ role of directors is less laudatory and even very 
critical of Ford’s historical role and the artistic value of his films. 
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whilst criticism that devalues it is not. Jane explained the community understanding of Ford: 
There's no denying that Pappy was a difficult man to work for and with. I found Scott 
Eyman's biography, Print the Legend, to be worth reading and for helping to understand 
why so many actors continued to work with Pappy despite his bad, bad behavior to most 
of them. (MFG-FC) 
The films of John Ford are also reified artefacts, to which the community attaches abstract 
values, ideals and emotional responses. This was also explained by Jane:  
That's one of the joys of watching Ford films. You can watch them over and over and still discover 
little gems within the stories. (MFG-FC)  
Some films have a higher value to the Ford legend than others do, and the tacit knowing of 
this hierarchy is an important part of full participation and recognition of competency in the 
community. Mary summarised the feelings of other members in a long thread that speculated 
on the motives of characters in The Searchers: 
I love the cinematography, and I love the characters in the film [The Searchers]. If it is NOT the 
best American movie ever made, as many experts believe, then it certainly is right up there. 
(CMC-FC) 
This group does not deify actors but their practice includes positive responses to those who 
were significant to Ford films, as the applause of actors in Ford films is a form of recognition 
of Ford’s genius as he ‘got’ them to perform. This community has a non-negotiable view of 
actor John Wayne because of his performances in Ford films. In starting the very long thread 
about John Wayne, Jane described the community view of the actor:  
While I could never agree with his politics, I loved him for all those wonderful characters he 
brought to life. He made it look so easy that many people never realized how finely tuned 
those characters really were. (MFG-FC) 
A number of posters then added thoughts that expanded on this perspective. 
There are also many scholarly and popular books published about John Ford, and these are 
often discussed quite critically. However not all the books have the same status within the 
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community, thus works by certain authors are regarded as more influential than others.19 
However, one book written by an actor called Harry Carey who regularly worked with John 
Ford is always ‘inviolate’ and is given the status of ‘gospel’ that is never criticised. Angela, an 
interviewee, wrote an obituary of Carey:  
I never met the man, but I corresponded briefly by email. He was as kind and good as you 
imagine him. (MFG-FC) 
Other members replied to her obituary commenting on how the author had influenced their 
perception of Ford. 
Additional artefacts which the community accepts as concrete evidence of Ford’s artistry 
include: certain websites; journal and newspaper articles; memorabilia such as film items and 
posters; and film clips of Ford interviews, or interviews with people connected to him. Several 
members maintain their own sites, either as blogs or to store digitised artefacts related to Ford, 
and these are also reified into an extension of the community as ‘real’ places. Angela referred 
to her meeting with other members, identifying them by websites: 
I went to screening of Wagon Master in last December in New York at the Museum of 
Modern Art and I met there [Orson], [Lady L], who does the John Ford website. (IV)  
This community’s response to negative views of Ford’s artistry differs in the two forums. At 
CMC where most negative responses occur, people who criticise are usually ignored after 
initial attempts to explain the community view of Ford. However, at MFG provocative 
discussion is removed, although critical discussion is usually answered with a tactful response. 
Jane who moderates both sites, comments on the response to dispute in both communities: 
So when we set up the [MFG] we made sure everybody understands you're here to talk 
(…  ) but you have to be nice to one another (...)  Well, five years that we've been in 
existence I think I can count on one hand the number of dust-ups, whereas with [CMC] 
City it's like a daily occurrence. (IV) 
Members are usually willing to respond to germinal entrant questions but these conversations 
do not generally extend beyond immediate responses to specific questions.20 However, 
                                               
19 Books by Tag Gallagher a highly reputed film academic who has written many analyses of the films 
are highly respected, as are books by Scott Eyman who has a benign view of Ford. Others which are 
critical of the films are less valued, although publication often provokes intense discussions. 
20 A question from a student who confused aspects of director Alfred Hitchcock with John Ford was 
treated with distain at CMC. 
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questions from cognate-seminal entrants often engender the most intense discussion, even 
when they criticise Ford. Terry, who was such an entrant, was able to ask questions that led 
to discussion of Ford’s less positive aspects by acknowledging the community’s perceptions 
of him: 
To figure the man out, can anyone enlighten me ? And by the way, I do love many of John 
Ford's films, his legacy speaks for itself (CMC-FC) 
Within the community, there appears to be a tolerance Ford’s genius being questioned by 
cognate-seminal entrants because frequently such discussion allows re-appraisal of their 
perceptions, thus adding to the community understanding of Ford’s artistry. Joseph, a member 
of CMC who has an encyclopaedic knowledge of early film, sometimes plays devil’s advocate 
in numerous conversations on Ford films and in doing so has generated many long 
discussions. Orson, who had well known interests in other aspects of classical film, posted a 
long analytical post explaining that she did not ‘get’ a Ford film called Stagecoach. This 
discussion between members and Orson continued for more than fifty posts, generating some 
very long in-depth analysis that clearly added to the community understanding of the film, and 
reaffirmed their view of Ford. This exchange ended only when Orson acknowledged she ‘got’ 
Stagecoach. However, Brando in a similar discussion, was not willing to acknowledge a 
change in her perspective of a Ford film called The Quiet Man: 
I certainly feel like the music stopped and I don't have a chair. Everyone speaks about what a 
great artist he was and I don’t get it. (CMC-FC) 
After a few attempts to explain the community perspective, discussion discontinued and later 
posts by Brando were ignored.  
Reified aspects of the shipping community 
Several reified concepts and artefacts are highly influential in the shipping community. These 
include certain websites that support community views, and resources such a Lloyd’s Shipping 
Registers, that are regarded as unimpeachable sources of shipping information, as well as 
specific groups that represent maritime interests. However, the most significant concept to the 
community is its reified view of sea life and its influence on members’ lives.   
Many of the members of the shipping community are either ex, or active, merchant mariners 
whose membership of the community enables them to connect with old sea-mates, share their 
experiences, and assist people seeking information about ships and sea life. Arthur, a retired 
engineer describes the feelings of many members of the shipping community: 
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(…) a maritime nostalgia site for ship talk, or shop talk as they sometimes call it, but it has 
also blossomed into a very strong social site for many of us that have been involved in the 
merchant marine. (SC) 
Members often post photographs of themselves in uniform or on a ship, even when the 
experience was a long time ago, and these shipping credentials are stressed when new 
members introduce themselves as was done by these newcomers to the community when 
they described their interests: 
i am enthusiat [sic] of ship recognition profile of merchant ships bulk carrier-tankers 
and  cargo a photographer of ships all after second war. (SC) 
I am new to this site, i[sic] left the merchant navy in 1968.I only sailed on 2 ships but the memories 
never fade.(SC) 
Sea connections are nearly always emphasised when posting. Ellis wanted to stress his 
connections when he added this comment to his views on piracy: 
A propos of nothing much, I wrote a column in "Lloyd's List" for ten years. (SC) 
Hugh who lists himself as a sea administrator also emphasises his marine expertise: 
(...) whilst not being an attorney I do get called as an expert witness on numerous occasions 
and as a rebuttal witness on higher profile [marine] lawsuits. (SC)  
When these opinions are not emphasised in posts, members can be derogatory about 
expressed opinions until sea connections are acknowledged. William was sarcastic about 
Jeff’s sea experience when Jeff questioned his interpretation of sea-life. Jeff replied: 
Non seafarers, [William]? In a previous life with 37 years service in the Royal Navy, I think 
that I might know alittle [sic] about the sea and ships. (SC) 
AB was also quite terse when his views were challenged, denying anyone without sea 
experience could even complain about the tone of his response: 
Why do you not fill in your profiles so we can see if you have any experience to be asking 
the mods to take action against me. (SC) 
These posts provide evidence that although the rules of the community state that all members 
have an equal voice, the reality is that only those with sea experience are respected. This 
influence of sea experience was demonstrated in a very long thread that went for several 
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thousand posts and discussed the sinking of the ship Costa Concordia. The topic became 
quite hostile and during this discussion, seamen emphatically dismissed all opinions of non-
seafarers regardless of their validity as these posts demonstrate: 
With due respect to all who have posted on this incident, we are all entitled to air our 
views. I am trult [sic] amazed how many "Monday Quarter Backs (…) I would respectfully 
ask, how many have sailed as Master on cruise ships ? (SC) 
Brian, please don't be so rude to folks on this site. Many of them have wrung more salt 
water out of their socks than you've sailed on. (SC) 
[Sea experience] minimum qualification for having an opinion, or for posting it.(SC) 
However, for those who were seafarers at any point in their life, sharing real life experience 
opens a pathway to the inner membership. Tassie who was a ship’s engineer, noted the tacit 
understandings of sea-life during a discussion of piracy: 
If you find these comments offensive, then you have no right to call yourself a seaman. 
(SC) 
For non-seafarers, acceptance into the community at any level requires acknowledgement 
that competence is connected to sea experience. Thomas, an interviewee who was not a 
seafarer, was quite critical of non-seafarers pushing their views:  
There was another one who put up the most outrageous sort of engineering 
suggestions. (…) But he sounded mad. Even to me, I'm an architect (...) but I know 
nothing about naval architecture, marine design or engineering. But it just seemed 
preposterous. (IV) 
This intolerance of anyone who questions the value of sea experience frequently results in 
total rejection of those who question, dispute or vilify the community perception of sea life. 
When Mabel disputed the views of seamen in the Costa Concordia disaster thread she was 
hounded from the community. Boatman a retired deck seaman was one of several posters 
who attacked Mabel: 
Seems to me a certain person has taken over the posting and believes she is right no 
matter what the more knowing and more experienced people say, to me she has spoilt 
the enjoyment of the thread (SC) 
Interviewee Thomas commented on Mabel’s treatment:  
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There was another - - the [Mabel] lady who was absolutely slaughtered. She was torn 
apart by about three blokes and ultimately kicked off the site completely. (IV)  
This view that sea experience is special also has an emotional consequence that gives a 
concrete presence to other artefacts such as ships. William created a thread devoted to 
understanding ships, and commented that:  
None of us who ever sailed the oceans will ever forget the living entities that were once our 
floating homes and work places. Ships were alive, call me daft, plenty have (SC) 
Within this thread, the interpretation of the role of ships conformed to the views of the 
community about the value of seafaring life. Donald who worked as a deckhand, agreed with 
William, suggesting: 
I think the only people who have a soft spot for ships are those who actually sailed on 
and lived on them, as said by [William], very true [William].(SC) 
Other artefacts of the shipping community are linked sites, research material, nautical tools 
such as weather recorders and shipping locaters, as well as webcams on ships and at ports. 
These are all used to support the understanding of the importance of merchant marine and 
explain the community’s view of sea life as well as create a sense of connection to the sea. 
Discussion on reification  
Observation of the two communities in this study supports Wenger’s (1998) view that their 
reified values of artefacts define the communities, and also governs their development and 
interactions. As has been noted, Chen and Chang (2011) believe that in virtual communities, 
these reified processes have a significance beyond even the role that Wenger (1998) 
described. Both communities have a reified perspective of their virtual environment which is 
integral to their functioning, as members appear to need a sense of ‘real’ place and time, to 
fully integrate into the community. This sense of reality is further enhanced as both of the 
communities reify certain concepts that solidify the community’s perspective, or in Wenger’s 
(1998) view, create the joint enterprises of these communities that are built on a shared 
interest of the domain and lack connections to other organisations. Chris described the 
reasons for creating MFG forum based solely on an interest in classic films: 
All we need are all the Friends, Neighbors and Guests we can find to gather around this 
merry new hearth and help us celebrate Classic Movies! ... So .. who's up for the Quest?! 
(MFG-FC) 
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However, whilst both communities rely on members sharing their experiences to reinforce 
these reified views and thus extend the understanding of the community, the means by which 
the two communities support the members’ sense of reality differs. For the shipping 
community, the sharing of sea experience and the members’ perspective of the value of that 
experience dominates their interactions. In the Ford community, a sense of connection and 
engagement is founded in the shared belief of the artistry of John Ford’s work.  
Nonetheless, because reification imposes the acceptance of disputable meanings as 
indisputable, Wenger (1998) suggests it can also be a limiting factor as well as a foundation 
of community practice and this is also reflected in both communities. Engagement with 
members who cannot embrace core understandings of the communities is usually restricted, 
even when those contradictions may be based on valid constructions, acquired from life 
experience or the views of other communities. Brando’s challenge of the community’s 
perception of Ford’s artistry was based on the views of acquaintances with professional film 
connections, but she was eventually forced to limit participation as members rejected her 
comments. In the shipping community, Batman’s opinion on a shipwreck and criticism of the 
captain was derided because he was a journalist, even though later events supported his 
perspective and Mabel, a lawyer who shared those views, was driven from the community. 
As has been noted, people joined the communities for reasons that mostly appear to be 
embedded in a pre-established connection to the domain or a related one, combined with a 
desire to interact socially with others who share their connection. However, the evidence 
suggests that in order to gain full membership, prior experience in the domain, including 
competence and expertise are subsidiary to the requirement that the reified understanding the 
community applies to symbols, parallels a member’s own values. When she sought 
connections to communities that discussed Ford films, the researcher’s encounter validated 
the importance of accepting reified views, regardless of experience. Although her knowledge 
of Ford defined her as a seminal entrant into communities built around the domain, she 
rejected engagement in one Ford community because of the community’ support of members’ 
views concerning religion, gun control, and political orientation, even though these views were 
not related to their discussion of Ford films.  
This experience was not unique and other people note they have rejected communities based 
on their failure to accept reified values. Tony who describes himself as a ship’s researcher, 
discussed other communities he had visited:  
I found the "other" site by accident a few weeks ago whilst I was still doing a load of 
research on my "past life". I joined it out of curiosity as it looked good on the outside but 
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inside it is just a somewhat pathetic imitation. I came to realise that anybody on there who 
was actually serious about the Merchant Navy would end up here anyway so why sail on 
a lifeboat when you can sail on a cruise liner. (SC) 
These examples imply that seminal entrants to the communities choose to engage and 
become, what Wenger (1998) calls ‘insiders’21 because the reified views of artefacts and 
concepts of the community align with their own interpretations of the domain.  
Therefore, regardless of the life experiences, if seminal entrant members cannot commit to 
community understanding of meaning or they cannot change it, they may never become 
insiders regardless of their competence in the domain. Shipbuilder, who describes himself as 
a radio officer now interested in model ships, explained his experience visiting other shipping 
communities: 
I did join another MN forum for a while (…) but I found it turned out a rather unpleasant 
experience in the end and cancelled my membership (that was obliterated at my request) 
(SC) 
His experiences were unusual in that he cancelled membership rather than just stopping his 
reading. For members who are germinal entrants, the option to develop into fully engaged 
members differs in each community. In the shipping community, members without sea 
experience can embrace many of the views of the community as Thomas has done:  
It's sorting out the wheat from the chaff. I think that was very difficult. A lot of people are 
so strongly opinionated. I had the feeling they weren't experts at all. They were simply 
showing off. (IV) 
However, without shipping experience, competency is not recognised. In William’s view: 
(…) everyone has an opinion, and some are expert and some are very knowing and some 
are peoples thoughts, I enjoy hearing them all but I don’t like seeing people who know 
very little and have never sailed a ship telling other people who have what sailing a ship 
is all about, not right to very knowing people who have commented. (SC) 
Whilst there are sub-forums in the shipping community for germinal entrants to ask questions, 
and the responses to these questions validate the value of the mariners’ experience, this 
discussion does not provide any recognition of competence and does not provide a trajectory 
                                               
21 Wenger (1998) uses the term insiders to describe the people whose competency allows them to be 
recognised as highly influential in the community. 
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into full membership. Germinal members may embrace the values of the forum, as did Thomas 
and the researcher who found the stories of the seaman’s life supported her perceptions of 
history and sea life, even though some political views expressed did not appeal. Conversely, 
in the Ford community, germinal entrant members who embrace these reified understandings 
can progress their level of acceptance, as evidenced by the experiences of Sylvia.  
In both communities, cognitive-seminal entrants were more likely to question the communities’ 
view of reified artefacts and concepts but they could only be accepted as “insider” if they 
embraced the core values. Their experience supports Wenger’s views that the encounters 
with other communities of practice are important to the development of the community. 
Questioning by cognate-seminal entrants appears to give insider members, the opportunity to 
evaluate to their own experience and to interrogate issues and contexts that are significant to 
the community. Although a contentious member of the shipping community, Jack was not 
driven away because his naval experience was recognised as giving his views validity and 
members disputed his views rather than derided them. This experience is reflected in the Ford 
community where several highly influential members were cognate-seminal entrants who 
questioned the community views, but ultimately supported them in some modified form. This 
role of cognate-seminal entry would appear to impact seriously on the development of the 
community because they have a different perspective to seminal entrants. As evidenced by 
the experience of the researcher and Angela in other Ford communities, seminal entrants 
frequently join the community with fully developed understandings based on their own 
experience and are often unwilling to redevelop these to align with community views. 
This analysis of the attitudes of members to certain aspects and understandings of the domain 
suggests that the ability to be involved in a community is far more complex than just a desire 
to communicate with people who share an interest in a domain. If a member cannot commit 
to the reified view of the community’s values and sense of ‘real’ environment then the member 
may not obtain full membership of the community, regardless of their level of expertise or 
competence in the domain. It is suggested that this reliance on acceptance of sometimes 
unsubstantiated but deeply held perspectives, is very important to the life of the communities 
as it governs their existence, and any observation of the communities cannot be interpreted 
without understanding these reified connections. This was explained by Nana when she 
developed the MFG community:  
My reason for beginning this group was my frustration caused by constantly trying to sift 
through the rampant antagonism found over on the good ol' [CMC] site. It became 
increasingly hard to unearth the intelligent and revelatory comments of the real film lo[v]ers 
who relish discussion. (MFG-FC) 
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Arthur describes his preference for the shipping community observed in this study: 
We have already had a lot to say about subjects and times specific to shipping. In doing so 
we have gathered a wide range of cyberspace friends (…) the removal of this core support 
would see [the shipping forum] fade into just yet another ship shop site. (SC) 
This ability to accept the reified view of a virtual community and its artefacts appears to be 
important in defining member’s roles in both communities observed in this study. If the reified 
concepts and artefacts of the community remain “abstract” to a person entering the community 
then peripheral membership, including ‘lurkerdom’, may result.  
Participation 
In Malinen's (2015) view, whilst online communities enhance participation by enabling more 
people to voice their opinion, one of their most challenging aspects is their dependency on 
members to generate content. Thus, both communities rely on members to post discussion, 
which includes: locating, and evaluating resources; asking questions; and stating personal 
constructs and opinions based on participant’s life experience in the relevant domain. 
Members contribute to community discussion by initiating conversation, or by 
comprehensively responding to other people’s posts. As this discourse continues, members’ 
opinions and ideas about a topic related to the domain are explored and debated, until they 
are accepted or rejected by the community. If accepted, these opinions are incorporated into 
community understanding, thus influencing how other members’ view the topic. Lady L 
commented on a long analysis which Orson made about the film The Man Who Shot Liberty 
Valance: 
[your thoughts] made me want to see it again, it made me cry too. All the things (…) was 
really a new way for me to look at the movie. (CMC-FC) 
Lady L later incorporated Orson’s views into her own posts. However as noted, the acceptance 
of the community’s reified values also influences levels of participation so there does not 
always appear to be a correlation between a member’s seminal understanding of the domain 
and their regularity of posting. Sometimes members recognised as highly competent, 
regardless of how they entered the community, limit their posting. In the shipping community 
for example, WillB a radio officer with 15 years’ experience only averages 0.23 posts a day 
whilst Earnie, who describes himself as an office administrator and marine enthusiast, 
averages 1.23. Thus, overt participation in both communities does not reflect the premise that 
the most competent people in the domain generate the most discourse. Alternately, members 
who post a great deal may not be recognised by the community as the most competent. Sylvia, 
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although a highly regarded member of the Ford community, confines most of her posts to 
questions and ‘manners’ which include ‘thank yous’ and agreement with other posters but 
such contribution can be important because these ‘manners’ posts seem to provide 
supplementary approval of the topic of discussion and prevent threads being reduced to two 
or three people dominating opinion. Mac, who is an author of shipping history and a former 
engineer, responded to William’s views of ships: 
Couldn't agree more with your feelings [William], although I never sailed on any of the ships 
I helped build (sea trials and ferry trips don't count) (SC) 
‘Manners’ posts can also provide an opportunity for new members to integrate into the 
community, by indicating their acceptance of community views. Their importance to the 
community also supports Wenger's (1998) view that participation in social communities 
shapes the experiences of its members as well as records them, and observation of both 
communities confirms that as members share their experience, they also create new 
experiences for other members of the community. Dancer commented that he was inspired to 
search an early John Ford film based on Lady L’s analysis:  
I will be short (...) reading these John Ford's post by our members here (...) regarding 
"Flesh, 1932" (...) what type of movie is this (...) it's sound so intriguing . (MFG-FC) 
Overt participation in the two virtual communities of this study is therefore a more complex 
activity than just posting personal constructs and having them accepted based on individual 
poster’s perceived levels of competency. It involves interactions of validation, acceptance, and 
a process of merging the recorded experiences of others into new community experiences.  
Lurking 
Whilst both communities rely on a core group of members who post discussion and validate 
ideas for their continued existence, they also attract a large group of people, commonly called 
lurkers, who connect with the community by reading the discussion but rarely post or even 
acknowledge other members. Some lurkers may never post, others may decide to be more 
overt after gaining an understanding of key identities, implicit and tacit rules of behaviour and 
suitable topics. Others may be active in some sections of the community but lurk in specific 
sub-forums. 
A number of writers including Chen and Chang (2011), Kop and Fournier (2010) and Mazuro 
and Rao (2011) have concluded that lurking is a form of participation in virtual communities 
and can even be an effective method of social interaction. In observations of formal social 
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learning experiences, Lee and McKendree (1999) use the term ‘vicarious learning’ to argue 
that lurkers can directly benefit from learning experiences of other people by relating them to 
their own. However, in Community of Practice theory, participation is not a one-way 
interaction. Wenger (1998) proposes the concept of mutual participation to indicate that both 
the community and the person must benefit from involvement for practice to occur. In both 
communities observed in this study, the evidence suggests that a form of mutual participation 
between lurkers and the community does exist.  
As has been noted, the transitory nature of community memberships allows many of the views 
and resources recorded in the both communities observed in this study to be migrated to other 
communities and virtual sites, thus providing the originating community with status and 
recognition. An internet search on the forum names of communities observed in this study 
reveals migration of resources to a number of virtual domains, and this migration is not 
dependent on overt participation in the communities observed. These comments were posted 
in other communities by people who were not active members of the shipping or Ford 
communities. For example: 
I saw a reference made to [MFG] on The Blackboard, a noir forum that I visit occasionally. 
I browsed the folders and was favorably [sic] impressed by the intelligent discourse 
here.(MFG-FC) 
I do read and enjoy the [MFG] I haven't posted in a long time, simply because of the lack 
of time. (Observation about MFG) 
A good friend of mine from my classes invited me to [MFG], reachable from the title. MFG 
(…) is an excellent source for upcoming films .. as well as classic DVD and book releases. 
( posted in a film blog) 
Shippers and shipping enthusiasts will find this article [at the shipping community] to be 
of interest. The person posting to the forum has detailed pictures to back up and give 
reference to the questions that he has pertaining to the turbine blades that were used to 
propel the ship the blades came from. Many knowledgeable people respond, some with 
pictures of their own (Observation about shipping community) 
Thus by migrating content and comments, lurkers can add to the status and authority of a 
community.  
This status is also reflected in forum records of numbers of members posting and reading 
threads. All five interviewees indicated that they are well aware that anonymous readers will 
see the conversations and that numbers of readers as well as posters was a measure of the 
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success of threads that they had started.  
Table Seven: Posts, views and posts in selected discussion threads used in this study 
Forum Topic Commenced Posts Viewings Posters 
CMC John Ford 23 October 2014 26 626 5 
MFG John Ford 18 April 2007 851 29544 51 
MFG John Wayne 26 June 2009 365 15795 32 
SC Cruise Ship Costa 
Concordia 
14 January 2012 4071 454809 295 
SC River Mersey 
Wrecks 
13 April 2012 34 8348 14 
SC Headline Shipping 
Company 
14 October 2005 115 16576 34 
SC The Loneliness of 
command 
14 September 2007 134 19831 41 
This recording of reading traffic can also become a quasi-statistic for the significance of the 
content of the forum. Regardless of the number of posts in a thread, the more people who 
read it, the more noteworthy the topic. Additionally, the shipping community depends on 
recording the number of people who read a thread, to fund their existence. Fred, a moderator 
of the shipping community, noted that:  
(…) it's an expensive site to run and the few quid we can get from a few adverts helps, 
some pay us as much as a penny per hundred clicks! most people don't notice them.(SC) 
As with all forms of participation in virtual communities, lurking is a complex activity and the 
strength of the connections of lurkers to the community varies. Not all lurkers are anonymous, 
as many frequently join sites, even though they do not post. This may be because in both 
communities certain features, such as accessing links and multimedia, are only available to 
registered members. Registration also allows lurkers access to information about the identity 
of members and private message and emailing facilities. 
Marginal lurkers 
There are lurkers who have a peripheral interest in the domain and/or the community so their 
visits may be limited. In the shipping community, marginal lurkers may be searching for a 
specific piece of information and once located, they discontinue activity, or they may have 
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been directed to a specific item through links in another forum. The researcher often follows 
links to other communities but remains a diffident reader, as the other communities are 
peripheral to her interests. In the genealogical forum of the shipping community, numerous 
posters have less than four posts. They ask about genealogical information but do not have 
an ongoing interest in ships so that when their request is answered, they thank the community 
and the software that records when people enter the community indicates that they have 
discontinued membership.  
Core lurkers 
Many people register as community members in order to use some facilities such as private 
messaging systems or to view restricted forums. Forum software profiles record they regularly 
access the community, sometimes for periods of years but they rarely post. Their reasons for 
this lurking can vary. They may have a strong connection to the domain but are not committed 
to the community. However, they may also be highly motivated autodidactic learners in the 
domain who seek a social experience that supports their values but does not require their 
input. Batman a journalist who had some difficulties when he disagreed with mariners about 
the sinking of the Costa Concordia wrote why he finally posted: 
After some years of reading posts by a group of men I’ve learned to respect for their 
obvious experience and pragmatic wisdom (SC) 
Mermaid noted that she while she posted at CMC she lurked at MFG for a long time: 
I guess. (ha) And hello MFG folks! I am a newbie to this board, but I am a “not so newbie” 
over at [CMC]. I have enjoyed “lurking” around in here in the past, and have thought many 
times about joining, but just never followed through. (MFG-FC) 
As does the researcher in the shipping community, core lurkers may feel their experience in 
the domain limits their interaction. Nevertheless, they have an interest in the posts of other 
members and read the forums regularly.  
Core lurking activity may not be applicable to the whole community. In the shipping community, 
people who are active members in one sub-forum such as the modelling or fishing forums, 
may lurk in sub-forums about radio or engineering, or members may read the sections of the 
shipping community that discuss companies other than the ones with which they sailed. Some 
core lurkers may have strong connections to the merchant marine. Jock a retired seaman, 
suggested:  
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I should think they will be queuing up, as there are a lot of Skippers (Masters) on this site. 
I think some might even use this site to fill in those lonely hours at sea. Not being able to 
discourse with the crew, they will through this site have contact with the outside World 
(SC) 
In the Ford community, as has been noted, some people post in MFG and some in CMC but 
not both, yet through their postings, they make it clear they lurk in the other forum. This post 
from Angela who only posts on MFG indicates that she was influenced by a conversation 
between two posters at CMC: 
Thanks to [Lady L] and [Joseph], I watched it again a couple years ago, and it stands up 
even better than I could have thought. (MFG-FC) 
Core lurkers may, as the researcher did when first accessing the Ford community, seek the 
whole history of the community by reading the archive, rather than immediately participating 
in current conversations. Sometimes core lurkers will become active posters, sometimes they 
will continue to lurk over long periods. Bob eventually became a regular poster but he noted 
that he lurked for a long time beforehand: 
G'Day all, I joined 6 years ago, but did not really start using the site till recently. However, it is 
my main site now. Rarely a day goes by without a visit, even if I am not a big poster, I enjoy the 
to and fro that goes on (SC). 
From these members’ comments, it can be seen that to some members lurking is a very participative 
practice. 
Intimate lurkers 
In the both communities, some people who read posts but rarely reply, have strong 
connections to the community. These intimate lurkers may often be highly competent 
community insiders. Angela, an interviewee, said that she focuses on her site and therefore 
she does not post in threads as much as she once did, although she regularly reads them. 
Lady L reduced her level of posting as her blog became popular but maintained her community 
connections. Both frequently referred to the Ford community in comments and articles in their 
blogs. Jane, in her interview, said that when she and Nana became moderators they 
deliberately withheld from posting so as not to dictate content:  
Yes but I mean a part of it is, you know, the moderating of it but also part of it too is just 
one of the things that [Nana] and I try really hard not to do is suck all the air out of the 
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room by posting too much, and trying to find that balance between so that everybody 
feels like they're contributing and they don’t feel like we're taking up all the words. (IV) 
The moderators in the shipping community also have far less overt participation in general 
conversations than many other members although occasionally moderators Fred and Finn 
comment on very current events or issues concerning the community as whole. They also 
intervene in direct conflict, sometimes asking members to soften their stance or reminding 
them of the community rules.  
Intimate lurkers may post to confirm community acceptance of new ideas. Jane often posts to 
encourage others to continue conversations or summarise what they have said, but withdraws 
from new analysis. After a long discussion about the Ford film The Man Who Shot Liberty 
Valance by members, she posted: 
It took some looking for but I found this thread started awhile back on Liberty Valance 
and we get into some interesting subjects. Thought you gals might enjoy reading the 
conversation and adding to it if you get the chance (MFG-FC) 
Intimate lurkers may post sporadically but can also have a lasting influence through 
moderation comments, reminders about core values and direction, and fixing problems when 
they occur.  
Discussion of participation 
Both communities observed exist around discourse, and sharing ideas and resources about 
their respective domains. Likewise, the processes of joint enterprise and mutual engagement, 
that Wenger (1998) describes as participation in a community of practice, require members to 
validate and accept those ideas posted during the discourse. This suggests participation of 
members who do not add new content may be essential to the virtual practice of both 
communities because they corroborate the incorporation of ideas and views into the 
community. 
However, participation through posting in the two communities is not just limited to those who 
post discourse. In their examination of knowledge sharing in virtual communities, Kim and Koh 
(2004) suggest communities rely on both overt and passive participation to exist. Whilst 
posting is vital to both communities’ existence, Chen and Chang (2011) believe that that 
posting alone does not describe the full process of participation in virtual communities, and 
they argue that lurkers are very important to their existence. These authors consider that 
lurkers both benefit from, and contribute to a virtual community. Lurking is so significant to 
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virtual communities that Chen and Chang (2011) suggest that the key focus of participation in 
virtual communities shifts from how many postings a person contributes, to whether benefit is 
derived for both the community and the person from reading the postings of others. Jarvis 
(2004) also, believes that “shared learning and interest are what keeps these communities 
together; [and] all participation is considered legitimate learning and it is through participation 
that we learn not only how to do but how to be” (p.23). Based on Wenger’s view that community 
participation includes gaining new experiences, when lurking exposes someone to new 
experiences, which indeed describes the researcher’s participation in the shipping community, 
it can be argued that lurking is a legitimate form of participation in the two communities 
observed in this study.  
In both communities, there is strong evidence that both core and intimate lurkers in all forums 
form a significant part of the community. Forums need traffic, sometimes to support them 
through adware, and sometimes to justify their claims of expertise in the domain. Lurkers’ 
participation which adds to records of the community health and status, and includes their 
roles in migrating content and resources, satisfies Wenger’s descriptions of the functions of 
mutual participation and joint enterprise in a community of practice. In Tonteri, Kosonen, 
Ellonen and Tarkiainen's (2011) study on participants’ sense of community about online 
groups, they describe both overt and passive participation as having a positive influence on 
the community. Therefore, it can be concluded that in both communities, lurkers provide a 
legitimate contribution to the practice of the communities. 
All three forums that were examined in this study deliberately make most of their content 
available for public viewing and have very few sub-forums22 where content is restricted to 
members and is not retrievable through search engines. Those members who post are well 
aware that their words, even personal identifiers are readily available, to people who lurk. All 
interviewees questioned about the public availability of their posts indicated that they 
considered this an advantage, both to the communities and their personal reputations for 
expertise.  
Lurkers in both communities observed in this study have different levels of activity. Therefore, 
it is suggested that this lurking is often not an isolated private activity but an extension of social 
connections of community membership. These connections can be the periphery actions of 
marginal lurkers, who nevertheless can have an important role in the community, such as 
                                               
22 The shipping forum has some closed forums and these are mainly the ‘dirty’ forum and the political 
one where some quite ‘salty’ and not politically correct things are expressed, but access is usually just 
a matter of applying. 
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those who post specific questions at shipping and publicise both successful responses, and 
the value of the community in other social media. They can be core lurkers who strongly 
identify with the domain and parts of the community, or intimate lurkers who have solid 
connections with the domain as well as powerful identities. In Tonteri, Kosonen, Ellonen and 
Tarkiainen's (2011) opinion individuals who lurk extensively, can develop a close attachment 
to a community. 
Reasons for non-posting participation can be varied. Members may feel discomfort with the 
community reified views of values, concepts, and artefacts, but feel some aspects of discourse 
useful as both the researcher and interviewee Angela did in some communities that discuss 
Ford films. Lurking can also be cross-purpose; as people who have specific connections to 
the domain can lurk in threads not related to their connections, and yet be quite influential in 
others. Members may feel their ‘home’ is more connected to one group than the other, as does 
Joseph who only posts in the CMC forum of the Ford community.  
In both communities observed, core lurkers can be an integral part of the community. Chen 
and Chang (2011) concluded that some lurkers might be more knowledgeable than the 
posters. Cognate-seminal and seminal entrants may chose not to post but they still give the 
community an internet presence by the fact of their numbers and they may be the most likely 
to transit the content to other communities in the domain. An examination of both communities 
suggests that intimate lurkers such as moderators and high status members of a domain are 
often very competent people, who as interviewee Jane comments, feel their presence may 
inhibit other posters, so even though their posts may be limited when they do they have the 
highest credence as recognised ‘insiders’.  
In the virtual communities observed in this study, there are very strong indications that 
participation that influences the community is not limited to those who post discourse, but also 
includes those who post ‘manners’ posts and validate content as well as those who lurk, 
particularly core and intimate lurkers. Participation in the communities observed therefore is a 
complicated model of transiting between communities and migration of resources; multi-active 
memberships and peripheral connections. This migration of resources and attribution of 
content then attracts new members, often those who already have strong connections to the 
domain and may subsequently add new ideas to the community, or in turn, migrate resources 
to other forums and social media. This form of migration is so embedded into the Ford 
community, that despite differing levels of overt activity by members in the two forums, CMC 
and MFG effectively form one community with different levels of emphasis. 
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Conclusions about proposition one 
The proposition that whilst the two communities observed in this study are communities of 
practice, their virtuality imposes substantial differences to the face-to-face communities 
described by Wenger (1998) is substantiated by the observations of the researcher. An 
emphatic difference that can be attributed to the virtuality of the communities is the influence 
of member’s previous experience in the domain, and the impact this has on Wenger’s view of 
peripheral participation and learning trajectories that lead to recognition of full competence. 
Observation of the two communities in this study suggests that whilst some entrants to the 
Ford community can follow a trajectory to competence that reflects the process described in 
Wenger (1998) and Lave and Wenger (1991), it is not the only journey, or even the most 
common journey through the communities. New entrants to both communities, through life 
experience, as well as through membership of other virtual communities, frequently have a 
high level of connection, knowledge, and experience of the domain. In this study, in order to 
understand the impact of previous experience on the communities, new entrants are described 
as seminal entrants, whose experience can be described as expertise or competency, or 
germinal entrants, who have a connection but limited experience in the domain; and cognate-
seminal entrants who have experience in a similar domain.  
It is important to recognise entrant’s levels of experience because they can have considerable 
impact on the community as seminal entrants attempt to influence based on their own 
experience and cognate-seminal-entrants influence through asking questions based on 
parallel experiences that promote discussion and cause the community to reassess its 
meanings. However, this input is based on an understanding that their core concepts are not 
being challenged. Thus, in this virtual environment, the combination of member’s previous 
experiences, as well as the ease with which they can transit between communities and migrate 
resources, lead to a conclusion that full membership of both communities is a complicated 
merging of members’ contribution to the growth of the community’s understanding of the 
domain, and their maintenance of its core beliefs.  
This virtuality of both communities also distinguishes how the twin processes of participation 
and reification differ in their function to the face-to-face model of practice. Participation has a 
much broader application than is described in Wenger (1998) and the concept of reification 
appears to be so influential that its application overwhelms all other considerations including 
experience and competency in defining levels of activity by members. Whilst previous 
experience is highly significant to the social interactions of both communities, levels of overt 
participation and influence appear to depend on the recognition of certain values and 
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perspectives that are fundamental to community understanding. Regardless of an entrant’s 
level of prior experience, in order to participate fully as a poster in both communities, a person 
needs to embrace the reified views and understandings of the community, and in the shipping 
community, recognition of the value of sea life is insufficient to achieve full membership. It 
must have been experienced.  
Therefore, it can be concluded that levels of participation in both communities are influenced 
by other factors than members’ trajectory from little knowledge to great knowledge. In these 
virtual communities, unlike Wenger’s (1998) descriptions of Communities of Practice, 
peripherality may not be an indication of competence. Entrants with seminal knowledge of the 
domain may remain lurkers or near lurkers because their previous experience in the domain 
prohibits their alliance to the reified values of the community. However, in these virtual 
communities, the peripherality of lurkers does not deny them a mutually influential role. 
Members who are competent in the domain but reject the views of the communities, or as in 
the shipping community, cannot satisfy them, can still play an important role by transiting 
between communities and migrating resources even though they are entrenched in a different 
community, which better reflects their own constructs and understandings.  
Member’s virtual, and life experience, in the domain, combined with the ease of movement 
through online communities, creates a complicated model of social interaction in both 
communities observed in this study. This interaction both influences, and is influenced by the 
twin processes of participation and reification, which form the basis of the process of 
negotiation of meaning in Wenger’s description of Communities of Practice. How the changes 
to participation and reification imposed by the virtuality of the two communities impacts on 
negotiation of meaning is examined in the next chapter that examines Proposition two: In both 
communities observed in this study, there can be a symbiotic relationship between the 
autodidactic learning of members and practice within communities.  
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CHAPTER SIX-PROPOSITION TWO 
Proposition: In both communities observed in this study, there can be a symbiotic 
relationship between the autodidactic learning of members and practice within 
communities.  
Introduction 
When considering the proposition that there is a symbiotic23 relationship between members’ 
autodidactic learning and practice in the communities of this study, it should be noted that 
several authors have established that there is a favourable connection between individual and 
social learning. Despite his belief that learning is a social activity formed around communities 
of practice, Wenger (1998) recognises that individual members of communities of practice 
create an identity, which he believes, connects the individual to the social. In Candy’s (1991) 
work, there is also a discussion of the link between self-directed individuals and social 
engagement where he suggests “the history of educational philosophy is marked by a 
reoccurring consideration of the relative importance of the individual and the social group in 
influencing the progress of teaching and learning” (p.81). Additionally, when writing about 
virtual environments Hajli, Sims, Featherman and Love (2014), Jung, Ineson and Green 
(2013) and Lober and Flowers (2011) have all indicated their belief that the phenomena of 
social media is centred around individuals who seek social connections so they can share 
knowledge, ideas, and content. Both Candy (1991) and Wenger (1998) have also established 
a connection between the creation of meaning, which can be either individually constructed 
as Candy describes, or socially negotiated as in Wenger’s view, and learning.  
 In Chapter Five-Level of expertise, it was ascertained that many entrants to both 
virtual communities had already obtained a level of relevant knowledge in the 
community domain, or a related one. In the shipping community, whilst many members 
have real life proficiency from their time as seamen, they often also have a continuing 
autodidactic learning experience, as they create personal meaning about current and 
historical shipping, and reflect on their life events. Similarly, in the Ford community, 
whilst some members such as interviewee Jane acquired a portion of their experience 
through real world formal learning, they have also expanded their personal 
understanding through the informal autodidactic learning process of watching films, 
                                               
23 According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary. in this sense ‘Symbiosis’ means a cooperative 
relationship (as between two persons or groups. 
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locating resources, and sharing responses. For members of both communities, 
participation is frequently an extension of that autodidactic process. 
In this earlier discussion, there was also an exploration of the advantages to each community, 
in terms of status and legitimacy, when competent members joined the community to explore 
their connections to the domain. In Wenger’s (1998) view, this competency is established by 
the creation of personal identities that are recognised by the community, whilst Candy (1991) 
considers that understanding a learners’ creation of an autonomous personal identity provides 
a framework for comprehending how they learn. Therefore, in this chapter, the influence of 
individual identity on community and personal meaning is examined, in order to assess how 
the establishment of a competent personal identity is mutually beneficial for the community 
and the individual.  
Additionally, in order to ascertain the existence of an advantageous learning relationship 
between each virtual community of practice and individual members, this chapter examines 
how the social interaction within both communities influences meaning for both the individual 
and the community and how each can benefit. This examination includes a review of the 
community’s role in developing and validating the competence of individual members, which 
in turn adds to recognition of its own authenticity. 
Identity of individuals and community 
In Wenger's (1998) opinion, in real life communities of practice a recognised community 
identity “serves as a pivot between the social and individuals” (p.145) and connects personal 
experience to community meaning. However, a feature of the virtuality of both communities is 
that individuals post using pseudonyms, which can obscure real life identities, thus adding 
complexity to the process of establishing the authenticity of any meaning to which they 
contribute. According to Papanis, Giavrimis and Papani (2010) Internet users may opt to 
present only selected information about themselves, or to remain anonymous, or to introduce 
their real identity and personality or to create a new self, according to their self-esteem and 
intentions, suggesting that the genuineness of experience claimed by virtual identities could 
be disputed. This acceptance of anonymity may seem to be an inhibitor to the recognition of 
the authenticity of both cognate-seminal and seminal entrants whose contribution rests on the 
legitimacy of their previous experience. However, in the virtual environment of both 
communities the evidence suggests that limiting revelations about real world identity, or even 
obscuring it, does not appear to be tantamount to anonymity.  
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Within both communities, some legitimacy of identity is established because members often 
reveal personal history, including details of expertise and experience. They provide evidence 
of their non-virtual lives: through the development of a profile page24; by addressing each other 
by real life names; by commenting on shared real life experiences, such as meeting at film 
festivals, or noting real life sea connections; and by communicating privately. During 
conversations, members often post links to personal blogs and other sites such as Facebook 
that identify them, and they reveal personal information such as their age range, their 
employment or their marital status.  
Both communities have sub-forums where members can arrange real or private virtual 
meetings. Interviewee Jack noted that he has met a number of people from the forums he has 
joined and found it a normal extension of virtual life. He explained: 
I know people today, that I talk to today, that I have known since the early '90s, coming up on 
20 years I've known these people. Some of them I've met in person. (IV) 
Angela discussed how real connections with Ford Community members at film festivals led to 
favourable experiences. She noted: 
She was there in New York, [where] have met [Terry] I have met before at the [CMC] 
Festival. I've met several of the other [MFG] people at the [CMC] Festival. I hadn't met 
[Orson] before. But we all had a good time at Wagon Master and then we all went off to a 
bar and sat around for like three hours, four hours, and talked about movies. (IV ) 
These personal details are sometimes revealed in off topic discussions, but they are also 
acknowledged in conversations about the domain where references to real life experiences 
and names are repeated. Observation of both communities provides evidence that members 
tend to feel more comfortable with each other when aspects of their lives are revealed, even 
though community guidelines may warn not to do this. For example, MFG guidelines state: 
To respect the privacy of all members, please exercise caution when posting any details 
about your real-life online or on this site. Do not post any details of another poster's real-
life identity on the board without their express permission. (MFG-FC) 
                                               
24 The software of all forums examined provides opportunities for members to post personal details in 
a profile page linked to their user name. This is used more extensively in the shipping community than 
the Ford one, where members provide details of shipping connections, and photographs of them at 
sea, their geographic locations and age. 
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Thus for some members, personal reveals can assist in developing an authentic identity. 
Through private mails with members, and by signing her real name and noting her nationality 
and some aspects of her background, the researcher gained acceptance into the Ford 
community in a relatively short time. This recognition of real identity can influence the 
community’s claims to expertise as individual real identities are sometimes quoted when 
members highlight the competence of communities. Nana is a well-read blogger who identifies 
herself on both sites and in her blogs. Tootie wrote at CMC: 
As an aside, our own [Nana] wrote a wonderful piece on the beloved "Ol' Mose" of The 
Searchers, right here in [CMC]'s [blog]: (CMC-FC) 
Nana also commented on the Ford community member Lady L in her blog: 
Who the heck is [Lady L] and what made her so enthralled with John Ford? I have gotten 
to know [her] over the last few years online and through her sparkling appearance [as an 
online host] (Nana’s blog) 
As well as allowing other members to reveal her real identity, Lady L, whose expertise is 
acknowledged by many Ford communities, has a web site that identifies her real life details. 
Similarly, Jane reveals her work at the Disney studio and her experience writing on other 
websites about the history of Hollywood. Chris only reveals his journalist connection to 
Hollywood in ‘social’ forums, but does not object when members comment on his industry 
associations in discussion threads. Orson, although posting under a pseudonym, identifies by 
her real name and location, and often refers to personal items in posts, as does Sylvia whilst 
Terry identifies herself as a film producer and provides a link which contains contact details. 
In the shipping community, as has been noted in Chapter Five-Reification, regardless of the 
rules of the forum that state all are welcome and will be treated equally, the sea connection of 
members defines the community. Therefore, when members reveal real identity, and it is 
acknowledged by former shipmates, they provide a basis for the community recognising the 
legitimacy of claims to sea experience. Toby posted: 
Agree with you (…) as I do not always recognise any body but my name is [Toby] and the 
handle is [Toby] so there is no confussion,[sic] regards Toby. (SC). 
Miner also suggested members of the shipping community should identify themselves 
when he wrote: 
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It would be very helpful [sic] if ex Bankline Staff used their real names, thereby jogging 
people's memories more easily, or have they got something to hide? (SC) 
Thus, members are tacitly and explicitly encouraged to emphasis and validate their sea 
experience and their reward is high community status.  
Whilst community members are aware of the dangers of identity theft, there appears to be a 
view that the benefits exceed the dangers. As previously noted in Chapter Five-Lurking, all 
the interviewees understood that their posts, including personal revelations, are accessible to 
anyone who reads the forums, and maybe listed in some search engines. All of them however 
seem to regard this as an advantage because it exposes their ideas and thoughts to a very 
large audience. As interviewee Angela said: 
You mean that they're looking at it? I hope they are. I mean that's why it's there. (IV) 
These interviewees all suggest that the onus is on them not to reveal aspects of their lives that 
they do not wish exposed. William regularly describes his career and location but withholds 
information that another member Nitelady, whose identity says she was a nurse who spent 
years at sea, is his wife. However, he willingly revealed this information to the researcher and 
they both said that they explained their connection in private emails to close friends, so quite 
a number of posters were aware of their relationship.  
Nonetheless, whilst revealing personal identification can be an effective means of gaining 
recognition and is tacitly encouraged in both communities, there are also members who have 
created authentic identities that are acknowledged by the communities as competent, without 
revealing many personal details. They have achieved this through regular credible posting, so 
that the user name then becomes a consistent ‘real’ identity. DrSin embraces a role of 
deliberate provocateur in the shipping community but only reveals he is a serving sea engineer 
and he has a Scottish flag in his profile. However, members have judged his references to his 
current sea experience as authentic and he has a very strong identity that is acknowledged 
as both expert and contentious. DrSin’s reputation for strong personal views can serve as a 
community standard.  
In the Ford Community, Joseph declines to reveal any personal details. However, he has 
created a strong persona as a devil’s advocate by expressing very blunt opinions, which 
despite only posting at CMC, filter through to MFG. Although his identity is seen as 
confrontational, he is also noted as a person who drives conversation, contests community 
perspectives, and even confronts the reified concepts of the Ford community, but he also 
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admits his ongoing enjoyment of the discussion which is acknowledged by other members. 
Orson commented: 
Wow, [Joseph]! When you join the party, things start really heatin' up! Great caps.... and 
great observations.(CMC-FC) 
Lady L acknowledges the soundness of his views: 
And to give the "devil" (nee, [Joseph]) his due, I agree that there is something in 
the nature of how a man feels about seeing his "daughter" no longer as an 
innocent.(CMC-FC) 
Members at the CMC forum demonstrated the authenticity of the Joseph identity by creating 
a thread called Torturing [Joseph], in which they deliberately use good humour to both honour 
and provoke the role he plays in the community.  
Whether real identities are revealed, or posters rely on internet identities, many members 
enhance their identities by the use of symbolic user names, such as characters from films or 
aspects of sea life, and they also add avatars that reveal something of their life or topic views. 
These avatars provide a visual presence, in lieu of a physical one, and changing avatars can 
be seen as changing clothes or personal details, giving a person a new appearance. William, 
an ex-ship’s captain, uses a puss-in-boots dressed as a sea captain as an avatar, his real 
name and identifies that he comes from Australia. Arthur, whose user name is a cartoon 
character, has an image of that character. Community members can also add quotes that 
appear in posts and demonstrate their ideals. DrSin has a quote “This Keyboard kills fascists”. 
JessCook uses his real name as a user name and has a quote “JC ; same initials-but the other 
guy did the miracles”. In the Ford community, Lady L has the quote "There's only one thing 
that can kill the movies, and that's education.  -- Will Rogers ", whilst Chris adds: "Time flies 
like an arrow, fruit flies like a banana" and Sylvia has added: “What is past is prologue”. 
These visual presences contribute to the substance of the identity and sometimes substitute 
for personal revelations. However whilst in both communities, it is considered appropriate not 
to disclose personal information, to disguise expertise is unacceptable. Community members 
are emphatic about their views on ‘sockpuppets’ Arthur suggested that: 
Anyone who feels it necessary to have multiple accounts is not only a devious person but 
is seriously inadequate mentally. (SC) 
Whilst Job considers that ‘sockpuppets’ should be banned:  
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No place for the type on [shipping community] surely (SC) 
Within the shipping community, the response to suspicious identities can be harsh and they 
are willing to err on the side of caution in removing them. A contentious poster in the shipping 
community called Freddie was recognised as posting under numerous identities. A thread 
created by Freddie under a different name resulted in several members scorning him and 
‘outing’ his identity:  
[Freddie] You have nothing at all and well you know it! (SC) 
Try honesty Freddie! A predictable response from one whose cover has been blown away. 
(SC) 
Perhaps with spending so long away at sea Captain Freddie that humility, civility and good 
manners passed you by. (SC) 
Interviewee Jack discussed his experiences when he posted as a ‘sockpuppet’, suggesting 
that it was a very difficult role to maintain over a long enough period to be influential:  
Although not right at first, but one of the things I did early - there's a phenomenon …. talking 
heads or sockpuppets. It's when you have a fake account. I had several of those. what I 
discovered doing that was writing like or writing out of my personal style is really difficult to 
do.  That was not easy for me to be (…) Someone else. So I - that was hard to do and 
that's probably where I first started crafting what I wrote because I did have to put so much 
work into it. (IV) 
Any creation of false identities is thus seen as a failure to support intrinsic values of the 
community because creating multiple identities devalues the social value of meaning 
negotiated in discussions when people effectively converse with themselves.  
There is sufficient evidence, based on both communities’ rejection of false identities, and the 
recognition of real life details or new virtual identities, to accept that whilst both communities 
are built around the use of pseudonyms, they do not function around a process of anonymity. 
Rather, they create functioning roles for their members, which may or may not include ‘real’ 
life details, but nevertheless produce consistent accounts of their members’ experiences. 
Once the community establishes the authenticity of a member’s identity, regardless of whether 
it is created through personal reveals or consistent postings, community recognition of an 
individual’s identity is directly significant to member’s influence in recording, negotiating, and 
validating meaning within both communities.  
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Discussion of identities of individuals and communities 
In Chapter Five-Levels of expertise, it was suggested that the virtual communities observed 
in this study are dependent on the legitimacy of their members’ experience to maintain their 
Internet status. Thus, when community members develop virtual identities, which are 
acknowledged as competent, they provide the community with a valued status, regardless of 
whether the experience that leads to competency is founded on the member’s real life 
experience, or virtual activity. Whilst discussing virtual communities, Chunngam, Chanchalor 
and Murphy (2013) supported this view of a virtual community’s reliance on expertise of some 
members by commenting that informal online groups have no teacher or instructor so a virtual 
community of practice must include some members who are experts who can support and 
foster membership, participation and knowledge-building.  
When describing face-to-face communities of practice, Wenger (1998) comments that 
recognition of members’ expertise is a function of a community of practice, as “membership 
translates into an identity of competence” (p.153). Within the virtual communities of this study, 
there is evidence to suggest that the recognition of the expertise associated with a member’s 
identity can be just as important to both the community and the individual as in real life 
communities, even when that identity is built around a pseudonym.  
There is also strong evidence to suggest that in both communities, the use of pseudonyms 
does not equate with anonymity. In Hoadley and Kilner's (2005) work on creating identity in 
virtual environments, they conclude that anonymity is an undesirable condition for 
communities as it leads to negativity whilst the use of pseudonyms increases positive 
contributions. Thus, it is in the interests of the community that members create a recognisable 
identity. In their study of health forums, Hajli et al. (2014) note there are conditions that create 
a level of trust in a forum, including access to personal details either online or privately; and 
consistency of identity and plausibility of content. 
Many members of both communities create an identity by revealing evidence of the real 
person that is readily substantiated by personal meetings, private emails, and non-anonymous 
links. However, in both virtual communities, even when experience is acquired from real life 
situations, full revelation about those situations is often obfuscated. Even, when using ‘real’ 
identities member may withhold some information, as has William and his wife, without 
considering that their personal connections invalidate their sea experience and identity.  
As has been noted, there are also members who reveal very little of real life details. Yet rather 
than being anonymous, they tend to create alternate selves, which, despite the implied 
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anonymity, some writers consider can be legitimised as genuinely competent. Whilst 
discussing self-regulated learning in virtual communities, Kitsantas, and Dabbagh (2011) also 
comment that virtual communities usually have features that empower users by enabling them 
to create and share online identities without revealing personal detail. There is evidence in 
this study to suggest that the period of time it takes to establish an identity online is one 
safeguard for its legitimacy. Interviewee Jack comments that maintaining false identities over 
time is extremely difficult. He explained: 
Because of what I discovered trying to - with all those socks and everything and how much 
work it is, to not betray who you are, I mean it's very easy to say, I'm Joe Blow, I'm not 
[Jack] all full of crap.  You've just used a word I've never seen anybody else in the world 
use except [Jack] so you're him.  It's really easy to fall into your own traps.  It's like the 
basic thing about lying.  It's just easier to tell the truth.  That's right. (IV)  
Therefore, whilst personal identification is the easiest way to gain recognition of authenticity, 
it is also possible to preserve real life anonymity but gain equal status to members who reveal 
personal details, by creating a consistent online identity. This ability to create legitimate 
identities that do not connect to real life details has been noted by Papanis et al. (2010) in 
their examination of learning on the Internet. These writers suggest that the possibility of 
anonymity and misrepresentation of identity does not negate competence, and that the value 
of the constructed meanings can obviate the issues with identity because virtual environments 
create their own relations, culture, stereotypes, and networks which make them genuine and 
authentic. They argue that in a social constructivist learning environment the process of 
constructing meaning, even when real world identity is obscured, legitimises that meaning 
because it is developed in a public social environment.  
Papanis et al.'s (2010) view is supported within the Ford community where the concept of 
expertise is aligned to the posted content rather than the life experience behind it, even when 
members’ reveal real life connections. Within both Ford forums, the acceptance of Joseph, 
who offers no identifying information, is based on his writings and views, thus providing further 
evidence of the communities’ emphasis on content, and its recognition of identities’ 
competence based around the provision of content. Sometimes, the revelation of personal 
details is not relevant to the status of an identity. Whilst Lady L does reveal her ‘real’ identity, 
her status is not based on her prior life experience but by traceable virtual experience within 
the community and other virtual environments. In her blog, Nana makes the connection 
between authentic content and the legitimacy of the identity associated with Lady L. She 
writes: 
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When spying one of [Lady L]’s new posts on the internet at various classic film message 
boards (especially at [CMC] and the [MFG]), her words are among those I try to read first 
since I know that her engaging style and take on things can provoke me to look at the 
familiar in a new way and introduce to me to new films and filmmakers. [Lady L]’s bright, 
informative and beautifully written messages reflect an intelligence and passionate 
understanding of the studio era individuals whose storytelling grace still resonates today. 
(CMC-FC) 
Similarly, both Nana and Jane were also deemed credible by other members because of the 
traceability of their virtual experience through a number of websites and blogs. 
Likewise, when cognate-seminal members enter the community and ask questions that 
encourage discussion, their acceptance is often based on the community’s assessment of the 
legitimacy of their content. When Terry began asking about Ford films, she had already 
revealed connections to the film industry, and had posted credible ideas about film producer 
Alfred Hitchcock, whilst Orson had also previously posted in other classical film threads. 
However, a post by Delta, who had some postings in in other classic film threads, asking for 
commentary on Ford using a term associated with Hitchcock movies, was deemed suspicious 
based on that member’s virtual history. Therefore, the question was treated disdainfully. Chris 
replied sharply:  
Get someone else to do your homework. (CMC-FC) 
This response suggests that the community recognition of authentic identity is not a default 
response. 
Unlike the Ford community however, in the shipping community, authenticating previous 
experience is important to the development of meaning because this community stakes its 
reputation on the veracity of member’s sea life experience. Therefore, in order for members 
to be able to influence the conversation, the community needs to be very comfortable with the 
identity assigned to that person. Thus, even when members do not divulge ‘real’ details, they 
do express quite emphatically their sea experience: through offering expert comment; 
providing reminiscences of sea life; or validating other members’ claims, thereby gaining peer 
validation themselves. DrSin’s acceptance into the community provides evidence that the 
even when members do not reveal personal details they can be accepted by the community 
as authentic and influence meaning when the veracity of the identity is judged as consistent. 
Therefore, in the shipping virtual community, identity is not always connected to ‘real’ life but 
is always associated with real experience, which Wenger describes as “the negotiated 
expression of self and an expression of local experience” (p.150). Within the shipping 
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community, integrity is guarded by banning members or hounding them from the community 
if there is a suspicion of ‘false’ identities, and tacitly awarding status when claims of sea 
experience are validated. However, members’ real identity is only significant in the shipping 
community, when it emphasises real life sea experience. In Chapter Five-Reification, it was 
noted that Mabel and Batman’s revelation of non-sea experience compromised their roles in 
the community, which lead to antagonist behaviour from shipping members who had sea 
experience.   
Within both communities, creation of a personal identity is a complex process, involving 
community validation, and balancing privacy issues against the need to justify claims of 
experience, whether real or virtual. Therefore, even when real life identities remain 
anonymous, the internet identity is not buried in anonymity. Whilst acceptance may be 
enhanced or acknowledged more rapidly when personal details are revealed, members can 
create a recognisable identity based only on competent posting. Members can also enhance 
the ‘visibility’ of the identity, by the use of: symbolic user names, which refer to aspects of their 
experience; avatars that reveal something of their viewpoints; and using quotes attached to 
their posts that describe aspects of their ‘virtual personality’. These features can empower 
users by enabling them to establish a visual presence. Thus when an identity is judged as 
competent, this assessment is based on a combination of factors that may include revelation 
of life experience, consistency in posting, acknowledgement by peers, and a record of creating 
content that is approved by the community.  
Relationship between private and social meaning 
As has been noted in Chapter Five-Levels of Expertise, most entrants to the communities 
observed in this study bring a level of experience and knowledge of the domain. By sharing 
their previous experience, members engage in community practice, where they discuss 
personal meaning as well as evaluate and endorse other members’ constructs. This recorded 
expertise then delivers confirmation of each community’s claims to be an authority in its 
domain. Furthermore, it also provides an advantageous situation for the individual who can 
claim personal prominence within the virtual domain, based on the written evidence of their 
personal constructs and peer endorsement. For example, Nana describes Lady L’s website 
by praising her expertise: 
[Lady L] one of our charter members, has begun the only site on the internet devoted 
exclusively to the works and life of director John Ford. Long cherished for her insights into 
storytelling, composition and the impact of classic film, it is a delight to see her gifts applied 
to this fascinating website. (MFG-FC) 
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In the context of the recorded conversations in the respective communities, members have 
many opportunities to establish their competency. Whilst both communities centre around 
non-negotiable reified understandings of the domain, and some conversations are about 
reconfirming these views, community members also discuss non-reified aspects of both 
domains, where they can dispute, challenge, and extend personal constructs without 
conflicting with core community understanding. These conversations occur in a myriad of 
interactions, based on a (usually) cordial social exchange25. Members see these social 
connections as an important part of their community engagement. Interviewee Jane also 
described the importance of social relationship of the community when she said: 
So that's also been another good thing about finding other people out there because you 
get to appreciate not just the pantheon directors but people bring their appreciation for the 
guys that got left behind. (IV) 
However, whilst members emphasis the social aspects of the communities, many of these 
community members are also autodidactic or informal learners who view their membership of 
the community as an extension of their independent learning situations. Interviewee Jack 
related some experiences of British seaman to his own work in helping preserve naval ships. 
He explained: 
…what was interesting and can relate to Iowa26 is there were several threads about what 
the Brits are doing or have tried to do with some of their museum ships. Some of these 
ships that they love so much and you see them talk about, oh it's a shame what happened 
to HMS whatever. Or this one is just sitting there rusting, that's a shame and which actually 
is very much the echo that you - what you would hear in the United States about a lot of 
ships. (IV) 
In Candy’s (1991) view, new personal meaning depends on personal construction of a 
particular situation, thus when members share speculation about the domain in a social 
environment, whilst they are negotiating new meaning which adds to the community’s’ 
understanding of the domain, they are also provided with an opportunity to modify their own 
constructs. In a discussion of the film, Three Godfathers, Mermaid noted that the discussion 
had changed her views: 
                                               
25 Some members of MFG expressed concerns with the veracity of some conversations at CMC and 
the shipping community can be volatile when their perceptions of sea life are challenged. 
26 Iowa is a battle ship where Jack works as a tourist guide. 
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OH my goodness me, Mr. [Chris].. you have busted me out bawlin' over some of the 
things you've expressed here, sir. I love how you have shown each man in his role for 
the birth/protection and even future care of the baby. (MFG-FC) 
In a similar experience, Terry considered that Mermaid had also helped her understanding 
when she joined a discussion about the film The Searchers:  
(( BOING!!! )) I think you hit the nail on the head for me [Mermaid]. You've given me the 
key to unlock Ford, even though I know Ford has many doors. (MFG-FC) 
As has been noted in Chapter Five-Levels of Expertise, cognate-seminal entrants can be 
highly influential in shaping conversations, but their perspective also usually remains highly 
personalised. As a cognate-seminal entrant to the Ford community, Terry’s questions have 
initiated some deep and emotional discourses about Ford films. However, despite the 
community interaction, her engagement remained a very subjective response. She posted:  
Your words elicited an emotional response from me...on a crowded NYC train after 
midnight...filled with young folks going to and from the City...on a Friday nite...that I 
didn't initially have when I decided to read your post. You make me want to see a 
movie I've never really wanted to see. You are Cyrano. (MFG-FC) 
Other members had similar experiences. Orson, another cognate-seminal entrant, joined the 
Ford community because she did not ‘get’ Ford films and wanted to explore in-depth how other 
people came to such differing conclusions. As she publicly explored her understandings, other 
members were inspired by her writing. Tommy commented: 
There is so much to say about this incredibly life-affirming film, [Wagon Master] and I hope 
[Orson] and others continue to write about it. (MFG-FC) 
Orson continued to express her ideas and concerns in long posts that initiated many 
conversations until she experienced moments of enlightenment that changed her perspective 
as well as enhanced the community’s comprehension of the films. However, her outlook 
remained contextualised within her own understanding. She noted:  
I looked up and started to see remarkable things in the movie, things I'd only ever seen in 
Murnau27. Now I am just starting to find other incredible things in Stagecoach. (MFG-FC) 
                                               
27 Highly acclaimed European silent film director Friedrich Wilhelm "F. W." Murnau. 
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These conversations suggest that whilst pre-established personal constructs provide a 
framework through which members create their particular understanding, this framework may 
modify because of community discussion, thus, the community also influences individuals 
understanding of the domain. Jane, an interviewee, noted that as a result of Lady L’s 
acceptance into the community, her personal perceptions changed dramatically and led her 
to her role as Ford expert. Jane reminisced:  
We had a similar conversation years … when [Lady L] first saw The Man Who Shot Liberty 
Valance on the big screen, because she'd never seen the film before … that was a pivotal, 
pivotal moment I think for her because she suddenly was able to look at a Ford film in a 
whole new light, and she just took off from there. (IV) 
Similarly, the researcher developed a certain perspective of Ford films privately, and then 
sought validation of her views in the Ford community. In doing so, she was introduced to new 
perspectives, which did not directly contradict her constructed meanings but enriched them. 
This experience was shared by Orson when she commented on the understandings she 
brought to a conversation about the film The Man who shot Liberty Valance, and how that 
conversation influenced her. She wrote: 
Because I am a woman, I don't want Hallie28 to be the kind of person who would love a man 
mostly because he stood up to Liberty. I guess I have always felt that was a shallow thing - and 
I don't want Hallie to be that shallow. But now I wonder how shallow it is? Is it shallow for her to 
want her man to be brave? To fight for what he believes in? Not to be weak? (MFG-FC) 
A difference between the Ford community and the shipping one is that many Ford community 
members are creating quite personalised new experiences when they view the films and then 
discuss them. However, in the shipping community, practice is based on sharing real life 
incidents, and in some cases, seeking to construct personal understanding of the experience 
by analysing them through social engagement with people who have lived through similar 
occurrences. Many of the conversations of this community revolve around stories from the 
members’ time at sea, or using that experience to evaluate events and resources, or to provide 
information about sea life to germinal entrants. Members often refer to their personal 
experiences when they converse, as is demonstrated in these examples. Toby explained: 
I remember in about 1967 standing on the poop of Cutty Sark29 and looking aloft at the maze of 
rigging (both standing and running) and the awesome sight of her bare yards. I was then a junior 
                                               
28 Hallie is one of the key characters of the film The Man who shot Liberty Valance. 
29 The Cutty Sark is a well know sailing ship, that has been restored at Greenwich. 
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pilot aged 24. My thought was "Christ Almighty! Any man in charge of this lot needed to know 
what he was doing. (SC) 
Similarly, Oldseastar commented:  
P&O Ballarat was on the Australian service calling after Aden at Fremantle, Adelaide, 
Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane. Again with variations en-route. I sailed in Sunda, a sister 
to Surat on the same F.E. service and in Pinjarra (Ballarat's only sister ship was Bendigo) 
to Australia. Good days, long gone. (SC) 
For those members with sea experience, the shipping community can be a means of recording 
lifetime understandings and connecting with peers. William shares and reflects upon his long 
career as a sea captain with other posters. He explained: 
It was a way of life and the ship became your home, and there were large crews. (...) That's 
the reason why I'm on the [shipping community] forum. Everybody exchanges stories and 
photographs and talks about those times. That's really what it's about for me. (IV) 
For many of the community members, the discussions and sharing of experience, provides an 
opportunity for them to validate their life experience as these comments indicate. Arthur said: 
Hurry up with that cuppa, Charlie and get back to the 60's. And I too remember the 
excitement of getting new orders, and wondering what was in store.... Great days, and 
wonderful memories. (SC) 
In the same vein, Michael wrote: 
Perhaps most of us see this overall web site as not one only about ships but about the 
men and women that took them to sea or maintained them in a myriad of ways. (SC) 
This personalisation of meaning may not just be confined to conversations within the forums 
because some members also assert individual meaning and identity through their own 
websites. When the community recognises the validity of these websites, it also establishes 
an identity of expertise by acknowledging the legitimacy of that person’s constructs. 
Interviewee William is an ex-ship’s master, whose opinion is respected and whose views have 
a very strong impact on the community. Deskman writes how William influenced his views:  
Like [William], I have watched the news in horror, and I've wanted to say my piece on this 
thread. (SC) 
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William maintains his site to promote his books and it existed prior to membership of the 
community. Nevertheless, the community’s acknowledgement of William’s website contributes 
to the community’s perception of him. Arthur wrote in the shipping community: 
"I have had the honour and privilege of reading the draft manuscript of [William]’s book 
and I have to say it is one of the most poignant yet extremely humorous and interesting 
stories of a life and career at sea I have ever read. I can honestly and sincerely 
recommend everyone at [shipping community] to obtain a copy, you won't be 
disappointed. (SC) 
In the Ford community, Angela commenced her webpage that records resources about actor 
Ben Johnson, after encouragement from community members: 
OK, that's it. Resistance is futile. Once I'm done with All That Heaven Allows, Ben is next for 
screencapping. What shall it be... Wagon Master?   
Please do  (Orson) (MFG-FC) 
Later, Angela created a long running thread at MFG to advise members of new content on her 
website. Similarly, Lady L created her website/blog about John Ford to promote the 
understanding she had acquired about the director after four years membership of the 
community. She uses her blog to record all resources she can find about Ford and to comment 
on her own personal perspectives, at the same time inviting members of the Ford Community 
to contribute published articles and leave comments, such as the following by Mermaid: 
This article inspired me to see this film again, and I enjoyed it more than ever. (Comment 
on Lady L’s BLOG) 
These private pages create an identity of expertise that is migrated to the community but this 
identity is also enhanced by the person’s participation in the community. Whilst expressing 
very personalised connections to the respective domains, these webpages become an 
important resource to the community and are seen by members as attached to it. Orson wrote 
about two member’s blogs: 
[Angela] that was a wonderful tribute. Nicely said! And [Lady L], that was a beautiful slide 
show over at (…) (MFG-FC) 
Orson also acknowledged Angela’s website at CMC where Angela does not post. She 
wrote: 
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MFG member [Angela] has an impressive collection of high quality images at her website 
…Which is more impressive—[Angela]’s devotion to this great character actor, or her 
technical skills creating this page? (CMC-FC) 
These members’ sites are very personalised expressions of their owner’s interest in aspects 
of the domain. However, according to Peters and Gray (2005), the situated nature of learning 
ensures that almost all self-directed learning has a social as well as a cognitive component 
and the connections between personal expression of meaning in members’ sites and this 
meaning’s incorporation into community practice demonstrates this. Within both communities 
members share constructed meaning which is filtered from a very personalised perspective, 
but the evidence also suggests that this personalised perspective is also encouraged by the 
community as it allows it to assign members an identity of expertise which in turn further 
enhances the community status.  
Discussion of the relationship between private and social meaning 
In Chapter Five-Reification, it was explained that some reified understandings were 
embedded in the communities. It was also suggested that members only tend to continue 
active participation when the values of the community do not contradict, and therefore 
immediately invalidate, their personal constructions. Correspondingly, both communities are 
only willing to consider and validate constructs that reaffirm their own reified views or do not 
directly contradict them. For example, as has been described in this discussion, Brando 
wished to understand why Ford films did not satisfy her understanding of artistic development 
and the community refused to engage. Thus, when discussing social engagement of 
autodidactic learners, in both communities overt engagement is contingent on some alignment 
between personal constructs and reified community understandings.  
In Candy’s (1991) view, self-directed learning is rarely completely solitary, so that whilst 
learning experiences are initiated by the autodidactic, the social aspects are also important. 
He believes that even when learning commences as an isolated function, autodidacts seek 
social engagement to share and validate their experiences. Whilst most entrants to the 
communities have developed personal constructions about their respective domains through 
real life or virtual experience, to be of value outside personal actualisation, these personal 
constructions need to be validated. According to Candy (1991), constructivist knowledge does 
not “reflect or map the external reality but consists of a set of workable hypotheses or 
templates that are constantly tested in interactions with other people’s constructions of the 
same situations” (p.265). When reified community understandings are shared by individuals, 
membership of the respective communities gives them access to a virtual environment where 
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they interact with peers who share their views of the domain, thus providing social validation 
of personal constructs. Therefore, when reified understandings are not at issue in any 
discussion, they tend to form tacitly accepted foundations to conversations, thus supporting 
Wenger’s (1998) view of the dual role of reification and participation in the negotiation of 
meaning. 
When social conversations become a means of validating personal understandings, 
membership of communities can be a form of the assisted autodidaxy described by Candy 
(1991) as a learning environment where the ghost of the instructor, in the form of peer approval 
in these communities, influences choices. In their work on virtual learning, Seely Brown, and 
Adler (2008) who have noted the advantages of social engagement for individual construction 
of meaning, commented that “social learning is based on the premise that our understanding 
of content is socially constructed through conversations about that content and through 
grounded interactions, especially with others, around problems or actions” (p. 18). Thus, in 
both communities it can be argued that the autodidactic choses to engage in social learning 
as an extension of their personal constructions.  
This seeking of social confirmation of private understandings can be a means of negating what 
Candy (1991) calls one of the major limitations of constructivism, which is that simply exploring 
autonomous personal constructions does not address the factors that may inhibit, constrain, 
or determine either their constructs or their ability to act freely. Membership of a community of 
practice is a functional approach to deal with situations where individual constructions are 
untrustworthy and need to be tested. Interviewee Jane considers the ability to connect with 
like-minded peers one of the most valuable aspects of her virtual life when she comments: 
Now, you can go online and find people that are interested in obscure and early films or 
pre-Codes or westerns and you can spend hours talking to them about what's the meaning 
of The Searchers. (IV) 
In the communities observed in this study, when members engage with other members to 
propose their own thoughts and ideas, the ensuing conversation can also contribute, change, 
or renegotiate meaning that is acceptable to the values of the community. However, there are 
strong indications that members of both communities interpret these social interactions from 
a very personal perspective. In the Ford community, Moon describes how a long community 
discussion about film The Searchers influenced her understanding. She posted: 
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[Jane], I think we're in the same ball park about the whole homecoming scene which 
I never caught before reading all of yours and the others' postings. The wonderful 
insights I get from all of you! Am I on the right track? CMC-FC). 
Wind invoked a very personal understanding when discussing changes to the 
merchant marine: 
As [Lowe] says 'Amen' to that. It was great while it lasted and we were fortunate and 
privileged to have been a part of it! Even though I still love ships I couldn't (wouldn't) 
follow the same career path again now (SC) 
In many conversations, other members provide similar comments that record a perception that 
the community endorses their own constructions rather than acknowledge a commitment to a 
universal community understanding. This form of validation is not devoid of the possibility that 
participation in communities of practice whose reified understandings unquestioningly 
encourage some subjective constructions, may lead to misguided meaning being validated 
and incorporated into the practice and personal understanding. However, Candy’s (1991, 
p.278) opinion that “as people develop and mature, they acquire a set of personal constructs 
that act as the perceptual filter through which they observe, experience and evaluate events”, 
implies that people can also continue to engage whilst not being fully committed to all 
community meaning. Members can recognise community limitations in how meaning is 
interpreted and adjust their interactions to be comfortable in their own minds about the 
connections between their own constructions and the community understanding, as long as 
some reified understanding does not contradict their personal morality or ethics. Orson 
deliberately refrained from reading about the film The Searchers until she had come to some 
of her own conclusions. She posted: 
I was reading a good deal of analysis on the web today - articles on "The Searchers". I 
have stayed away from them until now because I didn't want to learn other people's 
opinions before I had formed my own. (CMC-FC) 
Other examples of filtering community views include the researcher’s rejection of what she 
perceives as racist applications in some discussions amongst seamen and Angela’s statement 
to the researcher that she admires Ford films but based on what she has read ‘dislikes’ the 
man himself.  
Some autodidacts may also seek validation of personal constructs by matching their own 
understandings to community approved ones, through lurking and comparing personal views 
with those posted by members and supported by the community. Candy (1991) says that 
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autodidaxy is about ownership, hence locating and comparing personal constructions to those 
of others whose opinions have been validated, is a means justifying ownership. Sylvia noted 
how the community gave her ownership of her perspectives when she wrote: 
You pointed up something about the implications of the ending I've always felt myself, but 
can't explain so well. (MFG-FC) 
After lurking in a conversation about sea life, Job finally commented on how it confirmed 
his thoughts when he noted: 
What a brilliant Thread this is ! [Michael] and [Will] touch a nerve about loneliness at sea. 
(SC) 
These experiences were comparable to those of the researcher who, as has been noted, did 
not post in the shipping community. However, she located threads that recorded historical 
perspectives of ships that supported her own conclusions after which felt confident with her 
personal understandings as they were confirmed by people who had first-hand sea 
experience. Likewise, before posting in the Ford community, the researcher also read a 
number of threads on the film The Man who shot Liberty Valance and gained some 
confirmation of her response to the film’s moral subtexts.  
Whilst the members negotiate new meaning for the respected community through validation 
of personal constructs, at the same time this process of validation contributes to the creation 
of new personal meaning. According to Wenger (1991), meaning is not static but constantly 
re-evaluated. Likewise, in his examination of constructed learning, Candy (1991) also 
proposes the use of the term self-construction to imply an ongoing process. Interviewee 
Thomas, who was a germinal entrant to the shipping community, acknowledges the impact of 
reading some threads when he explains how discussion of the Costa Concordia shipwreck 
influenced his views on the topic. He said: 
But the discussion that came up out of this was extraordinary. It went on for quite a few 
weeks with people thinking about it and describing - I learnt a huge amount about the thing. 
(IV) 
For the researcher, new experiences occurred because after validating her views on Ford 
films, she then chose to participate actively in the community where her ideas developed as a 
result of the input of other members. Similarly, as has been noted, all the interviewees bar 
William, believed the creation of new experiences was a significant factor in their ongoing 
membership, even though their reasons for entry into the community were to share their past 
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experiences. Members of both communities acknowledge that social interactions in virtual 
communities have expanded their understandings. When describing the shipping community 
influence, Arthur wrote: 
The membership's main focus is about ships but we are also lateral in our thinking and 
very well versed about associated matters as well as subjects way off beam but in the 
end it is this happy mix that is the glue of the site. (SC) 
Interviewee Jack commented that his membership of communities had expanded his 
views. He said: 
No, no the internet happened - I've had some really cool things happen to me on the 
internet. (IV) 
Blue described how the community developed his outlook:  
I am a relatively 'young' member, going on three years, and this site has become a daily 
friend, prop, drug, or whatever others call it, and I wouldn't be dead or without it for 
quids.(SC) 
Henry also noted a similar experience in the Ford Community. He explained: 
This thread has certainly been blessed with some outstanding , insightful comment, well 
done all.. Comments like these give me hope, make visiting this site worth my time. I wish 
I were as good at putting my thoughts into words like some of you. (CMC-FC) 
Through conversations with all interviewees, and an analysis of the discourse in both 
communities, it can be concluded that in both virtual communities the autodidactic learners 
are frequently aware of the limitations of isolated personal meaning and can recognise that 
their own unassessed constructs may be limited and even flawed. In both communities, 
therefore, membership has recognised advantages for participants as they can provide the 
link to validation of personally constructed meaning as well as opportunities to create new 
meaning.  
There is a perspective by authors such as Wenger (1998) that learning is always a social 
activity. However, in the context of this social activity, the evidence of this study suggests that 
whilst engaging in very active social learning processes, autodidacts maintain a highly 
personalised perspective of the social engagement and the meaning that they establish 
through that engagement. In Candy’s (1991) view, this personalised perspective is reasonable 
because he believes that “autodidaxy is established beyond question and is extremely 
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widespread activity that occurs in diverse settings and concerns a varied possibly limitless 
range of subjects” (p.165). As has been noted in Chapter Five-Levels of Expertise, there 
are also many advantages to the community when these experienced members participate in 
their discourse, thus the relationship between autodidactics and the community can be one of 
mutual benefit. 
Nevertheless, despite this advantageous relationship, the process through which privately 
created meaning becomes accepted as community understanding is highly intricate. This 
complexity is noted by Lave and Wenger (1991) when they comment that learning, is neither 
wholly subjective nor fully encompassed in social interaction, and it is not constituted 
separately from the social world. In short, whilst members may have a highly personal 
perspective of the meaning they construct, this is essentially a personal interpretation of a 
social interaction and does not negate Wenger’s (1991) view of the significance of social 
learning.  
How meaning is negotiated 
In both communities observed in this study, their practice and the meaning that they create is 
founded in written discourse. This interaction reinforces Wenger’s (1998) view that “human 
engagement in the world is first and foremost a process of negotiation of meaning” (p.53) 
because much of the conversation is about understanding aspects of their respective domains. 
In both communities, this discourse is highly influenced by reified beliefs, which may be 
reanalysed and adjusted through discourse but are rarely reinvented or rejected. Hence, a 
regular part of the discourse is rejecting opinions that contradict reified views, thus re- 
validating them. Nevertheless, within the context of these indisputable views, there are also 
numerous negotiable topics discussed and these add new meanings to the community, some 
of which may be reified and others may form the basis of future discussions.  
Negotiations within the shipping community 
In the shipping community, new conversations can be can be triggered by questions from 
germinal members; or by a news item; or by a member introducing a nostalgic discussion of 
prior sea life; or when an industry issue, such as pirates, becomes topical in the media. 
Generally, there is only a response to discussions about sea life if the thread was started by 
a seafarer or questions are asked that only seafarers can answer. An example of an ongoing 
conversation which led to some changes in community perception of the topic, is one about 
Somali pirates that has continued in a number of threads over several years. The following 
table provides examples of the reoccurrence of this topic. 
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Table Eight: Examples Threads about Somali pirates 
Thread Posts Views Dates 
What Happened To The Pirates 
(Merged threads) 
27 618 March 2009-14th January 2015 
West African Piracy 17 1254 13th November 2014-15th November 2014, 
A Hijacking 5 132 11th April 2014 
Piracy protection  78 8654 10th March 2012 -13th February 2014 
Anti-Pirate Patrol Vessel 27 458 17th January 2014 
Pirates adopt a new tactic 66 6049 29 September 2011- 5th January 2013 
This topic is constantly argued in the shipping community whenever a new pirate attack 
occurs. All the participants are accredited seminal entrants or cognate-seminal entrants into 
the community, as the subject directly affected the lives of seamen, and core members do not 
tolerate opinion of non-seafarers in this discussion. Thus whilst the community’s reified values 
about the role of seamen are a tacit understanding in this conversation, these values are not 
in dispute throughout the discourse. Based on their life experience, within this discussion, all 
the participants had emphatic views: addressing the safety of ships; the need for proactive 
protection for the crew; the role of mercenaries as protectors; and the morality of shooting any 
Somali pirates who approached ships. A feature of these discussions was the influence of one 
member, DrSin, a serving engineer who has an identity built around the expression of 
controversial opinions. Under his influence, the core response of the community shifted from 
shooting the pirates on sight, to agreeing on intervention by legal authorities and recognition 
of social problems in Somalia from where many pirates originated.  
A thread on the topic, Pirates Adopt a New Tactic: Somali pirates produced 20 posts 
between experienced seamen within a few days. Tassie, whose profile said he had been a 
police officer, as well as working on Maersk30 cargo ferries for three years, posted his concern 
for the safety of seafarers and the view was taken up by various sea people advocating drastic 
action against the pirates. Oldseastar responded: 
Said it before. Find them, kill them, bomb their bases. Get the financial bosses, beggar them. 
(SC) 
                                               
30 One of the world’s largest shipping companies. 
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There was one dissenting voice, Smithie, who had been a radio officer, and he argued against 
such action, based not on immorality, but on consequences of pirates responding more 
lawlessly. He posted: 
Since the pirates do not respect anyone's human rights, how long do you think it might be, 
(…) before the internet (and our TV screens) were filled with pictures of hostages being 
tortured and executed. (SC) 
After some participants engaged in aggressive disagreement with Smithie, the conversation 
then died, until after another pirate incident Tassie re-advocated stern measures and 
summarising the general feeling. However, this time the view was challenged by DrSin who 
insisted: 
We cant [sic] just go about the oceans shooting up ever [sic] boat that we think looks a bit 
'piratey'. If they do fire then no reason not to fire back however arming ships with 
mercenaries - extremely dodgy ground there, not from a human rights point of view but 
from an international law one. (SC) 
After DrSin’s comments, there was then a tense discussion on the morality of shooting pirates 
on sight, between DrSin and other members. This discussion was diffused slightly by a 
moderator Finn asking a question of DrSin about shipping company policies, hence 
immediately giving legitimacy to DrSin’s point of view because he is a serving seaman. DrSin 
responded succinctly “yes we do.” 
After DrSin’s identity as a serving seaman was stressed, the tension in the thread reduced 
and some posters indicated they agreed ‘to a point’, thus mollifying DrSin as the conversation 
moved from just kill them, to a legal justification for boarding the pirate ships. Moderator Finn 
commented: 
At great personal risk, I have to say that I agree with [DrSin's] posts in general. (…) It isn't 
going to be solved by the "Let's shoot the buggers" brigade (SC) 
Later after another pirate attack was reported, this conversation was renewed in a thread 
called Piracy protection and once again the topic became a contentious discussion, this time 
between DrSin and Ellis whose profile lists him as a director of a shipping company and 
academic. Ellis emphasised the role of the military. He claimed: 
The safety of the high seas is in everyone's interest - pirates and slavers are hostes 
humanii generis - enemies of all mankind. Effective military action to wipe them out is 
essential. (SC) 
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Interviewee Jack also took part in this conversation and was determined to force the issue of 
military intervention in all threads discussing piracy. He wrote: 
For me it broadens the question a little (but not much) in the whole discussion of the 
relationship between citizens and gov't (…) Until recently, it seems that no one (nations) 
has done anything to counter the current piracy problem (…) when gov'ts fail in their social 
contract obligations, what then? Should mariners even worry about a legality issue if 
nothing is being done to protect them? (SC) 
An intense three-way conversation took place as Jack and Ellis emphasised naval 
intervention, whilst DrSin argued for intervention in the social problems of Somalia. This 
discussion continued with long posts between the three men until Ellis and Jack made 
concessions about hiring mercenary guards, and DrSin conceded the need for military 
protection on ships but remained adamant that attacking Somalis was both foolish and 
immoral.  
Some months later in other thread discussing Somali pirates DrSin’s views were mildly 
mocked but members were also more cautious about advocating ‘just shoot them’. DrSin 
continued to post his views on legal and ethical interventions but was sanguine about his 
influence. When Tassie suggested: 
A nice idea. [DrSin] Why don't you go there and explain it to them? (SC) 
DrSin replied: 
Bugger off - its soddin dangerous there!!!! (SC) 
A few months after that there was another new discussion commenced about Somali pirates 
in the thread A Hijacking, with the suggestion of immediate retaliation. However, Finn 
immediately warned “watch out for DrSin” and in later threads on this topic, members continue 
to be careful in advocating aggressive responses, indicating DrSin’s views have permanently 
altered the perspective of the discussion.  
Negotiations within the Ford community 
Within the Ford community, meaning is created as participants constantly reinterpret their 
understanding of the director’s films. Rather than commence new threads, old threads located 
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in both ‘people’ sub-forums and the ‘film’ sub-forums31, are often revisited and the most 
significant ones32 have lasted for much of the lifetime of the community. Conversations are 
often renewed when a cognate-seminal entrant to the community first experiences a Ford film 
and this discourse can continue for a considerable time, until new ideas arising from the 
debate are conceded; or no further responses to disputed opinions are posted. After initial 
discussion has waned, the topic can reappear when new questions are asked, even after a 
period of years. Conversations about the meaning of the final scenes of the film The 
Searchers33 has continued in both forums for more than five years. Interviewee Jane noted 
that:  
The Searchers and Man Who Shot Liberty Valance34 are probably the two most discussed 
westerns, (…) because every time you watch either of those films you discover something 
new, you know, another layer of that onion to peel back. (IV) 
These discussions can be quite intense about minute points. At MFG, a conversation about 
the film of Liberty Valance was devoted to the implications of how a hat was placed to create 
a symbolic shadow merging of the two main characters35. Over a number of years, the 
significance of the hat to the subtext of the film was incorporated into many other discussions 
about the film.   
A further conversation about this film, developed in a thread called ‘Westerns’ when a cognate-
seminal entrant, Silentmovie, watched a number of Ford movies. Her enthusiasm led to 
suggestions from others that she watch The Man who shot Liberty Valance. Sylvia advised 
her: 
Believe me, you will want to see it again, in fact, I would wager you will be wondering what 
is the best western you've ever seen. (MFG-FC) 
Two weeks later another cognate-seminal member, Terry joined in the conversation after 
having just seen the movie at a film festival. She enthused: 
I have just seen “THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE” on the big screen. OMG! 
                                               
31 The ability to locate discussion threads in both communities and post in the correct place can be 
interpreted as part of the ‘insider’ community knowledge. 
32  Relating to John Ford, Ben Johnson, the film The Searchers and John Wayne. 
33 The ending of The Searchers is constantly reassessed in new publications by Ford writers and 
these new publications often provoke new conversations. 
34 Both these films starred John Wayne. 
35 Both characters could accurately be described as the title character in the film. 
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What took me so long?! It is an incredibly rich film.(MFG-FC) 
Her enthusiasm led to many posts from core members discussing their very positive and 
emotional responses to the film. Lady L told her: 
Congrats on getting to see one of the best westerns on the big screen. Ford wanted to film 
it in black and white because he saw it as a memory play. (MFG-FC) 
These responses then led to a very intense analysis of the roles of the three main characters. 
This analysis consisted of more than 150 posts between nine people over three weeks as they 
debated their preferences for one character over the other, and discussed minute aspects of 
the film. All this discussion was friendly and supportive and differing views were politely 
acknowledged. Towards the end of this conversation, Silentmovie posted again: 
Well guys, I got to sit down and watch this tonight. I purposely didn't read [Terry’s] post 
before hand but now I agree wholeheartedly with all the above. (MFG-FC) 
As Silentmovie expressed her views on the film, no attempt was made to force her to make a 
choice in her opinion of the main characters, but rather members expressed their approval of 
Silentmovie conversion to appreciating Ford films. Lady L commented: 
I'm so glad you liked it, [Silentmovie] (...) It's a great movie. It has been so much fun reading 
the comments. (MFG-FC) 
Throughout this discussion, reference was made to two previous conversations about the film. 
These were the characterisations in the original published stories and the community view of 
the ‘hat’. Both these previous conversations were recommended to the two cognate-seminal 
members who initiated much of the discussion. Jane told them:  
The hat on the wall discussion was resurrected for this analyses. The shadow of Tom's hat 
is on the wall between Hallie and Ranse36. Foreshadowing, for me, that the ghost of Tom 
Doniphon would always be with Ranse and Hallie. (MFG-FC) 
Terry acknowledged the recommendations. She commented: 
Thank you so much for your brilliant words (...) I will be on the lookout for the shadow on 
the wall. (MFG-FC) 
                                               
36 Ranse and Tom Doniphon are the two main characters of the film. 
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Members continued to discuss the motivations of the characters although eventually Lady L 
tried to end the conversation because she felt emotional about the film but Terry encouraged 
her to continue by writing:  
NOOOOO! Not enough babbling! Not nearly enough! (MFG-FC) 
Jane also encouraged members to keep posting when she wrote:  
Speculation! It's fun. (MFG-FC) 
Orson, Jane and Lady L then continued the conversation, interspersed with many approving 
comments by other members. Participants also noted the contribution of the two cognate-
seminal entrants to the conversation. Mermaid posted: 
I am LOVING this whole conversation. ….And I LOVE the fact that there are TWO (count 
em' TWO) TMWSLV "newbies" here. (Ms [Silentmovie] and Miss [Terry]..(MFG-FC) 
As the conversation concluded, the original poster Silentmovie returned to summarise her 
feelings after the conversation, incorporating into her view the overriding community opinion 
of the two main characters. She wrote: 
I guess what really got up my nose was that I knew at that moment that this wasn't going 
to end in John Wayne's favour and I instinctively liked Tom.37 Up until a couple of months 
ago I'd only ever watched two John Wayne movies. (MFG-FC) 
This discussion finally concluded as participants confirmed their ideas and favourite scenes. 
However, their views of the main characters became a reoccurring theme in further discussion 
about Liberty Valance in much the same way the views of the hat influenced it. Significantly, 
this conversation also confirmed the community’s reified views of Ford, when both two new 
cognate-seminal members applauded the artistry of the film.  
Discussion of how meaning is negotiated 
There is evidence to suggest that participation in the communities observed in this study is 
advantageous to those who post. Both these virtual communities provide many individuals 
with readily accessible occasions to interact socially with people who share their interest in 
the domain as well as contest their personal understandings, thereby providing evidence of 
                                               
37 The character played by John Wayne. 
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Candy’s (1991) belief that autodidactic learners take advantage of whenever learning 
opportunities arrive. Members of both communities, who participated in the discussions 
described, were provided opportunities to create identities of competence that enhance both 
the status of the community and that of the individual. Ellis and DrSin were able to emphasis 
their sea connections and have them validated by other members. Both new cognitive-seminal 
participants in the Liberty Valance discussion, alluded to the expertise of the other posters.  
As noted in Chapter Five-Levels of Expertise, discussions involving members with high 
status identities, are also advantageous to the community, in terms of adding authenticity, 
authority, and legitimacy. Both discussions described, reflected and enhanced core 
community values but also added new dimensions to the communities’ understanding of the 
domain. This connection between authenticity of their members and the meaning developed 
within the community is acknowledged by Jane who posted: 
We have been blessed with a wonderful group of [members] (…) who have helped to keep 
the lights on and the conversations flowing all these years. (...) the time and care you take 
to help make this outpost a place of lively discussion, cool fun facts and deeply personal 
writing about the films. (MFG-FC) 
Michael also describes this connection between their members’ authenticity and 
meaning in the shipping community when he says: 
A place I love to visit, like calling on a kind, smiling neighbor on a sunny day who invites 
me in, leads me to a cozy armchair, and hands me a tumbler full of something to quench 
my thirst and a plateful of goodies to stave off the hunger. (SC) 
As participants in both communities engage in written conversations that negotiate and 
renegotiate the meaning of aspects of the domain, they record their experience of both the 
virtual and real worlds but they also provide the catalysts for further topics to be discussed. In 
doing so, members provide further benefits for the community, which relies on new ideas to 
remain vibrant, as well as opportunity for new experiences, which benefits the individuals.  
In both communities, as evidenced by the two examples described, conversations can lead to 
interactions that continue to create meaning over a period of years. In the shipping community, 
discussion of events connected to Somali pirates is a recurring event, but this discourse is not 
a regurgitation of the same content. As new understandings were brought into the discussion, 
the conversation moved to new views, based on previous understandings being applied to 
new events. Hence the Somali pirate conversation moved on from “shoot all boats out of the 
water,” to analysis of how the situation could be handled legally and later remained within that 
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context. In the Ford community, interviewee Jane explained that the film The Man who shot 
Liberty Valance has been analysed by community members for many years in recurring 
conversations that both add new understandings and validated old ones into adjusted 
contexts.  
However, whilst community views become incorporated into collective understanding of the 
domain, they are rarely explicated by members as a united understanding. Rather they form 
a tacit bond, which creates the basis for further discussion. In the discussion about ‘Liberty 
Valance’, the symbolism of the hat was explained to new members, but the negotiations of 
previous conversations were not reproduced. Additionally, the community view of the 
characters of ‘Liberty Valance’, explicated in the conversation described, became, in later 
conversations, an underlying perspective rather than a dogmatically expressed one. In the 
shipping community, in later conversations, the changes of perception brought about by DrSin, 
are only acknowledged by warnings of unacceptable opinions, rather than reproducing the 
argument. 
A notable feature of both conversations described was their spontaneity. Autodidacts 
according to Candy (1991) tend to be more purposeful, tenacious and disciplined than other 
learners, and are constantly alert to the possibility of learning in all sorts of situations. Both 
these discourses, which became very detailed and intense, occurred after relatively benign 
comments, and neither was instigated by an enunciated proposal to commence a 
philosophical discourse. Members developed the very penetrating ‘Liberty Valance’ analysis 
after a quite casual mentioning of Ford films by a cognate-seminal member. Whilst there were 
numerous threads reporting pirate raids, the philosophy of ethical and moral responses only 
occurred in a couple of the threads after some quite off hand comments on the topic were 
challenged by DrSin.  
Within both conversations discussed here, all members speak from personal perspectives 
rather than consciously claim to be the voice of the community, even though in both 
conversations community moderators, Jane and Finn, had prominent voices. Members wrote 
of personal emotions and subjective assessments of morality in their responses in both the 
pirates’ discussion and the ‘Liberty Valance’ discussion. In the ‘Liberty Valance’ exchanges, 
Lady L said: 
In fact, as far as my extremely biased feelings about this movie go, Tom Doniphon is real 
(…)Not to mention our first look at "him" is when he's in a pine box. SOB!!!! I get SO 
choked up (...) I can't really write any more. (MFG-FC) 
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In the pirate discussion, DrSin wrote: 
I am not advocating being nice to pirates, far from it - nor do I have any sympathy for 
them but this idea of shooting them up at every opportunity and leaving them to drown 
flies directly in the face of the culture that we represent. If we are the forces of 'good' then 
we have to behave that way and the price of that can be high (SC) 
In the Somali pirates’ discussion, there is evidence that the connection between personal 
meaning and DrSin’s accredited identity as a dissident who was willing to protract arguments, 
including dispute with a high ranking shipping executive; and his real world status as a serving 
engineer who could be directly affected by the events being discussed, influenced community 
meaning. Although a few members had been concerned about morality and legality of the 
actions being advocated, it was the influence of DrSin who directly led the community to a 
more considered response. DrSin’s impact on the community view of pirates was strengthened 
because it came out of a dogmatic exchange between three members with very strong views, 
and the concessions of the other two participants about the issues, enforced DrSin’s 
perspectives.  
In both discussions, however, there was a recognition that the views written were still 
negotiable and the meaning created was not incorporated into non-negotiable reified 
understandings38. In the ‘Liberty Valance’ discussion, members became advocates for both 
the main characters, and no conclusion was reached, perhaps because this would have led 
to indisputable meaning and inhibited further conversations. Within the conversation, the film’s 
evidence for the community view of Ford’s artistry was never articulated although it tacitly 
directed the conversation, and the two cognate-seminal entrants to the discussion were 
acknowledged for recognising this view.39 This discussion moved from strong statements 
about characters, to comments questioning those statements or advocating different views, to 
an agreement that both roles were significant and a promise to come back to the conversation. 
Participants of both conversations embraced the social engagement within the communities, 
which provides evidence of Candy’s (1991) view of the importance of social engagement in 
                                               
38 Some discussion can lead to indisputable reified values. For example, the Ford community has a 
view of the film The Searchers that it is the ‘best western ever made’. This view is non-negotiable and 
therefore never contested although it is often reaffirmed. The ‘hat’ is not reified into a concrete non-
negotiable fact. Within the conversation, Terry was given the opportunity to dispute the conclusion but 
she chose not to do this. 
39 The tacit connection to the community’s view of Ford is so entrenched that John Ford was rarely 
mentioned in the conversation. Members concentrated on character and actor names within the 
discussion. 
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developing intimate perceptions and influencing private constructs. They also support his view 
that autonomy does not imply anti-social solitude or indifference to attitudes or well-being of 
others. Nevertheless, neither of the conversations analysed openly acknowledged learning as 
an outcome. However, Candy notes that in autodidactic learning situations whether self-
instruction autodidaxy or assisted autodidaxy, learning or the acceptance of new meaning may 
be unrecognisable to outsiders although it is important to participants because the quality of 
the interaction is partly dependent on their subject interpretation. Both Silentmovie and Terry 
came to the threads, not to ask for information about the films, but to share their experience 
of having seen them, yet both acknowledged new understandings of their experiences as a 
result of the conversation.  
In both communities, discussion can be intense, confrontational, political, polite, supportive, 
aggressive, or sarcastic, although MFG actively discourages aggressive confrontation. 
Members engage in debate based on personal views, experiences and conclusions, which 
because of community response can be validated, rejected, or reconsidered, but nonetheless, 
these conclusions are integrated into the social meaning of the group. In doing this, the 
community gains a status as a place where legitimate knowledge is recorded whilst its 
reputation for authenticity provides members the opportunity to develop their competence, and 
to have their competence validated through peer and community recognition. In short, they 
develop a symbiotic relationship that substantially benefits both the community and the 
individual. 
Conclusions about proposition two 
A symbiotic relationship is one where dissimilar parties are co-dependent, therefore for a 
symbiotic relationship to exist between autodidactic learners and a community of practice both 
the community and its practice and the independent learner need to be co-dependent and 
clearly advantaged by the relationship. That members of the communities observed in this 
study can be both social and autodidactic learners at the same time reflects Peters and Gray's 
(2005) opinion that the situated nature of learning ensures that almost all self-directed learning 
has a social as well as a cognitive component. This connection between social learning and 
individual learning is advantageous to both the community and the individual members 
because it enhances status and recognition for both. An examination of the members’ view of 
their involvement in the two communities, suggests that, in both communities observed in this 
study, there is symbiotic relationship between the communities and their autodidactic 
members.  
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A conjecture may be made that Candy’s (1991) view of the self-directed autonomous learner 
who constructs meaning from their own experience and Wenger’s (1998) concept of a 
community of practice where meaning is socially negotiated, are dissimilar, even conflicting 
views of learning. However, Wenger (1991) also suggests that it is an assumption to consider 
that there is an inherent conflict between the individual and the collective. Observation of these 
communities indicates that self-directed learning autonomy is not incongruous with social 
learning, because social engagement can be self-directed choice. 
For self-directed learners, the advantages of community membership are connected to the 
community’s ability to validate personal constructs, thus advancing their personal 
understandings from internalised self-actualisation to peer recognition of an identity of 
competence and expertise. Both Wenger and Candy comment upon the duality of the learning 
from both a social and individual perspective. For Wenger (1998 p.6) “individual’s learning is 
an issue of engaging in and contributing to the practices of the communities” whereas Candy 
(1991) writes that “very few learning endeavours are entirely self-directed, but depend on 
individual motives and interests shaped and modified through interaction with other people 
(p.199). According to Candy, although initiative for learning rests with the autodidactic, they 
may use a range of helpers and guides to assist in a variety of circumstances. Thus whilst 
numerous participants in both communities have established a process of autodidactic 
learning, the communities provide opportunities for re-evaluation of their constructed meaning 
and for new learning experiences as a result of peer interactions.   
As has been noted in Chapter-Five-Levels of Expertise, both these virtual communities 
diverge from the more traditional view of a community of practice. In this traditional view, 
individual understanding comes from acceptance of community meaning, whilst navigating a 
trajectory from newcomer to both the topic and the community, to competent community 
insider. By contrast, both the communities observed in this study are very dependent on 
members bringing their personal understandings of the domain to the community, and merging 
these understandings with community meaning. Thus, participation in the community reflects 
Wenger (1998) opinion that “it is difficult to tell exactly where the sphere of the individual ends 
and the sphere of the collective begins because each act of participation or reification reflects 
the mutual constitution between individuals and collectives” (p.146). This participation in 
discourse by autodidactic members also reflects Candy’s (1991) opinion that “self-directed 
learning (…) often occurs in the context of a social grouping (…) and this introduces 
complexities into the degree of interdependence exhibited by apparently individual learners” 
(p.200) 
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In both these virtual communities, there is evidence to suggest that members do not define 
their connection to the topic by their membership of the community but see themselves as 
separate contributors to the life of the community and their membership as an enhancement 
of their connection to the domain, not the essence of it. At the same time, the communities 
rely on the members’ recognised competence and interaction to support their claims as 
authentic centres of expertise about the domain, and to create new meaning and validate 
previous meaning from earlier negotiations. An examination of the members’ discussions in 
both communities observed suggested that these concepts of self-directed and social learning 
are not in conflict but represent a duality of learning that supports both the social construction 
of meaning, and individual choices to test personal constructs through social interaction. There 
is strong justification to describe this as a symbiotic relationship that is advantageous for both 
individual participants and the community. 
In the next chapter, the impact of the virtuality of the communities is further explored through 
an examination of Proposition three: The written asynchronous format of both communities re-
contextualises concepts of shared time and space for members and ensures all meaning 
remains as an accessible history contextualised within the time it was created. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN-PROPOSITION THREE 
Proposition: The written asynchronous format of both communities re-contextualises 
concepts of shared time and space for members and ensures all meaning remains as 
an accessible history contextualised within the time it was created. 
Introduction 
In Wenger‘s (1998) view, a feature of communities of practice is their lineal evolution, where 
members constantly negotiate new meaning which can replace or enhance old meaning. 
Members then embrace the outcomes of these negotiations as part of their learning journey 
and old time members relate and interpret these outcomes to newcomers as the history of the 
community. Thus, newcomers to real life communities of practice follow a learning continuum, 
by adopting the history of the practice, which old-timer members interpret for them and then, 
as they become competent, they participate in new negotiations of meaning.  
However, in the virtual world of written asynchronous forum communities, such as the ones 
observed in this study40, the outcomes of negotiation, and the processes of that negotiation, 
are recorded as an archive. Thus the history of the community, including renegotiated 
meaning, is a matter of record, accessible to all members, including newcomers. Hence, 
newcomers to the community do not have to rely on old-timers to interpret the community 
history for them. 
As a consequence, in these asynchronous writing-based communities, lurkers, new entrants, 
and active members can review and read all that has gone before, in the context in which it 
occurred. They can access the full history of the community; including the knowledge and 
analysis of expert members, without direct interaction with old-timers. In addition, they can 
follow the pathways through which these members’ competency was acknowledged. As a 
result of this access, newcomers do not have to rely on old time members’ interpretation of 
the prior events of the community to learn and develop their competence.  
A further advantage of the existence of these archives, is that they provide an insight to 
negotiations of meaning that is not always evident in the original discussion. In these virtual 
communities, as in real life ones, the outcomes and the new meanings that are negotiated in 
current conversations are not always apparent until all negotiations are completed. Therefore, 
                                               
40 All the forums observed in this study use software that allows them to retain conversations, in the 
context in which they were written. 
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members may not recognise the influential aspects of these discussions until they have been 
consigned to community history, and in face-to-face communities, this understanding can be 
subject to other members’ interpretations. However, both virtual communities observed in this 
study archive all discourse, so members can access old conversations and reread community 
history, not only in the context of the timeframe in which it was written, as they do with present 
conversations, but sequentially through to its conclusion. Thus, through reading the archives, 
members often have the benefits of hindsight when they make conclusions about the influence 
of certain members. They can appreciate the reasoning behind their arguments; and observe 
the impact of community events.  
Within this chapter, the influence of asynchronicity on both communities, including the effect 
of members not sharing the same temporal and geographic spaces, is investigated. This 
chapter also examines how the concept of co-location that Wenger (1998) describes as highly 
significant to the creation of practice in real time communities, is redefined in these virtual 
ones where members do not share the same temporal and geographic space. Additionally, 
this chapter explores the influence of the written format on the community and its effect on the 
history of practice, and competency of its members, as well as the relationship between the 
communities’ history, and the process through which their members learn.  
Concepts of co-location, time and geography in virtual communities 
In face-to-face communities, participants’ co-location in shared geographic spaces can 
provide a pathway for social engagement, as geographic closeness between members often 
contributes substantially to the spontaneity of interaction that produces the informality, which 
encourages common language, and shorthand communication that Wenger (1998) believes 
is critical to practice. Co-location would also appear to be an important concept for the virtual 
communities observed in this study, because whilst their members do not share geographical 
or temporal spaces, in both virtual communities a sense of informality can occur when 
members regularly post in particular threads and sub-forums41. In the confines of these 
locales, members often exhibit a sense of co-location as they: use short hand terms for 
aspects of the domain; address each other by real names; or refer to shared events and ideas 
without explanatory comments. Members can thus find commonalities in their view of the 
world, and as they share these perspectives, they create a level of familiarity between their 
virtual identities. Interviewee William explained: 
                                               
41 All three forums observed in this study use differing software, and this results unique formats which 
create individual perspectives for each forum. 
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When you have so much in common - and seafarers do have so much in common - it might 
sound funny. It might sound stupid. It might be wrong, but we don't think it's wrong. We 
think - we were pretty different to the normal person because we were stuck on the big 
ships out at sea for years on end. (IV) 
As in real life communities, members who engage through the informality of co-location, by 
making regular exchanges about shared interests, can develop a strong sense of community. 
In discussing why the shipping community is important to him, Toby wrote: 
We maybe a cross section of all ranks and classes rich or not so wealthy but on this site 
everyone is equal even though some we will never meet we have respect for one another 
long may it go on.(SC) 
In the Ford community, Jane also commented on this sense of community: 
By sharing that writing, you have helped us all to appreciate your favorites and your not so 
favorites much more than we would have were it not for the [MFG]. (IV) 
Co-location happens readily in the shipping community because it is organised around specific 
aspects of the domain. These include sub-forums for meeting old shipmates and sharing 
stories; sections for bridge, deck engineers and able-bodied seamen to exchange views; and 
sub-forums connected to some historically significant events and the history of shipping lines 
and ships. There are also sub-forums, which are unconnected to the sea topics, but offer help 
in online technology such as digital imagery, and some sub-forums such as Trivia or Virtual 
Crazy Gang where members congregate to socialise. William clarified: 
I'm also quite a poster on a (…) a bit of a comedy thread called the Virtual Crazy Gang. 
It's about the ship and we can do anything. (…) It's just a little story that goes on and on. 
It's stupid, but we get enjoyment from it. (IV) 
Co-location is a very important concept to the Ford community, because its naissance 
occurred when members of two classic film sites co-located in sub-forums that were devoted 
to the various genres42 relevant to Ford films, together with those about other figures whose 
lives were connected to the director. This co-location became so entrenched that members 
developed a community of practice in the spaces offered by the two forums. As interviewee 
Jane explained, this sense of co-location may have had its origins in a sense of unity that grew 
                                               
42 These include forums about romance, drama, war and western films. Some of the discussion 
occurs in generalised thread such as ‘westerns’ in MFG, whilst other discussion occurs specifically 
under the name of the film. 
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from the need to feel safe from ‘trolls’ at CMC in the community’s early days. She said: 
You know [CMC] kind of went down the batshit crazy path in the end. (…) I mean, there 
are people at the [MFG] who had been long-time posters at [CMC] that refuse to go there 
to this day because of what happened.  (IV) 
Neither forum inhabited by the Ford community supports a similar practice built around other 
classic film domains, although most Ford community members have interests in other 
sections. Members indicate they are aware that this co-locating strongly influences their social 
interaction. Joseph remarked: 
Well as the smaller forums are quickly becoming the last bastion of real film talk around here. 
(…) but I've always preferred the smaller forums because the crowds are smaller. Threads 
stay alive longer. (CMC-FC)  
Whilst members do not share geographic spaces in both communities, it is noteworthy that 
there is a tendency in the shipping community for members to co-locate by geographic culture, 
which permeates many threads and can influence ideas and connections. It is possible to 
identify a member’s real locale, as many use national flags as symbols in posts and profiles. 
Strife between British and other seamen can be quite common. Michael, a British sailor whose 
profile describes him as having been a second mate, wrote: 
Oh heck, [Jack], I've been trying for 70 years to understand ‘you’ Americans, but I'm no 
nearer. (SC) 
Geographic culture also influences the Ford community, as the director’s works are essentially 
American icons, so conversations often endorse aspects of on American film culture. Some of 
the most controversial discussions in Ford community are provoked when the ‘Americanness’ 
or ‘western’ mythology of Ford’s work are challenged, not only by non-Americans but by 
Americans. Nana noted: 
Believe me (…) many of us who are born and bred here often find aspects of American 
culture incomprehensible (MFG-FC) 
There is also a strong sense of Irishness43 in Ford films which is a concept members frequently 
cite as a perspective for ‘understanding’ Ford.  
However, whilst they occasionally make humourous comments based around geographical 
                                               
43 Ford films often include Irish characters and he regularly used Irish actors even in non-Irish parts. 
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culture, the Ford membership regards the virtuality of their community as a positive that allows 
them to embrace cultural differences. Interviewee Jane commented: 
I sincerely believe that one of the charms of being a film buff (…) We are all human, but national 
differences are real and can be appreciated through film, movies, the flickers or whatever 
people want to call them. (IV) 
Both communities embrace the borderlessness of the virtual environment and members 
regard the ready access to people worldwide as one of the advantages of an asynchronous 
community. Finn, a moderator of the shipping community, observed: 
We have members from all around the world so please be sensitive to, and respectful of, 
the opinions, religions, traditions and cultures of others. Avoid racial, religious and political 
comments. This site is not a corner of a pub with a few mates, you cannot say whatever 
you want to, it is an international and very public forum. (SC) 
In the Ford community, participants regard themselves as a wide-reaching community, 
breaking state borders as well as national ones, through a common interest in the Ford films. 
Jane says: 
It's been a lot of fun. I mean, because before the internet and all of that - you know, you 
have people from all around the country, all around the world, actually at the [MFG], coming 
together to talk about films with people that love the films as much as they do. (IV) 
Within both communities, despite some co-locating by geographic culture, members differing 
real life temporal locations do not diminish any sense of co-location. During ‘current’44 
conversations, members often communicate over different days and differing world time 
zones, and therefore they must negotiate concepts of time, such as morning and evening that 
are outside their own reality. They do this by avoiding familiar phrases such as ‘good morning’ 
and ‘good night’, or they make a point of recognising time factors relevant to other posters to 
indicate their awareness that other people do not exist in the same timeframe. Thus, in order 
to engage effectively, members of both communities reify temporal perspectives into a reality 
                                               
44 Any definition of currency of conversations is far from explicit. In some instances of the shipping 
forums and at CMC, a thread can be representative of currency, because when the conversation dies 
people no longer post in the thread. However, frequently in MFG, and sometimes in CMC and 
shipping community, some threads continue for many years and contain numerous distinct 
conversations. Current conversations in those threads are generally those where people’s posts are 
about a specific, or closely related aspect, of the topic. Once a conclusion or outcome has been 
reached, any further discussion is usually a new ‘current’ conversation. 
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detached from their own actuality, so that virtual time is not the same as ‘real’ time. 
In both communities, during current conversations, posters often enhance this sense of co-
location in order to create a sense of immediacy, and therefore maintain a conversation rather 
than post a series of discrete lineal comments. For example, even though posts appear in the 
order in which they were written, members do not communicate sequentially or lineally. 
Sometimes they may ignore recent posts, and continue conversations from earlier posts, or 
they respond to several members at the same time and converse about several themes in the 
same post45. They also ensure that the written word transmutes the immediacy of face-to-face 
conversations by quoting aspects of other posts, and responding to these words. 
Posters in both communities also maintain this ‘sense of conversation’ by responding with 
exaggerated acknowledgements of other members’ views and ideas, a form of interaction 
which tends to focus the dialogue on the aspects that they are discussing. Sometimes they 
treat long conversations, such as the one on the wrecking of the ship the Costa Concordia, 
which continued for the whole two years it took to salvage the wreck, as if they are 
synchronous. They do this by overlapping posts, as if it was a face-to-face ‘oral’ conversation; 
or sometimes they deliberately redirect the topic; or at other times they introduce seemingly 
unrelated personal comments, as well as ‘manners’ posts that indicate ongoing interest.   
Members of both communities have become so adept at managing virtual time that they are 
able to connect conversations and thoughts over long periods, sometimes for months or even 
years. In May 2010, in the Ford community, Nana first wrote: 
That is a fantastic story. What a wonderful tribute to one of the greatest actors of American 
film. Thanks so much for posting. (MFG-FC) 
In. Aug 2010, Orson responded to the May 2010 by posting: 
Oh, [Nana] that has me in tears. What a lovely article. I cannot watch [this movie] too often, 
it's much too poignant and sad. Ah But it's a grand performance to go out on. (MFG-FC) 
In the shipping community, in a thread about a missing ghost ship in the Atlantic Ocean, in 
July 2013, Birdman asked: 
What happens if a Salvage tug decides to hunt her down and claims her. No doubt 
                                               
45 A tacit understanding of netiquette requires that members do not double post. There should always 
be one post between a members’ response unless sufficient time has passed 
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someone would soon decide it is theirs and want it back! (SC) 
In January 2014, Traveller replied:   
Thinking that if she is drifting, crewless then any tug that gets a line on board and tows her 
into port has the salvage rights, correct me if I'm wrong. (SC) 
Members of both communities indicate that this ability to merge time is beneficial to their 
understanding of the topic because it allows them to reflect and analyse on the meaning of 
the community and then add to it. In a discussion about the film The Searchers, Joe explained: 
All of you have brought more depth to this picture. I'm always pleasantly surprised when I 
think we've said it all about this film that we still find more to say. (MFG-FC) 
In numerous threads, in both the communities, this sense of merging time serves to enhance 
the negotiation of meaning because it tends to discourage or neutralise short terse responses, 
and promotes views that are well-considered, expansive analyses. Often single posts in the 
Ford community contain more than a thousand words, as members expand their ideas. In the 
shipping community, posts are usually shorter but they tend to contain reminiscences, facts 
and references to resources. As has been noted, both communities encourage ‘manners’ 
posts to extend conversations but even these can be expanded to describe why the poster 
agrees. 
There is evidence to suggest that successful participation in the practice of both communities 
relies on members’ ability to reify concepts of time and geography into a sense of co-location 
and shared space. This evidence also indicates that in both communities, the written format, 
the asynchronicity and the accessibility from all time zones are significant factors in creating 
the sense co-location that distinguishes these virtual communities of practice from real life 
ones.   
Discussion of concepts of co-location, time and geography 
According to Ramage (2012, p.341), the communities of practice that Wenger (1998) studied 
were “typically physically co-located – they worked in fairly close proximity to one another and 
their collective learning was largely carried out face-to-face.” Because these communities of 
practice existed extensively in a real physical location, Ramage suggests that negotiation of 
meaning encompassed a variety of processes, which included: informal face-to-face 
discussion; oral exchanges; formal meetings; online interaction, and written documents.  
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However, in both virtual communities, negotiation of meaning generally only occurs through 
the medium of written exchanges, thus their social interaction is not simply an online 
reproduction of communities of practice that exist in a physical environment46. Rather, to 
become participants in the practice of these virtual communities, members need to develop 
specific writing skills so that they can incorporate the spontaneity, shared repertoire, and social 
engagement that support the community practice. These skills include understanding levels 
of acceptable grammar and expression; knowing when to use slang and emoticons; knowing 
what are acceptable shorthand terms; and appropriate ways of addressing other members. 
However, even when they have developed these skills, as has been noted in Chapter Five-
Reification, participants also require the ability to reify an online community into a ‘real’ place. 
Several writers have commented about the concept of place and co-location in virtual 
communities. In Porter’s (2004) view, the notion of place in virtual communities is an important 
but troublesome concept for researchers because of the aspatial nature of such communities. 
He suggests the term ‘community’ implies both something structural such as a bounded 
location and something socio-psychological such as shared values developed through 
interaction with members, thus real life communities founded around specific, geographically 
bounded location allow members to feel a sense of belongingness, shared values and 
understandings.  
A sense of co-location, in Porter’s (2004) opinion, is essential for the success of virtual 
communities and he suggests that successful virtual communities of practice need to extend 
their reification of place, from creating a ‘real’ locale, to generating a sense of co-location. In 
his opinion, a community of practice requires the spontaneity of shared space to generate 
social learning. Other writers agree that the perception of space is just as significant to virtual 
communities as real ones. In Blanchard’s (2004) opinion, a ‘sense of place’ is based on a 
community member's psychological awareness of the location or co-presence of others, so 
that space can be shared both cognitively and physically, whilst Mitra and Schwartz (2001) 
suggest that a virtual space is comprised of both a sense of presence and location.  
It has been noted by Chunngam, Chanchalor and Murphy (2013) that virtual communities 
                                               
46 In this discussion co-location means engaging within the same space, virtual or physical; 
geographical refers to physical boundaries, which can be a designated boundary in a building or a 
town, state or country, space is the dimensions of height, depth, and width within which all things 
exist and move. Place is defined as a particular position or point in space. Timeframe refers to 
sharing the same time of day and temporal space refers to synchronous interaction where people 
engage in practice and negotiation of meaning in the present time, even when they are located in 
different timeframes. Non-temporal means asynchronous interaction that exists in both the temporal 
space it was written and is accessible in the temporal space of later readers. 
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come together to participate in the building and sharing of knowledge about a particular topic. 
In order to do this, these communities need to manage their space, so that members 
experience the intimacy required to engage beyond a superficial level. Lee and Suh (2015) in 
their work on psychological ownership in virtual communities, note there are three outcomes 
of psychological ownership as it increases satisfaction, self-esteem, and contribution quality. 
Although new technologies can enable practice of traditional real life communities to extend 
beyond their geographical limitations, according to Wenger (2007) the evidence suggests that 
the reliance on an asynchronous format of communication of both the completely virtual 
communities used in this study, creates a sense of place and time that is not a replica of a real 
world environment. Within both virtual communities co-location from a cognitive sense of 
place, such as that described by Blanchard (2004), appears to substitute for the convenience 
of geographical interaction. Thus, neither community appears to operate in a large cloud 
where all interaction intersects, but rather their practice relies on members’ co-location in sub-
forums or threads, where interaction is about specific aspects of the domain. This co-location 
then creates virtual boundaries that enable participants to reify the necessary sense of shared 
space. In these sub-forums, there is evidence to indicate that members of both communities 
have developed the spontaneity of interaction that congregating in the same physical spaces 
gives to face-to-face communities. Because of the confines of co-located threads, there is also 
support for the view that participants feel confident that they can share personalised 
exchanges, as well as the more intimate aspects of their life experience.  
In real-time communities, geographical co-location can help decide with whom a person talks 
and debates. It also influences the trajectory through the community to a role of competent 
insider, because participants’ physical location and proximity to old-timers of the community 
can determine the level to which they interact with old-time members, and hence how they are 
influenced by the old-timers’ view of the community history. In these virtual forums, when 
members co-locate in threads with other members who share similar interests in aspects of 
the domain, there are strong indications that these personal connections influence with whom 
a member regularly interacts.  
In the Ford community for example, old-time member Joseph,47 a very influential poster at 
CMC, is reluctant to exchange views with newer members, irrespective of whether they are 
seminal or germinal entrants, so newer participants can be excluded from conversations at 
                                               
47 Joseph tends to be less inhibited with cognate-seminal entrants to the community if he has 
interacted with them in non-Ford sub-forums. 
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CMC as he directs responses to older members. However, at MFG, where Joseph does not 
post, other old-timers, such as Orson and Lady L are far more expansive towards newer 
entrants into the conversation. Therefore co-location in the MFG community can be more 
easily established by new members than at CMC, as Joseph tends to dominate many 
conversation’s in that forum. For example, the conversations about the film The Man who shot 
Liberty Valance at MFG became very intimate analysis when old-time members responded to 
two new cognate-seminal entrants who commented on the film.  
According to Wilmott and Knox (2014), joint enterprise and shared repertoire are important 
features of virtual communities of practice, these being formed when participants closely 
inhabit virtual spaces. In both communities, when participants co-locate in the same threads, 
their familiarity develops the short hand language of a shared repertoire. However, as has 
been noted above, communication in these threads and sub-forums is asynchronous, thus 
participants must find ways of prompting spontaneous exchanges48 in order to communicate 
effectively with people in different time zones and places, Orson explained that she had finally 
understood a film called She wore a Yellow Ribbon, by using extravagant language underlining 
and bold type. She wrote: 
Just randomly grabbing one sizzling, distant little white dwarf from out his spiraling 
constellation, who else, I query, who else could have played Captain Nathan Brittles49, 
as was envisioned by John Ford? (MFG-FC) 
In the shipping community, Niles, who describes himself as an ex-tugman, created a sense of 
intimacy by sharing his emotions, as well as emphasising words by bolding them. He wrote: 
I share your emotions entirely. I was once involved in sinking a ship. (…) She went down 
stern first and seemed to linger before finally sliding under the waves, almost saying "I'm 
not going without a fight" a sad affair to say the least. (SC) 
Because they find ways of engaging effectively, participants in both communities do not regard 
the lack of shared temporal and physical space as a disadvantage. Interviewee Thomas wrote: 
This site does wonders for international relations! How often have I 'conversed' with 
shipmates from many countries, and gained information, enjoyed their comments on my 
modest photos, and been amazed by where some threads may lead. For me it is the 
                                               
48 This is often done through exaggerated language, use of signs and symbols and based on tacit 
understandings. 
49 Captain Brittles is the character John Wayne plays in She Wore a Yellow Ribbon. 
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people, the people from everywhere that you connect with. Of course all are not as wise 
as me but I take that into account. (SC) 
In the Ford community, Angela explained why she embraced the online environment when 
she commented: 
So it isn’t like I look for advice so much as like I just really enjoy the back and forth even 
when I can't participate in it. (IV) 
These opinions are supported by Duncan and Watson (2010, p.4) who state that virtuality 
offers “opportunities that face-to-face ones do not, because co-location does not rely on 
physical proximity”. They believe that because it exists in cyberspace, a virtual community has 
the potential to make it easier for individuals to informally build and share knowledge. 
Therefore, it is suggested that the boundaries of co-located sub-forums and threads support 
the development of the joint enterprise, and common understanding of the domain that 
Wenger (1998) believes is essential to practice. 
As evidenced by their ability to manage time and geographical differences, members of both 
communities have a culture that has developed around their virtuality and asynchronicity, not 
despite it. However whilst the virtuality of both communities changes concepts of time and 
place, and present and past, but it does not mean that there is a void where these concepts 
would exist in a face-to-face community. Rather the ability to enact new perceptions, and reify 
them into reality, would appear to be a prerequisite of functioning effectively in a community.  
In the face-to-face communities that Wenger (2004) researched, the physical co-location, and 
therefore the negotiation of meaning, was fundamentally a shared temporal practice where 
communications between community members occurred in real time conversations. As has 
been noted, a feature of asynchronous communication, and the cognitive form of co-location 
that makes these virtual communities effective communities of practice, is that they rarely 
share the same temporal space. Thus, members in these communities have created strategies 
for communicating in this environment which do not always involve lineal responses even 
when conversations are current. In both communities, there is a sense of currency, as 
conversations progress, and as members organise their ideas and respond to each other’s 
opinions despite member’s lack of shared time and geography. 
These negotiations can remain current in that they are the most recent discussions, until new 
negotiations conjure new meaning as happens in real life communities. However, both 
communities record the written posts so that they remain accessible, and therefore new 
current understandings do not obliterate old meaning and old conversations. Thus this written 
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asynchronous format of both communities not only affects how members perceive time and 
space in their communities, it also strongly influences the way in which the virtual environment 
absorbs and records its meaning. 
History of the community 
In Wenger’s (1998, p.86) opinion, a community of practice “can be thought of as shared history 
of learning”. He explains that by connecting to the history of the community, participants can 
locate collective points of reference which old time members can then re-interpret, as proof of 
their competency. Thus for new members, learning becomes a process of connecting with 
older members in order to gain access to the history of the community. These old timers’ 
explanations of the history of the community provide points of reference which allow 
newcomers to engage with the community and contribute to the negotiation of new meaning.  
In both virtual communities, all participants from lurkers to the most engaged old-timer, still 
rely on finding shared points of reference from the history of the community, and thus in 
Wenger’s view, learning. In the shipping community, Lowe comments: 
I agree with you all, [the shipping community] is the best site on the internet. I visit every 
day, and love viewing the wonderful photos posted, especially the older ones. We have 
a wonderful family here, hope it will continue for a long time. (SC) 
However, unlike the face-to-face communities that Wenger described, the history of these 
communities does not lie in the collective memory of their old time members but in their 
archives of all threads and discussions, which are maintained in the context in which they were 
created. Mostly in existence since the commencement of the communities, these archives50 
form a record of how the community understands and interprets their domain of interest and 
is available for all participants, posters and lurkers to read.  
By accessing these archives, members often locate previous meaning developed in the 
practice, then reintroduce, reargue and reprocess it. Thus, much of the new meaning of both 
communities occurs when members invigorate past discussions. Both discussions described 
in the previous chapter, the one on ‘Liberty Valance’ in the Ford community and the one about 
pirates in the shipping community, added new meaning to the community but were founded 
                                               
50 In all three forums, this material is accessible by a search tool that is available to people who join 
the community. In both forums of the Ford community, their conversations can also be accessed 
through search engines such as Google. 
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on meaning that already existed.  
Within the shipping community, most members, regardless of their levels of competency, use 
its archive to trace ships and access information about them. Interviewee Thomas is a retired 
academic and architect, who although a germinal entrant to the community, also had a lifelong 
interest in photographing ships. He believed that accessing the shipping community archives 
contributed greatly to his knowledge. He commented:  
[You can]...track down this information – but usually what happens is that if you punch in 
Lancastria [in the enquiry] you’ll get a little pop up on some thread or another but there’ll 
be link after link after link. That can take forever to get through. You think crikey, I’ve wasted 
all that time. But you haven’t. (IV) 
Another interviewee William, who was a ship’s captain and seminal entrant, first connected 
with the shipping community because he was seeking information from its archives. He 
explained: 
Just looking through the internet for shipping things, for stuff to do with the sea. I [found] a 
couple of other shipping threads. One is the British India thread. British India was a 
company I was with for quite a few years (IV) 
Members of the shipping community also access old conversations to support current 
discourse. In a discussion between Albert and Wilson in 2014, Albert stated that he identified 
his godson in an image posted in a thread in 2007. Wilson commented how Albert’s reference 
to the old thread had also answered a question for him too. Albert then replied: 
Yes, I remember that previous thread well. So it was on the Wye that I sailed with Simon, 
another piece of my BP jigsaw put into place!  (SC) 
In another discussion about ferries, Wade noted that he had found some information about 
the subject in which he was interested in an old discussion. He wrote: 
I found this thread while searching on the Monkleigh. (… ) she has now (…) been beached 
on the other side of the river.. A very sad sight, [now] especially as she looks such an 
elegant vessel [from previous thread]. A couple of photos. (SC) 
These shipping archives have also provided the researcher with some valuable experiences, 
because in reading them she became privy to a new world, and she developed an appreciation 
of the lives of the (mostly) men who served in the merchant marine. When she accessed the 
records of their stories and their experiences, she was able to construct some meanings that 
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expanded on her previously limited views on sea-life. She felt that by reading the shipping 
archives, she accessed an insider’s view of the merchant marine that was not readily available 
elsewhere.  
Within the Ford community, the archives preserve many thousands of words about members’ 
interpretations of some very detailed aspects of the works of the film director. When the 
researcher first entered the community, she located much of this commentary on Ford films in 
the community archives, and found perspectives that both supported her own constructions 
and became the foundation of new ones.  
For interviewee Jane, the discourse in the community has an intrinsic value that needs to be 
preserved because, in her opinion, it is a record of the community understanding. She said: 
That way we, you know, we feel like we're giving back to the community by helping to keep 
their film knowledge growing, so to speak. Being a classic fan's [sic] not always easy 
because it's not always easy to find people to talk about it with. (IV) 
As noted in the discussion of the film, ‘Liberty Valance’, the ability to locate old meaning was 
a significant part of the new discussion because it incorporated a number of earlier 
perspectives, to which members linked their new thoughts. During the conversation, Jane 
referenced these discussions when she wrote: 
If you haven't seen much of the chats about "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance" there is 
much to read. If you want another fine discussion there is one waiting there. We have 
talked about it at great length at [CMC] and like "The Searchers" there is probably still more 
to say. (MFG-FC) 
As Jane also noted, the film, The Searchers51, is the most discussed of the films of John Ford 
in the community, and the ongoing references to previous conversations provide an example 
of the influence of old meaning in creating new meaning. Discussion about The Searchers first 
appeared at CMC in 2006 in a thread which was titled The Searchers Speculation where in 
around 200 posts, eleven members speculated on the background and motivations of the film 
characters. This thread is constantly revived and referenced in nearly every discussion of the 
film. For example, in The Searchers Speculation thread Charles recommended to Lady L, who 
was then a cognate-seminal entrant to the Ford community, that she read the original source 
of the material, a novel by Alan May. In 2008, a thread was opened at MFG about The 
                                               
51 Numerous scholarly, and popular, works have also analysed this film’s artistic value and the subtext 
of its story. 
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Searchers and this thread has been revisited with new discussion about every six months 
since. Discussions about the film also continue in threads devoted to actor John Wayne and 
to John Ford in MFG. In all these threads, participants have referred to conclusions that Lady 
L and other posters drew about differences between the Lemay book and the film in the original 
The Searchers Speculation thread. In a 2008 discussion at CMC, Lady L, then recognised as 
a highly competent poster on Ford films, wrote: 
Has anyone read the book this was based on? It is darker, and has a much different ending. 
(…) I'm trying to say that in my eyes, Ford took an interesting story and made it darker. 
(CMC-FC) 
In 2010, in a thread on John Ford at MFG, Lady L responded to a question about the 
book: 
Yes, I've read Lemay's book, I believe [Charles] has, too (…) I did notice a great deal of 
the dialogue was transferred, with just a few, very interesting alterations. (MFG-FC) 
Later in 2012, in a discussion about the film at MFG, Chris asked: 
Has anyone read the book? quite different from (than?) the movie. Much different 
ending....... 
Lady L again referred to her reading of the book when she replied. 
I have. Yes, the ending is very different. But I was surprised how much of the dialogue was 
lifted verbatim.  (MFG-FC) 
In both communities, members’ ability to access the history of the community in context, is 
regarded as a valuable function of the community’s practice, but its existence also changes 
the role of old-timer members from that of interpreting the community history for new comers 
that was described by Wenger (1998) for face-to-face communities. Rather than interpret the 
history, the role of the old-timer becomes one of directing the negotiation of meaning within 
the community, by recalling, and importantly referencing old discussions. In a discussion of 
The Searchers at MFG, Orson wrote: 
Maybe people would like to know where this discussion started. We were speculating [The 
Searchers Speculation thread] that perhaps Scar, Marty and Ethan were related- not sure 
quite how, or what happened, but it is possible. (…) We were discussing the choice of a blue 
eyed actor to play Scar. (MFG-FC) 
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Other posters then continue the discussion by exploring the views that they found in the old 
thread that suggested the characters could have been related. 
In this virtual community, the ability to retrieve threads, rather than interpret them becomes 
part of the proof of an older members’ competence. In this post, Nana stresses her 
competency by describing her previous contribution. She noted:  
In the early days of the [CMC] website circa 1999/2000, they did a couple of on-line 
interviews with Dobey. A few years back I posted the link on [one] of the Rambles threads 
at [CMC] City but I don't know if you can even find it these days. I used the Wayback 
Machine at the Internet Archive and found these. (MFG-FC) 
Another member, Sylvia, who had been a germinal entrant to the Ford community, illustrated 
her competency by referring to previous discussions, which included comments that can be 
quite controversial to the community. She posted: 
I'm bringing this thread back from never-never land because I know I saw the question 
somewhere about how John Wayne spent the war years. I knew I had the answer, but I 
couldn't back it up, and it's taken me this long to find it. (MFG-FC) 
Similarly, in the shipping community, the ability to locate old threads is an important evidence 
of community competency. A thread about Auckland ferries also provided opportunities for 
members to note their previous comments and experience. Arthur wrote: 
I have given a few examples of ship docking under the thread "compressed air starts" but 
I quote this extract from my old thread "The Devonport Ferries and the Long Haul" as a 
great example of ship handling, (SC) 
After reading this thread, Taff replied: 
Hi [Arthur], it's still a great read with all the nostalgic memories of earlier times on the 
Auckland maritime scene. (SC) 
Whilst these archives are important to the development of new meaning in both communities, 
they also provide their communities with a long-term net presence that enhances their status 
as centres of expertise about their respective domains. As the archives expand, the recorded 
conversations turn into a resource where analysis and evaluation of the many nuanced topics 
is readily accessible to active participants and lurkers and casual readers. By maintaining their 
record of interaction, discussion and focus, both communities demonstrate the process by 
which their competency was developed, thus rendering their meaning far more powerful than 
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for other communities with connections to the domain who could only link to the outcomes of 
their negotiation.  
Discussion of history of the community 
As has been noted, in real time communities of practice, Wenger (1998) suggests that learning 
is engagement with the history of the community. However, in the virtual communities, there 
appears to be some differences in the way in which members connect with community history 
when compared to the face-to-face communities that Wenger studied. In Wenger’s description 
of a community of practice, new members do not know how to engage or understand subtleties 
of the joint enterprise or the shared references that participants use. Newcomers only learn 
these things when old-timers interpret community history for them but this interpretation also 
includes the old-timers’ perspective, limited recall, and bias. However, in both virtual 
communities, newcomers, as well as other members, can access the history of the 
communities without reference to old-time participants. Hence, they do not have to remain on 
the periphery until they are gradually exposed to community understandings, but rather they 
can absorb them through reading the archives which enables them to connect to the joint 
enterprise of the community in a timeframe of their own choosing. Even when old timers’ 
reinterpret older meaning in later discussions, any participant can access the original 
discourse and draw personal conclusions based on how they perceive what was previously 
said, regardless of the most recent reinterpretation in current conversation.  
Because both virtual communities archive their conversations in context, as has been noted, 
the roles of old-time members’ change. With a few exceptions, the earlier conversations 
remain an easily available contextual record, and newcomers do not require old time members 
to interpret past history because they can acquire the collective competency of the community 
without directly engaging with other participants, or unconditionally absorbing old-timers 
accounts of the community history. Additionally, when a new entrant begins actively posting, 
regardless of whether they are a seminal, cognate-seminal or germinal entrant, they do not 
need to act as peripheral members of the community who are still ‘learning the ropes’ because, 
if they have read the archives, their initial posts can reflect an intimate understanding of 
community practice. After firstly participating in both communities by reading archives, the 
researcher concluded that in the shipping community, she would feel vulnerable to ridicule if 
she posted because she would never achieve competency in the community’s view. However, 
after reading the Ford archives she concluded that the community did not contradict her own 
understanding and views so it would be a safe and constructive place to state those ideas.  
In these virtual communities, the existence of the archives not only changes how members 
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engage, it also changes how the community understanding of meaning evolves. According to 
Candy (1991), when someone confronts an entirely new topic for the first time, the automatic 
response is to try to make sense of it by searching for similarities with things that are familiar. 
Hence, extensive reading of archives provides a point of reference for new members, and can 
enable old-timers to find a commonality for new ideas and suggestions. Members of the 
shipping community frequently reference old conversations to explain new understanding. 
Similarly, in the Ford community previous conversations about the films such as The 
Searchers form the basis of many new ones. Orson described the importance of the archive 
and accessing older conversations, noting continuum between old and new meaning. She 
commented:  
I think this adds good new material to our ever-growing back-story regarding this film. (CMC-
FC) 
This archive not only influences how meaning is negotiated, it also influences how it is 
recognised in both communities. Because both communities record all their written public 
communication, the temporal space in which community meaning exists is not lineal, therefore 
new meaning does not have to replace older or contradictory interpretations. Members can 
resurrect and reinterpret old meaning, but in doing so, old meaning is not irretrievably replaced 
in the community understanding. Rather, despite any re-evaluation or reinterpretation, all 
meaning remains accessible in the form in which it was written, and includes all the ‘manners’ 
posts, validation processes, disputes and contradictions that occurred when it was first 
negotiated. Therefore, regardless of whether later discussions change or redirect meaning 
within the community, past and present discussions exist contextually in the same temporal 
space. 
Within various discussions, the Ford community has endorsed quite contradictory conclusions 
about the film The Searchers, even when, as has been noted, the community has a reified 
view of the film as the best western ever made52. All these understandings are readily available 
to anyone who reads the history of the community. Similarly, in the shipping community’s 
discussions on the wrecking of the cruise ship Costa Concordia, the community endorsed 
conclusions about the actions of the crew that contain diametrically opposite understandings.53 
                                               
52 In various discussions, the Ford community endorsed contradictory conclusions about the film The 
Searchers. These include: the film is racist in its depiction of Native Americans; it is an enlightened 
argument for reconsidering the way Native Americans are portrayed in films; and it is a film rooted in 
the changing racial perspectives of the fifties and should be viewed as such. Conversations that have 
endorsed these views often have included the same members. 
53 In the discussion on the wrecking of the Costa Concordia, some members who had no sea 
experience were ostracised from the community when they questioned the actions of the captain of 
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Hence, even when both communities endorse meaning through social engagement, the most 
recent concurrence of members’ conclusions may not be the only meaning that the community 
regards as valid. Therefore, when lurkers or active posters read the community archives, they 
can chose to accept meaning that contradicts current conversations but is more in accord with 
their own constructs, thus enabling contradictory interpretations of meaning to exist in the 
shared temporal space of the community.  
This merging of different meaning in the same temporal space also impacts the communities’ 
perceptions of members’ competence, particularly when the perception of competency is 
based on virtual experiences rather than real life ones. In these circumstances, the community 
can regard a member as highly competent in current conversations whilst their past lack of 
proficiency is readily available to readers of the archive. Therefore, members can be both an 
expert and newcomer, and contradictory ideas and meaning contributed by the same person 
can exist in the same space.   
As a cognate-seminal entrant to the Ford community, Orson wrote thousands of words about 
director John Ford and his films. In the process of her journey, through the medium of very 
long detailed analyses of her responses to the films, she developed an acclaimed level of 
competence. However, at the beginning of her journey, her motivation for posting was that 
she did not understand Ford films and she wanted to engage with people who did. Therefore, 
many of her earlier posts contain ideas and thoughts that are contradictory to the community’s 
reified ideas, even though in in later posts she has endorsed and justified these. When she 
was first introduced to the movie Stagecoach, Orson wrote: 
I don't know. I just don't get that movie. One of these days it will hit me, what it really is all 
about. It took me forever to figure out The Searchers. That is, if one can ever really grasp 
that entire movie. (CMC-FC) 
Nevertheless, two years on from these statements, in a long essay where she defends its 
creative and boundary-pushing concepts, Orson discussed the film Stagecoach as an expert. 
Thus, her learning history exists in the archives as both a person who barely understood the 
film, and a person who has a very creative respect for it. She explained this journey: 
I always thought Stagecoach was the ultimate Saturday afternoon western,( ...) For some 
                                               
the ship, because the seaman considered his role as a seamen exempted him from criticism by non-
seafarers. Later events led the seaman to vilify the captain as a ‘traitor’ to their understandings of their 
way of life, and his role as a villain then became a reified understanding that impacted all later 
discussions. 
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reason I couldn't really get into it much. But then I finally noticed what you just said about 
it – (…) I started to see some deeper musings in the film and it made me appreciate it. 
(MFG-FC) 
A feature of the practice of both virtual communities is that members recognise that the record 
of other member’s journeys to expertise can contain contradictory constructs, and rather than 
limiting recognition of competency, they often use it to embellish further discussion. 
Significantly, because these archives exist, the communities’ perception of the competence of 
members is not a lineal progression, but a merging of their current and older perspectives 
because everything they wrote exists in the form it was written, and can reveal them to be both 
expert and novice at the same time.  
Another feature of maintaining these records is that they preserve the critical analysis that 
results from the discourse, so the community becomes a resource whose connection to the 
domain is more than the provision of information. Within these preserved conversations, is 
evidence of what Candy (1991) describes as deep-level learning where an attempt is made to 
“delve beneath the words or symbols to the underlying ideas” (p.291). He says that such 
learning requires a “critical and analytical disposition, a deliberate search for the meaning of 
the subject and an attempt to identify the relationships between ideas already held and those 
newly encountered” (p.291). 
Even threads, which originated because someone asked a factual question, frequently contain 
a number of posts that critically interpret any information given as a response, and draw 
conclusions about the information, which can include validation, rejection or reinterpretation. 
Interviewee Thomas, who focuses his interest in the domain around pictures of ships, 
commented that he felt the discussion that each picture generated was more important than 
the picture itself. 
In many of the posts that contain analysis, which can be described as deep-learning, the 
shared repertoire of the community, often negates the need to repeat or even acknowledge 
information. In the conversations about the Searchers, rather than describe characters or the 
plot of the film, the Ford community demonstrates its practice by assuming participants in the 
conversation do not become confused by interchanging actors and characters’ names and will 
recognising key plot points without elaborating. In the shipping community, similar 
assumptions are sometime made. Master mariner Scottie wrote: 
I am a N.I. Member and have been since it started - the amalgamation with the IMarEST 
has been mooted and although it looks good on paper it seems that the way IMarEST 
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is going that you will soon need to be a Chartered Engineer to join, I am told. 
Unfortunately it looks as if the two organisations are incompatible the way they are 
structured. (SC) 
In both communities, a further impact of maintaining an archive is that when a member leaves 
the community, their contributions remain in the community not as a mythology, interpreted as 
history for newcomers by older members, but as a contextual record. A shipping community 
moderator called Scamp wrote thousands of words about historical ships, which were quite 
influential in the community, as members constantly quoted his records in their discussions. 
However, Scamp left the community after a dispute with other moderators, yet his 
contributions, including easily accessible pinned posts in many sub forums, remain readily 
accessible to all members, including those who joined long after Scamp left the community. 
Similarly, in the Ford community member Ernest died in 2013, but his posts are still read and 
quoted by members of the community. 
As evidenced above, the history of both virtual communities greatly influences their practice. 
However, because members’ exposure to the history of these communities occurs, generally, 
when they access a contextual record of what happened, including mistakes and trolling, this 
history has a different impact on learning within the community than it would if it was a 
reinterpretation by older members.  
Thus, in both communities, members’ opportunities to engage with community history as it 
was created, has profound implication for how learning, which Wenger (1998) considers to be 
part of the shared history of a community, is understood. This link between learning and history 
becomes a complex process where members’ roles as newcomers may be juxtaposed with 
old timers, as they interpret old meanings. Additionally, all versions and conclusions about 
meaning can exist in the same temporal space, as they are all equally accessible. 
Connections between meaning and experience 
In both communities, when members post about their life-experience, these are recorded in 
the archives, thus providing members with a platform to publish their reflections on those 
experiences. For the members of the Ford community, the archives document their growing 
comprehension of Ford films, which includes the exchanges that created those conclusions. 
In the shipping community, as many retired seamen and some serving seamen share the 
stories of their life experience, they are recording a personal first-hand history of an era that 
may otherwise be forgotten or lost.  
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Thread titled Could You Kill a Ship 
An example of how threads in the shipping community can become a record of members’ life 
experiences, is one titled Could You Kill a Ship that interviewee William initiated in 2011. In 
this thread, which contained more than for 90 posts and 13,000 words written over 14 months, 
and had 24 contributors, seamen discussed their reaction to the scrapping of old ships. In the 
first month, there were 40 responses amongst the original posters and then different members 
regularly resurrected the thread for the next year.  
Amongst the posters, there appeared to be a tacit understanding that the thread was a first-
hand record of sea-life and the only non-seafarer who posted was ignored. This documented 
response of individual posters about the scrapping of old ships included: information about 
places that destroy ships; some social commentary on the values of seamen; some quite 
differing and conflicting views about the destruction of the ships; and some views that 
connected the scrapping of old ships to the seaman’s perception of themselves. This thread 
also contains some controversial statements about Asian scrapping yards. William made an 
emphatic statement about his views in his first post. He asked:  
Could any of you watch a lovely old lady of the sea arrive in fully functioning condition at 
the breakers and then be the first up the gangway with your oxy torch and start cutting 
her to pieces? (SC) 
During this discussion, the seamen shared some very intense memories of the ships in which 
they had sailed, expressed regrets about the fate of those ships, and told some stories of the 
people with whom they sailed. Sailor, a marine engineer, described his early sea-life: 
My first ship was HMS Lowestoft, and she was finally sent to the bottom of the ocean by 
a torpedo-during live firing exercises in the states! Unfortunately they did not remove her 
Pennant number, and it was so sad to see her end up like this. (SC) 
William posted again, to comment further on his connections to the old ships and his memories 
of his sea-life. He suggested: 
When you spend over two years on one ship she becomes very much, your home. You 
get to know her and maintain her from truck to keel and you get to know all her little faults 
as well as her strengths. She takes you safely all over the world through wild raging seas 
and idyllic tropical nights. (SC) 
In the immediate replies to William’s question, the seamen were very emotive, and tended to 
describe a quite romantic view of the sea-life, which was projected onto the ships themselves. 
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Reginald, who described himself as a bosun, wrote: 
None of us who ever sailed the oceans will ever forget the living entities that were once 
our floating homes and work places. Ships were alive, call me daft. (SC) 
As the members addressed the loss of their ships to scrapyards and other causes, they also 
prescribed a very animated life to these inanimate ships, all the while expressing some very 
complex emotions. Jonas, who worked on the deck, wrote: 
Now then chaps - its hard to imagine the inner feelings of one Joe Bates bosun of Alfred 
Holt's HECTOR from her slipway days of 1950 at Belfast to July 1972 when he took her to 
Sing Cheng Yungs yard in Kaohsiung. (SC) 
Trojan, who also worked on the deck, remembered: 
I was part of the delivery crew on the "Bird of Paradise", (…) I see now she is wrecked, 
laying on her side on top of a reef just outside Port au Spain. I don't know what befell her, 
but it's a sad thing to see any vessel hung out to slowly rot and for all to see. (SC) 
During this discussion, the elderly seamen projected many of their feelings about scrapping 
ships onto very personal emotions, particularly by connecting the sinking of ships at sea to 
“going out with dignity”, whilst pondering their own fate. Interviewee Jack wrote in this thread: 
I suppose bottom line you are correct, ships, just as humans, all face the same end. No 
one beats the reaper. But as with humans, I think there is a desire, a denial, for self or a 
loved one. (SC) 
Mac, who worked on cruise ships, also projected some very strong feelings about aging in his 
description of a ship he loved. He noted: 
As much as I loved the dear old girl, Southsea was in a rough state and truly a dead ship. 
(…) So, although a ship might be considered as being put to death in a breakers yard [sic] 
in truth, it’s a graveyard nothing more. (...) I would happily put a ship that I care about out 
of its misery rather then [sic] let it lose its dignity. Bury the dead or they will stink the place 
out. (SC) 
Throughout this thread, there are emotional descriptions of ‘souls’ of ships, and one poster 
quoted a poem about ships dying, and thus exposed readers of the thread to a highly 
imaginative and literate perspective of sea-life. Throughout the early parts of the thread, these 
seamen’s memories are a very forceful recording of their life experience. These reminiscences 
occurred as a direct consequence of conversing with people who shared similar experiences, 
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in an environment where they felt safe to express emotional responses to the question first 
asked.  
After a few months, the original posters withdrew from the discussion. Thereafter relative 
newcomers to the community continued to post in the thread, thus demonstrating the 
legitimacy of their experience by connecting to the original poster’s views, but with far less 
emotion. Linx, who was a seaman who had only recently begun posting, commented: 
Agree. Scrapping is infinitely preferable to preservation or conversion etc, which is the 
worst solution of all. (…) Even a well preserved ship ( Queen Mary?) will still look very sad 
to any ex crew walking round – like a decaying corpse.(SC) 
In the last months of posting, the thread then become an endorsement of the original posters, 
by supporting their views about the loss of ships and the indignity of scrapping, until the thread 
faded away when most emotion was spent. 
Thread on John Wayne 
An example of a thread which explains the Ford community foundations, as well as blending 
both current and historical meaning into a record of expertise, is one devoted to actor John 
Wayne at MFG. This thread records how the community developed a reified view of Wayne 
as an accomplished actor, in the context of his participation in John Ford films. Jane 
commenced the thread in 2009 under the title Lest We Forget, as a tribute on the anniversary 
of Wayne’s death.  
Within this thread, there were many postings about the Ford films, in which the actor starred, 
and it was still active in early 2015 with over 400 posts and nearly 9000 viewings. This thread 
explains why some conversations about Ford films were shifted to the MFG forum, as 
members expressed their concerns that discussions at the CMC were becoming an 
uncomfortable environment, due to quite aggressive ‘trolling’, particularly in relation to any 
discussion that involved actor John Wayne54.  
At the commencement of this thread, posters made some very direct statements about the 
controversial aspects of Wayne’s biography that had initiated the ‘trolling’. They then asserted 
their reified belief, which developed as result of their experience watching and discussing the 
                                               
54 Some forums that mention Wayne can become highly confrontational because of disparate 
responses to his political views. 
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Ford films, which is that John Wayne55 was a ‘good’ actor, a view sometimes disputed in other 
related communities. Orson explained her response to the actor, a view reflected by other 
posters. She wrote: 
I immediately decided that Wayne was best in John Ford films, and that Ford was a 
Svengali to Wayne. It must be! Because I only liked him in John Ford films. (MFG-FC) 
In the safety of this non-confrontational environment, MFG members expressed both 
admiration for Wayne’s acting, and their concerns about his politics, thus defining the 
community’s attitude toward him. After the initial construction of the community 
understandings about Wayne, the conversation then moved from locating resources about 
Wayne, to comments on non-Ford films, but inevitably it returned to Wayne’s connections to 
director John Ford.  
Whilst this thread initially contains some ‘fan’ aspects, within a year it devolved into some deep 
analysis of well-known Ford films. A very intense conversation commenced after a new DVD 
release of the film Stagecoach56 in 2011 and became both a review of the film, and a validation 
of the community’s reified view of Ford. This conversation then developed into a detailed 
discussion of a video essay by a noted film historian Tag Gallagher, about setups in the film 
which contained over 12,000 words of critical analysis of the video essay. 
Several members stated they rethought the film after this exchange. Terry, a cognate-seminal 
entrant to the community wrote:  
Just for right now (...) in the glow of this new discovery I'm tempted to say out loud that 
Hitchy57 is technique and Pappy is heart. But I don't want to say that out loud; (I love you 
Alfred!!) And I don't know enough about Ford to even say his name. (MFG-FC) 
Consequent to this discussion, Gallagher was frequently cited as a respected source for 
understanding Ford films and members are regularly referred to the conversation about his 
essay in the Wayne thread, as an example of the influence of technical aspects of film on its 
artistry.  
After exhausting dialogue on the Gallagher video, the thread recommenced when some 
                                               
55 The community recognises a complex relationship between Ford and Wayne and does not tolerate 
dispute of Wayne’s credentials as an actor because these credentials are strongly connected to 
Ford’s artistic reputation. 
56 Stagecoach is a 1939 Ford film which is often described as the first adult western. 
57 This refers to well-known director Alfred Hitchcock. 
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members attended an exhibition of John Wayne costumes, which led to an intermittent 
discussion about the costumes and Wayne and Ford. However, shortly after attending this 
exhibition, Terry saw The Searchers for the first time in April 2012 and she wrote 
enthusiastically of her experience: 
The blaring announcement of the opening credits' music...the cold dread I felt before the 
attack... No, I've never seen the film all the way through (my pitiful confession) but I am 
now. My God. (MFG-FC). 
This resulted in 125 intense posts, which discussed nuances of certain characters in The 
Searchers, after which the conversation waned. It was revived in August after Orson saw the 
film again and another four pages of detailed discussion about the film took place.  
Throughout this John Wayne thread, there is constant referral to previous conversations, Terry 
wrote: 
And now reading your thoughts here, really made me feel the depth of what I actually saw. 
The posts here have made me want to trudge through [CMC] City and roam the archives 
to see your past discussions of "The Searchers" which I skimmed and/or avoided in the 
past. (MFG-FC) 
After The Searchers discussion ended, the thread ceased for some months, then continued 
with references to non-Ford films, but once again become active about Ford films when 
another was released on BlueRay. 
This thread is significant to the Ford community because it clearly expresses certain non-
negotiable views that the community maintains about connections between Wayne and Ford 
but it also provides the context for why the community has those views. By maintaining the 
thread in its entirety, the community has preserved a record that justifies its beliefs, despite 
other film forums clearly disputing them58. This thread is a significant example of how the Ford 
community records its experiences, because it contains the communities’ reified views on a 
controversial topic of the domain. However, the thread contextualises these views within a 
long running discourse that contains many complex interconnections to the community’s 
perceived view of Ford’s artistry, thus offering some support to their view of actor Wayne, 
given that it is not universally accepted and is contested in other forums.  
                                               
58 Wikipedia and IMDB, the most recognised internet film resource, contain distinctly opposite views of 
Wayne. 
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Discussion of connections between meaning and experience 
In both communities, members share and reflect on real life experiences, such as 
watching films or going to sea, as well as their virtual experiences, including exchanges 
with other people. By engaging with others when they share their personal experiences, 
members integrate their accounts of personal events into the community practice. These 
personal experiences then become part the community’s shared history, and thus in 
Wenger’s (1998) view, are incorporated into the community’s learning. Therefore when 
participants record their personal activities and reflections, other members can merge 
them into their own learning, as new experiences. When these personal experiences 
align with other members’ experiences, they can form the basis of the community’s 
reified meaning, such as occurs in the Ford community in the John Wayne thread.  
Whilst personal reflection can take place in isolation, in other online social media, or in 
a blog, the forum format of both communities provides a safe social environment for 
members to share their experiences and have them validated by peers, something that 
may not be present in their real world lives. As Linx explained:   
It's that [shipping community] added a huge dimension to my life. As you know the wind 
blew a lot harder when we were young so it's great to talk to old salts telling them how it 
was for you and hearing how it was for them. ..It is good to have the members to talk to 
though, only the other night I was telling my wife about the day i [sic] was re bricking a 
boiler and she just was'nt [sic] interested. (SC) 
According to Boud, Cohen and Walker (1993), reflection about an event and therefore 
the experience of it, lasts as long as the person lives and has access to memory. 
However, when members record their experiences and reflections in the archives of both 
communities, they exist as long as the archive does.  
In the Could You Kill a Ship thread, the conversation and the emotion it engendered resulted 
from the social experience of sharing memories with other seamen who had also lived similar 
events. In the Ford group’s conversation about John Wayne, in an environment that was free 
from ‘trolling’ and the risk of ridicule, posters felt able to express thoughts that had caused 
issues in the CMC environment where they could be heckled by other posters. In both 
discussions, the expression, and consequent endorsement of personal beliefs by other 
participants, led members to some specific conclusions about their experiences, and because 
these discourses are archived the reflection by which this occurred is clearly recorded and 
available to anyone reading the thread. In the view of Ziegler et al. (2014) this meaning-making 
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through conversation expands the conceptualisation of informal group learning. They suggest 
that conversations with peers are an important part of adult learning, and both conversations 
described above are examples of adult learning through talk, in the absence of what these 
authors describe as an expert ‘other’.  
Because neither of the above conversations had a facilitator who moderated the direction of 
the discussion, neither developed meaning in a logical sequential discourse, and some of the 
personalised perspectives seemed random. Nevertheless, in both threads, when the 
researcher read the conversations as complete sequences rather than a spasmodic current 
conversation, she became aware that when accessing them as a preserved record, it was 
possible to recognise how social engagement and peer exchange contributed to the emotional 
content, which forms the foundations of the exchanges in both dialogues. Both conversations 
developed a subtext that is not immediately self-evident when first reading the current 
conversation, which is interspersed with off topic comments, hesitations, and some 
disconnects because of the asynchronous nature of the exchanges. However, when these 
conversations are read as archives, the whole flow and analyses of the meaning becomes 
obvious, and far more influential than is apparent in the course of their construction. By 
reading the shipping discussion as an archive, the researcher gained an insight into aspects 
of sea-life because the ongoing dialogue clearly demonstrated the significance of the 
seamen’s experiences on their lives. However, these connections are rarely explicitly 
expressed in short excerpts taken from the conversation. In the John Wayne discussion, by 
connecting ideas over a number of conversations, the researcher gained insight in how the 
community’s reified views were developed, as well as an understanding of the Ford 
community’s desire to discuss certain controversial aspects of their domain in a safe 
environment. 
Some members clearly had some very negative experiences when they had tried to reflect on 
John Wayne’s59 contribution to the artistry of Ford films in the CMC forum, due to the 
intransient attitude of other members to this controversial figure. Interviewee Angela 
expressed her concerns about some aspects of Wayne’s biography but she also wrote: 
I love John Wayne's face. ;) Anybody who says to me he couldn't act -- them's fighting 
words! and I'll meet you out in the alley back of the bar . (MFG-FC) 
                                               
59 As Wayne made 21 films directed by Ford, including some of his most recognised classics, it is 
virtually impossible to discuss these films in any depth without considering the significance of 
Wayne’s roles in them. 
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By moving this conversation to the safe environment of the Lest We Forget thread, upon 
reflection, the community concluded that Wayne was a significant figure in recognising Ford’s 
artistry, without denying the controversies. However, it was clear to the researcher as she read 
the whole thread that these conclusions were developed over a number of conversations in the 
thread, rather than one single discussion and that these outcomes may have differed without 
the connections to previous discussions.  
Similarly, the Could You Kill a Ship thread provides a secure environment amongst peers, 
where seamen can discuss highly personal and emotive aspects of their lives at sea. In the 
shipping community, these (mostly) seamen record political and religious opinions that may 
appear intolerant, but are also reflective of a certain life experience. In the confines of the 
community, amongst peers, there is an enhanced opportunity for these seamen to record and 
share their events without fear of attack from by people who do not understand their 
background and life experience. Thus within the thread Could You Kill a Ship, members were 
able to construct a personal meaning by reflecting and philosophising about what they learnt 
from that experience without feeling pressured to justify their emotions or views. William 
explained: 
You get comments from some of the younger people who are still at sea, but it just 
reinforces what we already know anyway. .. - I retired in 2005. So I'm fully aware of how 
different they are now, totally different [than] when I was at sea. (IV) 
In Candy’s (1991) opinion, it is the wider social and cultural issues that influence and often 
determine how particular individuals see their personal world because individuals are not 
isolated beings creating privately constructed realms. However, in some virtual environments 
these social and cultural issues can also inhibit some reflection when negative aspects are 
effectively censored by posters who have contradictory reified understandings. Because both 
communities offer safe environments to explore controversial aspects of their lives, members 
are able to record some perspectives of their experience without ‘outside’ cultural norms 
inhibiting them. In the John Wayne conversation, participants needed to address their 
response to certain aspects of his biography, in order to understand his contribution to Ford 
films. In the Could You Kill a Ship thread, posters needed to express attitudes to the 
destruction of ships that incorporate negative comments about Asian shipyards. 
In both threads discussed above, members could post without needing to explain themselves 
about these cultural contexts. Whilst some members, such as William, have recorded their 
histories in books and on personal websites, the social interaction of the shipping community 
has created a spontaneous recounting of the seamen’s memories that was prompted by the 
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recording of other men’s stories, so that the merging of experience becomes a history in itself.  
When reading the archives of Could You Kill a Ship, it is possible to observe how the 
community engages socially, then challenges, and then supports seamen as they reflect 
on events in their lives. Threads such as Could You Kill a Ship, record meaning that is 
entrenched in the individuals’ experience, but validated and supported by peers, who do 
not require explication of tacitly shared views of their way of life. Pancho, an ex-
deckhand, wrote: 
For me [the shipping community]. brings a smile to my face when reading an article and 
thinking yea been there done that it jog's the memory and it has brought back many long 
forgotten days and a good healthy new year to one and all  (SC) 
One of the most powerful aspects of the thread Could You Kill a Ship is not the factual history 
of what happened to the ships but rather it is the emotions which connect the seafarers’ 
present lives to the loss of the ships. Nevertheless, in sharing and reflecting on their lives, they 
recorded a legacy that enlightens those who have not lived the experience. Cedric, an 
engineer, commented: 
All the threads submitted to [the shipping community] seem to reflect on the life and times 
at sea during the 1950's, 60's and 70's and all were telling the stories of the good times 
and the good ships and great shipping companies. (SC) 
Because these threads are representative of the history of the communities, they are also 
representative of the shared learning of the communities. Both communities in this study 
define themselves by their social role, rather than their learning one. However, in Wenger’s 
(1998) view, learning is a process of social reconfiguration which transforms communities. 
Within the Lest We Forget thread in the Ford community, there are many markers of the 
community’s growth and choice of directions through exchanges that clearly represent a 
growth in the community’s understanding. Additionally, within this thread, the engagement 
between members as they analysed their complicated feelings, created a scaffold for a highly 
literate analysis of some aspects of Ford’s films.  
In Candy’s (1991) view, learning is an active process of constructing meaning and 
transforming understandings. Whilst the thread Could You Kill a Ship is representative of the 
shipping community’s already entrenched understanding, the social engagement within this 
thread provides an opportunity for the seamen to reflect on their earlier life. In doing so, they 
came to conclusions that essentially re-construct past experiences into new learning 
experiences. However, the thread also contains many differing conclusions from individual 
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sea-men. As Candy also says, no two people have an identical experience and within this 
thread there are many differing conclusions about the fate of the ships all based on individual’s 
perspective of their lives. 
In Wenger’s (1998) view, knowledge, and therefore the process of learning that creates it, is 
made powerful by members’ community identity. As has been noted in Chapter Five-
Participation however, within these virtual communities, participation is not just an act of 
posting but can extend to many lurking activities that could be described as peripheral in face-
to-face communities. Because these two threads are both archived and therefore available to 
all forms of participation the power of the learning, and consequent knowledge, is extended 
well beyond the original poster’s understanding, and the currency of the exchanges. Thus, 
these threads become a powerful knowledge resource for as long as the community preserves 
them and for as long as all participants continue to access them.   
Conclusion about proposition three 
Because of their virtuality and their asynchronous written format, both communities observed 
in this study exist outside real life perceptions of environment, geography, and time, yet these 
concepts influence many aspects of practice, including competency, social engagement, the 
perception of meaning, and the influence of the community’s history on its learning. Even 
though members of both communities rarely share the similar geographic and temporal co-
location that can be a major influence on face-to-face communities, both depend on a virtual 
form of co-location, to duplicate essential aspects of practice, that in face-to-face communities 
occur through the spontaneity of shared physical environments.  
However the impact of the written asynchronous format which allows members to effectively 
communicate when they do not share the same temporal and geographic space, affects far 
more than the way members engage socially in current conversations. It dominates the whole 
practice and consequent learning. Essential to understanding the practice of these 
communities is to recognise that their asynchronous written format defines how meaning is 
understood and reified within these communities. All engagement between posters is recorded 
so that the communities are built around an ever-increasing archive of the history of the 
community. These archives not only maintain a record of the knowledge of each community 
but they record, in context, how that knowledge was created. In these communities, all 
meaning in the community, including re-renegotiated meaning, even when it contradicts new 
meaning, and the processes that created it, is accessible to both active posters and peripheral 
participants in the same temporal space. Effectively the existence of these archives enables 
the history of the meaning of the community to merge with current activities. 
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Thus, the suggestion can be made that, whilst meaning in a community may be renegotiated 
or new ideas may be added to the community, the practice of the community is not lineal but 
essentially non-temporal and not confined to the time meaning is recorded. That is to say, 
members can access new meaning and old meaning, and even contradictory meaning in the 
same time span. In both communities, the evidence suggests that when they record their 
history and maintain access to it in their archives, the history of the community becomes an 
active component of current conversations, as members resurrect old ideas, use old meaning 
to support the creation of new meaning and build new conversations that incorporate 
previously concluded or disputed opinions.  
In Wenger’s (1998) view the history of a community, including its tales and its narratives are 
essential to social learning, as old-timers demonstrate their competency by interpreting past 
events to new members. However, whilst as in face-to-face communities, for both virtual 
communities, the process of learning is intimately connected to their history, the recalling of 
events is not dependent on the interpretation of their older members. All new members, 
regardless of whether they are germinal, cognate-seminal or seminal entrants, can access all 
the understandings of the community by reading the history of the community. In reading this 
history, they can also construct their own conclusions and interpretations of reified 
understandings and community values without relying on the interpretation of other members, 
and thus learn without actively engaging with other members. Lurkers, such as the researcher 
in the shipping community, who do not have similar personal experiences in their own lives, 
can learn by sharing the experiences of posters without actively engaging with them. Therefore 
it can be suggested that the archives strongly influence the competence of many members 
who do not directly engage or interact, because their exposure to the narratives and tales 
provides them with the new experiences that Wenger(1998) suggests are an important part of 
practice.  
These archives reveal a complex creation of meaning that is not lineal in its progression but 
merges current and previous discourse. This creates a very powerful but complicated practice 
that is both restrained by each communities’ adherence to reified beliefs and interpretations, 
and expanded by the fact that all interpretations of meaning are readily available to anyone 
who chooses to read the conversations. 
The influence of this complex process of recording meaning on the recognition of community 
and individual expertise is discussed in the next chapter which examines Proposition four: The 
written format and virtuality encourages abstraction of meaning and interpretation of experience 
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which can result in sophisticated levels of constructed meaning for both individuals and 
communities. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT-PROPOSITION FOUR 
Proposition: The written format and virtuality encourages abstraction of meaning and 
interpretation of experience which can result in sophisticated levels of constructed 
meaning for both individuals and communities. 
Introduction 
Whilst the definition of a community of practice implies that its members learn when they 
negotiate meaning, in this chapter the process of that learning is examined in both 
communities observed. This is done in order to comprehend the impact of their virtual 
asynchronous written format on their learning processes, as well as recognise the level of 
complexity of the subsequent knowledge that is created from that learning. As part of this 
discussion, this chapter contains deliberation on the way in which conclusions drawn in the 
previous chapters explain the level of sophistication of learning in both communities.  
Within this chapter, the way in which members learn is viewed through two lenses. The first is 
Wenger’s (1998) explanation of learning through three modes of belonging to a community. 
He labels these modes of belonging as imagination, engagement and alignment. The other 
lens used to examine the way that community participants learn, is Candy’s (1991) perception 
of deep learning, as contrasted to surface learning. Additionally, there is an examination of 
how the communities, and their individual members, recognise learning, regardless of whether 
this occurs through direct or indirect social engagement. 
In any community of practice, according to Wenger (2007), the domain topic may be one of 
indifference to anyone but participants, and thus any recognition of competence in the domain 
achieved from members’ participation in the community, may only be relevant to them. 
However, for both communities observed in this study, the topic of domain clearly has some 
applicability beyond the community,60 so that any identity of competence accredited by peers 
in the community, needs to be considered in terms of credibility beyond the community. Hence, 
                                               
60 From the number of members of the shipping community (90,000) and the number of websites 
dedicated to an interest in shipping, it can be suggested that it is a domain that interests many people 
at many levels. A search of worldcat.org indicates there are thousands of books and articles that have 
been published about John Ford, and a search of Amazon indicates that DVDs of most of his films are 
readily available, and interest is such that there is a continuing industry in reformatting the older ones 
to improve quality. 
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this chapter also includes an examination of the significance of members’ identities of 
competence, and the relevance of knowledge that is constructed from their learning 
processes, to community members; to the communities themselves; and to the broader world. 
Joining up the links in previous chapters 
Within the previous three chapters, there was a discussion of several propositions regarding 
practice in the virtual environments of these two communities. These propositions were:  
Table Nine: Summary of propositions 
Proposition Impact on Virtuality of the Community 
Proposition: When informal virtual groups 
operate communities of practice, their virtuality 
results in substantial differences to the model 
proposed by Wenger. 
 multimedia relationships. 
 level of expertise on entry.  
 concepts of reification and participation. 
Proposition: In both communities observed in 
this study, there can be a symbiotic relationship 
between the autodidactic learning of members 
and practice within communities.  
 identity of individuals.  
 relationship between private and social 
meaning.  
 how meaning is negotiated. 
Proposition: The written asynchronous format 
of both communities re-contextualises concepts 
of shared time and space for members and 
ensures all meaning remains as an accessible 
history contextualised within the time it was 
created. 
 concepts of co-location. 
 history of the community.  
 record of expertise. 
After consideration of these three propositions, it is suggested that there is sufficient evidence 
obtained from community members’ stories and interviewees’ comments, as well as the 
experiences of the researcher, to conclude that many of the entrants to these communities 
brought with them their own previously developed constructions about their respective 
domains. These constructions were only occasionally connected to formal or moderated 
educational pursuits, and many came from participants’ autodidactic learning activities and 
lifetime experiences.  
As concluded in Chapter Seven-Connections between Meaning and Experience, there is 
also evidence that learning in these virtual communities, is not a linear progression. In Chapter 
Five-Levels of Expertise, the discussion illustrates that neither community’s recognition of 
members’ competence is contingent on them following a learning trajectory where newer 
entrants’ understanding of the domain is only a product of their interaction with older 
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competent members. Rather, the discussion in Chapter Six confirms that these two 
communities provide a relatively safe environment where people whose autodidactic learning 
has led to personally constructed understandings within the domain or related ones, can share 
their experiences and knowledge, as well as absorb those of their peers. 
In Chapter Seven-History of the Community, there is also corroboration of the view that the 
preservation of members’ experiences and their reflection on those experiences as a written 
history, contributes significantly to the learning of all community members. Because 
community members can access this preserved meaning, their learning can include the 
creation of new experiences and new constructions, when they contrast personal 
understandings with the experiences of other participants. This learning occurs even when 
members do not directly interact with peers, but access the earlier archived discourses.   
These understandings, resulting from consideration of the first three propositions, support 
Candy’s (1991) view that the heart of the constructivist paradigm is a person’s attempt to 
impose meaning and significance on events and ideas. Further, the evidence from the 
conclusions about the first three propositions endorses Candy’s belief that learners are not 
passive beings who respond to stimuli, but rather learn through the active process of 
transforming understandings. Interviewee Angela explains: 
That was great [joining the Ford community] because I virtually never get to sit around 
and talk about movies like that [in real life]. (IV) 
Additionally, in all the previous chapters, Peters and Gray's (2005) view that self-directed 
learning is not a lonely thing but a very social thing, is also confirmed, because in both 
communities members’ learning is not undertaken in isolation. Rather it happens through social 
engagement, as individual community members contribute to the knowledge of the community 
by incorporating their own constructions into its understanding. Interviewee Thomas noted how 
members can insert their personality and knowledge into the community when he said: 
Quite often - it's funny, now and again somebody will put up a posting that's completely 
frivolous and it contrasts with the others that are really quite intensely technical and pretty 
good. (IV) 
An examination of the first three propositions also indicates that when people join these 
communities, both what they learn and the way they learn, is based on the compatibility of the 
community’s world-view with their own. Interviewee Jane explains the MFG forum grew from 
a desire to connect with people who shared similar perspectives. She commented: 
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We let the people at [CMG] message boards know that we were in contact with and had 
posted with and felt comfortable - we told them about the [MFG]. But we told them that 
we were setting up a new board, and that's how the [MFG] came about. (IV) 
After analysing the first three propositions, there is also evidence that this requirement of 
compatibility between members’ life view and community understanding, strongly influences 
whether community members participate overtly or indirectly, as well as the level to which they 
accept the validity of knowledge presented within the community. Thus, learning in these 
virtual communities becomes a complicated mixture of social and autodidactic learning, where 
autodidactics choose to take a social path to learning through a community of practice, 
provided that this practice does not excessively contradict meaning they have constructed as 
autodidactic learners.  
Learning through connecting individual constructions and social exchange 
In Chapter Five-Levels of Expertise, there is considerable confirmation of the view that the 
way social engagement in the communities influences members’ learning may differ between 
individuals, depending on their prior connection to the domain. Thus for some seminal 
entrants, whose aim is to connect with peers who have similar understandings, an important 
role of both these communities is their validation of personal meaning against the reified 
values of the community. This social validation has profound effects on the learning of their 
members. Filmcrew wrote about the Ford community: 
I reckon that's why I enjoy this site so much. Sharing my fondness for the classics ... and 
even learning new stuff. (MFG-FC) 
Similarly, Simon, a retired Canadian radar technician, described his connection to the shipping 
community, when he commented: 
Regarding [shipping community] , first thing I read each morning, gets me laughing, gets 
me annoyed, gets me going. Must confess that I often make comments that I dont [sic] 
mean purely to see who will rise to the bait. It is part of my life now. (SC) 
According to Candy (1991), something is only fully learned when it develops a truth or integrity 
in the eyes of the learner. Hence, in both communities, the validation role is a very important 
part of their practice as this validation of the constructs that members created as autodidactic 
learners, and through life experience, can result in the community conferring an identity of 
competence on them. Interviewee Jane, who is a moderator and highly accredited by the Ford 
community, explained this validation role. She said: 
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[Lady L] will find something that I'd never really considered and it's like, wow.  So that's 
the big upside of the internet and being able to reach out in a social context and talk to 
people, because everybody sees the movies differently and so everybody brings 
something to the table. (IV) 
However, some seminal entrant members, particularly in the shipping community, may not 
describe their interactions as learning, or refer to the social reflective activities of the 
community as confirming their understandings, but, rather, they may interpret this validation 
as respect for their views. William, a seminal entrant to the shipping community, was the only 
interviewee who did not describe his interactions as learning. He explained his connection to 
the community:  
With regard to [shipping community], I had been 'ashore' for some time and hastily 
'rejoined ship'. This site has been an inspiration to me and I have been pleased to be able 
to share information that I gleaned from other sources. Even some of the more outrageous 
or outlandish comments have at time set me on paths to seek out facts. (IV) 
Nevertheless, his descriptions of his activities and examination of his many posts, regardless 
of his personal expectations, suggests that part of his interaction includes some complex 
learning processes which include gaining further understanding about his life experience, as 
well as exchanging views and engaging with peers. 
Contradictorily, despite the importance of this validation role, in Chapter Six there is also 
evidence that sometimes core members can reject community validations so that there can 
be differentiation between some community conclusions, and the personal understandings of 
each individual. Both interviewees Jane and Angela suggested they had some disagreement 
with certain Ford community perspectives, but they have found its alignment to most of their 
understandings is sufficient to justify their close connection to the community61.   
In Candy’s (1991) opinion, no two people have identical learning experiences because each 
person constructs an idiosyncratic explanatory system or a unique map of the topography that 
represents reality. Thus, while the social learning of each community creates a number of 
reified understandings, the learning process, and the resulting meaning constructed by each 
member of the community may not be identical, or even always parallel to all the 
understandings of the community, because members may privately contest some reified 
                                               
61 Both Angela and Jane expressed concerns about the impact of John Ford’s alcoholism on their 
view of him, as well as the disagreement with the political actions of some people closely connected 
to Ford. 
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aspects, but publically conform. However, the evidence from examining all of the first three 
propositions suggests that if disconnections between community understanding and personal 
meanings relate to fundamental personal values, participation levels may reduce irrevocably. 
Discussion in the previous chapters also indicates that validation of personal constructs is not 
just the province of seminal entrants. Because germinal entrants usually have some 
connection to the domain when they join these communities, they too may wish to validate 
some constructs by seeking responses from competent members in order to expand their 
understanding of the domain. However, frequently, they have a clear concept that they want 
to learn, rather than impose meaning on the community. Birch joined the shipping community 
specifically to find information about a ship. Birdman replied to his request:  
Welcome to [shipping community]. Good luck with the research. Lots of knowledgeable 
members who will be able to help with info. (SC) 
Germinal entrants often express appreciation for new ideas in ‘manners’ posts. They are also 
most likely to follow Wenger’s (1998) description of a learning trajectory where, as they engage 
socially, they develop their level of connection to the domain, by interacting with competent 
community members. Sylvia, a germinal entrant to the Ford community, wrote of how Lady L 
influenced her views: 
[Lady L] you wrote that [beautifully]. ... I feel the same way you do. I love to read how 
some people can interpret how a character is supposed to be acting, or feeling, or saying 
lines, … but I will never have that ability, so I try to leave it to others. (MFG-FC) 
As noted in in Chapter Five and Chapter Six, germinal entrants, such as Sylvia, may 
experience rapid development of their understandings about the domain, as well as 
community recognition of that growth, but particularly in the shipping community, their identity 
may remain as one of lesser competence. Nonetheless, as part of their learning, they may 
commit to many of the community’s reified views. As noted in Chapter Five interviewee 
Thomas, a germinal entrant to the shipping community, supported the community’s 
recognition of the value of sea experience.  
In contrast to germinal and seminal entrants to the community, cognate-seminal entrants may 
not join the community to validate personal understandings, but may be interested in exploring 
new ones. Nonetheless, cognate-seminal entrants tend to be highly influential. As has been 
mentioned, in both communities cognate-seminal entrants often provide impetus to the 
development of community understanding and meaning by challenging, provoking, and 
questioning reified ideas without necessarily rejecting them, thus providing both communities 
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with opportunities to extend and validate these core understandings. Lady L, who joined the 
Ford community as a cognate-seminal entrant, explained her connections to the domain when 
she posted: 
But I am enjoying the voyage---so long as it continues to be fun, I'll stick with it. This is 
why I enjoy most learning what someone feels about films… No one has to be taught how 
to feel about a movie, and that levels the field in my opinion. (MFG-FC)   
Within this study, there is considerable evidence to confirm that the levels of competence on 
entry to the communities continue to influence the identity that both communities confer on 
their members. According to Wenger (1998, p.214), “a history of mutual engagement is an 
ideal context for leading edge learning, requiring a bond of communal competence with a deep 
respect for particularity of experience”. Hence, the social engagement of the community allows 
all posters the opportunity to create a recognised identity, which will include a socially 
recognised assessment of their level of competence within the community. However whilst 
development of competence of germinal members may be recognised by the community, this 
assessment may still be influenced by entry levels of knowledge. Thomas, as a germinal 
entrant with no sea experience, did develop an identity in the shipping community that was 
sufficiently respected for him to comment on aspects of community behaviour and interaction 
in public posts whilst Sylvia’s growth in knowledge was frequently applauded by Ford 
members. Nevertheless, neither member was granted any acknowledgments of expertise by 
influential community members.  
Attracting entrants of all levels is important for the continuation of each community. However, 
for both communities, attracting seminal entrant members, and recognising their identity and 
expertise, or encouraging cognate-seminal members to develop identities of competence 
based around validation of their alignment to community perspectives of the domain, 
legitimises community meaning, even if alternate views are available elsewhere. Thus, by 
attracting seminal and cognate-seminal members who shared their positive assessment of 
controversial actor, John Wayne, the Ford community regarded its view as justified, even 
when, as has been noted, distinctly contradictory views could be found in other virtual 
environments.  
These identities of competence not only support the community’s view of itself, but there is 
evidence to suggest that they also confer a status that is incorporated into the way individuals 
describe their connections to the domain. According to Candy (1991), even in a constructivist 
framework, wider social and cultural issues influence, and in many cases actually determine, 
how particular individuals see their personal world. When the community acknowledges 
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competency, that sense of competency can be transferred to other situations, including real 
life ones, as evidenced by the number of members of both communities who became bloggists 
and commentators on their domains.62 Thus, the process of learning through conversations in 
these communities is a complex one that involves the recognition of reified concepts, the 
creation of an identity of competence, and the social recognition of personal meaning, which 
is then incorporated into community meaning.  
Learning through extended participation 
As has been noted in Chapter five-Participation, a very important part of each community’s 
social exchanges is the active posting of their members. However, it is also recognised that in 
both communities, the activities of participation and learning are not confined to those who 
post. For many lurkers, who only read the discourses, the learning opportunities that each 
community provides, are important reasons to participate. Wesley, who is a very limited poster 
in the shipping community, wrote: 
Every time I open this site, I am amazed by the history, knowledge, and the great stories 
that I read. Yes, it is a bit nostalgic, but it also always makes me smile, and somehow 
relaxes me. (SC) 
Those members who participate through lurking can be very important to both communities 
because this form of participation expands opportunities for transiting community meaning into 
other communities, thus giving credence to the competency of the community. Jasper, a 
seafarer whose interest is model ship building, de-lurked to introduce himself, and describe 
his connection to other communities. He said:  
I have been a lurker in these forums for a while- so I thought I would take the plunge and 
say hello!. My main interest is building model ships in a small scale. The full extent of my 
madness can be seen here  [Link](SC) 
Hawkes also stressed his connections to other communities when he introduced himself to 
the Ford community:  
                                               
62 Lady L, Angela, Jane, Nana and Alma all maintain blogs and commentaries in the Ford community. 
William, Arthur, Scamp and Freddie as well as numerous others of the 90,000 members of the 
shipping community maintain their own sites about the domain. 
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Hi, everybody! This is my first time on [MFG]. Some of you will remember me from another 
message board. I'll take my time learning my way around. Get to know the mechanics of 
it all. (MFG-FC) 
In Chapter Five-Participation levels of lurker participation were discussed and it was noted 
that some marginal lurkers only participate at a level that Wenger (1998) describes as 
boundary participation, where their engagement with the community is limited. However, there 
is the suggestion that core lurkers may be the most active participants of the community, 
accessing new and old meaning and incorporating it into their own understandings. Wilson 
wrote of her connections to the Ford community:  
I lurk a lot, but I truly love reading everyone's posts here. Wow, how time flies! Can't 
believe it's been 6 years. I lurk a lot more than I post, but I love this site. (MFG-FC) 
As has been noted in earlier discussions, on participation and reification, the reasons why a 
person lurks in a community rather than posts, are varied and personal but for those who 
maintain close connections to the community, the experience of the researcher confirms that 
core lurker status is a complex role. This role may involve managing inconsistencies between 
community and personal understandings as well as recognising the competency of some 
posters in the domain.  
Core lurkers can choose to engage with selected meaning created within the community, as 
well as the processes that created it, without interacting directly with members who posted it, 
or risking the rejection that stating conflicting views might cause. Rose commented that she 
maintained a connection to CMC even when she had some concerns about ‘trolls’. She wrote:  
I barely ever post there, but I still lurk regularly. There are many posters there who I enjoy 
reading, but I just got sick of the trolls, year after year (MFG-FC) 
Lurkers can feel inhibited about expressing their opinions. Rose explained her concerns about 
posting in Ford discussion when she commented: 
.. you didn't make me feel like my opinion .. wouldn't be valued. It's my own silliness that 
made me feel funny about posting my love of the film. My old people-pleaser tendencies 
sometimes stop me from expressing my opinion online. Trying to post more here and stop 
lurking so much. (MFG-FC) 
Sometimes overt engagement with a community is deferred until participants feel comfortable 
with the community values. DaySailor commented on how he located a connection in the 
archives:  
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Here is a link to a pic I took from Gillingham Marina last summer have been lurking for 
quite a while now and your request for pictures has at last encouraged me to sign up.(SC) 
Lurkers can also influence both communities by reading current conversations as they occur, 
thus delivering a validation and status through ‘number of times read’ statistics that is very 
important to the communities’ ongoing identity and legitimacy. In both virtual communities, the 
number of views of most influential threads far exceeds the number of posters, even allowing 
for posters reviewing the thread as discussion continues. These access statistics, in Chapter 
Five-Lurking, indicate that lurkers are the largest group of participants in both communities.  
However, whilst lurkers may only influence meaning by validating the value of threads, the 
community can be very influential on a lurker’s perspective of the domain. Esra de-lurked to 
thank posters for maintaining his engagement in the shipping community thread on the sinking 
of the Costa Concordia, even when he did not post. He commented: 
Since the really interesting (and clever) part of this saga has now finished, It's time for me 
to extend my deepest gratitude to all who have made this thread so very interesting, 
especially [Deskman] thank you all so much! (SC) 
Lurkers can also learn about the domain and construct understandings of it by accessing the 
experiences of posters. For example, reading about the life events of the old masters in a 
thread titled Loneliness of Command, gave the researcher a perspective of shipmasters’ life 
at sea, to which she had not previously been exposed.  
As discussed in Chapter Seven, lurkers can learn effectively in both these communities, 
because the communities’ asynchronous written forums make all previous postings 
accessible, so that all meaning exists not only in the present when it is read, but contextually 
as it was created, and is easily available to both lurkers and posters to resurrect and 
reinterpret. Reading these archives after discourse is completed, can provide a different 
perspective on the development of meaning. As has been noted, the researcher’s perception 
of community meaning was far more encompassing after reading the archives, compared to 
when she only read current discussions about certain topics.  
Two other lurkers chose to engage with the shipping community when they found personally 
relevant discussion in its archives. Doug wrote:  
I have been a member of this forum for a while now but have been content to be a 'lurker' 
and read all the [site] without contributing. I found my old discharge book recently so I 
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thought I would jump in and list my BP history just in case there are any old shipmates 
out there. (SC) 
Lisa, a long-time member of the Ford community who rarely posted, resurrected a thread 
on some old Ford movies to ask a question. She wrote: 
De-lurking to ask: would you say the quality is superior to this version that's been on 
YouTube for a while? Hello to everybody, by the way. (MFG-FC) 
This recorded history also allows both lurkers and posters to be selective in what parts of 
meaning they choose to incorporate into their own understandings, thus providing each person 
with a unique perspective of history of the community. Ritchie posted in response to a 
newcomer, explaining how the community could provide him with resources. He suggested: 
Lurk as much as you like, there's plenty to find. Enjoy the trip. (SC) 
Because they can access this archive, lurkers can absorb all the history of the community, 
and make personal constructions and choices, based on their preference for the meaning 
posted by certain people. Dunkirk commented  
Been a frequent lurker here, Signed up to say thanks to all the posters who have made 
this such an interesting place to be. (SC) 
Thus, because of the written asynchronous format and maintained archive, members who do 
not embrace all reified concepts can participate in both communities, and be selective about 
which meanings they embrace. This ability to access the whole community history changes 
the concept of an ongoing learning trajectory leading to the notion of competence that Wenger 
(1998) discussed. Through these archives, each community’s competence can be acquired 
without directly interacting in the community, and importantly, lurkers can learn and create 
personal constructs that are highly influenced by the community without embracing all its 
values. This is only possible because these communities communicate through written 
expression and maintain records of all social engagement. 
Summary of joining the links 
In both communities, the evidence from an examination of the first three propositions suggests 
that because their creation of meaning rarely follows any linear process, learning is a complex 
journey that involves navigating through other people’s constructions, together with the 
communities’ social interpretation and endorsement of those meanings. A member’s journey 
can include making critical or reflective assessments of life experience, and creating meaning 
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based on personal constructions which have been developed after accessing other people’s 
experiences.  
These learning journeys are enacted through a form of participation where some follow a 
trajectory from relatively limited knowledge about the domain, to greater knowledge but where 
others seek validation of previous constructs from peers, whose conception of meaning and 
personal experiences have already been validated by the community. All this social 
engagement is recorded in archives that are readily available to any participant, including 
lurkers, and which can be regularly accessed, thus continuing the cycle of engagement and 
validation.  
In both communities, connections between the individual autodidactic learner and the 
community are reflected in the complex social process of learning, as members explore their 
own constructs against the meaning developed within the community. Thus, learning within 
both communities reflects the crossover point between autodidactic learners and social 
learning, where the autodidactic learner seeks the social endorsement of their constructs. 
How learning is understood by community members 
As has also been noted in the literature review, a number of authors equate learning, 
particularly in relation to adult learning, with factors such as experience, meaning, and identity. 
In Wenger’s (1998) view, learning is a realignment of experience and competence and he is 
emphatic that learning is not reducible to skills and behaviour, and if these are emphasised 
he considers that even describing them as learning is problematical. In Candy’s (1991) 
constructivist view of learning, knowledge that defines how people understand meaning is the 
outcome of learning. In this constructivist view, Candy suggests that knowledge is not derived 
from mapping or reflecting the externalities of the real world but “is constructed by developing 
representations that fit rather than match the real world” (p.278). He also notes that many 
aspects of knowledge are shared by others and influenced by them, thus knowledge can be 
a socially constructed outcome of learning as well as an individual one. This socially 
constructed view of knowledge is shared by Chunngam, Chanchalor and Murphy (2013) who 
note that communities of practice are social structures, where knowledge flows between 
members.  
When viewed against the theories of both Candy (1991) and Wenger (1998), learning in both 
communities can be viewed not as a matter of developing skills or accumulating information, 
but as a complex process of gaining understanding, and creating or negotiating meaning. 
However, neither of the communities observed in this study defines its existence in terms of 
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its learning role. Rather, they promote their social connections as a means of assisting 
members make sense of the domain, through engagement with competent peers who share 
similar views. Nevertheless authors such as Tough (1978, 2002) and McGivney (2006) have 
noted that that in informal learning situations, effective learning can be incidental to the main 
aim of the person. Even when learning is not their primary goal in joining a community, many 
members, including some seminal entrants, do recognise the learning aspects of their social 
interactions and describe part of their experience as learning. Chris, a frequent poster in the 
Ford community, wrote of his experience: 
This has been such a grand group. I've made some fine friends here and that has 
been the biggest surprise. Not only has it been fun it has been an education (MFG-
FC) 
Orson commented on her learning journey: 
That says it all for me. Like you, my first impressions were skating on the surface, 
later I found out many of the films were a whole different animal than what I thought. 
(MFG-FC) 
Thus, whilst learning may not be the main aim of each community, it is a very significant 
incidental occurrence to the social connections.  
Regardless of their reasons for joining these communities, and whatever their level of 
knowledge about the domain, all members must gain some proficiencies to participate in either 
community. However, as well as gaining knowledge about actively participating in virtual 
environments, the practice of these communities and the subsequent learning is strongly 
associated with their respective domains, thus adding to the complexity of learning in each 
community.  
Practice, according to Wenger (1998), supports the process of acquiring knowledge, by 
providing a place “where new ways of knowing can be realised in the form of an identity of 
competence” (p.215). Sometimes learning in these communities occurs as a complex dance 
of engaging peers. In the shipping community, a common form of interaction occurs when 
members with strong identities of competence request information, in order to engage the 
community expertise and this form of exchange frequently leads to expanded conversations. 
In the Costa Concordia thread, a long discussion about technical features of design resulted 
after Stephen whose sea experience was not technical, directly referred a difficult issue to the 
expertise of the community. He asked:  
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I wonder if one of our engineers could enlighten us re the flooding of the Engine 
Room on board CONCORDIA. With the extent of the damage she sustained how 
long would you estimate complete flooding would take and how long before the 
water kills the plant? (SC) 
Hence, even though not the key focus of their social engagement, learning is an important tool 
which can ensure the development of community practice. However, in the two communities, 
learning can have differing progressions. In the shipping community, much of the learning of 
seminal entrants is based on their reflections about real life experiences, whilst learning for 
germinal entrants is about sharing the seafarers’ experiences or asking questions about sea 
topics. An example of a thread that represents the connection between learning and social 
engagement, is one started by shipping pilot Michael, entitled Loneliness of Command. In his 
first post, he asked:   
It would be interesting to hear of peoples' varying experiences on this subject. During the 
piloting years there occurred many opportunities, whilst at anchor, to chat to ships' 
captains (…) In the course of these chats I often learned of what I may have missed. (…) 
..Come on shipmates, tell me what I missed. (SC) 
This thread is highly representative of how seamen share their experiences, and then use the 
following exchanges with peers to reflect and understand them. It is also an excellent example 
of how participants such as the researcher, who have no sea experience, can learn about sea-
life and share the lifetime knowledge of these men.63 
Within the Ford community however, most members, regardless of prior experience, expect 
to gain further knowledge about Ford and his films. Interviewee Jane explains: 
I find this happening a lot with Ford, that on going back, you find your perception of 
each movie altered, the surface of his movies is one thing, and the heart of his 
movies are another.( IV) 
Thus, for nearly all participants in the Ford community, learning is about synthesising and 
analysing ideas, either by directly engaging in discourse, or indirectly through reading the 
records of others’ engagement. Nana describes an example of the Ford community social 
                                               
63 This thread includes disputed views by various shipmasters; explanations of the way the shipping 
hierarchy and chain of command operate; responses from non-bridge staff to statements by masters; 
and nostalgic memories of long gone old time seamen. 
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learning process when she analysed the community discussions about the film ‘Liberty 
Valance’. She wrote:  
Liberty Valance is a very layered film. For too long film buffs and critics never 
looked beyond the surface of it just being a typical Ford western. 
Luckily, here at the [MFC] we have no problems with peeling those layers away. 
We enjoy talking about the film. We love when people discover this little gem .And 
we love to hear what they say as they peel those layers away. (MFG-FC) 
These social learning opportunities are clearly recognised by Ford community 
members. Chios identified the value of social learning when she wrote: 
Yes, it is the unrelenting seekers who reap the rewards, and it is up to individuals 
becoming educated (via being inquisitive), but self-education has its limits. Being 
a part of a community makes the quest easier and more fulfilling. (MFG-FC) 
In both communities, as has been noted, social learning opportunities and the legitimisation 
of knowledge are intricately connected to the reified perspectives and indisputable 
understanding of the community, and any social validation and recognition of identities of 
competence will also be intertwined with a personal and public validation of those 
understandings. However, when learning is about reflection and includes validations that do 
not contravene these reified ideas, such as happens in the Loneliness of Command thread in 
the shipping community, or The Searchers Speculation thread in the Ford community, quite 
often constructions are inconclusive. This lack of resolution then allows the discussion to 
reignite in a different format at a later date, often reinvigorated by new events. Thus, the 
learning in these communities can be both very confined by reified understandings and quite 
open-ended when these are not in contention. By leaving openings for further exploration, the 
communities create occasions to revive discussion and hence create new learning 
opportunities. This process is substantially enhanced by the written asynchronous format 
because old discussions can be readily re-explored.  
Viewing learning through modes of belonging 
To make sense of the connections between personal identity formation, learning and its 
subsequent knowledge, Wenger (1998) describes three modes of belonging. These are 
imagination, engagement, and alignment, all three of which are intimately tied to learning 
processes through the sharing of experience. By using these modes as a lens to view the 
processes of learning in both communities, it becomes possible to understand how the activity 
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of learning informs the development of knowledge, as well as to gain insight into the complex 
nature of the frequently incidental learning that occurs in these communities.  
Imagination is a mode of belonging that Wenger (1998, p173) describes as “the process of 
creating images of the world and seeing through time and space by extrapolating from our 
own experience”. It is an important component of how people develop their sense of place 
within their environment because in this mode, their experiences are synthesised beyond the 
recitation of the actual events, into insight. This creative character of imagination, in Wenger’s 
opinion, is anchored in social interactions and communal experiences, and thus is highly 
influenced by the social nature of the communities. In The Searchers Speculation thread, 
which formed much of the basis of the Ford community’s understanding of their domain, the 
impact of imagination on the learning in the Ford community can be easily recognised. This 
thread is not about recounting plot points of the film or analysing its cinematic perspectives, 
but rather it is a very detailed analysis of the motivations of the characters. In this discourse, 
posters speculated about the hints the film provides to the characters’ backgrounds, and how 
this may have influenced their actions64. Much of this speculation is quite fanciful, but whilst 
the mode of imagination, in Wenger’s view, includes fantasies, he argues that it is not 
inherently misleading because it expands understanding beyond direct engagement. As 
posters in this thread discussed the film, their speculations became highly imaginative about 
the motivations and background of the characters, yet these conjectures were not intended to 
reinvent the narrative of the film but to enable community members to understand and explain 
it. Orson, in discussing the film, suggested: 
(…) the crossing and re-crossing of rivers is a symbol of the transition between the living 
world and the underworld in the movie. My thought is that transition points in general are 
the real symbolism of the movie- the rivers, the front porch, the civilized juxtaposed with 
the wild and untamed, the light outdoors shot from inside a dark cave or cabin, etc. (CMC-
FC) 
Within this thread, there is evidence that the use of imagination by the Ford community is not 
just about fantasy, but it also merges explanation of fact and supposition to create an intense 
                                               
64 This thread originated from a comment by an actor in the film who stated that director Ford had 
given him an understanding of his character by explaining a detailed background story to the 
character that was never mentioned in the film. The participants argue that as part of his narrative 
structure Ford invites the audience to participate by not explaining characters’ actions and thus leaves 
gaps in exposition of characters. This then allows the audience to focus on nuances, and to speculate 
on certain actions of the characters. 
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analytical discourse about the deep complexities of the film. Because of this discussion, some 
members changed their perspective. Cognate-seminal entrant Terry wrote: 
Your OP[inion] and the replies made me emotional, made me want to go back and watch 
it all over again. I can't tell you how THRILLING it is to watch this movie for the first time 
through your eyes. It got me excited about movies again. (CMC-FC) 
In the shipping community, where very often posts can be blunt statements of facts and 
descriptions of incidents, the use of imagination frequently becomes the turning point of a 
thread, as someone responds to another’s experiences by interpreting them in the context of 
their own. In doing so, they change the thread from the factual to the reflective. In the thread, 
Loneliness of Command, where several shipmasters discuss their experiences, Eric, a 
Nigerian sailor who once was a galley boy and later became a musician, wrote: 
As usual a great thread but have you considered the loneliness of a 16 year old galley 
boy on his own in the afternoon in command of the galley (…) faced with a full bag of 
spuds to peel by hand. he dint[sic] have 4 mates or 4 engineers to relieve him. 
Michael replied: 
I hate to admit, [Eric], that indeed I did not ever consider the loneliness of that galley boy 
left, whilst all others enjoyed a siesta (SC) 
For Wenger (1998), learning through imagination depends on reflection and exploration to 
place identities and practices in broader context. Hence, when the mode of imagination is 
applied to highly creative learning activities, such as speculation or sharing life stories, it 
enables people to create new images of the world and themselves. Whilst reading these 
shipmasters’ stories of life aboard ships and their difficulties, in the thread Loneliness of 
Command, the researcher, whilst not being able to verify the authenticity of these shipmasters’ 
tales, was able to absorb the senses of time and place and vision of their life stories. Through 
this imaginative application, she felt justified in claiming ‘knowledge’ of a particular perspective 
of sea life.  
The second mode of belonging that Wenger (1998) describes is that of engagement. This 
mode, he notes, is “the active process of involvement of negotiation of meaning as participants 
attempt to integrate personal enterprises into an understanding of the world” (p.228). In both 
communities, direct engagement between active posters is essential to successful discourse. 
Within these communities, discourse is very important and the most successful threads are 
the ones such as the Costa Concordia thread, The Searchers Speculation, the Lest We Forget 
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thread and Loneliness of Command where posters actively respond to other members’ 
reflections and life stories by sharing their own understandings, and perspectives, often based 
on cues from other members’ experiences. 
In these communities, interaction between peers who have created identities of competence, 
is the nature of their practice, and thus the learning in these communities is always social, 
even when individuals construct different meanings from it. In The Searchers Speculation 
thread, Jane commented: 
It's one reason that I wanted to start this thread because given the number of times I have 
seen the film, sometimes I can't see the forest for the trees and if there are any more hints 
about the subtext that I might have missed I love to hear them. (CMC-FC) 
In the real world, Wenger (1998) recognises the limits of learning through engagement 
because of time factor restrictions and most communities’ bounded enterprise. However, in 
these virtual communities, the asynchronous written format changes the boundaries and 
timeframes so that discourse incorporating detailed exchanges, and thus engagement with 
other people, governs all learning activities, even when this engagement is not done through 
direct discourse, but the extended participation of lurkers. Terry wrote that Ford community 
discussions were influential beyond the immediate posters when she said: 
I see from responses here that "THE SEARCHERS" could, indeed, be studied for an entire 
semester in any reputable college film class (MFG-FC) 
Engagement in both communities is a highly complex process. In the thread, described in 
Chapter Five and Chapter Six, where Brando disputed the Ford community’s reified views of 
John Ford, members disengaged when she failed to reconsider her perspective of Ford. 
Effectively members were not prepared to learn from this thread, even though they articulated 
their belief in their reified perceptions of Ford. However, when Orson expressed her concerns 
about Ford films, but indicated her willingness to explore the community view of him, the 
engagement between members in those threads became some of the most highly effective 
learning in the community. This occurred because Orson’s concerns led to some extremely 
meaningful exchanges that incorporated old meaning drawn from previous discussions, whilst 
adding new meaning to community understandings.  
Described by Wenger (1998, p.174) as “coordinating energies and activities in order to fit 
within broader structures and contribute to broader enterprises”, alignment is the third mode 
of belonging. As has been noted, in both communities, negotiation of meaning revolves around 
some non-disputable reified understandings of the respective domains, hence in all 
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discussions, most learning is aligned to these meanings, and community knowledge is formed 
in the context of those reified understandings. Wenger has acknowledged that reification is 
not only a means of creating meaning but also a means of limiting it. Thus, in The Searchers 
Speculation thread in the Ford community, the flaws of the movie are only considered from 
the reified community view that it is the best western ever made, and whilst discussion 
between members may acknowledge these flaws, it will not change this reified perspective. In 
the shipping community, the view that the only those who are intimately connected to the sea 
can understand sea-life, forms the basis of all understandings. This view is central to the 
Loneliness of Command thread which contains many contradictory and different opinions, but 
the tacitly understood view of sea-life dominates all of them.  
Within both communities, the level of alignment with their reified understandings is one of the 
defining factors in how the community recognises a participant’s identity of competence and 
grants recognition of their expertise. As has previously been noted, both Jane and Angela had 
some personal reservations about John Ford, but they both chose not to express these 
reservations in public postings, because these views were not completely aligned to the 
community’s perspectives. Additionally for seminal entrants, the level of alignment of 
community reified understanding to their own constructions, may be one of the defining factors 
in their level of participation, regardless of their experience. Hence, all recognition of identity 
for seminal entrants becomes focused on their ability to provide evidence of their alignment to 
community understanding. If they do not provide this evidence, their understandings will not 
be validated and no identity of competence will be confirmed. Thus despite any experience a 
new member may have, if they do not align their understandings with the community, their 
levels of active participation may be reduced because the community will not engage with 
them as happened to Brando. This mode of alignment is thus highly influential to the process 
of learning in the both communities because whilst learning may lead to new constructs and 
meaning, some of which may be controversial, it will not venture far from the base view of the 
world that aligns members of each community.  
Deep learning 
Because both communities’ asynchronous format allows participants to analyse and 
synthesise their understandings before they respond, their written exchanges can create a 
profound level of commentary, not always possible in more fast-paced oral exchanges. This 
means that for both communities, recording factual information is a secondary activity to 
analysis and synthesis of domain topics. Interviewee Jane commented: 
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Everybody brings something to the table and it reminds me a great deal of even though 
you can't see people in person and all of that, it reminds me of my days in college when 
we used to sit around and talk about the films that we were seeing in classes. That was 
almost 40 years ago and I get to do it all over again, so that's kind of cool. (IV) 
In the shipping community, interviewee Thomas noted that even exchanging factual 
information, could lead to some detailed discussion, when he described his exchanges with 
another member: 
…he put up a query [about when] superstructure on Bank Line ships changed from buff to 
white. I happened to have a whole lot of photographs that cast a bit of light on that. We had 
quite an exchange of private messages and postings on that subject at the time.  (IV) 
This form of learning, which is described by Candy (1991, p.291) as deep learning, “involves 
an attempt to delve beneath the word or symbol to underlying ideas or the thing signified. It 
requires critical and analytical disposition or deliberate search for the meaning of the subject, 
an attempt to identify the relationship between ideas already held and those newly 
encountered.” In the Ford community, there is considerable evidence of this deep learning in 
threads such as The Searchers Speculation, as members exchange long, detailed analyses 
of their understandings. Similarly, in the shipping community thread, Loneliness of Command, 
by sharing and analysing their experiences, the participants show deep critical appreciation of 
their life time, whilst sharing quite disparate experiences. Shipmaster Viper commented: 
The best description [of leadership] I ever heard came from James Clavell's book Taipan 
where the main character (…) You take the good with the bad but always ready to take 
responsibility for your decisions  (SC) 
Algie, who had forty years’ experience as deck staff, added to the discussion by asking: 
..if you consider that the loneliness of command was self inflicted. Why did you have to 
be so aloof and far removed from ship board life? Was it based on tradition to be the 
perpetual stern faced figure alone with your thoughts? (SC) 
This conception of learning, according to Candy (1991), changes its perspective from primarily 
a matter of reproducing aspects of an outside reality, to one of abstracting meaning from what 
is seen and heard. Lady L explained how the community influenced her to seek deeper 
insights, beyond her first understanding, when she wrote: 
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All of this I'm slowly learning, thanks to writers like you and others here at [MFG] (and 
[CMC]). I think I have to watch a movie AT LEAST three times to get a "fundamental"---no 
more---understanding of what its strengths are. (MFG-FC) 
Within both communities, the asynchronous format of the discussion between members 
develops high levels of written literacy and comprehension, which enable them to express 
deep and complicated thought processes. Orson, whose long commentaries are highly valued 
in the Ford community, described her view of the movie The Three Godfathers when she 
wrote: 
It's the landscape of their souls they are traversing, and Ford and the cinematographer 
really captured how hard the way was, the actual process of the journey becoming more 
and more despairing and harsher. (…) But like you say, it all has such depth and richness! 
Texture. As if it were ten degrees cooler in the shade. You can feel it as you are watching. 
(MFG-FC)  
Joe commented on this ability to delve into a deep understanding of Ford’s films, when he 
exclaimed: 
All of you could find depth in a soap commercial. You're all a treat to read. (MFG-FC) 
In a constructivist view of learning, Candy (1991) explains that the perspective is shifted from 
something to be mastered, to an internal construction or an attempt to impose meaning and 
significance on events and ideas. In one instance, members in the Ford forum were given a 
link to a quiz on John Ford films. Many undertook the quiz and came back to the forum noting 
they knew more answers than they thought, but were ‘weak’ on knowledge of female 
characters. This lead to a complex and deep discussion about the role of female characters 
and Ford’s view of them, thus illustrating the connection between what Candy (1991) calls 
external knowledge being passed on and internal knowledge being constructed. In the course 
of this conversation, Silentmovie explained what she learned: 
I feel like I'm standing on the edge of a learning curve, all what you say is of interest to 
me. (MFG-FC) 
Imagination, or what he calls ‘personal propositions’, is also an important part of deep 
autodidactic learning, according to Candy. He notes the impact of these personal propositions 
on learning, when he suggests that they can be assimilated into explanatory schemas “as 
though they are demonstrably true [and] after a while they become so thoroughly internalised 
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that to all intents and purposes they are true to the individual” (p.266). This personal truth is 
reflected in Orson’s review of the film, The Three Godfathers. She explained:  
I know the movie is sentimental, a western Christmas card of a film. I know some prefer 
other versions of the story, goodness knows there have been many. For me, though, it's 
right up there among Ford's best movies. Though it isn't as complex as some of his 
greatest works, I just don't care. There is room in any man's oeuvre for a sweet story 
filmed without embarrassment. It always touches me deeply, no matter when I see it, or 
how many times. This kind of story has put me off before, but this one plays so 
unmawkishly that it succeeds. (MFG-FC) 
Terry validated her understandings. 
[Orson] you paint so beautifully with words, that I do not have the words to tell you how 
emotional reading your review made me. (MFG-FC) 
For those not actively posting, learning in these communities mostly happens through reading, 
absorbing, and reconstructing community meaning, and reflecting on the experiences and the 
validation of those who do post. Cognate-seminal entrant Terry, ruminated on her experiences 
of reading about the film The Searchers in the Lest We Forget thread. She commented: 
I am a silly goose. Oh yeah, I am. B'cuz reading some of the posts here, kind of choked 
me up. Believe me, I was sitting in a diner squinting my eyes reading the [MFG] on my 
iPOD Touch, and I was swallowing hard. The movie (finally seeing it in its totality) kind of 
stunned me the other nite. And now reading your thoughts here, really made me feel the 
depth of what I actually saw. (MFG-FC) 
Because constructivists consider that learning is an active process of constructing meaning 
and transforming understanding, Candy believes that at its most sophisticated level, learning 
emphasises the interpretive nature of knowledge through the relationship between the 
learner’s value system and the outside world. Within the Loneliness of Command thread, there 
is considerable evidence of this interpretive nature of knowledge, where the nature of the 
posters’ learning is an intense reflection about very personal experiences. Ex-master mariner 
Viper described his perceptions of command. He wrote: 
If you are a gregarious and very social sort of bloke then as master I think you might well 
find command lonely whereas if you're happy with your own company, you won't find it 
lonely and in some cases it's a positive advantage to be on your own. I realise to some 
this will smack of being insular but so what, we're all different. (SC) 
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This interpretive nature of meaning, Candy (1991) notes, has “inescapable ramifications for 
evaluating what people have learned” (p.252). Hence, when knowledge is constructed 
socially, it entails multi-layered reflection about experiences that are validated by others as 
reasonable interpretations. Wilson validated the understandings of Orson and Lady L when 
she wrote: 
I can't remember enjoying and UNDERSTANDING something so scholarly, and yet so 
simply stated, ever before. Thanks [Lady L] and [Orson] for the link. This may sound silly, 
or childish to those of you who have a much deeper understanding of film, but it was like 
the first time I actually understood how to read. (MFG-FC) 
When the community does not validate understandings, as happened to Brando, sometimes 
this is expressed and explanations are given. However, more often, the members simply fail 
to engage in deeper analysis of the viewpoint and there is no ongoing discourse.  
This deep learning is rarely about the ‘surface’ learning of assessing whether someone has 
an adequate factual knowledge of the domain, although incidental to this deep learning, 
participants often gain a large and detailed understanding of connected facts, figures and 
places. In both communities observed in this study, factual information is not discarded but 
the aspects of a topic that a person needs to know to participate in the discussion have 
become part of the common language that Wenger (1998) describes as an active constituent 
of a community of practice. For example, names of shipping companies, types of ships, 
technical aspects of ships, names and dates of films, cast and locations seem to be 
incorporated readily into conversations. By participating in the communities, whether by 
reading, or through reading and posting, this information becomes part of the understanding 
of the community. Sometimes finding out what is meant by ‘common speak,’ becomes part of 
the learning process of participation. Thus, this form of surface knowledge becomes one of 
the tools to participate in the deep learning processes of the communities. In response to a 
long discussion in the shipping community, Jacob, a non-seafarer, commented: 
Whoaaaa...look at the information I am learning here! Thank you gentlemen. (SC) 
Similarly, in the Ford community Joe wrote: 
Getting an education from you and the gang makes it all the more interesting. (MFG-FC) 
In the shipping community, with its emphasis on sea experience, the most influential posters 
appear to be those who entered the community as seminal entrants. In discussing their lifetime 
events, they generate the deepest learning, as they did in the thread Loneliness of Command 
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when asked to share their contemplation and reflection about past experiences. In the Ford 
community, the most influential people are cognate-seminal entrants who did not contradict 
reified understandings but demanded explanation of them. Thus, Orson’s expressed personal 
doubts about the film The Searchers led to many of the most intense discussions of the 
community. She explains her doubts: 
The first time I sat down to watch The Searchers (…) I literally didn't 
understand it. I was a blank. It was too quiet a movie for me, and too deep. 
This was just a few years ago, and I remember coming to the boards for a 
little hand holding, to find out what it was I missed. I ended up going back 
and watching, picking up the clues that you all left me and applying them 
as I watched, like a baby taking its first steps, stepping gingerly through the 
insights that were thrown out for consumption, and discovered an entirely 
different movie than I had originally thought it was. (CMC-FC) 
This concept of the significance of learning through talk for adults has been noted by Hager 
and Halliday (2006) who suggest that meaning-making through conversation expands the 
conceptualisation of informal group learning. They particularly note the importance of learning 
through talk when it is peer initiated and controlled, and when there is no-one in the role of the 
expert “other.” In both communities, this learning through talk has been extended into some 
very deep intense conversations, which as Orson above suggests, can completely change 
understandings.  
Summary of how learning is understood by community members 
Within these communities, the most complex social learning occurs when participants share 
personal experiences about their life events and comment on those of other members. These 
sharing activities can include descriptions of those experiences, as well as reflections about 
them, and these written commentaries can be quite intense and profound. When this form of 
deep learning occurs in both communities, it is both a cognitive and social process that is not 
based on accessing information as knowledge, but gaining knowledge by finding meaning in 
life events. Hence, both communities provide a learning environment where members can 
delve into the depths of their respective domains, through understanding personal meaning in 
a social context. This form of learning is, thus, both personally focused, yet bound by the 
socially accredited perspectives of the community. When viewed through the through the 
lenses of imagination, alignment and engagement, there is evidence that, for autodidactic 
members of these virtual communities, this form of learning provides a means of continually 
engaging with their domain of interest, and constantly refocusing their perspectives of it. 
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Relevance of learning in these communities 
Whilst a community of practice is, by its very nature a community of learning, this does not 
mean that their learning, and any subsequent knowledge resulting from this learning, has 
relevance beyond the immediate community. As noted previously, Wenger (2007) comments 
that some communities of practice may not be of use, or interest to anyone but themselves. 
Similarly, Candy (1991) believes that in constructivism, the development of meaning, 
regardless of the relevance of the domain, is highly personalised so even if the domain has 
broader relevance, individuals’ personal constructions about it, may not.  
Whilst relevance may not be an issue beyond the boundaries of real world communities, in 
the virtual ones observed in this study, the learning processes include some very deep and 
creative synthesis and because of their asynchronous written format, everything that is learned 
is also recorded. Thus, the processes and the knowledge that is created from them, is readily 
available to other community members and anyone who can locate the communities through 
online search facilities, so the legitimacy of the meaning that is created in these virtual 
communities may impact beyond the immediate membership. Interviewee Jane discussed the 
significance of her experiences at MFG. She said: 
Yeah, and as I said earlier that's one of the great things about [MFG] is because 
everybody brings something different to the table you're able to not only have an 
enjoyable conversation but an educational one (...) It doesn’t necessarily feel like 
you're learning but you are because you're able to have a conversation. When you 
walk away from it you look at the film differently. So that's kind of cool too. (IV) 
For the individual, the social engagement of the community offers them the opportunity of 
creating an identity of competence which confers a recognition of the level of their 
understanding of the domain within the community. However, there is considerable evidence 
that the individuals in both communities regard their participation as very influential on their 
understanding of the domain beyond the communities, so that the relevance of the community 
and the legitimacy of such recognitions can be significant. Joseph explained that his 
understandings learned from the Ford community would be used in real life situations. He 
wrote: 
I hope to have the chance to revisit some Pappy movies soon. (This Spring, I am going to 
be teaching a pre-teen/teenage " Introduction to Classic Film" club as a part of a group 
that the kidling belongs to. Anyway. I am hoping to use at least one (or two) Fordies as a 
part of that class.. so I'll be rewatching some of them to see what might fit our agenda. It 
will be fun to have a place to chat on them all with you again here too. (CMC-FC) 
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Interviewee Jack explained that his entry to the shipping community was to seek information 
about a ship on which he sailed, because other servicemen who sailed to Vietnam on that ship 
felt it represented a significant part of their lives and he wanted to locate more information for 
them. He said:  
So I came to [Shipping Community] because - I don't remember exactly how I ran across 
it but I do know what began it and what drove it, was the scrapping of Mispillion.65  (IV) 
Jack also described how his interactions in the shipping community were influential to his 
gaining his current employment as a tour guide on a well-known military ship museum. 
Thus, for some individual members, the role of the communities in validating their personal 
constructs extends beyond internalised meaning, and is relevant in their real life world. 
However, even for those whose understandings remain unshared in real world situations, 
because of the written asynchronous formats of the community, personal understandings that 
the community has validated by conferring an identity of competence on the poster, remain in 
the community, and are readily available to people transiting meaning between locations, even 
after an individual has left the community.  
In Wenger’s (1998) opinion, the creation of an identity of competence connects the individual 
to the social, so that the recognition of identities of competence of its members also validates 
the community’s claim to expertise in the domain. Therefore, when a community confers an 
identity of competence based on an individual’s personal knowledge, this knowledge can 
become representative of community expertise, even when this is not the intention of the 
individual. However, any recognition of personal and community expertise beyond the 
community boundaries, is dependent on the acceptability of their reified values. Thus the value 
of the knowledge constructed from social engagement beyond the community is very 
dependent on the legitimacy granted to those reified aspects, the reasonableness of them and 
the ability of non-community members to understand them, if not embrace them.  
Relevance of the Ford community 
Learning is an essential element of any participation in this community, even for highly literate 
virtual engagers such as the researcher, because it is a complicated community to navigate. 
There is considerable new knowledge required to locate the discourse about Ford and 
recognise the usually tacit understandings of reified views about the director and those 
                                               
65 Mispillion was the name of the ship on which Jack sailed to Vietnam. 
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connected to him, as well as locate the older topics to incorporate them into new discussions. 
Participating in the Ford community at any level also requires learning to negotiate the 
structure between the two forums, even though the software of both communities is relatively 
easy to navigate as it has many standard features. After joining the Ford community, 
participants also need to learn basic rules about acceptable levels of grammar, language, 
emoticons, and social media embeds, and to reference other sites and resources. 
Unquestionably, many members of the Ford group regard their association with the community 
as a learning experience that has developed their understanding and extended their 
competence in the domain. This competence tends to have developed through highly literate 
and detailed analysis of the films of Ford and expressions of what they have learned. Orson, 
in reply to positive comments about her posts, wrote about this competence: 
It's comparatively easy to write about Ford's movies for me. If it moves me in some way, 
I am working out why in my mind already anyway, written down or not. There's always 
something for me to take away and chew on for awhile. (MFG-FC) 
Because of the social nature of learning in this community, its meaning is based on very 
complex learning processes that can include highly imaginative speculation, and highly 
reflective engagement. These written exchanges are then archived, and are available not only 
to community members, but to anyone seeking knowledge about John Ford. Cognate-seminal 
entrant Terry described how participation in this community led to her extended learning 
journey. She wrote: 
Listen, I went to see "WAGON MASTER" merely to hang out with you guys...to meet you 
in person, put faces to names, have my curiosity satisfied. The movie came last. Well, I 
got all I wanted out of that meet and greet and meet, but I also got something (unexpected) 
from Ford ( I know I know... all of you ALREADY know this; believe me, I know when I'm 
out of my league. ) He took the simple story of a Wagon train rolling across the 
country...where nothing really happens, but everything happens. The journey, the journey, 
the journey (CMC-FC) 
A feature of this community is its recognition of competency amongst its participants. Members 
frequently post ‘manners’ posts which clearly indicate that they support the postings of 
members who have strong identities of competence and that they consider these views are 
highly relevant to understanding the domain. The following posters all commented on gaining 
new knowledge form Orson’s work. Dancer wrote: 
[Orson] I keep learning something new each day at the [MFG] . 
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Lady L commented: 
[Orson] You made me cry more than the movie! I love what you wrote about 'Dobe and 
Pedro.  
Joe said: 
[Orson], this is what I meant when I told you that you have a gift for writing. (MFG-FC) 
In this community, there are very common themes that participants regularly mention. They 
frequently comment that they have learned, or received an education, or they describe their 
learning as journeys. Even when the learning is incidental to their social activities, many 
members comment on their journey. Hawkes wrote: 
Thanks for the information. So the unwritten rule is that all roads West eventually lead to 
John Ford Westerns? Not a bad rule at all (CMC-FC) 
The Ford community’s focus is understanding John Ford’s works, based on their reified 
perspective of the artistic value of his films, and the conclusions it draws are always based on 
that understanding. By extending the recognition of its members’ validated identities of 
competence, this reified view of Ford can expand beyond the community. Hence, the 
community’s relevance to real life, or the broader virtual environment’s understanding of Ford, 
rests on the authority of the community’s current discussion, and subsequent integrity of its 
recorded history. Some members see the community’s strength as its contribution to more 
universal understanding of their perspective of Ford. Interviewee Jane commented: 
It originally started with the [CMC] message boards.  I joined [CMC] City in the fall of 2004.  
Shortly after that [I met] Moira Finnie online; she was hosting there a lot back in those days.  
It was a small community.  It was in that era before [CMC] had started to promote the 
message boards, so it was a small community that] really liked classic films and liked [CMC] 
and really liked sharing knowledge about those films. (IV) 
Most notably, a number of those who entered the community as cognate-seminal entrants 
who already had a strong interest in classical films, have developed highly recognised 
identities of competence, both within the community and outside it. Angela, whose private 
website about actor Ben Johnston, is a major community resource, has been contacted by 
members of the actor’s family, resulting in them contributing private images and information 
to her site.  
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Lady L who commenced her interest as a cognate-seminal entrant to the community, has 
become recognised as an expert on Ford within the virtual domain. She has developed her 
own website devoted to John Ford and can be located as an expert poster in a number of 
other forums. Additionally, she has been a guest commentator on the commercial movies site 
connected to CMC, and her competence was noted by others in various blogs and 
communities connected to the domain. This was posted in a forum connected to actor John 
Wayne:  
..and to [Lady L] (…)you are brilliant because I am familiar with your work on the Web. 
Pappy Ford would be PROUD of you and ADMIRE your fine work(…)ALL the BEST (John 
Wayne forum) (Post in John Wayne Forum) 
Many other posters also extend their identity of competence beyond the discussion and into 
providing expert commentary on the films for television events. Alma recorded in her blog an 
image of Ford community members who attended a professionally sponsored movie event, as 
a recognition of their competency in providing these commentaries. She wrote:  
All the Guest Programmers gather on the set for a cocktail party. Including [CMC] 
Message Boards members Terry, Jane,( ..), Lady L, .. are also featured in this photo taken 
at the celebration on the Atlanta set of [CMC] in 2009. (Alma’s BLOG) 
Additionally, in a virtual blogathon about John Ford, five members of this community took part, 
contributing detailed analysis of aspects of Ford films, which are recorded as part of a growing 
virtual publication movement associated with the director. Alma wrote: 
I’m also participating in the John Ford Blogathon and will write about Maureen O’Hara and 
her relationship with John Ford and John Wayne. (Alma’s BLOG) 
Thus, the evidence suggests that the deep understandings of this community that have led to 
some members being granted extensive identities of competence, are transited beyond the 
community itself. This small community’s ability to confer identities of competence that have 
significance beyond the immediate exchanges, combined with the availability of the whole 
processes of meaning as an archive, has extended its relevance well beyond the immediate 
exchanges.  
Relevance of the shipping community 
This community is one which has relevance to many people as there are more than 90,000 
members, and whilst it is focused around seamen and their life experiences, any random 
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sampling of those members can include a very larger number, like the researcher, who do not 
have firsthand experience of the sea. This suggests that the interest in the domain spreads 
extensively beyond those who have served at sea.  
Participation in the shipping community, like the Ford community, also requires the 
development of numerous skills to function as a poster. These include understanding the 
community’s tacit rules, using the resources of the community, and navigating the various sub-
forums.  
Within the shipping community, the process of learning is often quite dissimilar to that which 
happens in the Ford community. A feature of the merchant marine is that qualifications are 
based on exams and sea experience so that the idea of learning for these seamen is largely 
focused around the passing-on of experience. There also appears to be a very hierarchical 
attitude to learning and expertise that reflects the sea hierarchy, so that masters and bridge 
staff are often credited with high competences, and engineers seem to also have a special 
recognition and influence.  
As has been noted, this community exists around the sharing of past experiences of seamen 
and interpreting new experiences through the lens of those past ones, and only those who 
have very close to first-hand sea experience are granted the right to speak authoritatively. 
Thus, the community tends to divide into germinal entrant members who come to learn from 
the experience of the seagoing members and seminal entrants who have close connections 
to sea-life, and sometimes cognate-seminal entrants who come to question the views of 
seminal entrant members, as well as understand their lifetime experiences. Oldtimer, the most 
active poster, described the community: 
A bunch of old sea dogs sitting around chatting and swinging the lamp, both sober and 
drunk, just as we used to at sea after watch before turning in. The best bit, I find, is that 
we all seem to give and take more than the average Internet forum. This is obviously due 
to the time we all, or most of us, spent at sea (SC) 
It is the nature of the forum that many members are older or retired people who feel they have 
earned the right to their knowledge, and see themselves as sharing ideas, thoughts, and 
imparting knowledge, rather than learning themselves. Like the Ford community, this learning 
is often based around validating private constructs by sharing lifetime experiences and 
personal interpretations of those experiences with peers and having them authenticated. In 
this community of mostly old seafarers, the meaning they seek is an understanding of what 
went before, not a creation of new experience. Reginald wrote: 
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[The shipping community] reconnects me to my youth I guess, and reminds me of who I 
was when I was sailing, how I saw the world then, and what were my dreams. (SC) 
There is evidence to suggest that the seamen who enter the community as seminal entrants 
tend to feel they are the keepers of knowledge about the sea. Arthur wrote about the shipping 
community: 
It is a serious collection of Merchant Marine history by way of text and photographs, it is 
a forum for nostalgia and reminiscence about our time at sea and beyond and it is an 
outlet for all the zany tomfoolery, argument and tall stories we can muster. As [McCloggie] 
says, it is like a pub but you don't notice the beer missing. (SC) 
However, in recording and sharing this experience these seamen record a legacy that 
enlightens those who have not shared the experience, in a way that would not be readily 
available in a non-virtual environment. It exposes lurkers such as the researcher, who have 
no personal connection to sea-life, with an understanding of the lifetime experience of seaman 
that is only otherwise available in limited memoirs. Baker who barely posted but acknowledged 
his family connections to the sea in his profile, de-lurked to comment: 
Good morning all, just like to say how much i  [sic] enjoy reading your postings … well i`ve 
[sic] learnt something to-day as i`m [sic] interested in all things naval (including 3rd. mates) 
so keep em [sic] coming you all have a lot to offer. (SC) 
For non-seafarers, learning within the community can occur in a number of ways. This 
community, as has been noted, has created a reputation for competency in virtual shipping 
environments based on them “knowing their stuff”, because of the authentic sea experience 
of its members. There are a number of specific sub-forums devoted to assisting with shipping 
enquiries germinal entrants post about sea topics, and these enquiries are welcomed by sea 
members and considerable effort is made to respond to them. This community also maintains 
a number of shipping resources, such as their large archive of shipping images, as well as 
linking to other shipping sites and marine tools, all of which enhance its reputation as a 
knowledge centre for those interested in shipping. Interviewee Thomas explained the value of 
this resource: 
So I put up a query on [the shipping community] and within half an hour I'd got an email 
from a bloke in England with an attachment of a really good photograph of the ship. Since 
then I've tracked down at least four other ships. Eventually it's almost a random thing. Every 
time you open the site up comes some random pictures from the gallery. That's where I've 
got most of them. (IV) 
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Whilst the community’s strict adherence to its reified views of sea-life restricts full learning 
journeys for germinal entrants and even some cognate-seminal ones, the relentless protection 
of the view that there is something special about seamen’s lives, authenticates and legitimises 
the competency of the both the members and the community. Reginald commented: 
[The shipping community] is and continues to be a source of entertainment and 
knowledge, with regular and well known contributors, who represent all that is and was 
good about being a sailor, even though all that is left are the memories. (SC) 
In parallel with the Ford community, by granting identities of competence to these members, 
mostly through acknowledging their sea experience and ranking, the shipping community 
legitimises the authenticity of its knowledge. 
As has been noted, this shipping community does not see itself as a learning centre for its 
seminal and cognate-seminal entrants but a social centre for shared past experiences. 
Nevertheless, it created a huge resource, in an archive that contains a primary record of old 
seamen’s experiences, and reflections. Simon wrote of the significance of the community to 
his post-seafaring life: 
It's the small memories that brings other things flooding back that are posted that starts 
the conversations {and wars} that make it unique and blows the cobwebs out (SC) 
There is strong evidence that this community is highly relevant to those who share an interest 
in this topic because it is a means of accessing expert opinion, discussion and specific views 
from people intimately connected to the industry.  
For members with seafaring experience, their engagement is not about ‘learning’ about 
maritime activities, but sharing, discussing and concluding based on their own expert and 
often contradictory opinions. However, they do regard themselves teachers to those who do 
not know. Ace, a retired deck seaman commented in the Loneliness at Sea thread after 
reading the stories a number of masters had told about their life at sea, commented:  
You really ought to write your stories down, might be a book in it. (SC) 
To some extent, the 90,000 strong membership of the community mitigates any questions 
about the relevance of the community knowledge, because in such a group size there clearly 
is a recognition of the value in accessing the community. For seafarers the shipping 
community provides a safe environment for reliving old memories, and understanding the 
world based on those experiences, and for non-seafarers the shipping community provides 
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ample opportunities to locate specific information, share reflections and absorb first-hand 
accounts.  
Summary of relevance of learning in these communities 
Both communities observed in this study are successful communities of practice. 
Consequently, there is strong evidence that whether learning is acknowledged or not, the 
members of both communities consider that their participation in the community is one where 
they develop and create new understandings. However, the nature of those understandings 
varies between the two communities. Within the Ford community, members are interested in 
creating new perspectives and deeper understanding of the John Ford films, and frequently 
refer to their journey or peeling away layers about the films. For the shipping community, the 
creation of meaning has a twofold process. For the seafarers the community is about making 
sense of life time choices, whilst for the non-seafarers it is about accessing the memories, 
understandings and knowledge of the seamen. 
Both communities view the knowledge that they generate about their respective domains as 
highly significant to their members. Recognition of the value of that knowledge beyond the 
community is closely connected to the identities of competence that both award their 
members. For the Ford community, this recognition frequently extends beyond the community 
and provides individual members with a profile that is transited to other groups and 
communities. In the shipping community, these identities of competence relate to the 
recognition of lifetime experience based on the community’s perceived value on the sea 
connections of its members. Thus, this community is less concerned with creating individual 
identifies that transit to other communities but ensuring the community’s claims to authenticity 
are acceptable to the wider virtual world.  
There is evidence that suggests that both communities are very protective of their own, and 
their members’ identities of competence. Thus, these well-guarded identities of competence 
contribute to an environment where the authenticity of the community, including its members’ 
understanding and constructions, are very relevant to the domain within the boundaries of 
their stated and tacitly understood perspectives. Within the context of that understanding, both 
communities provide a resource that can contribute substantially to the understanding of their 
domains.  
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Conclusion about Proposition Four 
In the early days of Web 2.0, Kendall (2005, p.195) stated that “the increased availability of 
the Internet, supported by communities of practice and interests, where self-determined 
learning goals are developed implicitly and explicitly in the actions and desires of citizens, the 
impact of real-life learning, is having a broadly based impact.” An examination of the 
proposition that the communities observed in this study generate a highly sophisticated level 
of meaning, provides evidence that Kendall’s view is now being realised. Within both 
communities, the learning and creation of knowledge is a very complex process which 
develops intricate new perspectives about their respective domains. However, unlike formal 
learning, which is defined by curricula and structured assessment, in each community, both 
the aims and outcomes of the learning processes are governed by their reified view of the 
domain, as well as the members’ autodidactic learning choices that can reflect highly personal 
viewpoints.  
When their learning is viewed through the lenses of imagination, engagement and alignment, 
these communities’ discourses can be recognised as a significant resource, which transposes 
speculation and reflection into a very intense level of deep learning. Viewing the communities’, 
and their members’, learning through these modes of belonging, supports the view that both 
communities are justified in their claims to be highly knowledgeable environments.  
According to Selwyn (2007), the whole process of learning on the Internet through observation 
and discussion without any time limits, adds profoundly to the development of sophisticated 
learning. He suggests that by combining technology with a plethora and variety of sources, 
virtual experiences, and social relations, learners are encouraged to be more creative and 
flexible. This flexibility is readily observed in both communities, as members use advanced 
written expression to engage in highly critical and interpretive conversations, recognise the 
opportunities of communication in a virtual environment, and co-locate successfully to share 
their constructed values and meaning. Their learning processes are a sophisticated form of 
learning, which does not rely on ‘significant others’, such as mentors or facilitators, but rather 
peer recognition and validation for assessing their legitimacy and authenticity. In analysing the 
posts of both communities and the views of the interviewees, there is little doubt that many 
members of both communities find their experiences can be very influential on their personal 
constructs and understanding of the domain. There is also considerable evidence that their 
contributions have led to a social learning experience that has created viable and effective 
communities of practice. 
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In these communities, learning about a domain becomes a very social activity, not a solitary 
one, yet much of what occurs, is interpreted by members in a highly individual way. Many of 
their members regularly transit between various other virtual groups connected to the domain, 
and many have set up their own blogs and sites associated with aspects of the domains. 
Hence, in these communities, individual autodidactic learning is incorporated into a complex 
social network that often extends beyond the communities.  
Neither of these communities is an isolated community or a part of the “deep web” hiding in a 
hidden corner of the Internet. Because all communication is recorded, their content is readily 
accessible through search engines and links from other virtual locations and their domains are 
ones which have relevance to large numbers of people. In the early days of informal social 
learning in virtual environments, Siemons (2006) suggested that the current internet era was 
at a point of substantial change, where long-established lines of philosophical debate were 
being reshaped so that people’s means of interpreting life, learning, and reality moved into a 
new dimension. In both communities observed in this study, their contribution to the available 
knowledge of their respective domains reflects that, ten years after these comments were 
made, the virtual world has reshaped their members’ socialising and modes of learning as a 
result of this interaction. 
In the final chapter, there is a summary of these conclusions about the effectiveness of these 
forum groups as learning communities There is also a discussion of this study’s contribution 
to knowledge. 
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CHAPTER NINE-CONCLUSION 
Thesis Summary  
This ethnographical study asks the question ‘What is the value of meaning created through 
social learning in informal virtual communities?’ In order to answer this question it has 
undertaken an investigation of two virtual communities of practice based around forum 
software. These communities were explored by developing four specific propositions from an 
in-depth analysis of the available literature on informal learning, virtual environments and 
communities, and the theoretical understandings of Wenger (1998) regarding Communities of 
Practice, and Candy (1991) relating to autodidactic and constructed learning.  
After analysing these propositions in the previous chapters, the short reply to this research 
question is that based on the activities of these two communities, the nature of learning in 
informal environments is a very complex, often sophisticated and sometimes contradictory 
process that is governed by many different, and occasionally competing, aims of individuals 
and communities. This study also resolved that because of the very complexity of this learning, 
these two communities produce some very deep and meaningful contributions to their 
respective domains.  
After concluding this study, the researcher believes that there is very strong evidence that the 
key element to the development of this sophisticated learning is the concept of community. In 
Blanchard and Markus's (2004) opinion, virtual groupings only become communities when 
they develop an identifiable ‘sense of community’. They say this sense of community comes 
from feelings of membership which arise from: members’ recognition of boundaries; a sense 
of emotional safety; a sense of belonging to and identification with the group; and feelings of 
influence which merge from processes of maintaining norms within the group. Within the 
communities observed in this study, the researcher has concluded that learning, which was 
significant to members, the community itself and the world beyond these communities, was 
constructed and dispersed because of the sense of belonging and feelings of influence 
between peers in these virtual groups. As individuals connected within these communities in 
order to explore their interest in their respective domains, the communities became: 
repositories of ideas and resources; places to engage in negotiating and renegotiating 
meaning; and places to validate personal meaning through testing against established 
community understandings and peer views.  
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Thesis contributions to knowledge 
In their study on learning using Web 2.0 technologies, Dunlap and Lowenthal (2013) suggest 
that whilst the value of virtual communities for learning in professional contexts has been given 
ample attention, much less attention has been paid to informal learning in virtual communities 
unconnected to formal institutions or organisations. Hence, they concluded that there is a 
paucity of knowledge about the role that these communities play in adult learning lives. This 
study was intended to fill some of the gaps in the available knowledge about informal learning 
in independent virtual communities, as well as to enhance the understanding of the value of 
learning experiences in these communities, both to the participants and the broader 
community. 
After extensive ethnographical research on both communities of this study, the researcher 
considers that it advances the knowledge of learning outside the academy by providing 
evidence that people do learn effectively in informal virtual communities. They do this by 
constructing meaningful understandings of their domain of interest, as well as contributing to 
the knowledge of the domain of the communities’ interest. In developing a triangulated 
methodology, based on two theoretical perspectives that encompass a broad focus of learning 
through the creation of meaning, the study also provides a model for understanding how 
independent virtual communities can become highly successful learning environments. 
Additionally, there is evidence from this study that in the current technological age, when 
community participants learn in informal virtual environments, this should be recognised as 
having as much value and influence as participation in formal organisations and institutions, 
on how people develop knowledge and expertise over their lifetimes.  
After extensive examination of the four propositions developed for evaluating these 
communities, the following conclusions can be drawn about the nature of learning in the two 
informal online communities: 
1. Within these communities, there is no inherent contradiction between 
autodidactic or self-directed learning choices, and social learning attributes.  
In these informal communities, the choice of individuals to engage in social learning 
compliments the growth of knowledge and understanding both for themselves and the 
community. Participants in these communities negotiate a pathway that adds to the 
social role of the community but also supports and develops personal constructs. 
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2. Validation of meaning for both individuals and the community is a very important 
role for these communities.  
Far from being unreliable sources of knowledge, within the determinants and 
perspectives set by the community’s reified understandings, both participants’ 
personal understandings, as well as negotiated communal meaning of the domain, are 
authenticated by peers who have been granted identities of competence which 
legitimise their expertise within the community and sometimes the wider world.  
To be of value outside personal actualisation, autodidactic learning must be validated 
through processes such as job performance, formal assessment or peer review or by 
having that meaning assessed in a social learning situation, before it can be credited 
as wisdom, expertise, or competence. Thus, when informal virtual communities 
become communities of practice, as were the two observed in this study, they provide 
an effective means of validating personal constructions, which enhances personal 
perceptions of participants’ levels of competence, and can also influence broader 
perceptions of their competence. 
3. For both communities, the archived asynchronous written format was highly 
significant to their roles as learning communities, because the knowledge 
developed within each community exists outside sequential timelines, and thus 
can be resurrected and renegotiated at any time.  
This written asynchronous discussion format of forums lends itself to highly reflective 
responses that can represent a very deep form of learning which is preserved with the 
processes by which it was created. Additionally, because the communities’ archives 
are readily available to anyone with virtual access, all participants, including lurkers, 
can retrieve the full process of negotiation of meaning within the community, and can 
engage and learn socially even when not involved in direct exchanges. Further, the 
accessibility of the archive allows all new members, as well as ‘old timers’, to access 
these deep understandings and fully engage with the community’s recorded history 
without reference to the interpretations of other member’s perspectives of events.   
4. For both communities their virtuality greatly influences the way their practice 
develops, as well as how this practice shapes the way in which their members 
learn. 
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Whilst these communities operate as effective communities of practice, their virtuality, 
combined with their aims of attracting members who have real life connections to the 
domain, means that their practice does not always conform to some major conclusions 
that Wenger (1991) described in his theories. Both these communities see their role 
as connecting peers who share an interest in their respective domain. However, 
participants’ community roles, as well as any recognition of competence in that domain, 
is based as much on their life experience as their learning experience within the 
community. Thus whilst these communities are highly successful communities of 
practice, their virtuality creates a diverse learning environment developed around 
previous learning experiences.  
Limitations of the study  
There is no intention of claiming that the conclusions of this study apply to all internet 
communities or virtual social gatherings, or that the communities observed in this study are 
representative of other groups. There are thousands (or more) forum communities in the virtual 
world and it is recognised that not every forum is a community of practice and not every 
community will be a centre of meaningful learning. Because this study is an ethnographic 
exploration of two communities which satisfy the criteria of being a community of practice, the 
researcher recognises that findings are based on the particularities of these two communities 
and further extrapolations from the data need to be considered in the context of the particular 
environments of any virtual groups where further studies are undertaken. These findings 
cannot therefore be claimed as universal, and thus may only be a guideline for further studies 
of communities whose membership varies from the makeup of those studied in this project. 
A significant issue for this study was the large amount of data available to the researcher, both 
because of the size and activity of the communities, and the researcher’s view that there was 
a need for a triangulated research methodology to add to the integrity of the study. Therefore, 
of necessity in managing time and word limits the researcher needed to be selective in the 
threads discussed, even though she extensively examined far more than those that were 
quoted in this study. Hence, the researcher understands that the choice of threads may have 
influenced the observations and conclusions about that data, but as this study applies an 
abductive logic to draw its conclusions, it is felt that the selectivity of the data was not an 
inhibitor of the value of the study.  
As regards the findings of the study, it is understood by the researcher that recognition of the 
worth of the communities’ knowledge is not based on objective criteria. Each communities’ 
reification of certain aspects of their domain and their granting of identities of competence 
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based on those values and beliefs, influences the merit of the knowledge attributed to the 
community beyond its confines. However, this alignment between recognising expertise 
against certain abstract understandings is a feature of many educational experiences which 
are allied to theoretical perspectives, in addition to cultural, corporate or religious connections. 
Hence, the researcher believes that these alignments are only contentious when these ideals, 
reified views or standards are not openly apparent.  
It is also noted that the format of each community both defined and limited their practice, and 
influenced all conclusions that were made. Both communities observed in this study used 
forums as their virtual environment. Because these were one of the earlier Web 2.0 
applications, forums can be considered an old fashioned form of interaction in the virtual world. 
However, they are also a form of communication that is showing no signs of disappearing 
because this format encourages community interactions where all members share their 
voices. They were therefore considered to be more representatives of shared practice than 
other forms of social media such as Facebook and Twitter, which are about individual views 
which have the function of comments from other people as an addendum.  
However, there are some limitations, caused by the format of these forums which could impact 
on the conclusions. In both communities, even ‘manners’ posts require a level of articulation 
in the English language because the use of simple symbols or ‘kewl’ talk were perceived as 
bad manners. Therefore, to be an effective member of these communities, generally a person 
needs to be able to express themselves, and their views, in English in long written posts, a 
requirement which may limit potential members. Additionally, particularly in the Ford 
community, many of the posts were well over a thousand words, so extensive participation 
required considerable investment of time, which could also have influenced the levels of 
participation in the communities.  
Another limitation of the study is that the nature of both domains tended to be in areas of 
interest for older people so the perspectives and actions of both communities were skewed 
toward an older age group. Thus the research findings are founded on an the interactions of 
an age group that relies more on writing than engaging through different forms of media, 
particularly visual and oral ones. Both communities did have some younger members who 
used them to ask questions of people with experience in the domain, something treated with 
suspicion in the Ford community who frequently suggested that they go and ‘experience’ the 
film and then ask questions. However, the shipping community took questions from students 
and early entrants to the domain very seriously and responded in the role of facilitator.  
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There was some gender inequality in both communities. Within the shipping community, there 
tended to be large numbers of male posters, and there were very few seminal entrants who 
acknowledged female gender. Conversely, whilst the Ford group had a number of very 
articulate, and acknowledged, male posters there was a strong female representation. 
Because the gender breakdown was well represented over the study, it is believed there is no 
inherent gender bias. However, there is no attempt to explain differences between the two 
communities by gender differentiation, although it was apparent there was some.  
In both communities, the ethnicity of most members was very hard to judge because it was 
often not described. Images supplied from meetings and film festivals indicated two of the 
most prolific posters in the Ford community were African-American, and location statistics 
indicated some members were French, English and Australian but the predominant group 
came from the United States. There was a broader range of locations in the shipping 
community, and some posters indicated that their ethnicity by describing experiences or by 
supplying photos of themselves at sea, but generally there was an implication that members 
of the shipping community were of European descent so the perspectives tended to be skewed 
by western culture. 
A further inhibitor of the study was the limited access to lurker participants, even though the 
study has strongly considered the role of lurkers in both communities, a role which has been 
one of constant discussion in current literature on online learning. Every effort was made to 
scour both communities for any evidence of lurker participation, as well as relying on the 
experiences of the researcher, but a broad understanding based on numbers was not possible 
because by far the largest number of people lurking did not register or login in both 
communities. Both communities provided reading statistics recording how many people were 
reading a thread but it was not possible to locate further details without accessing 
administrative functions that were not available to the researcher. 
Potential value of these findings  
This ethnographical study researched the activities of two virtual communities that were 
purposively selected as their activities satisfied the criteria of the study, and as has been stated 
there is no suggestion that these findings are directly applicable to all other virtual 
communities. Nevertheless, there is much potential value in these findings in providing a 
yardstick for understanding the power and relevance of informal learning in other similar 
environments.  
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There are strong suggestions by writers such as such as Livingston (2001), Tough (2002) and 
McIvney (2006) that all autodidactic learning, is under-researched, not just that which occurs 
in a virtual environment. This is despite statements based on the estimates of Tough (2002) 
and Livingston (2001) that 90% of all learning is informal. As has been noted in the literature 
review, most studies on informal learning have been in the context of workplace studies as is 
evidenced by the work of Marsick and Watson (1990), Garrick (1998) and Eraut (2000). In this 
workplace environment, where informal learning is expected and recognised as empowering, 
it has been possible for numerous studies to be made. An example is the investigation which 
forms the basis of his work on Communities of Practice that Wenger (1998) undertook in a 
health insurance office. Indeed, much of the theory and understanding about informal learning 
has been developed from studies on workplaces where it is acknowledged as having a huge 
influence. A workplace is an environment where people learn and grow, and as much of the 
expectations of workplace performance are based on this activity, informal learning is 
rewarded in terms of status and finance. Often therefore, it is monitored, with clear outcomes 
being set and expectations being made. 
However, in real life situations, it can be challenging to observe the complicated nuances of 
informal learning unconnected to workplace environments. Informal learning, including 
autodidactic learning which is un-facilitated and motivated solely by personal interest and 
preferences, and rarely relies on a significant or defined outcomes, has been difficult to study. 
Its influence on people’s lives is thus much harder to evaluate, as is its power, or how to 
allocate credit or status based on its development. As explained by Ziegler et al. (2014), 
private informal learning can be wholly incidental to other activities, or take place in a variety 
of environments whose connections only make sense to the person involved in the learning. 
Researchers generally find it very difficult to observe all these connections and this inhibits 
the development of any true understanding of their complexity.  
Alternatively, research on informal learning can be undertaken by interviewing people about 
their learning activities. However, as has been well documented by authors such as Eraut 
(2010) not all adult informal learning activities, or indeed many, are perceived as learning. 
Therefore asking a person to explain how they learn informally can be something beyond their 
ability to do in any comprehensive fashion, even when it is pointed out to them that they are 
learning. Additionally for some people, asking about informal learning can also be very 
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invasive and they are reluctant to expose themselves to ridicule by revealing their sites of 
learning or their informal connections.66 
Hence, because informal learning outside the workplace has not been studied extensively it 
has been difficult to draw any decisive conclusions about its value, power or influence. This 
lack of study, and the consequential lack of understanding about how people learn outside the 
workplace means that those connected to formal learning institutions and circumstances may 
undervalue private meaning. Most likely this is because it is seen as unevaluated by 
competent people or significant others such as employers or mentors and therefore has no 
legitimate documentary basis. Therefore, as Tough (2002) explains, often educators, 
academics, and employers ignore this aspect of learning in people’s lives because the 
immediate connection between informal learning situations and the more traditional ones have 
not been well-researched.  
This study was possible because the whole communication explosion of Web 2.0 and later 
application developments created a wealth of resources which greatly assist the research of 
adult informal learning in virtual environments. In publically accessible communities, 
researchers can readily access the content of the community, frequently in written format, 
which allows them to delve into the whole complicated, complex, and nuanced processes of 
informal learning experiences in virtual environments. Song and Lee (2014) have suggested 
that the development of a myriad of new technologies for learning has enabled people to learn 
anywhere and anytime. When these processes are recorded a researcher can access ideas, 
patterns, and ‘off the cuff’ responses that may not be recognised as learning by the person 
making them. These responses can subsequently be considered, and analysed in order to 
draw conclusions about the way people learn in these environments.  
However, despite the advantages of being able to study autodidactic learning in a virtual 
environment, authors such as Dunlap and Lowenthal (2013) and Song and Lee (2014), note 
that it has not been researched to any significant extent, suggesting that educational 
researchers still have difficulties in finding effective means to evaluate this form of learning. 
According to M.Cox (2013), in order to understand this learning in virtual spaces, researchers 
need to develop new ways and combinations of methods for their investigations. Cox indicates 
that the lack of previous large research projects into informal learning in real time 
                                               
66 For example, writing ‘fanfiction’, can be a very common way of learning effective and creative 
literature and language skills, yet it as an area where many people who do this are reluctant to openly 
discuss, preferring to publish anonymously or circulate secretly.  
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environments means that there are limited road maps which can be used by researchers to 
understand the informal virtual environment.  
In developing this current project, the researcher has explicitly recognised the complications 
of analysing virtual environments. Despite the strict criteria applied to this current study, the 
researcher faced a bewildering array of data that was extremely difficult to navigate. Therefore, 
a methodology for this study was designed to specifically form a ‘scaffold’ which enabled the 
connections between the virtual environments, informal learning and their impact on adult 
learning lives to be explored. This study strictly adhered to two theoretical perspectives which 
enabled the creation of ‘markers’ or propositions and then used ethnographical and auto-
ethnographical research to examine learning in two virtual environments that are unconnected 
to any learning or workplace institution. Hence, it was able to provide insights into the very 
complex learning of these environments and demonstrate that private learning in social 
environments may be a very powerful influence, both on the lives of the participants and, 
because of the way this learning is created, beyond the communities themselves. It is 
suggested that such a methodology can be adapted to further studies of private informal 
learning because it is very important that educators expand the research in this under-explored 
aspect of learning. 
As has been increasingly noted, the divisions between work, education and private lives are 
blurring because access to virtual environments merges many of these activities. For many 
participants in this study, transiting of meaning between various aspects of their lives, including 
work, education and life-experience, is a normal and highly effective means of coping with 
rapidly changing situations. There is evidence in this study that more and more of this informal 
learning is connected to virtual environments, and it is the contention of the researcher that in 
order to remain relevant, educators must understand the nature and outcomes of informal 
learning activities. It is hoped that the undertaking of a large scale examination of this form of 
learning, and the development this scaffolded approach to explore it comprehensively, will 
provide an impetus to continued research.  
A further value of this study is that it provides very strong evidence of the way in which 
autodidactics learn and grow in virtual social environments. It is safe to say that both 
communities in this study were very successful communities of practices because of the way 
in which they engaged members and provided impetus to their learning journeys. There is 
evidence that the complexity and success of learning in these informal environments with its 
focus on deep learning, reflection, sharing and validating of personal experience, and 
acknowledgement of reified views can be extended to other environments. By recognising the 
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successful model of learning and engagement that is demonstrated in both of the communities 
of this study, educators and workplace developers could build a staged process for developing 
online learning environments. This process would enable students to engage in deep learning, 
using high levels of synthesis and creativity, that reproduce some of the most effective learning 
activities of face-to-face environments.  
Further study 
One of the earliest researchers in virtual technologies Rheingold (1993), suggested that it was 
necessary to examine virtual communities politically, economically, socially, and cognitively 
because each different perspective reveals something that the other perspectives do not 
reveal. Thus, there are many differing possibilities for the further study of virtual communities. 
From the conclusions drawn from this research, it is recommended that there are three 
directions in which further study would be of value. Firstly, the differences between both 
communities were enough to suggest that when social learning and autodidactic learning 
meet, the results are very diverse, so much more research on other communities needs to be 
undertaken before any broad understandings of its process are understood. Hence, there is a 
need for further ethnographic examination of virtual communities, to gain more insights to 
learning in this environment.  
Secondly, there is an opportunity to undertake experimental research designed to understand 
the impact on virtual learning in formal institutions where student engagement is based on 
deep learning through communities of practice that are described in this study. E-learning 
through MOOCs, forums, and other interactive environments does not always succeed in 
engaging students interactively. Nonetheless, there are strong indications in this study that 
both the communities observed are places of very high level engagement and successful 
learning encounters between members. This engagement is generated by the motivation and 
enthusiasm of the community participants. There is confirmation from this study that the 
success of these communities as learning communities is not based on forced participation 
but on: personal levels of acceptance of reified values; the abilities of the members to create 
a common language; and levels of engagement which enable members to create an 
acceptable identity within the community. In order to break the barriers of disengagement and 
expose online students to the type of social and deep learning that is a normal part of the 
practice of both communities observed in this study, efforts to reproduce some of the 
successful aspects of these communities need to be researched and analysed. 
A third area of study which could proceed from this project, would be detailed examination of 
the way in which meaning that is created and developed through participation in informal 
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online communities is dispersed into other areas of people’s lives. After engaging in this study, 
the researcher believes that by taking the time to analyse these records, against the value of 
the knowledge they produce, the influence of membership of similar communities on learning 
lives may be recognised for the profound impact it has on these existences. Further studies 
need to be undertaken about the way in which this learning is validated, and the circumstances 
which deem such knowledge safe, so as to include it into corporate, professional and 
educational institutions, as well as to acknowledge and reward it.  
Final words 
In Rheingold's (1993) opinion, some of the most important learning occurs when people jump 
into one corner or another of cyberspace, live there, and embrace the problems that virtual 
communities face. Despite some very real concerns about the safety of the virtual 
environment, many people learn to understand its complicated layout and are able to navigate 
it so successfully that they are exposed to a vast world of knowledge encompassing work 
experience, hobbies, and family connections, a process which the researcher believes can 
lead to self-actualisation. There is evidence in this study that personal growth and self-belief 
through the endowment of competency by highly competent other users of virtual 
environments, can be at the end of a keyboard.  
Thus for many participants of the communities observed in this study, despite the rigorous 
warnings in newspapers and other publications about the dangers of engaging with unknown 
others in virtual worlds, the communities have come to play a significant part of their lives. It 
can even be suggested that the easy access to virtual communities means that for many 
people they have become the equivalent of local villages, with the consequent deep and 
complex connections and roles. When these virtual environments become an important part 
of many people’s lives, they also play a significant role in the way in which they learn.  
Thus beliefs that because the Internet can be a dangerous place, all learning and knowledge 
obtained from virtual environments is not to be trusted, suggests an ignorance, or even a 
failure by those making such statements, to understand the nuances of this complicated 
environment. It also suggests that those ignoring or the discarding the influence and validity 
of learning in these virtual environments are more concerned with supporting current roles and 
status than in recognising and understanding how the way people learn has changed in the 
last ten years since Web 2.0 applications made interactive communities an extension personal 
environments. 
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Those who have learned to traverse this admittedly complicated, virtual world have found it to 
be very rewarding. Adults do learn without significant ‘others’ guiding them, when they 
construct personal meaning from a lifetime experience, connections to previous learning and 
their world view. However, adults also make choices about using social connections by trusting 
peers, colleagues and mentors to validate their understanding and to assess their 
constructions. Adults can choose to test their learning in many ways, but the evidence of this 
study is that one of the important choices is the deliberate seeking of social virtual communities 
to validate, confirm or deny personal constructions of meaning. There are also indications in 
this study that meaning acquired in informal virtual environments may be formed from highly 
sophisticated, socially validated, engagements with peers who have accredited levels of 
competence.  
It is important to the development of any future adult learning strategies of any organisation or 
institution that they understand the breadth of the exploratory journeys that people can take 
across a virtual environment, as well as the level of growth and competence that can result 
from these journeys, and incorporate these travels into their own understandings of 
competence. A person’s knowledge acquired from virtual, rather than the real world 
engagement should not be dismissed as unsubstantiated, but recognised against the beliefs 
of the environment where it was created and tested. In some opinions, those reified 
understandings of such communities may be considered ‘wrong’, but it should also be noted 
that on all levels of knowledge and learning there are perspectives, reified understandings and 
guides that are presented as concrete foundations of learning practice, many of which can be 
very controversial in the views of those who do not accept them. 
What needs to be established, for the sake for how we understand and recognise knowledge 
and wisdom, is that formal education or controlled workplace learning is a reified 
understanding of how people can learn, governed by the aims and desired outcomes of these 
institutions. However the development of the virtual worlds has allowed people to have access 
to more and more forms of learning and competence, which is no less likely to be verified, 
than that achieved from other methods of learning. If educators ignore the knowledge of 
people like those who inhabit both communities in this study then, they risk devaluation of their 
own role and perhaps isolation from what is rapidly becoming an important learning 
environment, one which is has a potentially significant role in the lives of its participants. As 
Nana from the Ford community explained:   
If wishes were horses you would all be on a ride (...) Thank you so much for all the fun, 
education, and joy you have brought into my life. (MFG-FC) 
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DEAKIN UNIVERSITY HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 
ANNUAL/FINAL REPORT 
Part A 
Year under review: 2016      
Please indicate the type of report: 
 Annual report   Final report  X  
 
Project ID: HEAG (AE) 10-103 
Project Title:  What is the value of meaning created through social learning in 
informal virtual communities? 
Principal Investigator:  Deirdre Wilmott 
Student Researcher (if applicable)*: Yes 
School:    Project transferred to Federation University Faculty:
       
Campus:       
Contact Telephone No:       
Email:  
Approval details 
Project approved by: 
 Deakin University HREC          
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 Faculty of Arts & Education HEAG       X  
 Faculty of Business & Law HEAG        
 Faculty of Health HEAG         
 Faculty of Science, Engineering & Built Environment HEAG      
Date of original approval:   16 November 2010 
What is the current status of your project? 
 Yet to start            
 Continuing           
 Data collection completed        X  
 Abandoned/Withdrawn         
Comments:  
Data collection was completed in 2013 after the project was transferred to 
FEDERATION UNIVERSITY 
*Please note: if you are an HDR student it is a requirement of your candidature that you submit annual reports 
for your project and a final report on completion of your data collection. 
Part B 
Ethical issues 
1. Please provide the number of participants approved by DUHREC  
8 
2. How many participants have been/are involved in your research to date  
5 
3. Please provide reasons if the number exceeds the number approved by DUHREC  
      
4. Are you applying to modify the project? 
Yes  No X  If yes, please complete a Request for 
Modification form. 
5. Are you applying for an extension beyond the four year approval period? 
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Yes  No X  If yes, please complete a Request for 
Modification form* 
6. If this project was subject to conditions, have these been met? 
Yes  No   
7. Have there been any serious adverse effects on the research participants? 
Yes  No X   
8. Have there been any events which might affect the continued ethical acceptability of the 
project? 
Yes  No X   
If you have answered yes to any of the above questions, please provide an explanation: 
      
*To extend a DUHREC project originally approved for three years, up to a maximum of four, please email 
research-ethics@deakin.edu.au 
Part C 
Data storage 
1. Please indicate where the data for this project are being stored during the course of the 
project*: 
On Computer of researcher  
If outside Deakin, please justify:  
Project transferred to Federation University 
*Students studying remotely are required to send a copy of the data to their Deakin Supervisor for safe 
storage for the required period (usually 6 years). 
2. Please describe the measures that are in place to ensure the security of records associated with 
the project: 
All data kept on a computer that is locked away and all documents are 
passworded  
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Part D 
Complaints 
Have there been any complaints about the research in the last 12 months? Yes 
 No X  
1. If yes, has the Manager, Ethics and Biosafety, been notified?  Yes  No  
 
2. If no, please provide details of the complaint  
      
Part E 
Comments  
The Deakin Human Research Ethics Unit welcomes any feedback on: 
 difficulties experienced with carrying out the research project or 
 appropriate suggestions which might lead to improvements in ethical clearance and monitoring 
of research 
      
Part F 
Final report only  
If your project is completed, please briefly provide the outcome of your research. You may attach a 
brief report of the results if you choose. 
Thesis has been completed. All interviews and searches were completed in 
2013. Data from interviews was recorded and transposed and used in a 
triangulated methodology to support conclusions drawn from three 
sources, examination of public forums, interviews and personal experience of 
the researcher using an ethnographical methodology. In the final document the 
identity of all participants and web sites, and website contributors were 
disguised as per ethics requirements. 
  
If available please provide a copy of the plain language report of the findings from the project which 
you provided to participants. This will give DUHREC an idea of how research participants receive their 
thanks and feedback from researchers. 
Available   Not available  X  
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Do you agree to this report being included in a library of exemplars on the Research Integrity site? 
Yes X  No   
Part G 
1 DECLARATION  
I/We, the undersigned declare that the information supplied in this report is true and accurate to 
the best of my/our knowledge. 
I / We the undersigned have read the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research and 
accept responsibility for the conduct of the project detailed in this form in accordance with the 
principles contained in the Statement and any other conditions laid down by Deakin University 
Human Research Ethics Committee.  
Signatures: 
 Principal Investigator 
  Date: 27 January 2016 
 Co-Investigator/s  
       Date:       
       Date:       
Please note: if you are an HDR student it is a requirement of your candidature that you submit annual reports 
for your project and a final report on completion of your data collection 
Please submit all documents via the Human Ethics application submission page. 
For further information contact research-ethics@deakin.edu.au or call (03) 9251 7123 or (03) 5227 2999. 
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OUTLINE OF INTERVIEW TOPICS 
When did they join the group? 
What had been their previous experience in the domain? 
What other sites and communities do they visit, How often? What is their level of 
engagement? 
What is their experience with the Internet? 
Do they have their own site? Why? 
What has been the impact of their membership of the community? 
Are they concerned that strangers are reading what they say particularly the more personal 
details? 
What are their favourite parts of the community? Where do they visit the most often? Why? 
How much do they trust what is written in the community? 
How do they know other posters are genuine? 
 
 
 
 
 
